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Abstract
This study is an exploration of South Pacific literature in English 
from the perspective of regionalism.
Since the publication of Vincent Eri's The Crocodile in 1969, 'the first 
Pacific novel', a body of literature has emerged from the islands of the 
South West Pacific formerly under British, Australian and New Zealand 
control. This literature has attracted the rubric 'South Pacific'. But what is 
the meaning of such a descriptor? Is it merely a geographical or geo­
political designator? And does the literature exhibit common literary 
practices which warrant a generic title?
In order to answer these questions, the study commences with an 
examination of critiques of regional literature, teasing out what has been 
implied in the term. The regionalist perspective has been historically 
conceived as sub-national, as rural in setting, as moral in tone, and as 
Romantic in its mythicising of Nature and the relationship of humans to 
their physical environment. There continues to be a strong interest in 
such micro-regions.
However, it is argued that throughout the 20th century, there has 
been an increasing tendency to codify literatures by what I call 'macro- 
regional' terms ('Africa', 'South America'), to apply geo-political 
boundaries as an adequate and complete categorisation. The elements of 
micro-regional literature are therefore examined for their applicability to 
macro-regional literature, and it is contended that though there has been a 
shift towards more specific socio-political concerns in the interpretation of 
macro-regional literatures, reflecting the more general political emphases
Vof 20th century intellectual movements, and a corresponding shift away 
from the 19th century emphasis on geophysical determinants, other 
constituents of micro-regional literature can be identified in macro- 
regional literature.
These constituents are a common language, a common social history 
which informs character, a common culture (both social and material), 
and particular patterns of aesthetic motivation and expression - thematic 
concerns, genre, mood, character typology, symbol and motif.
As patterns emerge in a body of literature, they become expectations 
and assumptions a reader brings to a particular text, and thus shape both 
the conceptions of the literature as literature, and of the place/region from 
which the text derives. The 'literary region' is thus inextricably related to 
the 'region of the imagination' mapped (however unconsciously) in the 
text.
Because South Pacific literature in English has such a short history, it 
is relatively easy to trace its emergence as a regional literature, and to 
isolate the process by which the region and its literature have been 
constructed - through cultural studies by individuals committed to the 
notion of regionalism, through regionally-oriented educational and social 
institutions, through writers who have identified their work in supra­
national rather than national terms, or who have been so identified by 
publishers and critics. The significance of inner-outer discourse in this 
process is also examined, through a consideration of critical studies.
A number of threads are drawn out in examining the process - the 
use of a non-native language in establishing a literature, publication 
imperatives, and the slipperiness and permeability of boundaries, whether 
those setting the boundaries are internal or external to the region. Geo-
Vpolitical boundaries were never fixed in pre-Contact times; non- 
indigenous ethnic groups and post-Contact economic and social 
conditions have complicated the meaning of regionalism. In the light of 
these factors, and in consequence of the assumption of the region that it 
demonstrate a relatively coherent culture and social history, the South 
Pacific is defined as the Commonwealth (and ex-Commonwealth) island 
nations.
The remainder of the study focusses on the texts as illustrative of 
patterns which ultimately demonstrate that one can profitably utilise 
regionalism as a critical strategy in approaching writing from the area. 
Hence it is argued that one can discern in the history of the writing a 
movement from a concern with the politics of independence, to more 
general socio-political and personal concerns. Further, the core features of 
regional expression - common metaphors such as Darkness/Light, 
Village/Town, the use of local legend and myth, and motifs such as the 
journey and school, as well as the sense of place - are extrapolated from 
the literature, and are codified as a repertoire of expectations about the 
literature. Commonalities in the deployment of particular genres are also 
isolated: short-form poetry and first-person short prose narrative are 
found to be the predominant forms of expression. It is argued that this is a 
consequence both of traditional oral influences and modern educational 
and socio-economic imperatives.
The effects of use of a non-native language are examined: several 
Pacific voices are discerned - one utilitarian and quotidian, another 
hyperbolic and comic, yet another deliberately fractured, a creole imitative 
of much spoken English in the Pacific.
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Finally, it is contended that while there are nationalist and economic 
tendencies working against a continuing perception of the literature as a 
regional product, there are also forces which strengthen the relevance of 
the regionalist perspective. The culture of the South Pacific is itself 
identified as the primary force for regionalism, in that it not only allows 
of, but encourages, multiple identification and the strong intradependence 
which is basic to regional identity.
vin
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The Kaunitoni Story
There is a widespread belief throughout Fiji that the country was first 
settled from Africa.1 As Geraghty summarises the legend:
Fijians came from Tanganyika. They came in the Kaunitoni under 
the leadership of Lutunasobasoba. They landed at Vuda, which 
means 'our origins'. . . . Lutunasobasoba dies and power passes to 
his brother Degei, who now becomes the chief deity. (25)
It is an appealing legend - the great canoe voyage links Fijians to other 
Pacific peoples with heroic stories of navigational skills, especially the 
Maori, with their seven great canoes; the African connection 'explains' 
the curly hair which differentiates Fijians from the Polynesian groups to 
the east. Fijians are thus rendered distinctive within the Pacific, yet part of 
its voyager tradition.
In an extraordinary piece of linguistic detective work, however, 
Geraghty has demonstrated that far from being a legend passed down from 
the period of settlement - about 3,500 years ago - it could be dated 
specifically to 1892, in fact, to a competition organised by the editor of a 
government Fijian language periodical, Na Mata, to produce a coherent 
account of Fijian origins. The Kaunitoni story won the competition, and 
was subsequently published in Na Mata. This distillation of local legend 
was attributed to a Fijian clerk, liai Motonicocoka; in fact, it was the fertile * 
imagination of an amateur European anthropologist, one Basil 
Thompson, which concocted the story, according to Geraghty (28). It was a 
story eagerly taken up by government, church and the schools, for it 
offered "a basis for a national identity [Fiji] had previously lacked"
(Geraghty 29). Thus was myth made.
XI
The significance of the Kaunitoni story to this study is multiple: 
most importantly, it demonstrates the 'constructedness' of any literature 
(whether 'oral' or written) and of myth and history. It may also therefore 
bear upon the construction of a regional literature, the focus of this study. 
But it points to other threads in the argument of the study too - the 
literacy of many Pacific peoples in their vernacular from an early stage in 
the Contact period; the power of the written word to disseminate a story 
widely even in a predominantly oral culture; the subtle way European 
versions of reality, and European 'scientific' or imaginative theories about 
the Pacific, entered the Pacific imagination; the complex ways in which 
versions of self and other are constructed by both self and other to form 
identity - for Motonicocoka was presumably a willing conspirator in the 
writing process; certainly the Fijians who spread the story were. And 
though a core identity persists, the identity of a people continues to be 
modified by self and other.
Personal information (Namasimasi Village, Fiji 1984); the popular tourist 
introduction to Fiji, Fiji and its Peoples, canvasses the possibilities of origin, and 
finds the African connection the strongest claim because "Yavusanra Village in Nadi 
does not sound too dissimilar to Abyssinia." (11)
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iChapter 1. Conceptualising Regional
Literature
Our fallible ways of knowing, he thinks, and the enterprise of 
making maps to link up questions and answers. 'They always 
turn out faulty,' he says. 'Eventually. But they throw up answers 
after all. And they reshape the questions too.'
(Janette Turner Hospital, Charades, 109-10)
Introduction
The purpose of this study is to examine the English-language literature 
of the South Pacific from the perspective of regionalism. The ’enterprise' 
arose from my need to construct a map which would account for the 
questions raised by a 'Pacific Writers' Week' at a regional university, the 
University of the South Pacific, in Suva, Fiji, in 1984.
Unlike the 1980 ACLALS Conference in Suva, hosted by USP but 
metropolitan in conception (see Chapter 2), Pacific Writers' Week was 
conceived and organised by a group of self-identified Pacific writers:
Samoan Albert Wendt, Indo-Fijian Subramani, Tongan Konai Thaman, 
Cook Islander Marjorie Crocombe. They invited Papua New Guineans, ni- 
Vanuatu, Solomon Islanders, Maoris, an Australian Aborigine, American 
Samoans, Hawaiians, Cook Islanders, Western Samoans, Tongans, and I- 
Kiribati and Tuvalu. There were, however, no Francophone delegates, and 
the only Europeans were staff members of USP.
2The map of the Pacific thus constructed by those attending threw up 
questions, not answers: it was obvious that there were deep divisions 
between the writers at cultural, economic, social and intellectual levels. 
Though they were ostensibly united by their indigeneity within the broad 
rubric 'Pacific', though they appeared to speak in a common language, 
English, of the same concerns - identity, the colonial legacy, the centrality of 
language to culture - and though the organisation was 'Pacific' in structure 
and mood, consensual and not confrontational, the divisions challenged the 
internal consistency and homogeneity implied by the regional descriptor 
'Pacific'. Aboriginal Selwyn Hughes, after the first two sessions, stood up 
and admitted his perplexity at having been requested to make a brief 
stopover in Fiji to attend: he was really on his way to a Black writers' 
conference in mainland USA, but he would read three of his poems if the 
group wished. Having done so, he left to catch his flight. The American- 
Samoans could not relate to the debate on the socio-economic realities of 
village life in the atoll Pacific, or the low level of educational participation 
in the Western Pacific; the Maoris, television producers, insisted on the 
centrality of technology in the transmission of cultural identity and the 
revival of a minority language in a European-majority culture; the Indo- 
Fijians were intermittently excluded by references to Pacific indigeneity as a 
defining quality of the region's literature. And there remained the absences 
- of Francophones and Europeans.
The questions which arose from the conference then are those basic to 
the conceptualisation of a regional literature:
• is a region merely and simply a geographical entity plotted by latitude 
and longitude?
• what is implied by a 'regional literature'?
• what is the process of its construction?
3• can a regional literature be wholly self-defining?
• what are the constituents of a regional literature?
• are particular regional literatures merely inflexions of these 
constituents?
• is the regional perspective a valid and valuable approach to the 
apprehension of a corpus of literature, i.e. does it have value only in a 
historiographic sense, or is it also of value in illuminating an 
individual text?
The answers, tentative as they are, reshape the Pacific mooted by the 
conference. This study attempts to answer those questions, somewhat 
indirectly, through exploring the emergence of a South Pacific literature, 
and the nature of that literature. But it is first necessary to postulate some 
answers based on what we know of and can infer from the regional in other 
contexts.
Thus the study begins, in this chapter, with an examination of the 
theoretical investigations of the region as an intellectual construct, and of 
the implications of deploying regional terms in critical studies. For we are 
dealing with two phenomena - the region as a geographical and ultimately 
a cultural fact, and literary works as signifiers of the region (cf. J.R. Watson 
34). The study then seeks to set the parameters of the specific explorations of 
later chapters by theorising a dynamic process of regional construction 
through an inner-outer discourse; by cataloguing the components of a 
regional literature; and by arguing the validity and value of regionalism as 
a critical strategy.
Chapter 2 reconstructs the process by which an identifiable regional 
literature emerged in the South Pacific in the early 1970s. This involves a 
preliminary mapping of the region itself, in geographical, cultural,
4historical, political and socio-economic terms, and a brief survey of the 
forces for and against regionalism in the Pacific, the difficulties faced in 
constructing a regional literature, and the purposes served by the 
construction of such a literature. This is followed by an examination of the 
ways in which intellectuals, writers and critics, both inside and outside the 
Pacific, gave definition to the region and refined its boundaries and 
concerns.
Chapter 3 considers the themes which activate the literature, and the 
common patterns of literary development in the various nations which 
constitute the region outlined in the previous chapter. A close textual study 
of myth, metaphor, motif and sense of place follows in Chapter 4, while 
Chapter 5 considers commonality and difference in form, genre and 
language within the literature, and examines how these literary strategies 
might reflect a South Pacific identity. The focus on text in these three 
chapters highlights tendencies which support a regionalist approach, as well 
as outlining the elements which militate against regionalism as a relevant 
critical approach to literature in the South Pacific in the 1990s.
The Conclusion focusses more closely on this last issue, surveying the 
current state of publishing in the region, and the current activities of the 
major writers of the 1970s and 1980s; it postulates two possibilities for the 
future of the region's literature - a disintegration into national literatures, 
which increasingly split into ethnic and English language texts, and a slower 
accretion of texts to the canon established during the twenty years of the 
literature's existence.
In summary, it is the contention of this study that the regional 
perspective offers the most fruitful approach to the small body of literature
5which emanates from each of the Pacific's small nation-states. It does so in 
several important ways.
First, regionalism provides the small group of local writers with the 
literary recognition attendant on the 'critical mass' of a larger group. It 
ensures their recognition in the wider world of literature, and allows a 
recognition both inside and outside the region that a corpus of writing exists 
against which the individual artist can measure him/herself, and be 
measured. Second, the issue of a relevant local literary criticism has become 
a particularly sensitive one in post-colonial critiques, as Cecil Abrahams' 
article, "Schwei tzerism: The African Writer and the Literary Critic", attests. 
The emergence of critics from within the region who can relate directly to its 
literature has provided that relevance; almost invariably, local critics have 
adopted a regional perspective. Third, the regional perspective has 
increasingly dominated intellectual discourse within the South Pacific itself, 
in response to economic, strategic, environmental, and cultured pressures 
external to the region - see "Opinion" (PIM (July 1988): 8). Thus a regional 
approach is not merely a continuation of the established European mode of 
viewing the distant and tiny countries of the 'South Seas'; regionalism has 
emerged as a vital movement from within. A regional literature has 
significance because it can confirm a shared identity within the region. 
Fourth, a regional perspective provides a valuable point of entry to 
individual texts, because "regionalism . . . offers a theory accounting for the 
interrelationship between things" (Louis Wirth 386). In addition, as with 
any taxonomy, regionalism sets up a code of expectations. In literature these 
expectations relate to situation, theme, form, style, motif and language.
Once those expectations have gained currency, the individual text can be 
measured within a local literary context which gives resonance and depth to 
a particular text. The reader thus constructs the text against a set of
6assumptions. Examined as part of an extensive body of literature, the 
individual text leaves the realm of mere exotica or ethnographic data - a 
temptation for critics, as we will see in initial reactions to Vincent Eri's The 
Crocodile, 'the first Pacific novel', and Two Highland Novels from Papua 
New Guinea. Over a period of time, the anticipations of theme, situation, 
mode and so on are re-examined in the light of new and challenging texts 
and changing critical strategies; expectations are modified, but core features, 
which come to be considered as characteristic of the literature, remain.
These expectations should illuminate a particular text, and not limit the 
reader's openness to it; they must also be constantly modified, as the region 
itself evolves, for as Rupert Vance states, the region is both "process and 
product" (124), and its literary output is organic and yet canonical.
A region is not wholly self-constructed. Indeed its acceptance as a 
region is a function of external as well as internal perceptions and beliefs. 
Like identity itself, the concept of a region arises from a mutually defining 
discourse of inside and outside views, of self and other. While this study is 
entitled "From the Islands", because it focusses on the work of indigenous 
writers defining themselves and their 'places', it must be recognised that the 
construction of a region through literature is not unidirectional or even 
linear, but a complex conflation of perceptions by and of self and other.1 If a 
regional literature is to gain recognition, it will be as a result of a 
convergence of perceptions - both internal and external. Until 20 years ago, 
the South Pacific as literary and intellectual entity existed primarily as an 
object of European gaze. Its people were examined and written 'about' or 
written 'on', as Nigel Krauth has noted (New Guinea Images xvi), with the 
result that what was reflected in non-indigenous writing was a European 
self, and European delusions. Without an articulated self-definition, the 
Pacific could not exist fully in its own imagination, or the imagination of
7the outer world.2 As Bernard Narokobi says "our full humanity, and our 
view of the universe [was] understood in terms of anthropology and not in 
terms of beings with a valid view of the cosmos." (219)
The development of an indigenous literature in a world language,
English, has brought the region into full existence; the voice of the region, 
by its translation from a vernacular into a universal language, from oral to 
written forms, has completed the construction of the region, for "to speak is 
to exist absolutely for the other." (Frantz Fanon 17) Through its literature in 
English, the South Pacific has articulated its own perceptions of self and 
other, and in so doing has turned a ’mirror' (Krauth's term in New Guinea 
Images xvi) into a window, a speech into a dialogue. A mirror may 
enlighten the gazer; a speech may enlighten the audience; but a window 
and a dialogue are more instructive. In that sense, this study is a voyage "to 
the Islands."
The region as an intellectual construct
The first question posited in this chapter was that of regional 
definition - is a region simply a geographical location? Clearly, a region 
exists only through human definition and mediation; further, regional 
terms such as 'New England', 'Australia' and 'the South Pacific' have other 
than geophysical referents, as is intimated in the title of Richard White's 
Inventing Australia. Such terms connote physical entities, facts of nature, 
but they also adumbrate images and ideas compounded of historical, social, 
political and cultural knowledge and belief. A region also incorporates 
linguistic and ethnic referents. Discussion of a region canvasses questions of 
'identity', 'sense of place', 'myth-making', and 'traditions'.
8Yet remarkably few attempts have been made to examine regionalism 
as a critical strategy: the region is a 'given' of geographical fact and 
economic and political organisation, and as such is primarily the 
provenance of social scientists. In literary studies and anthologies which 
utilise a regional descriptor, critics and editors alike have implied and 
assumed a broad commonality of socio-historical and cultural forces which 
link the literary texts of the area, as we shall see below. Very few critics have 
queried the meaning or value of broad regional descriptors. Bill Ashcroft et 
al. admit the 'appeal' of a regional term such as 'Africa*. However, they 
argue that Africa has "limited application as a descriptive label" (17), because 
of "political, economic and cultural differences between modern African 
countries." (17-18) Nevertheless, from their post-colonialist perspective, 
they concede that some areal groupings may "gain acceptance" based on "a 
collective identity evident in other ways": they proffer cricket and a regional 
university, as well as geographical and historical determinants, but not 
linguistic factors, as cohering elements in 'West Indian literature'.
Abrahams argues that "there is an African literature only in the same loose 
sense as the groupings of European and North American writing under the 
heading of Western literature" (8), which would appear to support a 
contention that a regional literature can be observed as an outcome of 
geographic, socio-historical and cultural commonalities. Abrahams goes on 
to note that African literature reveals common themes, "colonialism, 
slavery and race discrimination" but "above and beyond these 
commonalities we observe peculiarities that apply strictly to my place" (8) 
[my italics]. Obviously, as will be argued further below, large regional 
constructions lose specificity. Yet Abrahams concedes that African literature 
has validity as a macro-regional construct, at least in terms of its thematic
concerns.
9It is argued in this study that from geographic and cultural descriptors 
such as 'Africa', however extensive their boundaries, we infer a region, and 
hence a literature with shared characteristics. Vance's broad definition of 
the region as "a unit of areal and cultural differentiation" (123) points to 
several important attributes of a region: its cohesion, the close relationship 
between place (or area) and people (or cultural activity), the recognition of 
difference from others outside the region. It can be inferred that this 
recognition of difference can be both integrative and divisive, that regional 
identification can be strongly adhesive in its effects on its own inhabitants; a 
concomitant effect on those external to the region may well result in 
confrontational attitudes. Fulmer Mood adds a further significant point - 
the notion of recognition of a region as both self and other-adduced:
Given time, there arrives a moment when men . . . looking at each 
other, and at themselves, come to the realization that they are not as 
their fellows are, nor are their fellows as they are. . . . When a 
nomenclature is easily and frequently employed, when it forms part of 
the common parlance, then [a region] comets] into being. (6-7)
Internal and external definition then, is an important component in the 
development of a regional identification: recall the caveat in the 
Introduction above regarding the Pacific as an object for cultural 
interpretation by Europeans. A third-world region might well exist "in 
common parlance" in European discourse, as 'the South Seas' was a 
common European concept in the 19th century. Yet as we shall see further 
below, it was not until the late 20th century that the South Pacific region 
could articulate through a mutually comprehensible language its 
inhabitants' recognition that "they are not as their fellows are".
More detailed examination of the cultural elements that social 
scientists ascribe to the concept of region reveals the pertinence of 
regionalism in literary study. The region embraces "'historical
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development, folk culture and institutions, the origin and character of its 
people, and of special features commonly accepted as characteristic'" (Odum 
& Moore, quoted in Vernon Carstensen 108, who adds "socio-economic 
indices" to these features). Though these are all objects of study in their 
own right, and have their own epistemologies, they are frequently the 
subject of literary interpretation. Further, they can be apprehended through 
literary texts insofar as texts are cultural products of a particular geographic 
area, in a particular historical and cultural era, utilising character, and 
expressing a specific aesthetic canon. Indeed, it is likely that literature can 
best illuminate, if not analyse, what Wirth considers the fourth aspect of 
regionalism - "a state of mind,... a way of life, ... a mode of collective 
consciousness, ... a social movement, ... a cult" (391). (The other three 
aspects are that a region exhibits the qualities of a "culture area", the absence 
of physical barriers, and interdependence within the region [Wirth 383].)
One vital aspect of the concept of the region must be considered 
further: the size and boundaries of the areal and cultural unit. Though 
social scientists most often delimit the region as a subset of a nation (see, for 
example, Carstensen 112, Vance 119), there is an equally strong tendency in 
ethnography to equate area-kinship with region, so that Oceania, for 
instance, is perceived as a region, despite a belated recognition of its cultural 
and geographic diversity (Linnekin and Poyer 1). Vance summarily 
dismisses size as unproblematic: "both practical considerations and the 
knowledge of people's attitudes will often determine the size and type of 
regions selected" (123). This would appear to suggest that there is no 
theoretical impediment to the application of regionalism to large national 
or supra-national entities, though it is clear that small regions, subsets of a 
national state, will exhibit more internally coherent geophysical properties 
and socio-cultural homogeneity. Regionalism is therefore a valid approach
11
for large regions if it is conceded that there will be a corresponding 
diminution of specificity and integrity. A large region is delimited by the 
geographical propinquity of its sub-units (as the United States is often 
divided into the South, New England, the Mid-West, the West) and by 
broad commonalities of social custom, social organisation, and belief 
systems (the "collective consciousness"), though Wirth argues these 
component parts need not be similar if the region exhibits "a relationship of 
significant interdependence" (383). This interdependence may be political, 
economic, social or cultural, though it is obvious that it is most often 
economically or politically conceived, as evidenced by the current debate on 
trade blocs.3 For Wirth, the smaller region has readily defined boundaries, 
whereas the larger region is "more likely to have a salient or dominant 
center" (383), and to have "difficulty in delineating its boundaries". As we 
will see below, the periphery of the South Pacific is a matter of contention - 
and adjustment; we might note, however, that there is no dominant centre 
in the Pacific. Regional paradigms therefore are applicable in macro- and 
micro-contexts, with the qualification that the putative homogeneity of the 
region will lose some of its integrity as the region expands.
In summary, a region is an intellectual construct; its core elements are 
geographical and cultural facts which can be observed and interpreted. Both 
the observation and the interpretation are mediated by humans, sometimes 
casually, sometimes for particular purposes, and the 'facts’ are thereby 
transmuted into speculations - about the spiritual relationship of humans 
to place, for instance. Hence regionalism eschews simple geographical data; 
perforce, it incorporates in varying degrees and consequent on the discipline 
of the observer, the study of social relationships, patterns of cultural 
production, history, intellectual endeavour, characteristic features of 
political affiliations, and self-definition. The region is a construction from
12
observable data; regionalism is a heuristic device for exploring the
relationships between those data.
The next section takes up our second question - what is implied by the 
term 'regional literature'? It examines the critical studies which utilise 
regional or geographical descriptors in delimiting their concerns. These 
descriptors may be sub-national, national or supra-national, and the areal 
referrent may be of minimal importance, as we shall see.
The implications of ’regional literature’
The concept of regional literature has been relatively undefined. This lack 
of definition is problematic, given the extensive use of geographical / geo­
political descriptors in critical studies. Titles such as Eustace Palmer's The 
Growth of the African Novel (1979) or Gideon-Cyrus Mutiso's Socio- 
Political Thought in African Literature: Weusi? (1974) suggest a regional 
connotation, but their texts emphasise political or socio-historical 
constructs.4 Equally, critical studies utilising national descriptors such as 
Marcus Cunliffe's The Literature of the United States or Geoffrey Dutton's 
The Literature of Australia are generally historical-cultural in their 
implications. They may include a geophysical dimension, particularly in 
relation to the influence of landscape on cultural practice,5 but they are 
premised on a landscape which has already been mythicised over time, 
which is more ideational than spatial. It is the studies of small sub-national 
literatures which have most consciously drawn on regionalism as a critical 
strategy, studies such as William Cash's The Mind of the South or George 
Woodcock's studies of Canadian literature.
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Yet, given the caveat that increasing the size of a region increases the 
breadth of its defining characteristics, and decreases its homogeneity, 
regionalism has obvious application in approaching the supra-national 
entities suggested by terms such as 'Africa' or 'South America'.
It is because the constructions 'Africa' and 'the West Indies' include 
geographical and cultural dimensions, however insignificant these are in 
the specific argument of the critical studies canvassed, that these studies are 
examined here. Indeed, as will be argued below, many national and supra­
national studies utilising a political or social analytical strategy, share 
common interests with the regionalist strategy. 'Identity', 'sense of place', 
'belonging', 'landscape', 'self-definition' are terms which recur in critiques 
of nationalism such as White's Inventing Australia; such terms are equally 
common in regional critiques. Many of the critical studies which posit a 
unifying geographical or geopolitical perspective imply or demonstrate 
broadly common socio-historical and cultural forces which link the literary 
texts of the areal unit, and explicate the common themes consequent on 
those forces. However, very few consider the intellectual, cultural and 
economic motives for the construction of the region in the literary 
imagination and the interaction of these with geo-political regional 
constructs.
The remainder of this section explores what has been implied by the 
use of a geographic-regional descriptor in critical studies. Consequently, it 
briefly considers national terminology and its referents - 'British literature', 
'Russian literature'. It then examines William Keith's central study of 
regionalism in British literature, Regions of the Imagination. This is 
followed by less detailed analyses of regional critiques in North America, 
particularly in the USA; these are sub-national in focus. It then surveys
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critiques which obliquely or directly employ supra-regional constructions, in 
order to extrapolate from them the possible implications of such broad 
regional constructions. Comparison of these broad and narrow uses of the 
regional will prove fruitful in postulating answers to our remaining 
questions.
We have a long tradition of national studies based on the use of a core 
language and geo-political borders. French, German, English and Russian 
literatures have been recognised as discrete traditions for some hundreds of 
years.6 Each of these literatures has identified and evolved a canon of core 
texts and aesthetic traditions, propagated through cultural institutions such 
as the educational system and the media. The significance of such 
literatures has also been affected by the economic and political power of the 
nation concerned. However, linguistic and geo-political boundaries alone 
are inadequate in defining the region if we consider the emergence of 
literatures such as those of Canada, Australia, and the USA, which utilise a 
major European language, but have developed a unique expression which is 
shaped not simply by language but by geographical, social and historical 
experiences quite different from those pertaining in the colonising country, 
the source of their language and much of their core culture. Though the 
colonial language has undergone some mutation in settler countries,
English has remained a core element of those literatures, which have 
spawned an enormous industry of self-definition.7 As we shall see below, 
national literatures and their referents become more problematic when a 
European-language literature emerges alongside an existing native-language 
(often oral) literature. Inevitably, the development of a European-language 
literature accrues political implications through the very use of the colonial 
language in a different region, as well as through a consideration of the 
appropriateness of European cultural products such as the novel and the
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short written poem in a different culture. What is implied in national- 
regional descriptors in the 20th century is therefore infinitely more complex 
than what was implied in the old national literatures, viz. a core language, 
geo-political boundaries, an aesthetic canon with all that implies of key 
writers, genre studies, historiography, and central thematic concerns.
Indeed, Eckhard Breitinger argues that use of a non-native language 
prevents a regional interpretation:
'Africanity' constitutes itself as a common denominator of the cultural 
values of several ethnic groups; it rests on an assumed supra-tribal 
consensus about the original African values. It is distinguished from a 
regional concept of culture by its usage of the supra-tribal medium of 
language, English. (82)
However, I would argue that such usage, because it allows communication 
between tribal groups which recognise and articulate their shared values, 
has actually encouraged the development of macro-regional literatures such 
as African literature. In addition, the limited output of English- (and 
French-) language texts from nations within a geographical entity as large as 
Africa has also encouraged external readers and critics to categorise these 
texts in regional terms, albeit politically and socially interpreted. 
Nevertheless, the use of a non-indigenous language in the construction of a 
regional literature remains problematic for both writer and critic, as we will
see.
In his 1939 article "Three Aspects of Regional Consciousness", F.W. 
Morgan had argued that regional consciousness was an amalgam of socio­
political, geographical and literary factors. The regional novelist was one 
who "produces a living picture of the unity of place and people, through 
work" (quoted in Keith 4). Morgan thus located regional literature as the 
cultural product of a specific area, as a body of texts which emanates from 
and expresses a geophysical entity which has informed the characteristics of 
its inhabitants through the nature of the economically productive activities
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its geography dictates. Morgan's interpretation implies an external view of 
the region, a descriptive realism the focus of which is anthropological or 
ethnographic rather than literary. Building on Morgan's study, Keith 
increases the emphasis on the spiritual rather than geophysical significance 
of place: we are concerned, he says, with literature:
... set in a distinctive locality - one that takes on, through the power of 
literature, an independent imaginative existence which renders the 
setting at least as important as (and probably more important than) any 
of the more traditional elements of narrative. (3)
We are concerned, in short, with an iconography of place. Although Keith 
argues that descriptive realism is not a necessary condition of the regional, 
the region itself, he says, should be 'locatable' on a map. This would exclude 
Faulkner’s Yoknapatawpha County, and is surely an unnecessary exclusion 
since an imaginary region may clearly relate to a 'real' geographical entity as 
Faulkner's does. But whether the region is real or imagined, Keith's basic 
proposition is not altered: a strong physical reality must imbue the literary 
text and occupy its foreground. At its extreme, this could, of course, lead to 
provincialism, an emphasis on the superficial, the exotic or quixotic habits 
and mannerisms of a region's inhabitants, and a romantic, even pantheistic, 
view of its geophysical nature.
Sir Walter Scott had incorporated local customs and dialects into his 
Waverley novels as a corollary of landscape; his novels demonstrated the 
belief that people grew organically with their physical environment, that 
their habitual behaviours, even their speech patterns, were an outgrowth of 
their surroundings, which both formed and informed character. Rigidly 
interpreted, this appears to be a form of geographical determinism. Keith 
indeed sees the character/environment nexus as central to the regional: the 
characters of the regional novel "realise their selfhood . . . within their 
landscape, not outside it" (140). Thus a regional literature explicates the
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connection between landscape and its human inhabitants, by making their 
language and customs both an outcome of the physical environment and an 
integral part of the novel's interest. In arguing this connection, Keith states 
that the relationship of character to physical environment is such that D.H. 
Lawrence's work marks the death of the regional novel in Britain despite 
the strong sense of place in his work, because Lawrence's characters cannot 
grow in their environment, but like Paul Morel in Sons and Lovers, must 
leave in order to achieve self-actualisation.8
In demonstrating the growth of regional literature in Britain in the 
19th century, Keith also notes that "the contrasting of past and present 
seems endemic to regional writing" (9). (See also Buell 206; Buell also refers 
to the plots of regional novels turning on what he calls "Scott's culture- 
conflict formula" [200].) The best regional writers, Keith argues, concerned 
themselves with regions in social, political and economic upheaval, and 
very often their subject matter was the invasion of an assumed rural 
harmony by alien urban and cosmopolitan economic values. The 
past/present conflict is related to point of view in the regional novel:
British regional fiction utilised a disruptive outside character, a 
metropolitan character, to crystallise the (putative) demise of anachronistic 
rural regional value systems under the force of the modern cosmopolitan 
ethos. Alternatively, the author employed a sympathetic narrator who 
observed fading regional values with nostalgia and regret.
Four implications of regionalism can be discerned here: (1) that the 
region encapsulates past values and by extension a purer morality; (2) that 
the region is rural, a province distant from the metropolitan centre(s); (3) 
that the region is mediated through an external point of view; (4) that 
regional literature most frequently employs a naturalist prose fiction with 
romantic or symbolic outcomes, especially in relation to landscape, as its
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preferred genre of expression. Indeed, we shall see in the specific regional 
studies considered below, that the regional literary text reifies the past, and 
its mood is one of loss, this loss being interpreted primarily in terms of 
morality and ethics.
The equation of regional with rural is more complex in its significance. 
Keith, for instance, does not take into full account the sympathy for regional 
values and the Romantic reification of the rural in 19th century literature, 
which Raymond Williams explores in The Country and the City (7), which 
Draper identifies as an outgrowth of 18th century pastoralism (2), and which 
Leo Marx canvasses in The Machine in the Garden in relation to American 
literature. Consequently, Keith himself does not take the argument to its 
logical conclusion: that all non-metropolitan literature in Britain (and 
elsewhere) could be interpreted as regional by virtue of its rural setting, and 
its Romantic interpretation of the values of place. Josephine Donovan 
suggests that one of the philosophical questions raised by ’local colour 
writing', which is closely related to the regional, is "the rural-urban 
dialectic" (8). However, Keith's argument is rather that regionalism implies 
a sense of distance from the centre of things (89), a recognition of the 
region's marginality in relation to the metropolitan centre where 
intellectual, economic and political power resides. (Such power is, 
Romantically-interpreted, amoral by definition, and this philosophy 
reinforces the purer morality of regional values.) The result is that the 
region is perceived as distanced, isolated and powerless. Where the regional 
is identified with sub-national entities, provinces within a nation, it is thus 
equated with the rural. However, the rural may not have the same 
significance in macro-regions - indeed Moore (191) demonstrates that the 
city, rather than the village, constitutes the predominant setting in recent 
African literature. Nevertheless, emphasis on the rural as an implication of
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regionalism can be seen to be a product of both Eurocentric and Romantic 
perspectives, where the city is deemed a reference point against which the 
qualities of landscape and a concomitant morality can be measured.
The third implication of Keith’s interpretation of regionalism is an 
external point of view sympathetic to the qualities of the region. This 
conforms with his examination of the region as an anthropological and 
geographical curiosity, of interest because of its distinctiveness from the 
metropolis. However, as American regional literature demonstrates, point 
of view need not be wholly external; indeed, it is placed along a continuum 
ranging from a visitor's external perspective, to the inner-outer point of 
view exhibited in Mark Twain and William Faulkner, to the wholly 
internal perspective of L.M. Montgomery. It is when the regional is 
mediated wholly from within that it lapses into the provincial and 
parochial, the merely quixotic.
Although Keith restricts his discussion to the novel, his observations 
are transferable across genres. In Wordsworth's Lakes poetry, we find the 
same emphasis on landscape as foreground, of genius loci, not simply sense 
of place. In the character poems such as "The Solitary", "The Wanderer" 
and "Resolution and Independence", the character is realised in the 
environment, often through work such as that of the 'Leech Gatherer'.
None of the generalisations on the regional outlined thus far are restricted 
to narrative fiction; rather, we could expect more or less emphasis on the 
place of character, which constitutes a major element of prose fiction but not 
of lyric poetry, but which is an essential feature of (Western) drama. 
Nevertheless, prose fiction might well be considered the predominant 
expressive genre of regional literature because of its ability to explore the 
relationship of character and place at length.
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Keith's formulation of the regional provides a reference point for 
other sub-national studies, and for the supra-national regions which have 
been assumed in other studies. His interpretation, in summary, explicates 
regionalism as a sense of a confined locality which informs character and 
dominates the literary text, and which is articulated through a depiction of 
work activity, custom, manners and dialect. In his studies of Canadian 
regional literature, George Woodcock agrees that "sense of locality" is 
"indispensable to a consciousness of regional identity", though it is "not all 
of that consciousness" (7-8). Like Morgan, Woodcock emphasises the 
importance of "a continuing pattern of interrelation" (8) of human 
inhabitants to their physical environment, and he quotes Margaret Laurence 
favourably: the regional is "'a word which includes the ancestors'" (8), 
which as we will see is a strong feature of South Pacific literature. Human 
activity in the form of work both shapes and is shaped by geophysical 
conditions. Donovan makes an interesting point in this connection: the 
focus on work in New England 'colour literature' she argues as a 
manifestation of the philosophical transition "from a belief in salvation by 
grace to salvation by work" (8). This interpretation is likely to be more 
apposite in New England, with its Calvinist foundations, than elsewhere, 
but Morgan's reference to work also indicates the penetration of the 
Protestant ethic in interpretations of regionalism. Donovan herself 
distinguishes between local colour literature and regional literature, arguing 
that the former focusses almost exclusively on the depiction of "authentic 
regional detail, including authentic dialect, authentic local characters, real 
geographic settings, authentic local customs and dress" (7) - again, the 
interest is primarily ethnographic. By contrast, we assume, the regional 
does not focus on such realistic detail, but nevertheless includes it as an 
expression of the region. It seems obvious that the regional can slip into the
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whimsical and provincial, as in L.M. Montgomery's maritime stories of 
Prince Edward Island, but provincialism is not an inevitable corollary of 
regionalism, as the canonical literature of New England - that of Emerson, 
Thoreau and Hawthorne demonstrates - and as we will see in the literature
of the South.
The literature of the U.S. South is one of the most comprehensively 
catalogued of sub-national literatures. William Cash's monumental The 
Mind of the South (1941) stands as a model for socio-historic interpretations 
of regional literary development, in contradistinction to Morgan and 
Keith's more geographically-based model. Cash focusses on psychological 
traits as the primary characteristic of Southern writing, adducing social 
history as the determining influence on those traits, which he sees as 
embodied through characterisation, theme, symbol and motif. Utilising 
history, memoirs and imaginative literature, Cash constructs a 'mind' 
which he proceeds to dissect. As a "loyal son" of the South (440), he couches 
his description of the Southern psyche and thus of Southern literature, in 
terms which (though he does not acknowledge this) are themselves 
'Southern' by his definition: dramatic, moral, extreme and paradoxical.9 
Carson McCullers, one of the South's most revered imaginative writers, 
makes similarly broad and paradoxical generalisations about the themes and 
characters typical of the region (258). In one of the most recent studies, 
Writing the South, Richard Gray makes the valuable point that by their 
codification of the consciousness of the South, by asserting its existence, 
Cash, McCullers and other critics were as responsible as creative writers such 
as Twain, Faulkner and the Agrarians of Til Take My Stand (1930) for 
creating "the idea of the South, the framework of the literature"; for Gray, 
this framework is "the intellectual history of the region and the 
development of Southern myth" (xii). Further, he distinguishes between
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"regional thinking", a process of intellectual construction, and "regional 
mind", a more fixed object for explanation (xiii). Thus while Cash and 
McCullers opt for social history and (a consequent) personality as the 
defining features of the regional, positing its literature as a product of an 
identifiable and dissectable mind, Gray sees the regional primarily as an 
ongoing construction compounded of its imaginative literature as well as its 
intellectual studies. He does not, however, eschew broad psychological traits 
as one marker of the regional.
Thus he investigates the deep structure of the Southern psyche, 
quoting Lévi-Strauss and the structuralists with approval. He reads such 
events as the Civil War, an historical fact, as culturally inevitable, given the 
preconditioned mood of loss and failure which already permeated Southern 
thinking in the 18th century: the historical fact of war provided situations, 
battles and heroes which further entrenched the social myths of gallantry, 
horror and violence. There is in Gray's study a greater emphasis on the 
typology of character than Keith would find comfortable; a heavier 
emphasis on motif, especially that of childhood as a paradigm of innocence. 
There is less emphasis on landscape per se, and more on the built features of 
the environment - the contrast between manor and cottage, "a pattern of 
houses or behaviour" (171). The shift from the centrality of landscape in 
Keith to the centrality of humans and human imposition on the landscape 
in the form of habitations, is instructive, in that it detaches topology 
somewhat from the regional. (Draper also notes that the "old regionalism" 
is distinguished from the new by its focus on landscape rather than 
community (9).)
Gray further argues that the Southerner defined himself by difference 
from the Other: in political, economic and moral terms, this Other was the 
Yankee who represented gross materialism, commerce, greed and lack of
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’culture', echoing Keith's urban-rural dialectic. In psychological terms, the 
Other was the (generally invisible) Negro, who became a source of physical 
and sexual fear, and then shame. In both manifestations, the Other 
intensified the established character traits of the Southerner (185 ff). Gray 
finds in Twain's Huckleberry Finn the archetypal novel of the South, a 
paradigm of the Southern tendency to dream and disillusion, of dramatic 
(and melodramatic) adventure and moody introspection, of a willing belief 
in human harmony with nature and the 'natural order' of Southern society 
versus the reality of its explicit and implicit violence, of the contradictions 
within the society (121). And, just as Keith had identified a major theme of 
regional literature as the (regretted) passing of a way of life, so Gray argues, 
Southern literature reveals a plangent sense of living "at a moment of 
crisis" (171) and being "at the end of things" (158). In identifying Faulkner's 
pre-eminence as a regional writer because of his "sense of displacement" 
(169) from his environment while he wrote from within it, he raises again 
the question of point of view in explicating the regional. The truly great 
depictions of the regional are not written by sympathetic outsiders, as Keith 
had implied, but by writers from the region who are nevertheless distanced 
in some way from it, who are in effect bi-cultural.
In American studies, consistent with the approach taken by Leslie 
Fiedler in Waiting for the End and The Vanishing American, we find a 
preoccupation with fixing the collective and self-conscious psyche of a 
people, which Fiedler, Cash and Gray see more as a product of its social than 
its natural history. Neither Cash nor Gray seeks to codify the forms or 
genres which might be typical of a region; consistent with the psycho-social 
approach, there is more interest in stylistic strategies such as myth, symbol 
and motif, which are interpreted as expressions of the collective psyche. In 
the American regional studies then, what is implied by a regional strategy is
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the codification of psychological traits as expressed in imaginative literature 
and the examination of the specific social history of the area as both source 
and shaper of those traits. A regional literature is thus one which exhibits 
certain characteristics, most notably via characterisation, rather than one 
which emanates from recognition of a specific geographic and demographic 
entity, as Keith argues. The difference between the two approaches centres 
on perspective - for Keith, it is the external view which expresses the 
regional through recognising its difference; for the critics of the South, the 
perspective is internal, though it is mediated by displacement or distance, 
which prevents mere parochialism.
If we turn to some of the studies which imply the existence of a macro- 
region, we find a preoccupation with socio-historical and political aspects of 
regionalism, and a fainter interest in landscape as a determining feature. In 
their constructions of African literature, for example, Mutiso and Claude 
Wauthier concentrate almost exclusively on the historical conditions of 
colonialism and local reactions to it as the prime characteristics of modern 
African literature. Their 'African literature’ is a supra-regional literature 
based on political and functionalist critical approaches. Thus they first argue 
the existence of an African culture in which art and oral literature were 
traditional and utilitarian, their purpose being to reinforce spiritual and 
communal values.10 Pre-independence and immediate post-independence 
writing in English extend this utilitarian tradition since it stems from the 
commitment of African writers to the development of an identity for their 
peoples (Mutiso xi, 9-10), and Wauthier (65-67).11
Writers such as Chinua Achebe, Wole Soyinka and Ngugi wa 
Thion'go set their work within recognisable geographical landscapes or 
townscapes; they examine the culture of a tribe (ethnic or social) rather than 
a nation. However, their texts are a demonstration of the dignity and worth
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of African culture and civilisation, directed at both local and overseas 
readers.12 Thus semi-historical works such as Achebe's Things Fall Apart, 
which takes point of contact as its subject matter, are conscious attempts to 
formulate a contemporary vehicle for history and legend, and a literary 
weapon in the battle for a proud Pan-African identity. This identity was 
seen by Achebe, and most other writers and critics, as racial not geophysical 
in origin, particular in the period of the 1970s (Wauthier 171, 278; Mutiso 
110). In the post-independence period, the impuse to use literature as a 
political expression continued, though writers increasingly worked to raise 
their own people's political awareness through their criticism of indigenous 
politicians who are self- not people-serving, and of neo-colonial and 
assimilationist tendencies within African societies. Thus though they write 
of specific peoples in a specific place,13 what is implied in the texts is the 
existence of an Africa, a macro-region, which is racial and political in 
construction.
There is remarkably little examination of the typology of character in 
the criticism of 'African literature' - remarkably, that is, given the strength 
of characterisation in, say, Achebe, wa Thion'go, and Soyinka. Both Mutiso 
(51-72) and Wauthier (346) discuss the stereotyping of female characters as 
prostitutes or towngirls; Wauthier (165) also points out that Europeans are 
perceived as Other, fatuous or sneaky; occasionally, in the literature, well- 
intentioned British characters are drawn, but they are invariably doomed to 
failure or foolishness, personally and professionally. There is some 
comment on the prevalence of the tragic hero (Wauthier 327, Mutiso 85), a 
male figure who is the victim of historical forces which he cannot control 
despite his chiefly efforts, and of his own blindness in the face of the 
convulsion caused by European invasion and his inability to adapt to 
change. Achebe's Okonkwo in Things Fall Apart is the archetypal figure
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here. The heroism of such a figure stems from his sacrificial death as 
representative of his tribe.
In their comments on the meaning of their writing,14 African writers 
have most frequently alluded to the significance of that writing as an 
expression of a racial and political African identity. Critics have followed 
this lead, largely ignoring the landscape as a core element of the macro- 
region of Africa or of its literature(s). Further, they give scant attention to 
the sodo-psychological aspects of the regional. Thus in expanding the sub­
national region to a supra-national macro-region, the emphasis would 
appear to shift from geophysical (the British paradigm) or sodo- 
psychological (the American paradigm) to geo-political and racial 
parameters. These are very broad parameters, and as is argued below, tend 
towards an interpretation of colonialism as the primary socio-historical 
factor in the construction of the macro-region, and black/white racialism as 
a corollary of colonialism. Further, where dialect - or perhaps sociolect - is 
a symptom of the regional in British literary critidsm, the English language, 
far from being a given as in British or American regional literatures, 
assumes through its very use a political implication as a correlate of both 
colonialism and racialism.
It is instructive to turn to the West Indies at this point, first, because it 
can be seen as a geo-political region of great cultural and ethnic diversity 
which is in effect supra-national but which is treated as a homogeneous 
political and cultural entity. Second, it superficially bears a close 
resemblance to the South Pacific in terms of geophysical characteristics, 
demographic size and historical situation. Both areas were colonised by a 
number of European powers; both suffer the effects of the migration of 
slave or semi-voluntary labourers to other areas;15 indentured Indians were 
imported to both regions in large numbers in the late 19th and early 20th
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centuries.16 The islands of the West Indies were divided amongst three 
colonial powers, which utilised negro slaves, Chinese labourers and 
indentured Indians to sustain a substantial plantation class, a feudal society 
which has echoes in the present, despite the rate of intermarriage between 
ethnic groups (James 3). West Indian literature has been recognised as a 
coherent and examinable regional literature for some 50 years, the period 
since Independence (James 46). The particular socio-historic situation of the 
West Indies has dominated its literature: local and outside critics have 
isolated persistent themes in the literature consequent on the history of the 
islands. These themes, the place in the literature of a rich, vibrant English 
which has adapted the colonial language to reflect West Indian rhythms, 
and the motifs of exile and loss, are considered to be the dominant 
characteristics of the regional literature which is 'West Indian', as we will
see.
Louis James emphasises regional identity as a predominant concern 
through the title of his critical anthology, The Islands in Between. Though 
he does not explain the allusion, he appears to argue that West Indian 
writers project the condition of all Caribbean peoples who yearn to be 
elsewhere, either Africa, which became "a metaphysical image" (7) or 
Britain, which became an intellectual home or an economic refuge. West 
Indians are psychically split between an emotional homeland from which 
they are many generations removed (Africa, India, China), an intellectual 
homeland (Britain) and the physical homeland which is their geophysical 
and actual environment. For V.S. Naipaul, among other writers, exile is a 
dominant motif, personal exile from his birthplace merely echoing a deeper 
sense of ancestral exile, in Naipaul's case, from India.17 For Naipaul, the 
consequence of this dislocation persists: "Living in a borrowed culture, the 
West Indian, more than most, needs writers to tell him who he is and
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where he stands." (68) Notwithstanding intermarriage, the multi-ethnic 
nature of West Indian society ensures that personal identity is strongly tied 
to social identity; the individual resents the constrictions imposed by a 
group identity but nevertheless finds comfort in its familiarity - see 
Naipaul's The Middle Passage (22) and James (38).
For Kenneth Ramchand, West Indian literature is "immediately 
recognizable" by its characters and social situations (3), which are manifest 
in the thematic concerns of the literature:
West Indian novelists apply themselves with unusual urgency and 
unanimity to an analysis and interpretation of their society's ills, 
including the social and economic deprivation of the majority; the 
pervasive consciousness of race and colour; the cynicism and 
uncertainty of the native bourgeoisie in power after independence; the 
lack of a history to be proud of; and the absence of traditional or settled 
values. (4)
Thus for Ramchand, the regional in its West Indian exemplar implies 
particular socio-historical circumstances revealed through characterisation 
and situation, and a concern with identity as a tense conflation of personal, 
racial and social components. Few West Indian critics consider geography as 
a major feature of the region's literature. James, for instance, notes that "a 
peculiarly acute awareness of the relationship between man and setting" is 
evident (32), though he does not demonstrate this. He further argues that 
this awareness is a legacy of slavery: "the African Negro's harmony with his 
world, which he experienced too deeply to ever be aware of, in exile 
emerged singing into the light of the writer's consciousness." (32) The 
English critic Gerald Moore argues that West Indian literature is "elusively 
shaped by landscape and historical experience" (67) (my italics). Other critics, 
most notably Evelyn O'Callaghan, insist that the defining characteristic of 
the writing is its rendition of Creole English, less as a stylistic technique than 
for what it reflects of the social reality of West Indian identity, since
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linguistic register is seen as "a device for fragmenting and stereotyping 
members of society" (129). Mark McWatt, on the other hand, prefers the 
sodo-psychological interpretation of regionalism: El Dorado, the mythical 
land of gold, becomes a dominant motif in the writing of V.S. Naipaul and 
others, encapsulating both promise and inevitable loss, providing "a 
shaping vision that becomes the central symbol of West Indian society - all 
myths fail" (35). A mood of depression, despair and failure lies behind the 
vibrant and exuberant life depicted in the literature.
Thus the regional literature which is identified as West Indian is 
defined in terms of sodo-historical determinism.18 The natural 
environment is a peripheral concern. Further, it is the social consequence 
of the colonial inheritance rather than colonialism per se which is of 
interest to its writers. This sodal situation is perceived as tragic, and as 
producing the pervasive mood of despair in West Indian writing. Dialect 
provides the distinctive voice which is characteristic of the literature, but it 
too is a product of the region's sodo-historic conditions, not of the 
geophysical environment, as it is in Keith. Moreover, a large proportion of 
West Indian writers are 'double-exiled': with their ancestral origins in 
Africa or India, they left the West Indies for London or Africa (Ramchand 
13, James 4) to investigate the meaning of West Indian identity from outside 
the region. Unlike Faulkner, they do not write from within; their 
separation is both physical and psychic, though they seldom abandon West 
Indian 'content', the remembered patterns of the West Indies (Ramchand 
13). Like Faulkner, however, they have the advantage of both internal and 
external points of view, of belonging to, and yet being alienated from, their 
society. Thus it could be assumed that they are well placed to interpret their 
region without fear of parochialism.
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In summary, what has been implied in studies which utilise a regional 
perspective varies not as a result of the size of the physical region involved, 
but in consequence of the intellectual and critical traditions pertinent to the 
region. 'Africa' has been interpreted by its writers and critics, and outside 
critics, primarily in racial/political terms, as a colonised continent and thus 
as a socio-historic construct: it is perceived within geo-political parameters. 
More general literary considerations are therefore viewed through the 
prism of politics and race - the use of a colonial language for literary 
expression, the quest for an identity, of pre- and post-Contact integrity. 
Though the West Indies is also constructed in socio-historic terms, 
contemporary social and psychic identity is the focus of much of the 
literature, and it is adumbrated through a vibrant surface description of that 
identity and extensive use of a distinctive dialect. By contrast, the South in 
America connotes a psychological state, a battlefield of psyches wounded by 
pervasive myths, paradoxical symbols, persistent but inappropriate 
behavioural codes, and the pathology of Black/White relations. In the 
British tradition, regionalism implies close attention to the physical 
environment as a determinant of human culture, including language, and a 
quasi-photographic record of culture in the process of change.
The regionalist perspective is thus an amalgam of geography and sense 
of place, socio-historic conditions affecting culture (defined as a coherent 
pattern of human behaviour19), parole, and the cultural and social myths 
and symbols which reflect that culture and illuminate the 'mind' of the 
region. Whether particular regions are merely inflexions of these factors 
will be considered further below.
Ramchand's comment that West Indian literature is "instantly 
recognizable" is pertinent here, for it suggests that we approach texts from
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an identified regional literature with a set of expectations about thematic 
concerns, surface texture, and genre. Wirth comments:
Regions develop a conception of themselves and acquire a more or less 
stereotyped conception in the minds of others who think about them 
or have relations with them. Out of this common mode of life grows a 
coalescence of interests and an identification with the symbols 
expressive of these common interests. (391)
Just so, a regional literature accrues certain characteristic features recognised 
from within and without, as will be argued in the next section.
The process of regional construction
The long-standing European national-regional literatures emerged 
through no less a complex process than the 'newer' literatures identified as 
'African', 'West Indian' or 'South Pacific': the process involved the 
repression of less powerful languages or dialects (as in England), changing 
political boundaries (as in continental Europe), and the imposition of 
cultural hegemony (such as occurred as a result of French imperialism 
throughout Europe in the 19th century). Nevertheless, there was a 
difference in the construction of non-European regions such as Africa, Asia, 
South America. Such conglomerates came into 'being' intellectually and in 
written literature primarily via European perceptions. Their internal 
boundaries, no more or less fluid than those of Europe, were rarely 
recognised by Europeans; nor were their internal cultural differences. Thus 
the expectations set up by the (initially geographic) terms 'Africa' and 'Asia', 
for example, were dependent on external perceptions of cultural 
homogeneity. Geography and culture as perceived by European writers 
divided the non-European world into huge regions, despite the 
contradictions this involved in racial/cultural terms: an extensive Arab 
culture in North Africa, for example, confounds any notion of a single
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'African' identity. While the literatures of such macro-regions remained 
oral, they were ignored by Europeans as primitive and ephemeral, and 
where a written literature existed, as in China or Persia for instance, it was of 
interest only to students of 'exotica' such as Sir Arthur Hallam and Sir 
Richard Burton, whose interest in Chinese and Middle Eastern literatures 
respectively sparked a popular European interest in the arts of their regions 
in the late 19th century, albeit one reinterpreted for European tastes.
The result of this interest, however, was frequently to turn the peoples 
of regions into curiosities, into the 'Other' who confirmed the moral and 
cultural superiority of the European, as Edward Said argues in Orientalism. 
Viewed externally only, the region is defined by its difference from the 
familiar habitat of the viewer; its inhabitants become anthropological 
curiosities. 'Regional', from a Eurocentric perspective, became a conflation 
of superficial exotica, of geography, climate, flora and fauna, as well as 
human customs and manners, social as well as material culture.
Nineteenth-century colonial powers entrenched English, French, 
German, and to a lesser extent Spanish, as the primary 'world languages'; 
the defeat of Germany and the British and American acquisition of her 
colonies after two world wars, as well as the establishment of the United 
Nations, which institutionalised English and French as universal languages, 
ensured that English and French would assume primacy as international 
languages. Indigenous cultures, which were often also colonial cultures, 
articulated their re-emergent identities through a colonial language in order 
to reach the power centres and their own educated classes (King The New 
English Literatures 1). Political movements, made possible through the use 
of English and French languages against occupying powers, erupted after 
World War 2 throughout the colonised world, defining nationality often 
along colonial rather than pre-colonial boundaries, and very often ignoring
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ethnic and religious divisions.20 Economic and political considerations 
generally dictated that existing educational systems were expanded rather 
than re-thought, further entrenching the colonial language as the language 
of education, bureaucracy and political relations; tertiary education was 
either pursued overseas in metropolitan colonial centre, or replicated 
metropolitan models.
In Africa, India, Malaya and the Pacific, concomitant with 
independence movements and the forging of a free political identity, writers 
emerged from the pre-independence educated elite using the language in 
which they had been educated - English or French - to explore and express 
their indigeneity, to write their region. The motives of these writers were 
primarily ideological (King II, Wauthier 20, 144). In countries with no 
written tradition, the very act of writing would inevitably have ideological 
connotations; furthermore, their (European) education valorised writing as 
a legitimate, indeed appropriate, mode of political action. Economic 
considerations determined that publication could only take place 
'elsewhere', generally in the former colonial metropolis, and perforce be 
directed at readers in the world language. Yet effectively this excluded the 
bulk of the region’s peoples, who were illiterate in the colonial language. 
Ironically, this use of a universal language served (and serves) to reinforce 
the notion of macro-regional literatures, because the largest group of readers 
were (and are) likely to be European rather than local.21
Furthermore, critical strategies during the 1960s, the period when 
many post-independence literatures grew exponentially, began to reflect a 
greater emphasis on political realities, and political geography replaced the 
19th century physical geography as an object of study. Both the rapid 
expansion of tertiary educational institutions throughout the world in the 
1950s and 1960s, promoting an intellectual climate which encouraged
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imaginative writing, and an increasing tendency to examine political and 
cultural hegemony in the light of Marxist theory, promoted an ideological 
interpretation of writing from colonised countries, by both local and 
European critics. Not coincidentally, Négritude, which had slowly gained 
intellectual credibility as well as emotional power since its emergence as a 
concept in the work of Aimé Césaire in the West Indies in the late 1930s, 
focussed on an African homeland, and insisted on race as a determining 
characteristic of culture (James 3),22 not national or tribal differences. Where 
European philosophies and intellectual movements, since the mid-19th 
century and up to and including structuralism (de George and de George 
xxvi), had argued the existence of a universal humanity (though this was 
often contraverted through colonial practice), the Négritude movement of 
the 1960s suggested an alternative viewpoint: that non-Europeans might 
not share the cultural characteristics considered 'universal' by European 
philosophies. Race might be a more pertinent factor in human identity 
than previously allowed. Négritude then, provided a philosophical 
underpinning for the independence movements of the 1960s, and further 
strengthened the tendency to categorise regions by broad supra-national 
boundaries where these coincided with racial maps. It also underpinned the 
critical strategy of textual interpretation based on racial hegemony.
For British critics, the major unifying perspective on the new 
literatures which emerged in the 1960s was language - the use of English to 
articulate the diverse cultures comprising the Commonwealth. Moore's 
The Chosen Tongue (1969) and A Manifold Voice (1970) are early examples. 
The foundation of ACLALS, the Association for Commonwealth and 
Literature and Language Studies, after the Leeds Conference of 1964, 
established the 'Commonwealth', a political construct, as a reference point 
for the new literatures.23 Other critics, such as Ken Goodwin, note the
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movement from "literary to political origins" ("The Land and its People" 39) 
in comparative literature, leading to a shift towards post-colonialism as a 
critical strategy in examining the writing of ex-colonial countries. For 
American intellectuals, the articulation of a political voice in a colonial 
language was not the issue - Afro-Americans and the Caribbean peoples had 
been speaking English for 200 or more years. Their focus was on racial 
politics (see Gates's Black Literature and Gurr and Zirimu’s Black 
Aesthetics); the language issue was confined to the argument that a dialect 
of English is a worthy literary parole. But all three perspectives - language, 
political hegemony and its legacy of dispossession and confused identity, 
and race - combined to forge a strengthening interest in the macro-regions. 
These perspectives were adopted by writers and critics within Africa and the 
West Indies in particular. As King (The New English Literatures 33) notes, 
studies of African literature began in the 1960s, and of West Indian literature 
in the late 1960s.
At the same time, the 'empire wrote back': Mannoni's Prospero and 
Caliban: The Psychology of Colonization was published in 1964 in English, 
and Fanon's Black Skin, White Masks, with its racial interpretation of the 
colonial situation, appeared in 1967. Racial politics and post-colonial politics 
frequently coalesced, adding a new inflexion to the 19th century emphasis 
on the social and geophysical differences between regions. The region came 
to be viewed as a geo-political entity, with its literature reflecting that 
perspective, much as the original British, German and French literatures 
had been conceived. Political considerations came to dominate the 
conception of the region, rather than natural history.
The above discussion sets the general context within which the new 
literatures have emerged, and their relationship to a regionalist perspective. 
However, a more specific description of the process by which a regional
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literature is constructed is necessary, though such a description is in effect 
the narrative of the present study. As a result of their education in the 
Western tradition, and the concomitant belief in the efficacy and the 
aesthetic worth of literature inculcated by that tradition, several writers 
emerged from a geo-politically defined nation/region which had a degree of 
prior recognition as an intellectual and imaginative entity, both from its 
own inhabitants and from external viewers. These writers became an object 
of critical interest, perhaps because of the physical setting of their texts in a 
culture considered exotic and curious, or because their political concerns 
converged with a European critical approach. And as we have seen, 
Commonwealth, then post-colonial, critiques were coeval with the growth 
of the new literatures, and stimulated those literatures in a symbiotic 
fashion.
In newly independent states, the establishment of a university often 
acted as a catalyst for provoking writing among its students, and perhaps its 
staff, through providing an ethos which nurtured creativity and through 
appointing writers to its staff in a deliberate effort to stimulate literary 
production. The presence of a university also creates an educated albeit 
small audience for local literary production, and a more or less conscious 
regional or national identity which expresses and shapes the creative 
writing itself. Individuals, often associated with the university, spearhead 
literary, cultural and critical production; the literature grows organically. 
Inter-textuality leads to the identification of common and disparate themes, 
forms and motifs, which further influence literature as they become part of 
the cultural knowledge of the society. And expectations and assumptions 
about the nature of that writing accrue, to influence reading practice and 
critical approaches, and to be tested by new texts.
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For pragmatic reasons - no commercial publication facilities existed in 
many post-colonial countries or in the provinces of larger national states in 
the early 1960s - publication of a region’s texts generally occurred in a 
metropolitan country or a metropolitan centre, which could also offer a 
wider market for the text, especially one written in a colonial language (cf. 
Ramchand's discussion on West Indian literature, especially 63-74). Major 
publishing houses discovered and encouraged a small but influential 
market among critics in the metropolis, among educated émigrés from 
former colonies, and among those who had an intellectual or emotional 
interest in the region, perhaps as expatriate workers. These publishers also 
recognised a small market in the region itself, generally in the educational 
institutions, which attempted to forge or re-establish a local identity through 
relevant curricula. Hence the formation of Heinemann's African list, 
Longman Paul's Pacific series published in New Zealand, and Jacaranda's 
Papua New Guinea series.
Once a body of texts has been so catalogued, it inevitably invites critical 
location. As argued above, that location in the late 20th century has most 
frequently been ideological, and has focussed on the socio-historical aspects 
of the literature, and the expression of those in thematic concerns, but it has 
had a regional dimension.
Each of the new literatures of the 20th century which has developed 
regional connotations provides some variation of this process. The 
evolution of the literatures will be particularised by unique circumstances, 
such as the immense difficulties of distribution through the scattered 
islands of the South Pacific, but the general description pertains, and is 
exemplified in the construction of South Pacific literature.
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Regionalism as self- and other-definition
If we consider the source of the critiques mentioned above in relation 
to African and West Indian literatures and the generally accepted notion of a 
region as one recognised from within and without, it is obvious that no 
region can be wholly self-defining. Nor can it be wholly 'other-defined', if it 
is to be authentic.
Mood asserts that a region comes into existence when its name "forms 
part of the common parlance" (6). However, that 'common parlance' may 
be situated outside the region, as the 'South Sea Bubble' scandal of the 19th 
century brought the term 'South Seas' into linguistic and imaginative 
currency in Europe. It did not - and indeed could not, because of language 
barriers - have the same currency among Pacific peoples themselves.
A region exists within physical dimensions; it is located scientifically 
by latitude, longitude, height and features of the terrain. Most regions had 
been assigned scientific location by the middle of the 20th century, though 
political boundaries have altered constantly since then. But regions are also 
"facts of culture" (Wirth 386). As such, they may come into imaginative 
existence via an external perception, usually that of a powerful observer 
who will be articulating as much about the observer's culture as about the 
observed. Such observation is of its nature limited in its knowledge of the 
culture region. The map cannot be completed until the region becomes self­
defining in a language which is understood by both internal and external 
observers. A region may tentatively articulate its own imaginative 
existence, but fail to be recognised by mainstream culture-regions as either 
sufficiently different to warrant sustained critical attention, or significant 
enough to be considered as other than 'provincial'.
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A region comes into full existence then when it is constituted by a 
dynamic interplay between interior and exterior viewpoints. It is constantly 
reconstructed, both by its own inhabitants and by outsiders who 'know' it 
intellectually, experientially or imaginatively. Its nature is codified through 
the discourse of inhabitants and outsiders, and through the discourse 
between its literary texts and the reader's experience of those texts, whether 
the reader be native or outsider.
The constituents of regional literature
The points of the argument thus far have no doubt been as difficult to 
keep in mind as they have been to tease out, for regionalism is a 
multivariate concept, a cross-disciplinary approach drawing on physical and 
political geography, anthropology and sociology, economics, history, and 
cultural studies. Applying the concept to literature, with its own critical 
traditions, adds a further complication, though many critical strategies draw 
on these same disciplines. Nevertheless, it should now be possible to codify 
the constituents of regional literature, whether sub-national, national or 
supra-national. A regional literature connotes a set of expectations about a 
body of texts examined as the product of a particular area. These 
expectations relate to a sense of place evident in the literature; a common 
language; a common social history; a literary situation which examines the 
region at a time of change and upheaval; a common culture as expressed in 
the literary depictions of kinship relations, social organisation, systems of 
belief, a conscious identity; and particular patterns of aesthetic motivation 
and expression - thematic concerns, mood, genre, character typology, and 
the symbols and myths which resonate through art forms. These 
constituents need more detailed exploration.
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For Morgan and Keith, sense of place was central to regional literature; 
place was a geophysical entity which informed character and action and 
assumed a spiritual quality as foreground in the text, the archetypal example 
being Emily Bronte's Wuthering Heights. When the region considered is 
sub-national, a micro-region, this foreground is essentially rural. In 
contemporary terms, the reader might look to the examples of the Welsh 
poet R.S. Thomas, or to Australian Les Murray, whose works are strongly 
rooted in the rural and micro-regional tradition exemplified in Britain from 
Scott's Border novels (starting with Waverley 1814), through the Lakes Poets 
(Wordsworth and Coleridge) and Hardy’s Wessex novels (such as The 
Return of the Native 1878, and Tess of the d'Urbervilles 1891). The same 
tradition lies behind critical studies by Donovan and Laurence Buell on 
New England literature; by Russell McDougall and Graham Rowlands on 
the regional dimensions of Australian literature;24 and by McDougall, Dick 
Harrison and Woodcock on Canadian regional literatures. It was suggested 
earlier in this chapter that the Romantic tradition supports a valorisation of 
the rural in British literature, partly because of its long history of urban 
settlement, and partly because of late 18th and 19th century attitudes towards 
nature. New England literature in particular shared these attitudes, as is 
evidenced in Thoreau and Emerson.
But 'place' is 'space' brought into history, as Paul Carter notes (xxiv).
In cultures where social patterns have changed radically over a relatively 
short period because of urbanisation, the physical landscape is often less 
significant to its inhabitants than the social environment. A regional writer 
directing his/her art to ideological purposes may be less likely to focus on 
the physical particularity of place, may accept it as 'a given condition' of 
existence in that time and space. Indeed, at the supra-national level, as the 
West Indian and African examples attest, the city rather than the village
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constitutes the major setting (Wauthier 167 and Moore 191 ).25 At the
macro-regional level, individuation and cultural identity are not deemed to
be realised in and by the physical environment alone, as Keith had argued.
Indeed, Buell argues (284) in relation to the micro-region of New England
that "18th century programmatic topopillia" gave way in the 19th century to
a literary understanding that culture, not landscape, was what differentiated
regions, and hence the depiction of cultural activities became implanted as
typical of New England literature. Character is formed by sodo-historic and
cultural determinants. Ironically of course, the physical environment may
well constitute a large element of the external reader's interest in the
regional simply because of its foreignness, its exotic quality. Jeanette Allis
confirms this in relation to the external reception of West Indian literature:
The English critic [of the 50s] dwells on the lushness of the scenery, the 
passion and exoticism of the tropics, and the simple but happy native 
folk with their quaint humorous speech, while avoiding the harsher 
realities of poverty and deprivation - above all, avoiding the themes of 
colour and race. (9)
The second core element of regional literature is a common language. 
We have seen that national European literatures were predicated on the 
adoption of a hegemonic dialect or language. A realistically-rendered and 
recognisable dialect is a strong feature of micro-regional literatures in 
Britain, as in the Waverley novels, and the Wessex novels. It is also a 
characteristic feature of the macro-regional literature of the West Indies.
The common use of the international language of English has allowed 
critics to formulate an 'African literature', despite the recognition of 
Nigerian and Kenyan literatures as discrete bodies of texts. At the sub­
national level, then, a common language is perceived as a surface symptom 
of culture, as a shared dialect; at the supra-national level, the significance of 
a common language is that it permits communication between nations, and 
provides a cohering factor for the region. However, because the common
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language is an international language (English and French in both Africa 
and the Pacific), the very act of utilising that language has political 
connotations. As we will see below in relation to the South Pacific, the use 
of English as a common language distances the writer from his/her local 
audience, which is often illiterate in that language; it can also be interpreted 
as a form of neo-colonialism and a rejection of local concerns. Paradoxically, 
it ensures a wider readership and a greater exposure for the region outside 
the region.
A common socio-historical inheritance is also a constituent of regional 
literature, as is the depiction of a society during a period of social upheaval 
and change. This inheritance embraces particularised historical events or 
experiences: colonialism and the repression of indigeneity, as in Africa; 
displacement from an originating culture, as in the West Indies; political 
rebellion and failure, as in the U.S. South. In both micro- and macro- 
regional literatures, a specific social history is central to identification of the 
region, and to its culture. The best regional writers have also focussed on 
the region at a time of social, political and economic upheaval and change, 
have 'set' their texts at a time of conflict. This has both pragmatic and 
ideological benefits for the writer: at a practical level, the conflict of past and 
present values and beliefs provides a narrative focus; at an ideological level, 
the dialectic of past and present is a powerful rallying point for identity. 
Indeed, in post-colonial societies, many writers are responding to the 
imposition of colonial and European values on their societies, examining 
the latter as they struggle to fight or assimilate foreign mores and reconcile 
past and present.
A major theme of both micro- and macro-regional literature is the 
clash between the communal ethic of the old and the individualist ethos of 
modernism (see Mutiso 92). In the new literatures, this is a theme echoed
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in the very act of writing. The regional writer embodies the dilemma of 
communalism/individualism when writing as a representative of his/her 
people, since writing is a solitary and 'sophisticated' activity. But the 
surrounding culture remains communally-oriented, and its traditional 
cultural products may even be collectively produced (quilts in New England, 
mats in the South Pacific). This dilemma suggests that writing itself has 
political implications: the writer distances himself (rarely herself) from the 
people through education, a high degree of self-consciousness, and, in post­
colonial cultures, adoption of the role of 'European'/solitary artist. 
Psychologically, in order to remain one of the people, he must justify his 
writing as being motivated by a concern to 'give voice to the people'. Yet 
Soyinka points out the dangers inherent in a writer’s attempts to 'recover' 
identity, to act as group representative:
Isolated by his very position in society, he mistook his own personal 
and temporal predicament for the predicament of his entire society. He 
even tried to give society something that the society itself has never 
lost - its identity.
(quoted in Wauthier 352)
Despite this caveat, we should expect to find in regional literature a heavy 
emphasis on socio-historic conditions in the region, a situation featuring 
conflict between old and new values, and an ambivalent concern with 
identity.
Finally, the recognition and depiction of a common culture which 
infuses the imaginative life of the text, and provides much of its surface 
description, are core components of a regional literature. It was argued 
above that increasing the size of the region would decrease its cultural 
homogeneity: we would expect, in the literature of a macro-region, 
evidence of differing cultural practices within a broadly similar pattem of 
belief and organisation. But given this qualification, both internal and 
external commentators and writers must recognise that common culture
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and its adhesive quality for the region; they must also recognise, promote, 
shape, and depict the particular identity of the region, however complex that 
mission may be. The reader must be convinced of the authenticity (in 
Sartre's sense) of the writer's articulation of his/her culture; the writer need 
not strain to replicate "authentic detail, authentic dialect" in Donovan's 
precise sense. In fact, concentration on minutiae limits the aesthetic interest 
of the text, and results in the 'local colour literature' Donovan describes.
We have seen that while critiques of micro-regional sub-national 
literatures often focus on literary techniques such as the use of mood, 
character typology, and pervasive symbols and myths as expressions of 
regional culture, macro-regional critiques more frequently identify socio- 
historic themes such as colonialism and its legacy as the primary expression 
of regional culture. However, this reflects differences in critical approaches 
(perhaps consequent on variant cultural beliefs about the nature of art as a 
utilitarian or aesthetic product) rather than the effects of the size of the 
region per se. Where Morgan and Keith identified the novel with regional 
literature, Buell, also examining a micro-regional literature, noted that "the 
staple of regional prose .. . continued to be the short sketch or tale" (296), 
because it easily encapsulated the prevailing cultural values of "the didactic, 
the utiliarian, and the exposition of native culture" (297). Thus while there 
is no agreement that any one genre is characteristic of all regional 
literatures, each regional literature may well have a preference for one or 
more genres. As we have seen, Mutiso and Wauthier have noted the 
existence of a common character typology in their studies of African 
literature: they have not chosen to explore types in depth. Both Gray and 
the West Indian critics have made much of the dominant mood of 
literature in, respectively, the micro-regional US South and the macro- 
regional West Indies. A regional literature, whatever the size of the region
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encompassed, will evidence common patterns of aesthetic expression in 
relation to theme, mood, genre, character typology, symbols and myths, 
though critiques of that literature may choose to emphasise some one or 
another of those techniques. This is briefly considered in the next section.
Particular regional literatures as inflexions of a paradigm
Mood (127) advises that we concentrate on process, that we should 
"reconstruct the process by which a region is built up out of its component 
parts", and this is the strategy used in Chapter 2 below. However, many of 
the regional studies canvassed here have been a posteriori; they have 
focussed on a recognised tradition, and examined the products of that 
tradition. This is the approach of the later chapters. Whichever approach is 
used, the critic will identify certain regional components as characteristic 
elements of the culture and its literature. The persistence of these elements 
over time, replicated and modified, challenged by new texts and critical 
interpretations, ’fixes’ a canon of texts and strategies.
Each regional literature exhibits a different mix of these literary 
features, with one or more dominating - as the use of dialect is seen as a 
major characteristic of West Indian writing, or the pervasive mood of decay 
and decline is considered a primary characteristic of the writing of the US 
South. In treating past/present conflict, some regional literatures will lean 
more to depictions of the past, or to the persistence of anachronistic patterns 
of belief and behaviour in the present. The past may assume a mythic 
dimension which dominates present social reality, as in the literature of the 
US South; indeed, Draper argues that after Hardy, region itself is "able to 
acquire ... the resonance of myth; it becomes almost a kind of religion" (4). 
In both West Indian and African literature, there is less emphasis on the
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physical than on social and historical environment as a determinant of 
character and human relationship. We have seen that British regional 
literature exhibits a typical concern with landscape, the geo-physical 
environment, as does the national literature of Australia (see note 5). Thus 
each regional literature inflects the components of regionalism in a 
particular way; each, in Buell's term, is a "brand" of regionalism (308): it 
reflects the essence of the region, both as that region perceives itself and as it 
is perceived by others, for its writers react to the view of others. Each 
regional literature asserts its difference from others by focussing on key 
tropes, the characteristic elements of the physical environment, its social 
history and cultural practices.
The value and appropriateness of regionalism as a critical strategy
A regional literature is one which manifests certain characteristics 
because it emanates from a particular geographic place; those characteristics 
become expectations in an attentive reader approaching a text or a body of 
texts. But it is necessary to consider the value and appropriateness of 
regionalism as a reading strategy, as a systematic method rather than as a 
mere set of expectations.
For writers, the regional allows a focus on the issue of identity as a 
function of physical, personal, social and historic factors, and thus provides 
a wide range of fictional situations. Where a new literature is emergent, 
and the writers are few in number, identification with other writers from 
within the region provokes recognition of a critical mass of writers who can 
command attention because of their numbers; further, the writer tests 
him/herself against a relevant measure. Achebe isolated from his literary 
context is perhaps merely curious; Achebe as one of a number of African
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writers draws intellectual and critical attention to the situation of Africa, 
and to his own stature within that body of writing.
For the reader within the region, there is the emotional satisfaction of 
recognising a familiar setting, local customs and manners, the language 
which forms his/her everyday world; the regional text confirms identity as 
a complex interaction of individuality and group allegiance. For the outside 
reader, there is the interest of observing different modes of life, behaviours, 
beliefs, validated by the (presumed) intimate knowledge possessed by the 
local author. Curiosity often underpins much of the external reader's 
attraction to the region.
For critics, regionalism provides a focus for locating issues of language, 
place, society and culture, historic and social circumstance, literary 
techniques such as motif, symbol and genre, the psychology of character, 
legend and myth, some of which become peripheral in more politically- 
oriented critical strategies such as post-colonialism, or in language-oriented 
strategies.
It also allows the critic to celebrate difference and diversity, and thus 
appears to be an appropriate strategy in the light of late 20th century political 
and intellectual movements. Keith had argued that regionalism was a spent 
force in Britain, because cosmopolitanism, through technology and 
communication systems, has blurred the distinction between regions; the 
attraction of the regional has disappeared because "so much of it is universal 
already." (Keith 173) Much contemporary literature is indeed cosmopolitan; 
it is minimalist, has no strong sense of connection to place, or even time, no 
interest in a group identity larger than that of a specific social or intellectual 
clique - Anita Brookner's Hotel du Lac or Milan Kundera’s The Unbearable 
Lightness of Being may serve as examples. Further, the popular forms of
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the cosmopolitan (film, tourism, rock music, etc.) are universally pervasive, 
and have penetrated all bar the most remote societies to a certain extent.
Yet regions persist, both as geo-political facts and imaginative 
constructs. They do so both because and in spite of cosmopolitanism, as 
cultures adapt what they will of 'other' values while maintaining and 
asserting what of 'self' they recognise as essential to their being. Thus Jim 
Davidson points out:
Place has its own hierarchies. Attention must be paid to them not only 
because they shape socio-cultural units but because observation, and 
particularisation, remain crucial in the production of artworks. ... At a 
popular level it is precisely the growth of an attachment to place, and 
not that 'the art (and culture) of regionalism is losing ground daily', 
which today is most striking. Regressive though they may be, the 
heritage and genealogy industries are thriving as never before. (9)
Other social commentators have noted a similar trend in relation to politics; 
David Lane, for instance, speaks of the ascendancy of ethnic and regional 
blocs following the dissolution of the USSR (14).26 Nancy Viviani (15) 
suggests that internationalism and regionalism constitute a dialectic which 
is perhaps a characteristic feature of 20th century existence and 20th century 
identity. Internationalist and nationalist ideologies may suppress 
regionalism, but regions will reassert their existence because local and tribal 
allegiances persist so strongly as a factor of identity. In the South Pacific in 
particular, despite the facts that it is a macro-region in geographical terms, 
and is a cluster of nation states, the population is small and has a strong 
sense of its significance as a region.
Woodcock attributes to regionalism an ethical dimension:
The central and important truth about regionalism, whether in 
literature or in politics, is that unlike nationalism, which is a matter of 
rigid and artificial forms and boundaries, regionalism is not limiting.
. . . The full consciousness and experience of one's region in a non­
exclusive way enables one to understand better other lands and other 
regions. (37)
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Recent regional political upheavals must bring Woodcock’s hope for 
mutual understanding into question, but in the medium of literature at 
least, regionalism does not represent a closure, but an openness to "other 
lands and other regions". Whether the reader is internal or external to the 
region, a regional text will "tell him who he is and where he stands", 
because it confirms and/or challenges the reader's identity. While 
confirming that identity, it promotes understanding of the habits and beliefs 
of others, as an inflexion of humanity in another spatial context.
A number of recent critical studies have pointed indirectly to the 
appropriateness and value of regionalism, for the regional postulates 
identity as multivalent, as a "mosaic entity" not a monolithic one 
(McDougall 3). It is also seen as a counter to internationalism, as an 
expression of the stubborn resistance to cosmopolitanism; it can be 
construed as a movement John Matthews refers to as "the fragmentation of 
the monolithic" (23).27 The interest in regional literary expression aligns too 
with a contemporary interest in subversive forms in literature, because it 
projects a counter to mainstream canons; it can be seen as part of the move 
to the marginal in literary criticism. For Draper, "we are all regionalists 
now" (I), because there is no centre, because all English-language literatures 
are place-variations.
Yet the problematics of regionalism cannot be overlooked. For 
Ramchand, the major difficulty is one attendant on the difference implied 
in the regional: for the external reader, there is the temptation to become 
"too engrossed in the raw material to apply critical standards" (13). Allis's 
condemnation of the English critics of West Indian literatures in the 1950s 
quoted above, confirms that this temptation is sometimes irresistible; we 
may also note Abraham's anger (3) at the rejection by European critics of 
texts which do not conform to their expectations of 'African' literature. The
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emergence of post-colonial criticism over the last twenty years has largely 
shifted such naiveté and Eurocentrism as Allis describes, but the danger of 
focussing on the exotic elements of a regional literature remains. Buell also 
warns:
In depictions of regional manners, it seems impossible to resist 
condescension. Whatever his degree of sympathy with the culture 
depicted, the observer writes as a sort of anthropologist on whom a 
higher knowledge has been conferred than on those described. (335)
While it is true that the writer has by the act of writing situated himself as 
an observer, and a powerful observer at that, since it is he who selects and 
comments, imaginative observation need not result in characters who are 
"cute or benighted . . . touchingly passé or stultifyingly circumscribed" (Buell 
335). This is more likely to occur when the writer is external to the region 
itself - see Krauth's argument in Images of New Guinea in Australian 
Literature - or when there is too little distance between local writer and 
material. The writer must be both of the region and yet maintain emotional 
and intellectual distance from it; as Draper notes, "the dual condition of 
belonging and not belonging . . . seems to be the hallmark of literary 
regionalism" (7). For the critic, Lloyd Brown warns (3), the danger lies in the 
potential to become parochial through insisting on local critical standards. 
Awareness of the larger human community, and larger critical concerns, is 
essential. Since one of the attractions of the regional for outsiders is its 
exotic quality, and for insiders, its qualities of particularity, authenticity and 
familiarity, there is no easy solution to these problems, bar a consciousness 
of the dangers of exoticism or parochialism.
It has been argued that to speak of a text as regional is to assume certain 
characteristics, but our expectations of a text should not limit our openness 
to that text. Each text confirms, modifies or challenges those expectations in 
a constant dynamic construction of the literature. It is important too to
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distinguish between regionalism and parochialism, the latter being, as 
argued above, a limited and limiting concentration on the minutiae of daily 
existence. Subramani, in "Images of Fiji" illustrates the problem of 
definition. Much Fijian literature is "simply of regional interest", but "it 
cannot be ignored by anyone who wishes to understand the human 
predicament on the troubled islands" (44). This use of the term 'regional' 
connotes disparagement and 'village pump' literature; if it "cannot be 
ignored", however, it is more than pump gossip.28
These problematics do not, however, gainsay the value of regionalism 
as offering a coherent approach to the literary texts of small areal units such 
as New England, or larger groups of nations such as those encompassed in 
the macro-region, the South Pacific. Divorced from what we know of its 
regional background, Faulkner's oeuvre is magnificent; with a knowledge 
of its place in the regional literature of the US South, it gains stature, 
richness and significance through the reader's fuller understanding of the 
society depicted, and through other literary texts. Divorced from a regional 
context, minor writers and their works might well be considered ephemeral, 
and merely marginal. Within that context however, they are recognised as 
an essential and worthy feature of the human intellectual map, 
particularising and constructing its topography.
Conclusion
The intellectual maps we make to link up questions and answers are 
perhaps less faulty, as the epigraph to this chapter contends, than 
incomplete and therefore tentative. Jocelyn Hackforth-Jones has pointed 
out that "a map is a combination of word and image and shapes the nature 
of the place being mapped."29 This is particularly apt when the map is being
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drawn by a regional literature, for the literature is itself a component of that 
map. The questions provoked by the geographical term 'South Pacific' at 
the beginning of this chapter have been shaped by the tentative answers 
initially posited, in an iterative cycle. It has been argued, however, that core 
constituents of a regional literature can be identified; the literature of the 
South Pacific will be examined for whether it confirms the existence of those 
constituents in a particular inflexion of regional literature. Thus the later 
chapters will examine the words and images specific to the literature.
But the intellectual, cultural and economic impulses for the 
construction of a region in the literary imagination, and the interaction of 
these with geo-political regional constructs may be examined for what they 
tell us of the process by which a region is mapped. It is this process which 
forms the rationale of the next chapter.
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1. The place of the other in constructing a region is rarely sufficiently 
acknowledged in the critical literature, though it is widely recognised as 
constructing character (see Said, Fanon, Memmi and Mannoni). Thus 
Mukerjee (quoted in Vance 123), perceives regional identity as an internal 
construction only: the region is "a common and coordinated set of stimuli, 
eliciting a similarity of responses, habits and feelings which are reinforced by 
gregariousness and which are moulded and stabilized into a characteristic 
mental type and pattern of living."
2. Cf. Miles Franklin: "An unsung country does not fully exist or enjoy 
adequate international exchange in the inner life." (3)
3 . Indeed, it is significant that the term 'the Pacific bloc' invariably connotes 
financial/economic concerns and the countries of Japan, Korea, and 
Australasia; 'South Pacific', by contrast, connotes tourism, exotica, and 
Australasia and 'the islands'.
4. Which may be questionable in themselves, because of the source of the 
construction, the basis of Fanon's argument on colonised peoples.
5. See, for example, Coral Lansbury's Arcady in Australia; Geoffrey Blarney's 
The Tyranny of Distance; and P. Foss's Island in the Stream: Myths of Place 
in Australian Culture.
6. Brereton (7) claims a French literature has existed for 850 years; Willoughby 
that German literature emerged in the 17th century (14); Mirsky that Russian 
literature can be traced back to the early 17th century (24), Legouis (1) that 
English literature "scarcely begins before the fourteenth century" (though one 
might query his exclusion of Anglo-Saxon literature).
7. This 'industry' includes publication houses, academic studies and curricula, 
and literary magazines. In Australia alone, since the first self-proclaimed
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Australian writer, Charles Harpur began writing in the early 19th century, 
students of culture and literary criticism have produced volumes on the 
nature and practice of 'Australian literature'. Arnold's 'Sources for the Study 
of Australian Literature" (Hergenhan 572-579) merely touches the surface of 
the available material.
8. Cf. Wirth 388.
9. It is worth quoting a sweeping generalisation at length:
Proud, brave, honorable by its lights, courteous, personally generous, 
loyal, swift to act, often too swift, but signally effective, sometimes 
terrible, in its action - such was the South at its best. And such at its best 
it remains today, despite the great falling away in some of its virtues. 
Violence, intolerance, aversion and suspicion towards new ideas, an 
incapacity for analysis, an inclination to act from feeling rather than 
from thought, an exaggerated individualism and a too narrow concept 
of social responsibility, attachment to fictions and false values, above all 
too great attachment to racial values and a tendency to justify cruelty 
and injustice in the name of those values, sentimentality and a lack of 
realism - these have been its characteristic vices in the past. And, 
despite changes for the better, they remain its characteristic vices today. 
(439-40)
Few critics would dare such grandiloquence today; even fewer would assert 
the values of the region in such moralistic terms.
10. But see Gates's argument against this interpretation ("Criticism in the Jungle" 
3-5).
11. One of the limitations of this functionalist argument is that it denies (by 
ignoring) the complex aesthetic enjoyment of oral literature in both creator 
and audience: it denies the pleasure of art in other than a meta-cultural 
sense. (For some intimation of this pleasure in oral societies, see Albert 
Wendt's "I Will Be our Saviour from the Bad Smell", Birth and Death of the 
Miracle Man 107.) It also implies that European literatures have no 
utilitarian function and do not reinforce social or communal values. That
there exists a critical tradition which is more interested in the formal and
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technical aesthetic aspects of literature does not gainsay the social and 
communal significance of European art forms. Further, the public reactions 
to literature considered 'amoral' or 'anarchic', such as Henry Miller's fiction, 
or Philip Roth's Portnoy's Complaint, demonstrate that for many readers in 
the European tradition, literature is apprehended as a normative product.
12. See Soyinka "The Critic and Society"; Achebe (158) and Achebe quoted in 
Granqvist (180); wa Thion'go's syllabus at the University of Nairobi (see 
Killam 116); Eustace Palmer (ix); Abiola Irele (1); Wauthier (64,105) and 
Mutiso (xi, 115,118).
13. Though ' situation' is often complicated by the displacement of peoples from 
their ancestral areas as a result of colonial interference.
14. See the examples in note 12 above.
15. Slaves were frequently moved between islands in the West Indies.
Australian seacaptains cajoled and kidnapped Pacific Islanders from the 
Solomons, Vanuatu and Fiji for the Queensland sugar plantations and for 
Fiji plantations - see Moore et al.
16. Between 1839-1917, 416,000 indentured Indians entered the West Indies 
(quoted in Ramchand 189), where they joined a large group of Chinese 
labourers and the descendants of Negro slaves. Between 1879-1920, 60,000 
Indians were brought to Fiji (Subramani, The Indo-Fijian Experience x).
17. More Africans than Indians made 'the middle passage' - 20,000,000 (The 
Middle Passage 67).
18. See also John Thieme "Alternative Histories" 142-50.
19. Though A.S. Byatt prefers a more 'British' definition - culture is "place, 
language and history" (9).
20. In Asia, we might point to the example of Vietnam; in Africa, Nigeria and 
Kenya.
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21. Peggy Dunlop notes of Samoan writing in English that bookbuyers are 
expatriates, tourists, part-Europeans and visiting Samoans ("Samoan 
Writing" 48). See also Palauni Tusiasosopo on the American Samoan 
situation (73).
22 But see also the development of political and cultural Pan-Africanism from 
the end of WW2 with the Fifth Pan-African Congress - in Manchester, 
England.
23. But we should note Mark Williams's dismissal of the notion of 
'Commonwealth studies' as a cohering principle for study of the new 
literatures:
From its inception, Commonwealth literature, like the Commonwealth 
itself, was a doomed attempt to discover links among a chaos of new 
'nations’, themselves the hangover of imperialism. As a means of 
making connections among the leavings of empire the new discipline 
raised more problems about culture, race, belonging, language and 
identity than it solved. The chief problem was that concept of 
Commonwealth literature was fatally tied to the notion of an 
authoritative common tradition that was bound to conflict with the 
nationalist interests of the countries it sought to hold together. (23)
Post-colonialist critiques share the problematics Williams has identified; the 
essential difference is post-colonialism's rejection of an authoritative canon.
24. An earlier example in Australia is Cecil Hadgraft's Queensland and its 
Writers.
25. One should be wary of a romantic and simplistic interpretation of this lack of 
interest in landscape in macro-regional literature as expressing an indigenous 
pre-Contact harmony with nature, as James would have us believe.
'Harmony with' may be 'acceptance of an immutable environment.
26. Nancy Viviani comments:
This age of nationalism and ethnicity has turned us to the occasionally 
passionate, but more often desultory, search for a 'new identity'. It is 
ironic, but unsurprising, that just in this period of the assumed triumph 
of internationalist and cosmopolitan ideas, the ideas of closer
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communities of nations and ethnic groups should be simultaneously 
contesting the high moral ground. (15)
Richard Toop is less sanguine about the trend to greater regionalism:
It is rather sad that the rise of post-modernist theory, with all its talk of 
deconstruction and decentring, should have coincided with a period of 
intense political and cultural parochialism, which tends to reduce the 
global village to the village pump. (12)
27. A similar argument underpins much post-colonial criticism: see Maryanne 
Dever "Speaking of Yourself', Ashcroft et al., and Helen Tiffin "Post-Colonial 
Literatures and Counter-Discourse", for instance.
28. Two other points might be made: readers are not often motivated to read 
merely by a concern with "the human predicament"; further, they must 
know the "troubled islands" imaginatively before they will be prepared to 
journey there through a serious concern with the literature.
29. "Imagining Australia and the South Pacific: Myths, Mapping and Landscape 
Conventions", a lecture delivered at The University of Queensland, August 
23 1990.
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Chapter 2. The South Pacific and Regionalism
Inside us the dead,
like sweet-honeyed tamarind pods 
that will burst in tomorrow's sun
Inside me the dead 
woven into my flesh like the music 
of bone flutes:
Inside me
the Sky-Piercers terrible as moonlight
in black and winged ships . . .
Inside me the dead: a German,
my great grandfather, booted
sea-captain in a child's
book ....
(Albert Wendt, "Inside Us The Dead", Lali 284-290)
Mapping the South Pacific
Having identified the constituents of the regional as a confluence of 
socio-historic experiences and their consequences, cultural and social 
patterns, and geographical dimensions, as those influence the speech, 
activities, beliefs and relationships of a region's inhabitants, we may turn 
to a geophysical representation of the South Pacific, a map of the area, and 
plot the dimensions of the region. These dimensions will be charted in 
topographical, and subsequently in demographic, political, cultural and 
linguistic terms. Wendt's "Inside Us the Dead" was chosen as the 
epigraph for this chapter because it aptly summarises the history and 
identity of the contemporary South Pacific, its attachment to the 
distinctive physical environment of the tropical islands, its ancient 
forebears, its myths, its invasion, its Christianity, and its kinship network,
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the focus on family. It is also written in English, not the German of 
Samoan Wendt's European forebears, an indication not simply of 
Samoa's connections with New Zealand, but of the pervasiveness of 
English in the Pacific. The bulk of this chapter will be devoted to a 
reconstruction of the intellectual processes by which the region 'South 
Pacific' has been built up, has become 'a region of the imagination', in the 
late 20th century. A brief consideration of the European literary 
construction of the Pacific appears in Chapter 5, but we must first 'place' 
the region, ensure it is 'locatable' in Keith's phrase. As we shall see, there 
is a lack of consensus among commentators, both social and cultural, 
regarding the physical dimensions of the South Pacific, and this lack of 
agreement will be the subject of some discussion below, since it has 
obvious implications for the development of the coherence implicit in 
the notion of a region. The task in the first instance, however, is to 
identify the possible parameters of the South Pacific.
Map 1 represents the current geo-political dimensions of the Pacific, 
with the dotted line defining the region considered in this study. Thus 
the region constitutes Fiji, the Solomon Islands, Vanuatu, Nauru, 
Tokelau, Tuvalu, Western Samoa, Tonga, Papua New Guinea, Kiribati, 
and the Cook Islands. The reader might object: why exclude Irian Jaya, 
part of the New Guinea mainland, and French Polynesia, yet include the 
Cooks, which are east of the meridian, and Kiribati, which is north of the 
Equator? The map constructed here, after all, is not the region sanctioned 
by the coverage of the major news magazine of the Pacific, Pacific Islands 
Monthly (PIM),1 which demonstrated its regional philosophy by moving 
its headquarters from the Rim centre of Sydney Australia to Suva in 1988. 
PIM's region includes the Federated States of Micronesia and the 
Marshalls, both north of the Equator, and both within the American
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Map 1 : The boundaries of the South Pacific as outlined in this study; American Samoa
is excised. Adapted from a map produced by the South Pacific Marine 
Development Programme.
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sphere of influence. The reader may also object that New Zealand is a 
group of islands in the South Pacific, and thus on a geographical basis 
should be included in the map outlined by this study. New Zealand of 
course still has constitutional responsibilities in the Cooks, Niue and the 
Tokelaus; it spends 70% of its aid money (0.2% of GDP) on the Pacific 
(PIM (Oct 1990): 5). Australia has a less tenable claim to inclusion in the 
South Pacific because of its geophysical designation as a continent rather 
than a (small) island, and the socio-economic consequences of that size. 
Further, it is positioned on the Rim of the Pacific.2 Yet pre-Contact 
histories of the Pacific includes both countries - Australia because of the 
anthropological links between Aborigines and the Pacific peoples, and 
New Zealand because of its Polynesian Maoris. Even post-Contact 
histories such as Douglas Oliver's classic The Pacific Islands, along with 
his magnum opus Oceania: the native cultures of Australia and the 
Pacific Islands, include Australia as well as Rapanui (Easter Island),
Hawaii and East Polynesia, but not the Philippines.3
Clearly, mere geographical propinquity is not the sole criterion in 
constructing a region. The region outlined in Map 1 requires a complex 
justification based on the cultural, linguistic and political forces operant 
on the Islands in post-Contact history, the major components of its recent 
history. We must, however, look to pre-Contact history to identify in 
brief the origins and nature of South Pacific culture(s), and thus provide 
another criterion for the parameters of Map 1.
Although no definitive pre-history of Oceania and Australia exists, 
there are some areas of broad agreement. We must start from the premise 
that the large land masses of New Guinea and Australia were originally 
joined, and that a narrow channel separated the islands of the present
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Indonesian archipelago from Australia. The islands east of New Guinea 
were also part of a land chain, while other islands in the Pacific have 
formed as a result of plate movement and atoll formation.
Geographically, the South West Pacific is extremely diverse, ranging from 
alpine conditions in New Zealand and Australia, to coral atolls formed 
relatively recently in geological terms. The resultant eco-systems are 
accordingly diverse, with flora and fauna decreasing in variety and 
number the further east one moves into the Pacific. With the exception 
of mainland New Guinea, the area defined in Map 1 is relatively 
homogeneous, sharing island nature and the consequences of sea barriers, 
the conditions of tropical wind-moderated climates, and mangrove 
seacoasts and generally rainforest interiors.4
It is postulated5 that between 50,000 - 30,000 years ago, an originating 
race called Australoids moved through the Indonesian archipelago down 
into Australia and into the coastal and highland areas of New Guinea, to 
become the Australian Aborigines, and the parents of the Melanesian 
group, who moved into the 'Melanesian’ area of the Pacific (see Map 2) at 
least 20,000 and more likely 30,000 years ago. A later migrant group of 
Austronesians moved into Irian jaya from Asia about 6,000 years ago and 
thence into Fiji about 3,000 years ago. Around the same time, a 
Mongoloid group from East Asia began migrating down the northern 
coast of New Guinea into Micronesian outliers, then into the Polynesian 
areas, probably Tonga, from which they migrated back into Micronesia, 
down to New Zealand and throughout the eastern Pacific, with some 
movement back into 'Melanesia'.
Yet pre-Contact language families do not correlate with these racial 
parent-groups in the Pacific. As Map 2 indicates, the largest family is 
Austronesian, a language which broke into many smaller language
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groups, including Proto-Oceanic, comprising some New Guinea 
languages and Polynesian. Another major language family is Papuan, the 
parent of some 720 pre-Contact languages scattered in central New Guinea 
and some Melanesian islands (including, amazingly, a tiny island, Savo, 
off Honiara in the Solomons, where elsewhere mainly Austronesian 
languages are spoken).6 The Australian language is considered the other 
major language family (Oliver Oceania: 647).
Map 2 shows the broad parameters of the four major pre-Contact 
ethnic groups in the South West Pacific, and demonstrates the links 
between various modem Pacific peoples, including Aborigines and 
Maoris, through their major parent groups and parent languages.
Though it is no longer possible to speak of a core Pacific culture in the 
light of the evidence above,7 there are inevitably strong links among the 
four major ethnic groups.8 Whether culture is interpreted functionally, 
as a system of socially transmitted behaviour patterns that relate humans 
to their environment, or ideationally, as a system of shared meanings, 
ideas and knowledge, there are common cultural elements which can be 
discerned among the many Pacific cultural groups. Given the common 
racial and linguistic origins of the four groups identified above, it becomes 
evident that geographical factors, and isolation by distance and 
topography, modify culture quite dramatically. The Polynesian Maoris, 
for instance, developed quite different economic systems in the North 
and South Islands of New Zealand: in the harsher, colder South Island, 
they became 'fishers and foragers', to use Keri Hulme's evocative term 
(see also McNeish and Simmons 115); in the more temperate North 
Island, they were agriculturalists, with settled villages and sophisticated 
food storage methods. The presence of large stands of hardwood timber 
in New Zealand made possible 'permanent' structures (see also Janet
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Davidson 155-159 ), and elaborate carving on lintels and beams and 
marker poles. In the Micronesian and Polynesian atolls, only softwoods 
like the coconut were available, and building structures were therefore 
ephemeral in nature, less likely to be decorated, and designed to be 
relatively quickly replaced after the frequent cyclones of the Oceanic 
Pacific. In the larger, more arid spaces of Australia, the Aborigines became 
nomadic foragers, while their close kin in PNG, with a tropical climate 
and fertile soil, became agriculturalists and villagers.9 For nomadic or 
settled peoples, however, land was and is "a fundamental of [Pacific] social 
groupings, a measure of their status and self-esteem, and an ingredient of 
their social lives” (Oliver The Pacific Islands 157).
War and trading forays blurred the edges of the four groups: the Lau 
Islands of Fiji were once under Tongan domination pre-Contact and again 
in the immediate Contact period (Norton 7). Partly in consequence of 
such inter-island movement, many features of the social organisation and 
culture of the Pacific peoples are shared, and can be briefly, if inadequately, 
summarised.10
While Melanesian society tended to be more individualistic than 
Polynesian or Aboriginal societies, all Pacific societies were tightly 
communal, with consequences for cultural production which will be 
canvassed further below. Such communalism, a characteristic of all 
traditional societies, was in the Pacific a factor of small populations, 
occasionally violent climatic conditions, as in the Western Pacific, and 
strong descent group identification. Kinship formed the basis of social 
organisation throughout the Pacific; loose allegiances formed between 
descent groups, giving rise to larger groups, such as that established 
between the peoples of Kadavu and Tailevu in Fiji, notwithstanding the 
distance separating those two groups. The relationships were cemented
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by exchange and reciprocity rights: at the village or clan level, exchange 
ceremonies were (and are) endemic; though they could be crippling to the 
group, the generosity entailed was a mark of status, and consequent pride 
for the clan.11 In the Pacific, as in Africa, the persistence of tribal 
relationships has worked against both national and pan-Padfic unity (Ron 
Crocombe, The Pacific Way 7), and demonstrates the continuities between 
pre-Contact and post-colonial social organisation.
Where political power was generally inherited in Polynesian sodety, 
leading to a chiefly dass throughout Polynesia proper, and in fringing 
areas such as Fiji, as well as some areas of Micronesia, power was earned 
through battle or the accumulation of material assets in Melanesia, 
though there were areas of coastal Melanesia with a chiefly class, such as 
the Trobriands of Papua. The 'big man' achieved status, perhaps through 
the assistance of his ancestors' power and prestige, but power was not 
simply inherited.12 In Melanesia, partly because power could be achieved, 
sodety was not heavily stratified; in Polynesia, chiefly status led to 
economic power in a strongly hierarchical sodety. It is also noteworthy, 
in relation to these political differences, that some ethnographers have 
posited that place is central to Melanesian identity constructs, while 
Polynesian identity is based more on "performed relations and 
behavioural criteria" (Linnekin and Poyer 9). Further distinctions 
between Polynesia and Melanesia can be posited along gender lines, 
though these are by no means consistent, even within ethnic groupings.
In small Polynesian island groups, such as the Cooks, there is a strong 
matrilinear culture; parts of Fiji also allow power to descend through the 
female line, as is the case in parts of Micronesia (Oliver The Pacific Islands 
76), which is perhaps an indication of pre-Contact migration throughout 
the Pacific. However, in general, Padfic societies were - and are -
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patriarchal; although there is evidence that some Polynesians had female 
chiefs,13 women had - and have - little political power, though they were 
- and are - central to the economy and to cultural transmission. Age and 
gender distinctions were rigidly enforced.14 As we will see, this has 
pervasive implications in the late 20th century literature of the Pacific.
Spiritual and religious beliefs also had much in common 
throughout the South West Pacific; anthropomorphism was the basis of 
Pacific ontologies. In Polynesia a sophisticated myth system devolved 
from the earlier animism; indeed, the central gods of Polynesian 
mythology are known throughout the Polynesian islands: Maui, Hina in 
her many guises, Papa and Rangi, feature in Tongan, New Zealand, 
Samoan, Nuiean and Cooks legends (Poignant 22-69).15 In Australia, 
there appears to have been no single myth system accepted by all tribal 
groups, though motifs such as the Rainbow Serpent reappear in many 
groups (Poignant 124). In the non-Polynesian world, local deities joined 
the ancestors to constitute a spirit world which was immanent in the 
daily lives of the people. The basis of spiritual behaviour (as distinct from 
belief - see Lawrence "Daughter of Time") was functional: gods, spirits 
and ancestors were revered and held in awe for their power to ensure 
material survival: they were integral to the continuing fertility of land 
and sea and the fortunes of the clan. The area we are considering is, as 
Map 1 demonstrates, huge; the islands and peoples are widely scattered, 
and islands of their nature are largely self-sufficient. Even in the large 
land mass of PNG, topographical features such as mountainous terrain 
and swampy coastland conspired to separate tribes except for regular 
seasonal trade missions. It was therefore inevitable that local deities 
would emerge. Even the transmigration which occurred in pre-Contact 
times did not engender a common mythic system, such as that which
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united the Greeks of the Pelopponese despite their local deities. 
Nevertheless, we can distinguish in the Melanesian Pacific a common 
belief system which was anthropomorphic, animalistic and functional;16 
Polynesia, however, developed a sophisticated pantheon of human-like 
gods.
Cultural production, as one expects in a traditional society, was 
strongly linked to spiritual beliefs and utilitarian needs, and was 
functionally motivated (but see note 16). Pre-Contact artistic expression 
was by no means strictly utilitarian, however, as the elaborately decorated 
headrests of the Solomons or the headdresses of the PNG Highlands 
demonstrate. Many material items produced were used in daily life 
(combs, food bowls), were used in trade or reciprocity ceremonies (pots, 
mats), or were an adjunct of spiritual belief, having ritual or ceremonial 
significance. (The prows of Solomon Island canoes, for instance, were 
designed to avert bad luck on fishing or trading voyages.) It is notable that 
throughout the Pacific, including Australia, many material items were 
intentionally ephemeral, destined to mark the death of a revered family 
member or a chief, and buried with the body. There was little ’intimation 
of immortality' involved in this cultural production. It is for this reason, 
as much as because the materials were subject to rot in tropical climates, 
that so little has survived from the pre-Contact period. Non-material 
culture represented a quest for a continuing identity (if not immortality) 
for the group, not for the individual within it. Non-material culture 
resided in the oral legends, genealogies, and myths which, while socially 
enjoyable in their expression, functioned as an opportunity for the 
transmission of tribal history and mores at the village level, and for the 
cementing of kinship relations at the in ter-tribal level.
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There is some dissension about the role of the artist in the pre- 
Contact Pacific. Though it is a platitude of ethnography that both material 
and non-material cultural products (i.e. mats and canoes, as well as action 
songs and dance drama) were communally produced, and that the artist 
was not distinguished from others within the clan group, some 
commentators - Albert Wendt and Marjorie Crocombe in particular - 
claim that the artist was recognised and revered as an individual with 
special gifts. Thus Wendt argues17 that the artist was invested with 
mana, or the spiritual power and inspiration to perceive truth or an 
artistic pattern, envision its structural completeness (as in a building or a 
canoe design), and then fashion it or supervise its construction. Grimble 
describes how a Gilbertese (now I-Kiribati) poet would retire from his 
group, sanctify himself by fasting and isolation, and wait for an infusion 
of the divine spirit and a poem to "quicken . . . within him" (Return to 
the Islands 204). He would then 'test' this poem by repeating it to other 
villagers, and modify it according to their reactions.18 Yet it remained 
'his' poem. Subramani (South Pacific Literature 46) also implies that oral 
poets had a distinguished and distinctive status and role in their societies. 
However, other commentators dispute this concept of mana as applied to 
artists: Roger Keesing argues that while the term is widespread, because 
of its Proto-Oceanic derivation, it is not to be understood as power or 
inspiration, but as a condition, a state of efficacy in any object or 
undertaking - mana distinguished the magic stone from the stone which 
did not 'work' for magic (148). Keesing notes that chiefs had the quality, 
but only if they fulfilled their obligations (153). On anthropological 
evidence, mana as now interpreted among Pacific writers appears to be a 
concept embroidered with rhetoric in response to Western notions of 
artistic inspiration, an equivalent of the Greek Muses.
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Jo Nacola asserts that "like any other work of creation, a meke, or 
dance-drama, is a private and personal expression of the poet-composer" 
(28). Yet it is obvious that legends and genealogies are relatively fixed in 
content; because they were handed down over generations, there was 
little possibility of individual attribution, though reinterpretation and 
synthesis could - and did - occur. Myth, genealogy and folk tale were 
functional in that they engendered social and political identity, patterned 
and perpetuated religious and historical experience, and reinforced 
community mores. Other less ritualised forms of oral literature, such as 
mourning songs, love lyrics, courting songs, war songs, might be created, 
individually or collectively, but became 'tribal' on the death of the 
composer. The absence of print or permanent inscription prevented the 
development of the Western cult of the artist, and as Subramani suggests 
(320), stylistic features and feelings which could be attributed to the 
individual tend to be diluted over years of oral transmission.
Furthermore, as Futa Helu has pointed out (quoted in Subramani 320), 
oral literature is passed through the "prism of social sanction and 
standardisation". Because of its functional nature, succeeding generations 
ensured that what was retained reflected and reinforced group mores. In 
effect, then, art in the pre-Contact Pacific was collectively produced 
because the group decided its survival in a more direct way than is 
possible in a print-based culture (see also Vilsoni Tausie Art in the New 
Pacific 30).
The questions inherent in this discussion on the role of the artist in 
an autochthonous culture are pertinent and problematic to South Pacific 
writers in the late 20th century, as we will see, not least because the 'new' 
Western concept of the artist connotes individuality, a special gift, and a
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critical stance which may well set the artist at odds with a communal 
society.
The forms of oral culture in the South Pacific were basically 
narrative: myth, folk tale, genealogy, even dance-drama told a story, 
though as in the latter, the origin and meaning of the story may have 
been lost to time; often the words themselves survive only in an archaic 
language. More personal forms are found: the Papua Pocket series 
collected many of these.19 However, there was a restricted range of lyric 
expression - love songs, and mourning songs were the most common. 
Dance-drama was a particularly popular art form, combining poetry, 
dance and theatre. It was a group activity, if not a group composition, if 
we accept Nacola's proposition above, and like any form of drama relied 
on an appreciative audience, many of whom would have been involved 
in its preparation - collecting items such as shells and leaves for costumes 
and makeup. Unlike most Western drama, the conventions of which 
require a relatively passive audience, and which physically separates 
audience and performers, Pacific dance-drama was - and remains - highly 
interactive. Members of the audience were unrestrained in their 
appreciation of a particularly skilled performer or group performance, 
except in the most formal of ceremonies. A Fijian meke sequence, for 
instance, is punctuated by dashes from the audience to tuck currency 
notes into the costumes of favoured performers; more traditionally, each 
sequence was 'completed' by reciprocating the gift of the dance with a 
comic or graceful presentation of masi (cloth) or bolts of cotton to the 
performers. (See Tausie 12-25 for an extended examination of the 
significance and practice of dance.) Story telling in all forms is highly 
interactive - see Grimble A Pattern of Islands 99: "The Gilbertese expect
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their listeners to play up. A climax is a thing to be savoured. You must 
drag it out of them."
A brief examination of the food items and patterns of food use also 
establishes a common culinary culture in the South Pacific. Except in 
New Zealand, central and southern Australia and the Highlands of New 
Guinea, where the climate is inimical to coconut production, the coconut 
became central to culinary and material production in the South Pacific.
As niu20 (green, young), its milk is drunk; when older, it is eaten raw or 
used in cooking as a staple item of daily diet. Root crops of various kinds 
were major carbohydrate sources, along with bananas. Taro is the oldest 
form, having arrived with the earliest inhabitants; kumara (sweet potato) 
was introduced much later (400 - 700 A.D. - see Oliver Oceania 192) and 
spread gradually to PNG and the Solomons, where it found favour 
because of its faster maturation period and higher tolerance of cold than 
taro. Protein was provided in the form of fish (freshwater or marine), 
pork or bush fowl, though often feasts were the main occasion for protein 
consumption. In island societies protein constituted as little as 1.7 - 3.9% 
of the total diet in the pre-Contact period (Ross 79 - the data relate 
primarily to Malaita, the most populous of the Solomon Islands; thus the 
example is presumed typical of island diet). Cooking methods were 
simple: boiling in coconut milk or water, or steam-baking in earth ovens 
were utilised throughout the South Pacific. Although the dispersal of 
staple food items was undoubtedly hastened by the arrival of European 
trading vessels, and later by the establishment of commercial plantations 
of coconuts, basic foods and eating patterns had become well established 
in the pre-Contact period.
The cultures of the South Pacific were much richer and more diverse 
than this brief overview suggests. Nevertheless, it is possible to attest to
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the existence of a core Austronesian cultural pattern within Oceania - the 
area indicated on Map 2 - and to the rapid influence of this pattern on 
contiguous Papuan language group areas, a result of geographical 
similarity and admixing of language groups. It was a culture which could 
be distinguished clearly from that of mainland Australia. However, this 
culture - of some 2.5 million peoples - came into dramatic and 
sometimes violent collision with European culture over the period of 
European exploration in the 16th - 18th centuries and colonisation in the 
19th century. In Oceania proper and PNG, the pattern of Contact was 
broadly similar; it differed radically from that in the settler societies of 
Australia and New Zealand. As is argued below, it is this Contact history 
and its consequences which deepened the split between the indigenous 
cultures of the South Pacific, and those of Australia and New Zealand, 
and leads to the exclusion of the latter countries from the region 
constructed in Map 1.
Map 3 illustrates the colonial presence in the Pacific by the 1960s, and 
the extent of British hegemony. As Oliver notes (The Pacific Islands 98), 
Great Britain was a reluctant coloniser in the Pacific. Outside Australia 
and New Zealand, which were colonised by large free settlement 
programs (after the convict period in Australia), British interests in the 
Pacific were motivated by status, political strategy, and missionary 
pressure, all conducive to a semi-benevolent paternalism: "between 1874 
and 1906, over 112,000 square miles and several hundred thousand 
unwitting islanders were acquired outright by Britain in a state of absent 
mindedness" (Oliver The Pacific Islands 137). The expenses of colonial 
administration were not offset by the minor returns from copra, the only 
commodity most island communities could offer apart from labour,21 
which returned little to government. Through German war losses to the
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Map 3: The colonial presence in the 1960s.
□ British, Australian and New Zealand administration 
French administration
USA trust territories
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League of Nations mandates, then UN Trust Territories, Britain 
consolidated her influence in New Guinea,22 Samoa and the Gilbert, 
Phoenix and Line Groups. Anxious to be rid of distant, uneconomic and 
no longer strategically necessary colonies, the increasingly embarrassing 
and anachronistic ’outposts of the Empire' immortalised in Maugham's 
stories, and conscious of her inability to service her Pacific colonies, 
Britain was content to allow Australia and New Zealand to administer 
many of the island territories, such as Papua, which came under 
Australian administration in 1906, and the Cook Islands, which became a 
New Zealand responsibility. This sub-letting arrangement ensured a 
residual strategic value without the administrative costs (for a full 
discussion, see Morrell Britain in the Pacific Islands). Pitcairn Island 
remains today the only British protectorate in the Pacific.
Independence movements after World War 2 throughout the 
colonial world but especially in India, accelerated nationalist demands in 
Fiji, although only in Samoa was there "a genuine indigenous 
independence movement" (Crocombe, The South Pacific 133). In all 
other former colonies, as Crocombe remarks, independence was 
encouraged from without, and was greeted with strong reservations on 
the part of many of the older Islander generation.
British colonial activity in the Pacific followed a predictable pattern: 
whalers, sealers and adventurers stayed to become beachcombers or 
traders, and married locally; missionaries arrived with Christianity and 
repressive 19th century social and moral attitudes. Confronted with very 
different sexual mores and religious beliefs, the missionaries 
determinedly set about destroying the spiritual and ethical life of the 
Pacific Islanders but were not uniformly successful in their endeavours.23
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Many material cultural products were destroyed; many practices were 
banned within the spheres of missionary activity, though modified or 
'innocent' cultural practices were ignored or tolerated under some church 
administrators. Yet a good deal of the older culture survived in dance, in 
modified dress habits, and in the vernacular languages, particularly folk 
tales and legends. Because of the persistence of oral literature, a belief in 
the spirit world, most particularly in malevolent and efficacious magic, 
persists alongside the practice of Christianity, as we will see below (see 
also Lawrence "The Ngaing": 303). Christian missionaries in fact 
encouraged the retention of the vernacular languages in the South Pacific 
- their first efforts went into translating the Bible into local languages, 
necessitating the invention of written forms of the oral languages, and 
ensuring the survival of at least the larger language groups (Siegal 49). 
Further, the wide acceptance of Christianity has provided yet another 
adhesive mechanism for the region, despite the proliferation of 
denominations. The Pacific Conference of Churches, for instance, is one 
of the strongest regional organisations in the contemporary Pacific 
(Crocombe, The South Pacific 147).
During the colonial period, the small plantation class in each British 
colony had limited interaction with the indigenous population except in 
the labour relationship;24 it had little interest in interfering with 
indigenous culture as long as its labour supply was reliable. When local 
labour was insufficient or uncooperative, workers were imported, at first 
from other Pacific colonies. In Fiji, when cotton failed and the Australian 
company, Colonial Sugar Refinery, was brought in to establish a sugar 
industry, Governor Gordon responded to CSR's demands for more 
imported labour by suggesting that "Indian coolies" "supplement" not 
"supplant" Polynesian labour (Morrell 381), with the unhappy results that
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some of the literature considered in this study explores. Administration 
in the colonies became more complex as government struggled with 
health problems imported by Europeans, labour problems, the demands 
of local chiefs, planters, missionaries and companies, as well as with the 
paternalistic 'development' of the local population. In consequence, a 
significant expatriate civil service grew up, and this was followed by a free 
immigrant business class. In Fiji, as elsewhere, this consisted of 
Europeans, Indians (see Norton 7), and Chinese (Haas 51-52). Because of 
the limited economic potential of the Pacific Islands as a whole (Oliver 
The Pacific Islands 364), and geographical difficulties (whether of 
mountainous terrain as in PNG, or farflung islands as in Micronesia), 
colonial administrations were unable to disrupt local political systems to 
the extent they did in Africa. Rather, as in Fiji, they legislated to entrench 
traditional local authority and land tenure systems (see Morrell 385). 
Because missionary groups were quite happy to oversee education 
(restricting it to health, domestic and agricultural arenas, rudimentary 
numeracy, literacy in the vernacular, and Bible studies), there was limited 
government involvement in education. The consequence was that 
Islanders in the British Pacific retained a strong sense of local identity; the 
institutionalisation of vernacular languages through the education 
system and through developing written forms of vernacular languages 
ensured the continuation of much cultural knowledge and practice, 
despite the destructive elements of European intrusion. No Pacific 
Islander in the British colonies could have stated the equivalent of Frantz 
Fanon's tragic confession of Antillean loss of identity: "I am a 
Frenchman" (203). Ni-Vanuatu told McNeish and Simmons "'The 
English are more respectful, more tolerant (than the French)" (110).
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By contrast with Britain, France has tenaciously clung to her Pacific 
colonies, engaging in a deliberate policy of large-scale migration and 
settlement from France to produce the caldoche class in New Caledonia, a 
class fiercely loyal to France, defensive of its material and emotional 
rights in the Islands, and dismissive of the rights of the local population.25 
France reluctantly surrendered power in Vanuatu. Though the 
Melanesian Kanaks of New Caledonia, and the Polynesians of the Society 
Islands and Wallis and Futuna shared a common culture with other 
Pacific Islanders, they are now dominated by a colonial power imposing a 
metropolitan culture which remains deeply at odds with the Pacific value 
system. As in Africa, France fostered a virulent anti-colonial sentiment 
which has resulted in violence - in Vanuatu and New Caledonia. Ulli 
Beier notes that in the African situation, a written literature emerged 
more quickly in the French colonies than in the British colonies because 
of the more repressive French regime, which, in both Africa and the 
Pacific, destroyed and undermined traditional and cultural structures ("In 
Search of an African Personality" 345). However, the education of Pacific 
Islanders was not a priority for the French: in New Caledonia, secondary 
school was "not open" to Melanesians until 1958 (Tjibaou 22). The result 
has been that little protest literature in French emerged in Vanuatu, for 
example, where the French were numerically greater than British or 
British-derived Europeans (Vanuatu 12).26 Francophone educational 
systems have militated against communication between the French 
colonies and the Anglophone Pacific; the continuing status of the French 
territories as colonies has proved another barrier to their effective 
inclusion in a region where the other countries are self-governing. 
Further, the contemporary economic situation of the French colonies puts 
them at odds with the remainder of the Pacific: French Polynesia has the
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highest standard of living in the Pacific - GNP is ten times higher than 
that in PNG, thirteen times higher than in the Solomons (Islands 
Business (Nov. 1986): 16). At this stage of their history at least, linguistic 
difference and political status, as well as social history during the 20th 
century, place French Polynesia and New Caledonia outside the region 
delineated in Map 1, a region bound together in the colonial period by 
Christianity; a common Anglo-Celtic colonising presence; the use of 
English as a lingua franca; broadly similar educational systems based on 
the British model; and since independence, political systems based on 
modified versions of the Westminster system of government.
The American territories are anomalies in the South Pacific.
Though they were appropriated by Spain early in the colonial invasion of 
the Pacific, and Guam, for instance, also came under German influence, 
their cultures are now inextricably bound to mainstream US culture, to 
the extent that in American Samoa and the Micronesian territories, the 
US is referred to as 'the Mainland' (PIM (May 1990): 14). Their political, 
economic and socio-cultural dependence on the US distinguishes them 
from the independent nations of the Pacific, though they are seeking 
greater ties with the rest of the region.27 While they have direct 
representation in the US Congress, and are therefore answerable to a 
superpower, they are of a different order to the fiercely independent 
countries considered in Map 1.
Although Pacific Islanders were guaranteed freehold ownership of 
their homelands by the British colonial government, Aborigines and to a 
lesser extent Maoris lost exclusive possession of their land; their 
populations were decimated by deliberate genocide (as in Tasmania) or 
introduced disease and social dislocation, to the point where in 1990, 
Aborigines constituted no more than 1% of the Australian population,
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while the Maori proportion of the New Zealand population was 10%
(PIM (August 1990): 8). There is an undoubted connection between some 
residual land entitlements and a relatively strong Maori identity and 
population size (Oliver The Pacific Islands 165). In Australia, no land 
rights were granted during the colonial period; in New Zealand, the 1841 
Treaty of Waitangi guaranteed Maori possession of certain lands (Oliver 
The Pacific Islands 171), though in practice, possession and use proved 
difficult. Indeed, Oliver argues "if a single criterion were to be used to test 
the survival value of any native community it would be: To what extent 
have they retained their lands? And the answer would be in Australia - 
very little." (167) Elsewhere in the Pacific, indigenous peoples retained 
their land - or a very high percentage of it.28
A further criterion of the 'survival value' of a culture must surely be 
the survival of its language. Because the colonisers were so few in 
number in the Pacific, and because the missionaries taught in the 
vernacular, and encouraged a written form of the vernacular, Pacific 
Islanders retained their home languages, and often added a lingua franca, 
an adopted vernacular: Pijin in the Solomons, Bislama in Vanuatu, and 
Tok Pisin or Police Motu in PNG. However, Aborigines and to a lesser 
extent Maoris lost their languages; English, or a crude form of English, 
became their home language, not simply the language of the educated 
elite, as in the Pacific. (It has been estimated, for instance, that of the 250 
Aboriginal languages spoken in Australia at Contact, only five remain 
with more than 1000 speakers - Courier Mail (10 Sept. 1991): 22.)
The indigenous peoples of Australia and New Zealand are, in the 
late 20th century, slowly and painfully forging a new identity as minority 
indigenous peoples in the Anglo-Celtic majority countries which are their 
homelands. Unlike Pacific Islanders, they are not self-governing, and are
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less able to adopt or reject what they will of an imported culture, because 
it envelops them in their daily lives. Indeed, as Cliff Watego points out 
(492), assimilation to a majority culture is seen as the major threat to 
Maori and Aboriginal culture; by contrast, the majority culture in the 
South Pacific is indigenous - it can adopt and adapt aspects of Western 
culture considered appropriate and/or necessary. The result is, inevitably, 
a different conception of the notion of identity. As Watego sees it, South 
Pacific writers such as Wendt can concentrate on "changes that are being 
initiated from within the community" (493) (my italics), while Aboriginal 
and Maori writers have to confront the changes being imposed from 
without. 29 Because their colonial experience was so devastating, so 
different from that of the Pacific colonies, the bonds of the older common 
culture were insufficient to re-establish a relationship with Pacific 
Islanders in the modem period, and are only tentatively being built again 
through the agency of such cultural events as the Pacific Arts Festival. 
Inward-looking as they attempt to rebuild their communities, Aborigines 
and Maoris feel no urgency to re-establish their Pacific ties.30
Indeed, post-colonial responses to the notion of identity among 
indigenous peoples in the Pacific and the Pacific Rim strengthen the 
argument of this study, that a region based on the ex-British colonies was 
in the process of being constructed in the 1970s and 1980s. This region 
developed partly as a consequence of political and economic pressures 
which dictated the formation of an effective single voice for the tiny and 
powerless new states in their relationships with world organisations such 
as the UN (which are structured on macro-regional lines), and with the 
powerful nations which conceived of the new states as an economic 
region. Though Britain established some of the earliest regional 
organisations (such as the South Pacific Commission, formed in 1947), the
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great majority of the more than 300 regional bodies identified by Ratu Sir 
Kamese Mara's Pacific Islands Development Programme (PIM (Dec. 1991): 
9) have emerged since 1970 (Crocombe, The South Pacific 149); they are 
most effective in the "Commonwealth Pacific countries" (Crocombe, The 
South Pacific 153).31 While a large number of these bodies are political, 
economic, or administrative, many are cultural, and contribute to the 
nurturing of a regional identity (see Ratu Mara's comments on the 
importance of regional choir competitions, for instance - PIM (Dec. 1991): 
9).
Thus the South Pacific began to be conceptualised by its own 
politicians partly in response to political and economic pressures. But the 
process of objectifying a conscious cultural identification which began in 
South Pacific countries as a result of decolonisation is equally significant 
in the formation of the region. Of course this process was encouraged for 
political purposes, as Jocelyn Linnekin demonstrates (149-73). But insofar 
as one can separate political imperatives from cultural and social 
processes, it is possible to discern a strengthening of the notion of a South 
Pacific identity in the 1970s and 1980s. Pre-Contact identities, Alan 
Howard argues, "were rooted in relational networks based on genealogical 
ties and locality" (273). They were thus intensely local. Cultural 
differentiation was based on what we might consider as minor variations 
in behaviour group 'story' (Howard 267). The societies were permeable: 
they depended less on rigid conceptions of ethnic and cultural boundaries 
than on the social actions of 'others' (see Howard 272). Personhood was 
consocial: the individual was a "node of social relationships" (Linnekin 
and Poyer 7), rather than a discrete being possessing observable attributes 
peculiar to that person, as is the Western concept. These cultural beliefs 
about the nature of the individual and the flexibility of social
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relationships made it possible for Pacific peoples to adopt multiple 
identifications, to retain local identities, to build national identities, and 
to adopt a regional identity in response to changing historical and political 
circumstances. Linnekin describes the ease with which Pacific peoples 
have developed "several nested identities ... by no means mutually 
exclusive" (166).
The development of regional consciousness in the Pacific has been 
engendered primarily through self-definition against white colonial 
values. As Howard notes (276), "for many Oceanic intellectuals, white 
society, with its emphasis on individualism, material consumerism, and 
racialism, provides an oppositional category that allows clearest self­
definition". This definition has been constructed around a number of key 
emblems of 'Padficness': 'the Pacific Way' and what it suggests of 
consensual decision-making and respect for age; Christianity; tradition 
and kastonr, land; communalism; and reciprocity. Despite their 
appropriation by politidans for reasons of self-interest, they converge 
with the image many Pacific intellectuals have constructed of their 
peoples, and they are promulgated through cultural studies and 
imaginative literature, as will be argued below. Indeed, it will be evident 
in analysing the literature, that the creative writing of the South Pacific is 
the most potent medium for crystallising (and negotiating) the symbols 
that are central to South Pacific ascription. The past, as Linnekin (151) 
points out, "is commonly used to validate the present". The selection of 
apposite emblems of identity is often ideologically motivated; the 
literature of the South Padfic, insofar as it reflects the sodety which 
produced it, validates those emblems. Insofar as it subverts the sodety, it 
will challenge those emblems. We will see that a number of writers
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subvert the concepts of Pacificness listed above, and in doing so, they 
contribute to the dynamic evolution of the contemporary South Pacific.
At this point, in establishing the adhesive factors which argue the 
case for the ex-British colonies of the South Pacific to be considered as 
constituting a coherent region, it is pertinent to examine the role of 
language in regionalism, though it will be considered in more detail in 
the next section. The linguistic diversity of the South Pacific dictates that 
a lingua franca is essential for communication between the many 
countries in the area, and between the diverse language groups within 
some of the countries considered. PNG, for instance, has over 750 
languages; Vanuatu over 100 (PIM (June 1984): 59); there are over 1,400 
languages in total. Despite the common origins of the nations, 
linguistically the Pacific has never been one; each language group had 
multilingual speakers, with basic communication levels, to communicate 
with proximate tribes for trade and social purposes. No local language 
group was large enough, or had sufficient status, to function as a regional 
language, or even a national language in the larger countries such as 
PNG. Only Vanuatu has a 'Pacific language' - Bislama, a dialect of 
English - written into its Constitution as the national language (PIM 
(June 1984): 59). Elsewhere, though there may be a local 'national' 
language, such as in Samoa and Tonga, it is not constitutionally endorsed, 
and is accepted alongside English - or French - as a 'national' language. 
Obviously, each colony inherited its coloniser's language as a language of 
government and higher education, with implications for the 
development of a modern identity, as we shall see below.
As outlined above, missionaries incidentally encouraged the 
retention of local languages by transliterating the Bible; they did not 
encourage the reading of secular literature, so there was little incentive
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for most Pacific peoples to learn other than a utilitarian oral English. 
Written literature thus came to be associated with religious and spiritual 
matters, or utilitarian matters such as health, the bureaucracy, legal issues; 
it was thus associated with personal salvation or education rather than 
with recreation or social enlightenment. This has had long-lasting effects 
on the production of written culture in the South Pacific. The very 
strength of local languages has ironically intensified the need for a 
common language in the South Pacific. Given the political hegemony of 
Britain, and then Australia and New Zealand, the dominant language 
was bound to be English. Thus it is the one second language which is 
encouraged to functional literacy levels in Niue, the Cooks, Nauru,
Tonga, Western Samoa, Fiji, the Solomons, PNG, Tokelau, Tuvalu, 
Nauru, and Vanuatu.
Pamela Hackforth-Jones's comment that a map is a combination of 
word and image is salient: it has taken many words here to describe the 
South Pacific imaged in Map 1. To summarise: with the geographic 
arguments of contiguity and broad topographic similarity, with a similar 
pre-Contact and colonial social history, with core cultural patterns, with a 
common post-colonial response to the notions of identity and cultural 
differentiation, and with a shared contemporary language for 
government, bureaucratic and cultural contacts, the South Pacific 
outlined in Map 1 constitutes a coherent region - it is, in essence, Oceania 
and PNG. It must be stressed that regional cohesion is only possible if we 
accept that the countries of the South Pacific share similar pre-Contact, 
colonial, and post-colonial experiences and culture; it is the difference in 
their colonial and post-colonial historical experience which excludes 
Australian Aborigines, New Zealand Maoris, the French colonies, the 
American territories, and Irian Jaya (now Indonesian-controlled) from
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this study. (In relation to the last, South Pacific peoples themselves 
exclude it from their provenance - see PIM (April 1988): 26.) But the 
existence of a region does not necessarily connote the existence of a 
regional literature. We must now turn to language and its effect on the 
nature of literary activity in the region.
The language question
Before turning to the cultural and literary studies which have 
shaped the region, and their rationale for a regional construction, it is 
apposite to consider some specific aspects of written cultural production 
in the South Pacific which encourage or militate against a written culture 
in English. We need only the example of Malaysia to understand that a 
potential English language literature can be stillborn by cultural pressures 
within the country itself.32
Reference to Map I and Appendix I, with its current populations, 
and a recognition that English is not a widely-read language in the area, 
lead to the question of whether the region can, in pragmatic terms, 
sustain a written culture in English. We are speaking of a total 
population of some 4,500,000 inside the region, with a literacy rate in 
English which is quite low - as little as 10-15% in the Solomons for 
instance (Alasia 4).33 It should also be pointed out that basic literacy does 
not imply the ability to apprehend the imaginative level of English used 
in extended or allusive genres such as the novel or poetry - see Crocombe 
"Book Distribution" 31. What size, then, is the English reading public in 
the South Pacific? And what interest is there outside the region in its 
literary production? Wendt sells 300 copies of a new book in Samoa,34 
which represents sales to .2% of the population; translated into the
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Australian context, this would result in sales of 32,000, an excellent figure 
in Australian publishing terms. Yet in absolute numbers, 300 sales 
scarcely represents economic success for a publisher or author. Within 
the region, Wendt could perhaps rely on another 300 sales, since he is the 
South Pacific's best known writer, but he relies on sales in New Zealand 
where there is a large expatriate Samoan population, as well as an 
established intellectual interest in Pacific studies. World sales, especially 
to the growing academic market in Third World literature, form the 
remainder of his audience.
A complicating factor in establishing the size of the regional reading 
audience is the exodus from the Pacific, which is taking not only the 
region's educated workers, as one might expect, but also its ordinary 
workers.35 This outflow has been exacerbated by the coups in Fiji in 1987, 
as a result of which a high percentage of middle-class, educated Indians 
migrated to New Zealand, Canada and Australia; they were, in the main, 
English language readers (Siegal 54). However, the loss of a regional 
reading public must be balanced against the fact that Pacific expatriates in 
their migrant countries very often become better educated, and become 
more avid readers, more interested consumers of any writing about their 
homeland. Further, in a more developed society, they are more likely to 
be able to afford reading matter, with their improved economic 
circumstances.
This small potential audience acted as a disincentive to the 
emergence of a South Pacific literature; publishers, after all, require an 
economic return on their investment. Few publishers outside the region 
were interested in publishing South Pacific texts, although Jacaranda Press 
in Brisbane, under the editorship of John Collins, was keen to assist the 
emergent PNG literature,36 and Reeds in Wellington were also
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encouraging.37 The implications of publication and production issues for 
genre will be discussed in Chapter 5, but the PIC] special issue, The 
Written Word 14.2 (1985) provides a pragmatic perspective and an 
historical analysis of the development of publishing in the South Pacific. 
Few commercial publishers flourish in the region: Lotu Pasifika in Fiji is 
a Church-based publishing house - it lists mainly religious texts, though 
it has produced children's books and tourist-oriented material; Kristen 
Pres in PNG performs a similar role, though it publishes some creative 
writing. Appendix 2 itemises the place of publication of South Pacific 
texts for the selected years 1969-73, the early years of South Pacific writing, 
and 1985-90, the most recent years. (No significant variation from this 
pattem occurs in the years between the two selected periods.) Though the 
quantity in all genres is small, two patterns are clear: poetry collections 
are almost invariably published within the region, along with play texts; 
novels, more marketable to a non-regional reading public, are generally 
published outside the region, with Australian publishers expressing some 
interest in PNG literature, and their New Zealand counterparts handling 
Oceanic texts.
There are three English-medium universities in the South Pacific, 
two in PNG, UPNG at Port Moresby (established in 1966), and the 
University of Technology at Lae, and USP in Suva, Fiji (established in 
1968); there are several teachers' colleges, including one in the 
Solomons.38 Thus the tertiary textbook market is limited. Furthermore, 
although the secondary education sector is growing, it is still relatively 
small, and much of the literature emanating from the region would not 
be considered suitable or decorous for what remain morally conservative 
societies. (Chapter 5 and the Conclusion take up this point.) Anthologies 
of regional writing such as Waves or Roots: Waka, directed at the
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secondary school market, and Lali, directed at the tertiary market, are 
more popular than works by individual authors, with the exception of 
Wendt and Thaman.39 The establishment of university-sponsored 
publishing houses, such as the Institute of Pacific Studies at the 
University of the South Pacific in Suva, and the Institute of PNG 
Studies40 in Port Moresby, boosted the number of books published in the 
region itself, but the major regional need - and therefore the major 
output of these publishing houses - was for factual information, 
manuals, social science and science texts.41 The universities perceive 
their primary role as the production and dissemination of the knowledge 
and skills necessary for the immediate development of their peoples.42 It 
is difficult to justify creative writing classes, or literary as opposed to 
language study, when the material needs of the people are so pressing.43 
Nevertheless, institute and university publishing houses played a vital 
role in the development of a regional literature, and did so largely because 
they used English as a medium of instruction in all disciplines.
The role of education and its institutional agencies is central to the 
development of a local literature in other ways than through publication 
(cf Buell 30-44). Up until the 1930s in the British Pacific, governments 
abrogated their educational role to the missionaries, who taught in the 
vernacular. A change of policy instituted compulsory English language 
teaching after Grade 3 (Primary), although this did not occur until 1956 in 
PNG (Kirsty Powell 16). (In Samoa, all primary education is in Samoan.) 
However, a lack of trained teachers doomed the policy (Siegal 49, Powell 
530). After independence the policy remained, in recognition of the 
importance of English as a lingua franca (PIM (Feb. 1991): 43). From 
personal observation in Fiji, Tonga, Vanuatu and the Solomons, English 
language teaching remains poor, especially in the rural areas where its
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importance is not apparent44 (see also Siegal 53). Yet the acquisition of 
English is a vital step in the life of an ambitious child - or of the child of 
ambitious parents. English remains a prestige language, essential for the 
Civil Service throughout the South Pacific and for all but menial jobs; it 
is vital for gaining access to hegemonic mainstream institutions, 
especially educational institutions. Prior to the establishment of the 
region’s universities, South Pacific students were sent overseas for 
tertiary education; this confirmed the use of English as a tool of learning, 
since tertiary education was inevitably undertaken in the English- 
speaking countries. The generations educated overseas as a matter of 
necessity include all of the nations' recent leaders - Father Walter Lini, 
Rabbie Namaliu, Solomon Mamaloni, Ratu Sir Kamasese Mara, and Sir 
Julius Chan, for example, and many of the region's writers - Wendt, 
Subramani, Konai Thaman, Epeli Hau’ofa, Sa tendra Nandan, Pio Manoa, 
Jo Nacola, Raymond Pillai.
It is the younger writers of the region who are likely to have been 
educated within the region - Jully Sipolo and Julian Maka'a from the 
Solomons, Joseph Veramu from Fiji, for example, although most of the 
1960s PNG writers were UPNG students, some having had a period of 
overseas education.45
What is taught in schools and tertiary institutions also affects 
attitudes towards reading in English. Schools in Fiji, the Solomons, 
Samoa and Tonga until 1985 were oriented towards the New Zealand or 
Cambridge syllabus, though by that year, an 'Alternative English' syllabus 
was available.46 'Alternative English 1984' covered both language 
expression and literary interpretation - the choice of literature studied 
included US poet Robert Frost, Australian poet Judith Wright, New 
Zealand poet James Baxter, and 'any well-known poet' (most schools
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chose Konai Thaman); the choice in fiction was between William 
Golding's Lord of the Flies (UK), J.P. Salinger's Catcher in the Rye (USA), 
Katherine Mansfield's Selected Stories (NZ); in drama the student could 
choose between Shaw's Major Barbara (UK), and Bruce Mason's The 
Pohutukawa Tree (non-Maori NZ); in non-fiction prose, the choice was 
between Douglas Lockwood's I, the Aboriginal (Australian, but not 
Aboriginal); Maori Kiki's Ten Thousand Years in a Lifetime (PNG) and 
Eruera's The Teachings of a Maori Elder (NZ); in a new literature section, 
the choice was Wendt's Pouliuli and Inside Us the Dead, two stories from 
South Pacific Stories (eds. Chris and Helen Tiffin), and Jean Rhys' Wide 
Sargasso Sea (Caribbean). There was also a compulsory question on 
Shakespeare. Despite attempts to incorporate more relevant and 'local' 
literature, the 'local' component was still primarily Australian and New 
Zealand, and still European in origin.
In the universities, the situation was more complex. Ulli Beier's 
appointment as Senior Lecturer at UPNG from 1966-1971 spurred the 
development of a local literature in English; Beier's work in Nigeria in 
the 1950s and 1960s ensured that he brought enthusiasm and experience 
in stimulating indigenous writing. The texts he chose to present in 
literature classes were Third World texts and models; the creative 
paradigm offered in the writing classes he established was an aesthetic of 
political commitment, specifically Négritude. Further, he preached a 
doctrine that art did not require judgements of 'good' or 'not good' - 
it had other functions (Powell 44), a notion that undoubtedly fostered a 
socially and politically utilitarian attitude towards literary output. Beier 
was politically active, and encouraged his students both to participate in 
political activities, and to use their writing as a weapon in the struggle 
for independence in PNG.47 Powell claims Beier as the "mid-
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wife" of PNG literature (45) - not only did he encourage students to write, 
but he provided the expertise and energy for publication of their works: 
the magazine Kovave, the Papua Pocket Poets series, Kiki's autobiography 
Ten Thousand Years in a Lifetime, Five New Guinea Plays, The Crocodile 
and Words of Paradise are some of the many books which saw publication 
as a result of his efforts; they bore "the Beier imprint" (Powell 46), 
particularly once he returned to PNG as Director of IPNGS for the period 
1974-78.
At USP, Wendt was appointed Artist in Residence for 1974 and 
Professor of Pacific Literature in 1976. It was a singularly fruitful 
appointment, with the immediate introduction of creative writing classes 
and a Pacific Literature subject at second year level.48 The first year 
subject, Theory of Literature, still contained a large component of the 
English literary canon in 1982 - Wordsworth, Yeats, Dickens, Eliot's plays 
and poetry. In response to external assessment, Wole Soyinka's The Road 
was substituted for The Cocktail Party, and Achebe's Arrow of God for 
Bleak House, but Wordsworth and Yeats remained, along with Tennessee 
Williams' A Streetcar Named Desire and Shaw's St. Joan A9
By 1986, a masters' level course in 'The Pacific Novel in English' was 
proposed by Wendt; it was to include the work of Witi Ihimaera and 
Patricia Grace from New Zealand, as well as Colin Johnson, from 
Australia, along with Soaba, Eri and Wendt. (In 1988, an undergraduate 
subject "Pacific Literature in English", developed by Subramani, became 
available and was introduced for the first time as an external subject to all 
students in the region.) As with Beier, apart from his inspirational 
teaching, Wendt's greatest contribution was the energy and knowledge he 
brought to publishing. In 1972, he was a primary force along with 
Marjorie Crocombe in the establishment of SPACS, the South Pacific
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Creative Arts Society),50 as a regional body to promote the arts, especially 
literature. Mana was the eventual outcome, and was a group effort, but 
the series Some Modern Poetry From . . . was Wendt’s project, as was the 
regional anthology Lali. Some Modern Poetry From . . . collected the 
small output from some of the South Pacific states; the series offered a 
first opportunity for publication for some of the region's writers, though 
others had already published in Mana.
Both PNG and the South Pacific were fortunate to have such 
individuals as Beier and Wendt to stimulate writing within their 
respective universities, and in the 'catchment area' of each university. 
Wendt was supported, as Beier was not, by a sizable body of writers like 
Subramani, the Crocombes, Pio Manoa, Jo Nacola, Konai Thaman and 
Epeli Hau'ofa, as well as regionalists who saw the arts as contributing to 
the university's cohesive and developmental role in the Pacific, such as 
Ron Crocombe and Mal ama Meleisea.
The consequence, it can be suggested, was that literature became 
institutionalised within the USP Oceanic ambit where it did not in PNG, 
where so much of it depended on the sheer energy of one man, Beier. 
Thus, after 1971, when Beier returned briefly to Nigeria (Powell 46), the 
quantity of literature produced in PNG declined markedly; it increased in 
the late 1970s in Oceania. Nevertheless, the role of the universities in 
which Beier and Wendt worked cannot be overestimated in tracing the 
construction of a regional literature in the South Pacific. In relation to 
PNG, Powell notes: "There, before a nation had been born, was 
something like a national institution, the beginnings of something like 
national sentiment." (25) Although Subramani reports that USP had "no 
policy of conscious support" for the arts, because it stressed "training in
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applied skills to facilitate localisation of government posts" (South Pacific 
Literature 20),51 he acknowledges the vital role played by USP.
Despite the institutional pressure for English-language learning, 
however, the inadequacy of primary and secondary level English teaching 
has had deleterious consequences, in the form of a general lack of interest 
in reading as a recreational activity and a wide discomfort with English- 
language text among the general population (Crocombe "Book 
Distribution" 31). All Pacific countries now have an indigenous language 
newspaper, diminishing English language newspaper reading.52 The high 
price of imported or locally-produced books deters many households from 
purchasing them. The South Pacific has few bookshops; they carry little 
other than educational, religious or tourist-oriented titles (Haas 55). Non­
university libraries are generally poorly stocked.53 Holdings in the civic 
library in Suva, for instance, are of British administration vintage, and 
consist mainly of Shakespeare, the 19th century British classics, Shaw, and 
popular literature of the 1930s and 1940s, mostly donated by the British 
Council - Graham Greene is especially well represented. The special 
holding of local items, which is heavily borrowed, consists of recipe 
books, gardening manuals, religious texts and tourist material.54 In the 
Solomons, the Australian High Commission has recently (1991) donated a 
large quantity of contemporary Australian literature to the civic library in 
Honiara, but Pacific literature is poorly served at both SICHE (the 
Solomon Islands College of Higher Education) and at the civic library, 
where the Pacific collection is both scanty and inaccessible to the general 
public.55 Throughout the Pacific, English language reading is mainly of 
newspapers, comics, religious texts, especially the Bible, and the Mills- 
and-Boon type of romance or popular bestsellers from the metropolitan 
countries.56
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The role of the Church in discouraging recreational reading in 
English through its disapproval of fictive genres as somehow flippant has 
been canvassed.57 However, there are cultural values which also militate 
against reading in general: . books and reading are seen as educational
and cultural objects and activities which governments have a duty to 
encourage but which are of no real use in national development." (Flores 
63) Flores goes on to suggest that further disincentives can be found in 
"traditional antipathy" to print-based material in oral societies, and 
"secrecy over the transmission of power-giving knowledge" (Flores 64; 
see also Brennan "Adult Education in the Pacific"). These factors, 
combined with the growth of tourism as a major contributor to the 
economy of the Pacific,58 have concentrated attention on oral English, and 
specific-purpose English for the professions, business and the Civil 
Service. This is not an encouraging milieu into which to launch one's 
writing, and undoubtedly was a major factor in the rejection of writing as 
a vehicle for change by so many of the promising PNG writers of the early 
1970s, as we will see in the Conclusion.
A further disincentive to English-language writers could well be a 
small surge of emotional and intellectual support for the use of written 
indigenous languages in the cause of national unity and the preservation 
of indigenous culture.59 Even writers who admit to feeling most 
comfortable writing in English, such as Wendt, Nacola and Subramani,60 
have argued for the strengthening of local languages in creative writing.61 
Most writers concede that writing in a local language is an ideological 
gesture; few exhibit any dedication to the development of an extensive 
indigenous-language literature. (Kauraka Kauraka of the Cooks is an 
exception - he consistently publishes dual-language texts.) The 
continuing choice of English by writers is not the result of the restrictive
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qualities of indigenous languages,62 but because, pragmatically, the 
potential market is so small. Further, intra-regional and extra-regional 
communication is only possible through a lingua franca. Ngugi wa 
Thiong'o's solution to this dilemma of language choice, to write initially 
in his home language of Kikuyu and then translate this into English, does 
not seem a viable one in the South Pacific, where the local reading 
audience is likely to be an English-reading audience in any case. Gerald 
Moore has argued that "historical experience confirms that a language 
which remains the property of a small elite cannot provide the basis for a 
national culture." (xi) However, it may well provide the means of 
expression for the critical mass of writers required for a regional literature.
Where national radio and television stations in developed countries 
tend to support and feed into the written culture,63 there has been little 
media support of the written arts in the South Pacific, although PNG 
radio attempted to popularise drama and poetry in English in the early 
1970s;64 more recently it has produced and broadcast Pidgin plays. The 
place of radio and other mass media in education and information, in the 
institutionalisation of vernaculars and in the development of 
regionalism, is discussed by Waqavonovono (13-36); cinema is discussed 
by Takeuchi (3-12). (Waqavonovono notes that national news items 
dominated the daily papers in the South Pacific in the period 1970-74, but 
that the percentage of regional news was increasing (26).) Several South 
Pacific nations now have a limited television service: PNG has an 
Australian-owned station and a cable service in Port Moresby, but no local 
material other than news/current affairs and a religious program is 
produced;65 television is broadcast to the Cooks and Niue from New 
Zealand, but the governments llave insisted on 10 hours of local 
broadcasting per week, and this consists of news, dancing and singing
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performances. Western Samoans can pick up American Samoan 
television, which originates from the US. In Fiji, a limited television 
service was introduced in 1991 (when Fiji made it to the finals in Rugby); 
it relies heavily on BBC programs, with very little local content - news 
and weather.
Wendt's Sons for the Return Home was filmed in New Zealand, its 
major setting, and his Flying-Fox in a Freedom Tree set in Samoa was 
released as a film in 1989 (PIM (Jan. 1990): 55). Apart from 
documentaries, there is no local film production (but see note 65). Film 
remains extremely popular (see Takeuchi), though video use is expanding 
rapidly as electricity becomes more widely available. It seems unlikely 
that audio-visual technologies will encourage the written arts in the 
South Pacific. Further, current village and town living conditions and 
cultural expectations are not conducive to solitary reading or writing. 
Samoan poet Sano Malifa's "Questions and Answers" explores the 
perception of the poet in his society:
My sister knows what I do at home but she is 
worried about my future.
'Have you sold anything yet? - my poor sister.
But here is my sister who looks and looks
At me as though searching for a definition 
with eyes of shiny pebbles.
Oh, dear sister, what do you know of a vibrating 
desire? What is a heart if it doesn't pursue?
(Lali 274-75)
Radio, video, and television, while not interactive entertainments, at 
least encourage a group audience, and are thus more consistent with 
Pacific communal living habits.
Serious political disturbances have wracked Pacific countries over 
the last few years - the Fiji Coups, the Bougainville secessionist
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movement in PNG, the 1988 riots in Vanuatu and the constitutional and 
power crisis of 1991, as well as unrest in Samoa and Tonga consequent on 
disquiet about the entrenched chiefly or royal power basis in those 
countries. These disturbances have militated against the development of 
a pan-Pacific identity, and literary production. In most South Pacific 
countries, as in Africa, the writer-intellectual is a semi-official critic of his 
or her society, and is closely involved in its political and social situation.66 
Because national identities are so recent and so fragile, they preoccupy 
political and cultural leaders, often to the detriment of both creative 
writing and regional concerns. Beier laments in commenting on the post- 
Independence government of PNG: "Ironically, the colonial government 
had been more sympathetic to student political action." (Voices xiii) In 
contrast to the Nigerian situation, no writers have been detained for long 
periods in the Pacific for their criticism - Satendra Nandan was detained 
for strictly party political connections, as we will see below. Nevertheless, 
national politics continue to engage the energies of many South Pacific 
writers.
In summary, there appear to be more disincentives than incentives 
to English language writing in the contemporary Pacific.
Notwithstanding, English is overwhelmingly the choice of the region's 
writers, and the bulk of writing continues to grow. Although some 
writers experienced English as an oppressive force during the height of 
the anti-colonial movements, particularly in PNG and Vanuatu,67 for 
most Pacific writers the use of English is not politically problematic - 
there has been no extensive written debate on language as an imperial or 
coloniser's weapon (contrast the discussion in Dever 32 ff). Rather, Pacific 
writers accept English as a pragmatic solution to the problems of com­
municating intra- and extra-regionally;68 they are not crippled by the
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"inherent tensions in using English in the post-colonial situation" 
(Dever 45). Pacific writers are not "inventing" their countries, or the 
Pacific, as Bill McGaw would have it (v); their countries existed - and 
exist - in local voices and local imaginations, as well as in the European 
imagination. English has provided another voice, a voice which can be 
more readily heard, for the articulation of those countries and those 
imaginations.
Cultural studies and the construction of the South Pacific
As we have seen in relation to the literature of the US South, the 
publication of cultural and critical studies which assume or argue the 
existence of a distinctive literary region contributes as much to the 
construction of that region as its creative writing. Three major studies 
have shaped regional intellectual perceptions of the modem South 
Pacific.
It is ironic that one of the most vociferous and ardent proponents of 
regionalism in the South Pacific has been Ron Crocombe, a European, 
albeit one who is a long-term resident of the Pacific, and who is married 
to one of the region's most vocal and active female intellectuals, Cook 
Islander Marjorie Crocombe, herself a strong supporter of regionalism. 
Ron Crocombe's The New South Pacific was first published in 1973,69 after 
Western Samoa, Nauru, Fiji and Tonga had gained independence; the 
revised edition appeared as The South Pacific in 1983, the fourth in 1987. 
Although the study ostensibly includes Hawaii, Irian Jaya, and the 
American protectorates (before they gained self-governing status), most 
emphasis is given to former British colonies. Though much of The 
South Pacific is hortatory, directed towards the formation of a regional
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identity (see, for instance, Crocombe’s arguments for the need for a 
"unique and valued identity" [63] and for "effective flexible linkage" 
between youth and government [142]), there is much valuable academic 
and experiental knowledge of every aspect of Pacific life. However, the 
thrust of the study is an examination of the pressures for and against 
regionalism.
While Crocombe concedes that the 'pan-Pacific person’ is in a 
minority, because "legitimacy in the region requires a strong national 
base" (12), he nevertheless argues that regionalists are increasing, and that 
those who staff the regional organisations, including many of the writers 
in this study, are characterised by a strong commitment to regionalism. 
Moreover, they are 'multicultural'; educated outside their own countries, 
the product of inter-racial marriages or family upbringing, or married to a 
member of another racial/cultural group (12). Perhaps the most salient 
comment Crocombe makes is that regionalism is constrained by 
nationalism, by pressures from the Pacific Rim countries, and by the 
absence of "major common external threats" (146). Thus Crocombe 
contends:
The emergence of some pan-Padfic cultural features based on some 
common traits, is likely to increase with the increased awareness of 
common problems vis-a-vis the wealthier industrialised cultures. 
Common cultural heritage will be used to reinforce this, but the 
'commonness' will be secondary - the unity will be derived from 
current circumstances. (59)
It should be noted that the years since 1983 have increased the external 
threats, in the form of environmental pollution, fishing disputes, and 
French nuclear testing. Correspondingly, there has been an increase in 
public calls for regional unity, partly consequent on internal Pacific power 
struggles.70 'Current circumstances', in particular political and economic 
pressures, have indeed strengthened regional cohesiveness, as tiny
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nations realise their strength must be in unity. Crocombe discusses the 
many public institutions which link the Pacific, from developmental 
agencies such as the South Pacific Commission, to political groups such as 
the South Pacific Forum (once dominated by Australia and New Zealand, 
but now reflecting a stronger South Pacific voice), to the Pacific 
Conference of Churches (145-153).
In The Pacific Way,71 Crocombe furthers his argument for a Pacific
identity based on a cultural pattern, on ways of "saying and doing and
believing" (40); he then makes a plea for the development of "a series of
key symbols ... that will be known as The Pacific Way" (40).72 His Pacific
boundaries coincide with those used in the present study; they exclude
the American territories, the French territories, and Australia and New
Zealand (8-9). Further, he defends the construction of this region as an
"important boundary-marking function, to separate the Pacific from the
non-Pacific; to build a protective wall... to provide a basis for some
unified action within the wall." (7-8) For Crocombe, the core elements of
the Pacific way are consensual decision-making, generosity (particularly to
relatives), an appreciation of leisure, and Christianity. Crocombe's core
elements are selective, and indicative of the fact that regional identity,
like personal identity, is a process, not a photograph:
If circumstances change, societies can fairly readily adapt the content 
and emphasis of supporting historical and cultural information and 
belief to better serve the current need. (The South Pacific 59)
As we will see, South Pacific writers have adapted 'supporting historical 
and cultural information' to create their versions of the historical and 
contemporary reality of the Pacific.
Vilsoni Tausie's Art in the New Pacific (1980) represents the first 
indigenous survey of cultural production in the region; though Tausie
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(aka Hereniko, and under that name known as a dramatist) includes 
Hawaii, Irian Jaya and French Polynesia in his map of the 'new Pacific', he 
concentrates on the cultures which he knows best, and those which are 
accessible in terms of language and culture: the English-speaking nations 
of the area. Tausie's text, too, is hortatory and very generalised; he speaks 
of creative writing as reinforcing identity and using "distinctively Pacific" 
images and symbols without cataloguing these images (73). He states the 
"similarities in art"(76) between Pacific countries, but only in terms of 
form (dance, drama, music). Nevertheless, Art in the New Pacific is 
important in that it asserts the existence of a South Pacific culture and art, 
demonstrates it in very general terms, and urges its continued evolution. 
Tausie points also to the significance of pan-Pacific events such as the 
South Pacific Festival of Arts as vehicles for the display of traditional and 
modern art forms to Pacific and non-Pacific peoples, and as a display of 
identity and human dignity. Significantly, Tausie criticises the decision to 
hold the second Festival in New Zealand, where some pakeha spectators 
and organisers failed to understand Pacific customs and needs (47)73.
The three studies are seminal in that they were the first extended 
articulations of the region which were not historical or anthropological, 
and which derived from the region itself. They were also, in contrast to 
many of the studies which followed, directed at the Pacific reader, at 
Tausie's "ordinary man" (73): the writing is direct, clear and free of 
academic jargon. Taken together, they reflect the pattern of the 
construction of the South Pacific, and perhaps the construction of most 
post-colonial regions: the first written perceptions were ’European’, 
though mediated by Crocombe’s extensive knowledge of the Pacific. The 
discourse between the European and the Padfic-as-object was limited, but 
it stimulated South Padfic writers themselves to respond, to challenge or
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modify that construction, to introduce a new discourse, between the local 
writer and the Pacific-as-subject.
Journals
As King argues, "the appearance of significant writers is often related 
to a local journal and some intellectual group that is either associated 
with political movements or an expression of cultural aspirations 
reflecting social change." (The New English Literatures 54) Appendix 3 
lists the inception and termination dates of the major journals and 
magazines of the South Pacific; these dates are instructive in that they 
reflect the heady literary and cultural activity of the 1970s and early 1980s, 
and the decline in the late 1980s, as new governments focussed on more 
pressing economic imperatives and as the inspirational individuals 
'moved on'. The pattern of editorship is also instructive: in PNG in 
particular, the foundation editors were often European academics whose 
intentions were to model for an indigenous successor, and while local 
editors did indeed assume editorial roles, the momentum, and the 
finance for publication, could not be sustained.
The first self-conscious PNG journal was Kovave which appeared in 
1968 under the editorship of UPNG's Ulli Beier, though it was published 
from Brisbane by Jacaranda. By 1972, John Kasaipwalova and Apisai Enos 
were alternating as editors. Under the sponsorship of the government's 
Bureau of Literature, New Guinea Writing emerged, to be renamed Papua 
New Guinea Writing; after the pioneering editorship of Don Maynard, it 
was edited by Jack Lahui and Russell Soaba. IPNGS initiated Gigibori, 
initially under the editorship of Georgina Beier, in 1974,74 and Bikmaus, a 
journal of "Affairs, Ideas and the Arts" in 1980; Ondobondo was
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specifically established as a literary magazine; in 1985 the PNG Writers' 
Union began publishing its own magazine, The PNG Writer. Though 
these journals had a strong national focus, other Pacific writers were not 
excluded; it is nevertheless true that PNG writers were not as regionally 
conscious as Oceanic writers in the 1970s.
Through the energies and suasion of Marjorie Crocombe, the 
Australian editors of PIM began providing a regular outlet for the region’s 
English-language writers by hosting a Mana section from 1973-75, until 
Mana was sufficiently established to publish independently. By 1976,
Mana was able to produce (albeit with a good deal of repetition) not 
merely its literary issues, but also Mana Review, a biennial critical 
journal, and Mana Annual. The regional creative arts body, SPC AS, based 
in Suva at USP, sponsored Mana, but the Society also encouraged national 
literary magazines, though these were relatively short-lived, due partly to 
a shortage of material, and partly to the better exposure of the regional 
journal. Sinnet began in Fiji in 1980; and Faikava, a bilingual journal, 
commenced publication in Tonga in 1979. 'O'O, though oriented to the 
social sciences, also published creative material in the Solomons.
Of the other journals emanating from the South Pacific, the Pacific 
Social Sciences Association's Pacific Islands Communication Journal has 
also provided a stimulus to regional cohesion and the place of literature 
in that cohesion. In 1986, two special issues appeared: the first, Pacific 
Writers, focussed on the national situations in PNG, the Solomons, 
Vanuatu, Tonga, American Samoa, the Cooks, and Maori and Pacific 
writing in New Zealand. The second, The Written Word, embraced a 
regional perspective, examining publication and distribution issues, but 
also providing a selected bibliography.75 However, SPCAS and Mana and
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its enthusiastic editors must take major credit for promoting a regional 
literature.
The place of university magazines cannot be overlooked in the 
emergence of an English-language literature in the region. A 
comprehensive study of the magazines and newsletters remains to be 
undertaken, but almost all of the local-university-educated writers of the 
region - that is, all of the major PNG writers and Oceanic writers76 - were 
first published in their university's student magazine: Nilaidat at UPNG, 
Unispac at USP, and Tutuma at Goroka.
Allis points out that "the struggle to establish an authoritative 
regional criticism is the inevitable corollary to the establishment of a 
regional literature" (8). The journals cited above provided an outlet for 
the region's writers, but they also provided an opportunity for the first 
tentative critical writings - tentative because criticism in the Western 
sense runs counter to the Pacific ethos,77 because writers and critics were 
so well-known to each other, and because the writing was so new, so 
tentative itself, that criticism was perceived as destructive in intention.78
Critical constructions
Ken Arvidson's 1973 article "Aspects of Writing in the South Pacific" 
was perhaps the first exploration from a regional perspective of the small 
body of material emanating from the South Pacific in the late 1960s and 
early 1970s. It was a cautious call for regional criticism to emerge 
alongside the creative writing, and an observation that, on the evidence 
so far, there was "no single South Pacific voice or style" but varieties of 
expression "according to the poets' nationalities and cultural affinities
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within the region" (8). Arvidson notes that "the values and standards
and overall relevance of literature to any region can only be assessed in
relation to literary standards established in the region itself." (6)
However, no strong critical tradition has emerged, and there has been no
coherent attempt to follow the African or Afro-American example and
search for a Black Aesthetic.79 However, it is significant that the first
extended critical elaboration of the region's literature, Subramani's South
Pacific Literature, fulfils Arvidson's prediction that:
The first really significant criticism in the South Pacific will pretty 
certainly come from those who are able to make well-informed 
comparisons between the new written literature and the older oral 
literature of the region. (6)
Arvidson's argument stemmed from his recognition of the need for an 
authoritative demonstration of the continuities of Pacific culture, of the 
evolutionary nature of literature in the South Pacific, of the need to 
recognise creative writing not as a colonial legacy, an imposed or alien art 
form, but as an outgrowth of a long Pacific history. The value of his 
article, however, lies in the fact that it was the first non-Pacific recognition 
of the existence of a South Pacific literature emanating from within the 
region.80 Of equal importance is that the notion of a South Pacific 
liter atoe was not challenged: indeed, as the summary of the following 
critiques demonstrates, the existence and the potential of a regional 
literature was embraced, cautiously at first, for the quantity was small and 
few surveying analyses were made, but over the next ten years, the term 
'South Pacific literature' gained intellectual credence and substance 
within and without the region.
By January 1976, two of the region's most influential writers and 
critics were to respond to Arvidson's challenge. As Editor of the first 
issue of Mana Review, Subramani was able to declare: "The struggle for a
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South Pacific literature has more or less been won." (5) He saw the main 
task for Mana Review as being to provide the "continuous dialogue" (5) 
necessary to sustain a writer. Ironically (or perhaps in an historical sense 
appropriately), the first article in Mana Review (1) is Subramani's own 
"Mythical Quest", a study of the mythologising of the Pacific by European 
writers.81 In the second article, "The Emergence of a Polynesian 
Literature", Arvidson is more positive than in his earlier article about an 
embryonic Pacific literature; he sees "centres" emerging in Port Moresby 
and Suva, but suggests that the achieved stature of Maori writers Hone 
Tuwhare and Witi Ihimaera and Samoan Wendt makes New Zealand 
"the focal area of study" (28) for Polynesian writing.82 In one of the 
earliest of his many articles dealing with culture, identity, myth-making, 
the role of the artist, and his own demons, "Towards a New Oceania", 
Wendt explores, in sorrow and anger, the need to create "new cultures ... 
free of the taint of colonialism and based firmly on our own pasts" (53), 
without "over-glorify[ing]" the past. Contemporary artists are "unifying 
... our region", and "creating a new Oceania" (60). Again the emphasis is 
on the 'eternal present of the Pacific', the evolution of a region in the 
process of becoming. "Singing in their Genealogical Trees" by Pio Manoa 
is the last article of the issue. It too stresses the emergence of a regional 
consciousness, and identified three phases of the "culture clash" (62) 
which is the core historical experience of the modem Pacific: anger and 
bitterness, a sense of loss, and a recognition that European and traditional 
Pacific cultures are now inextricably mixed. The first issue of Mana 
Review, then, charted the past as it was reflected in European myths, 
briefly described the present and its artists, and tentatively mapped the 
'new Oceania' of the future.
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The first non-Pacific collection of critical articles and creative writing 
to focus attention on the "South Seas" (to use its clichéd issue name) was 
a special issue of The Literary Half-Yearly 17.1 1977. The 'South Seas' 
encompassed a broad area for guest editor Peter Alcock - far wider than 
the contributors to Mana Review 1(1) would allow. Among poems from 
the New Hebrides, Samoa, and PNG, a reprint of Subramani's "Mythical 
Quest", and Wendt's "In a Stone Castle", it included material on and 
from the Philippines, New Zealand, and Australia.83 Wendt's article 
exposes his demons as a Samoan writer: "I have so many literary 
straightjackets and myths about the South Seas to break out of in order to 
see my own people, honestly, truthfully." (154) He confesses to suffering 
from "bourgeois boredom", "material comfort", "fear of aging",
"respectability"; "I am running out of what to say." (155) Neither 
geography nor ethnicity guided the selection of material for the "South 
Seas Issue". In a pirated version of this edition, Powre Above Powres,
H.H. Anniah Gowda published a valuable bibliography of South Pacific 
writing by Ken Goodwin and Peter Alcock.84
With the régionalisation of ACL ALS in 1975, SPACLALS85 was born, 
spending its infancy in Brisbane, Australia. Though the region was 
conceived very broadly (to include the Commonwealth Asian countries), 
the Executive considered it had a special brief to encourage the 'new 
literatures' in the area, specifically South Pacific and indigenous 
literatures in Australia and New Zealand. Its newsletter, SPAN, was an 
effective vehicle for sharing information on items of literary interest in 
the SPACLALS catchment area.86 Through competitions, notes and 
reviews in its early years, it represented an excellent opportunity for 
South Pacific writers to gain the attention of Australian and New Zealand 
readers and critics, and through them, the larger English reading public. It
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was in consequence of the first SPACLALS conference in 1977 that South 
Pacific Images (1978) was published, in Pacific Rim Australia.
The Preface to this volume of conference papers points out that 
although this was a Commonwealth conference (with all that implied of 
English language, a common British literary canon, and contributing 
countries in varying stages of colonial and post-colonial dependence), its 
focus was the South Pacific. Editor Chris Tiffin put a simple case for a 
regional focus: "There is developing a regional awareness among South 
Pacific writers today", and "there is interest and merit in the juxtaposition 
this volume proposes" (vii). Two papers on Singapore and Malaysian 
writing are included, though there is no attempt to argue more than a 
vague geographical propinquity for the inclusion of these literatures; of 
the sixteen papers, nine deal with European writers from Australia and 
New Zealand. PNG and "Pacific writers" (i.e. Islanders) seem 
"unconcerned by what is happening in the white neighbouring countries 
and are more attuned to literary developments in Africa and the 
Caribbean" ("Introduction" 4), though this is not substantiated.87 For 
Tiffin, the region had not yet been constructed, there were only "signs"
"that a sense of a Pacific community is developing", but this community 
included Australia and New Zealand because of the politico-economic ties 
between colonised and coloniser.
The motif used by the Editor as a cohering principle of the collection 
is that of image - self and other image, which together comprise identity. 
Taking his key from Wendt's "In a Stone Castle", Tiffin explores the 
power of images of people, places and cultural myths perpetuated through 
literature, and concludes that the task facing Pacific writers is to redefine 
their self-images "by erecting cultural heroes and celebrating traditional 
heroes" (8). The works produced thus far, Tiffin argues, in a brief survey
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of Konai Thaman, Wendt, John Kasaipwalova and Ihimaera, are 
"attempts to understand a loss and thus initiate a process of 
reintegration." (8) Apart from a brief consideration of the common 
historical circumstance of colonialism and independence movements, 
there is no attempt in the Introduction to codify common motifs, themes 
or genres. The articles in the volume relevant to the present study are 
both on Indo-Fijian literature: Subramani's "Images of Fiji in Literature" 
and Vijay Mishra's "Indo-Fijian Fiction and the Girmit Ideology".88
In 1978, Nigel Krauth contributed a major article, "Contemporary 
Literature from the South Pacific" to the journal WLWE. Following the 
argument of Wendt's "Towards a New Oceania", Krauth surveys a South 
Pacific literature which includes that of Aboriginal and Maori writers, 
who suffered colonialism along with the other peoples of the South 
Pacific.89 Krauth observes the preponderance of poetry and drama over 
"sustained prose works" (605) in the writing, attributing this to the 
influence of traditional oral literature, which while narrative in content, 
was poetic in mode. Fourteen years on, Pacific literature does not support 
that contention: as will be considered in Chapter 5, drama is not a 
significant form in English. Noting that literary production has depended 
heavily on courses of creative writing sponsored by, or conducted within, 
universities, Krauth argues that this has "tended to narrow the 
dimensions of much of the literature: young, educated students in the 
South Pacific have similar and predictable backgrounds" (605). The 
"mature writers" - Krauth nominates Wendt, Seri and Ihimaera - have 
"broadened" the literature (605). The features of South Pacific writing are 
analysed by theme:
In all areas there has been the need for the indigenous writer to reply 
to the white outsider's distorted view - to set straight the record 
through first-hand accounts of grass-roots lifestyles, the effects of
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cultural pollution, and the nature of indigenous ambitions. There 
has been anti-colonialist motivation everywhere, but behind it has 
always been a protective love for the land and traditions, a regret for 
the loss of contact, for the strengthening spiritual values of the past 
and a dear perception of the undeniably corrupt aspects of 
Westernisation. (605-06)
There follows a more detailed thematic and textual analysis: of "the 
literature of militancy and protest" (617); "women writers" (623); "the 
theme of degradation" (625); and "the Twentieth Century as siren and 
vampire" (629), and finally a valuable "Introductory Bibliography" (634- 
645).
It was argued above that the nature of colonial experience was 
significantly different for the dispossessed and often 'unvoiced' 
indigenous peoples of Australia and New Zealand than it was for the 
peoples of the South Pacific as it has been defined in this study; land 
appropriation, and lack of self-determination have led to an emphasis in 
Aboriginal and Maori writing on the sacred nature of the land and the 
relationship of traditional owners to the land, an emphasis which has not 
been politically or culturally necessary in the South Pacific.90 Indeed, it 
will be argued below that the land, while reified in Aboriginal and Maori 
literature,91 operates most often as mere background, a given, in South 
Pacific writing. Moreover, the motivation of Maori and Aboriginal 
writers to record and revive cultural traditions is more urgent than is the 
case in the Pacific, given the far greater pressure of the enveloping 
majority culture on their peoples. Krauth, in fact, points to a further 
problematic in Aboriginal and Maori writing, "the stifling influence of a 
white mainstream literature near at hand." (608) One should note that 
the lack of such a literature, as in the South Pacific, has its own 
disadvantages - the lack of publishing opportunities, and a concomitant 
large reading public. As will be argued below, the result in the Pacific has 
been a greater emphasis on the maintenance oí identity rather than its
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revival, with consequentially different emphases in the writing of the two 
groups.
By the time USP’s Vice-Chancellor, James Maraj, gave his welcome 
to the delegates of the 1980 ACLALS conference in Suva, he was able to 
confirm the existence of a regional literature: "our region is possibly the 
last one to make its contribution to creative literature in English"
("Foreword" 13). In his introduction to the published proceedings,
Satén dra Nan dan ignored the regional implications of the conference to 
focus on the contribution of Indo-Fijians as a group, since the year before 
the Conference was the centenary of Indian indenture in Fiji. However, 
his general comments disparage the possibility of a literary culture arising 
because of the stifling influence of the Church and the colonial 
inheritance of pragmatism (xv-xvii). Subramani's contribution, however, 
again took a regional perspective, in arguing both the continuities and 
dislocations between traditional oral literature in the Pacific and the 
contemporary situation.
Thus by the publication of Subramani’s South Pacific Literature in 
1985,92 the term ’South Pacific' was defined from within the Pacific as 
constituting its Commonwealth countries, though Ron Crocombe, Tausie 
and Wendt paid lipservice at least to the Polynesian American territories, 
though ignoring them in practice. In Australia and New Zealand, the 
term encompassed both European and indigenous inhabitants of the 
Islands, Australia and New Zealand, though the emphasis on indigeneity 
was increasing (vide Krauth’s article).
The value of South Pacific Literature lies in its coherent argument 
for the evolution of literature from oral to written forms, effected by the 
colonial experience; in its examination of Wendt as the paradigmatic
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author of the Pacific because of his ability to revitalise the myths of the 
past by reinterpreting them through contemporary social realities; and in 
its position as the first extended critical elaboration of the region's 
writing.93 However, it is the Preface, in which Subramani sets up the 
parameters of his hypothesis - "from myth to fabulation" - that is of 
immediate interest in an examination of the literary construction of the 
South Pacific. There is no tentativeness here - no longer is there a 
question of the 'battle' for a South Pacific literature being 'more or less 
won', as the writer stated in his editorial in Mana Review (above). 
Subramani acknowledges that "the literary South Pacific is a new terrain 
which requires preliminary mapping and definition" (x); he points out 
that it is "the last of the Commonwealth regions to develop a literature in 
English" (x), thus aligning it with the British post-colonial literatures and 
adding a political dimension to his map. He is aware of the problematics 
of the term; 'South Pacific' literature is sometimes referred to as 'Pacific' 
literature, but if the latter term were "accurately" used (x), it would 
encompass six regions. PNG, the French territories, the American Pacific, 
and Rapanui (Easter Island, where the language is Spanish as well as 
Rapanui, and the government is Chilean) constitute four regions. The 
fifth embraces Aboriginal and Maori writers who "share common motifs 
with literatures of other Pacific regions" (xi), though these are not stated 
or exemplified. Further, Subramani argues, these writers "ought to be 
viewed as belonging to the mainstream of Australian and New Zealand 
writing" (x), though he does not give the reasons for so arguing. Yet these 
literatures "have had different inceptions, and each has acquired an 
identity of its own" (xi). How they therefore contribute to a single 
regional literature is not explained. The sixth region covers the member 
countries of USP. This, the author argues, constitutes a region in a "truer 
sense" than the broader Pacific region because it is "geographically
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connected by frequent interactions, with similar education systems, a 
common language, served by common regional institutions" (xii). This 
South Pacific comprises Fiji, Western Samoa, Nauru, the Solomons, the 
Cooks, Tokelau, Tuvalu, Vanuatu, Tonga, Kiribati, and Niue, the then 
eleven member states supporting the regional university, USP, which is 
seen as the cultural focus of the study.
Subramani outlines similarities in the colonial British experience in 
this region, the unifying factor of English as a second language, the island 
environment and shared social structures - subsistence farming and 
kinship-based social organisation. He asserts the existence of some 
common "consciously or unconsciously held values in thought, feeling 
and imagination" as "unifying bonds" (xiii), although these are not 
explored. Doubtfully, he concludes: "For some writers the South Pacific 
has come to denote a literary and cultural entity with a character and 
cosmos of its own" (xiv); again, the latter are not identified. There is no 
"region-wide ideological movement" similar to Pan-Africanism (xiii), 
though the 'Pacific Way' demonstrates a tendency towards such a 
movement.
However, the author does grapple briefly with the problematics he 
perceives in constructing this regional literature:
• "the literary consciousness and the language in which it is expressed 
are easily identifiable with the 'cosmopolitanism' of the new 
educated elites"
• nationalism may "nullify the 'ideology' of regionalism and the 
'Pacific Way' in the same way as Pan-Africanism collapsed"
• local differences may "become sharper as the literature grows in size" 
(xiv).
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He concludes, somewhat ambivalently, that "regionalism remains an 
aspiration, something that allows the South Pacific writer a larger vision" 
(xiv). To summarise, Subramani's South Pacific is a region defined by 
geographical, historical and cultural commonalities, with its centre at 
Suva, specifically at USP. It is not ethnically defined, and so he refutes the 
rubric of 'Polynesian' or 'Melanesian', because Indo-Fijian writers must 
be included. None of his defining factors, however, exclude PNG from 
the South Pacific ambit, except small island status and membership of 
USP. The present study acknowledges that the geophysical influence of 
inhabiting a small island, and belonging therefore to a relatively small 
population, may have a particular socio-psychological effect,94 and that 
USP is more regionally-oriented than UPNG. However, it has been 
argued above that the geographical, historical and cultural bonds which 
unite PNG and Oceania are powerful: more powerful, it is contended, 
than small-island status and USP's regional impulse.95
Thus by 1985, South Pacific literature had gained recognition as a 
regional literature, though its perimeters were somewhat ill-defined.
From inside the Pacific, it had two recognised 'centres' - Port Moresby and 
Suva;96 an evolving (if fragile) ideology, 'the Pacific Way'; a common 
lingua franca; and common historical and cultural roots and political 
experience. Its boundaries were shifting, relying more on a sense of 
brotherhood and the wish not to exclude, say, the Micronesians of the 
American dependencies, or the Aborigines of Australia, than on 
conviction that there were close bonds (see Tausie and Crocombe, who 
effectively ignore these cultures). By 1980, and certainly by 1985, with 
Crocombe, Tausie, Mana Review and the PNG literary magazines, and 
finally Subramani's book, South Pacific literature had become self­
defining. Furthermore, the major writers had become recognised outside
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the region as well as inside it - Wendt, Nandan, Pillai, Kasaipwalova, 
Thaman, Soaba, Subramani97 - and a 'second order' of writers was 
recognised at least inside the region - Petaia, Hau'ofa, Hannet and other 
PNG writers. Yet from outside the South Pacific, at least from the Anglo- 
Saxon critics, 'South Pacific literature' was a more fluid concept, variously 
encompassing, as a cohering principle, indigeneity (Krauth), very broad 
socio-political boundaries (Chris Tiffin - South Pacific Images), and 
sometimes simply geographical proximity (Chris and Helen Tiffin - 
South Pacific Stories).
As McNeish and Simmons point out: "a community which is 
recognized can begin to exist in the conscience of mankind" (98).98 To 
this moral/ethical impulse, we can attribute Norman Simms's Silence 
and Invisibility: A Study of the Literatures of the Pacific, Australia and 
New Zealand 1986, an acutely moral and politically correct study of 
cultural imperialism. Simms differentiates between the Pacific peoples 
and the indigenous peoples of New Zealand and Australia, yet he reverts 
to the earlier noted tendency to include South East Asia in the Pacific.
The purpose of the study is to investigate "the mentalities of the new 
literatures of the Pacific", so that critics could examine the works with a 
fuller understanding of their contexts, "freed from the prejudices of 
cultural imperialism" (32). Readers are urged to look deeper than 
language or cultural superficialities in the literature, and the "exotic" 
accoutrements of the new literatures, to the sensibility of peoples whose 
traditional noetic, or intellectual construction, was oral. The best writing, 
Simms argues, will be marked by an articulation of the silence and 
invisibility of the oral tradition within a written, alien noetic: "at the 
interface of noetics - oral or written - the Third World author perceives 
the silences and invisibilities of his own two mentalities." (59) In his
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"metacriticism", Simms envisages Maori literature as Pacific literature 
'writ large', because of its three main concerns: nostalgia, the journey 
back, and intermarriage (108-09)." Modem Maori writers and 
intellectuals, he argues, have deliberately constructed a Maoritanga, or 
way of life, which consists of an all-encompassing alofa (or love), 
conveniently-selected myths of nationhood, thirteen mystical canoe 
journeys, and the myth of the land as sacred and integral to Maoritanga. 
Simms’s analysis codifies, if it does not demonstrate within a South 
Pacific context, the construction of a self-image by conscious myth­
making, and articulates some motifs which recur in Maori writing.
By 1988, the South Pacific had emerged into the conscience/con­
sciousness) of the immediate world at least.100 In Sydney Talk, a 
collection of papers from the 1988 conference "Australia in the South 
Pacific", Bill Ashcroft announced the death of the region because of the 
Fiji Coups:
Gone forever is the myth of the 'Pacific way' with its espousal of 
moderation and negotiation. Gone forever is the notion of regional 
identity. . . .) The concept of a national identity which could fit 
snugly into the enduring myths of Pacific culture has disappeared.
... Catastrophies of this nature could encourage the activity of self- 
analysis in Pacific nations which has either been dormant or 
stereotyped for so long. (165)
Ashcroft goes on to gloss over the literary expression of Pacific cultures in 
English as "a conscious effort to recapture such a traditional identity 
before it fades away completely" (166), and gives a stem warning: "to 
search like this for authenticity in a lost cultural essence is to chase 
phantoms." (166) That such a remark could be made within two years of 
major self-reflective texts such as Soaba's Maiba, Jully Sipolo's poetry, 
Wendt’s Shaman of Visions, and Subramani's Fantasy Eaters is 
extraordinary. Briefly, Ashcroft examines the concepts of "abrogation", "a
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rejection of the metropolitan power over the means of communication"
(166), and "appropriation", which "takes the language, technique or skill 
and makes it bear the burden of a different cultural experience" (166-67).
Pacific literature in English has self-evidently appropriated the 
language of the colonial. It has never simply recorded "a museum 
memory"; it has done in the past what Ashcroft exhorts it to do post- 
Coup: "actively incorporate ... contemporary life and experience" (167).
It has done so not without a sense of regret, and many backwards glances, 
but it has in no manner been a literature of stasis, as we shall see.
Further, as Grace Molisa, poet and private secretary to recently-deposed 
(September 1991) Prime Minister of Vanuatu, Father Lini, says: "the ni- 
Vanuatu have been subverting and adapting Western values to 
regenerate their own" since Independence (PIM (Sept. 1990): 18); the same 
comment can be made of Pacific peoples in general.
The Pacific Issue of New Literatures Review (20 1990) recognises the
Pacific in indigenous terms: there is an interview with Maori writer Keri
Hulme, two articles by/about Epeli Hau'ofa, an extended review by Chris
Tiffin of Subramani's short story collection The Fantasy Eaters, and a
discursive article by Ken Goodwin, "A History of Ignorance", which
suggests that the literature of the South Pacific need not be interpreted
through the prism of post-colonialism, but can be seen as exemplifying
the human condition per se.101 Goodwin points out:
It is a legitimate view that no culture is static and that there are 
always contra-indications undermining the prevailing myths and 
values. It is therefore possible to overestimate the magnitude of the 
disruption caused to 'traditional’ values by the arrival of the 
Europeans. (22)
Goodwin adduces Wendt as an exemplar of the recognition by many 
Pacific writers that they need to re-interpret traditional myths to
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accommodate current social realities (23), and that political independence 
did not - indeed cannot - guarantee individual freedom, for "the nature 
of freedom is ambiguous and indeterminate" (27). Goodwin s reading of 
Wendt's "Declaration of Independence" and Pouliuli support this 
interpretation; as could a reading of Leaves of the Banyan Tree, Nandan's 
The Wounded Sea, Soaba's Maiba and Hau'ofa's Kisses in the Nederends.
A special issue of Mean jin 49.4 (1990), called Imagining the Pacific, 
reverts to a token gesture towards the South Pacific. Paul Sharrad's leader 
article insists that there are people in the Pacific; it is not simply an empty 
ocean for European fantasies (598). There is a valuable and provocative 
article, "Little India", by Vijay Mishra on Indo-Fijian literature in the light 
of the Coups - a revised 'Girmit Ideology Revisited’; a short extract from 
Nandan's The Wounded Sea; and some poems by Sudesh Mishra which 
do not consistently substantiate Vijay Mishra's earlier contention that the 
young poet's voice is one of "complex semiotic coding", a "polyphony" 
which reflects "the schizophrenia" of the Fiji-Indian (615-16). Apart from 
an article on New Caledonia and another on post-Coup Fiji, the 
remainder of the issue reverts to non-Pacific fare.
Conclusion
As Janette Turner Hospital notes (see Chapter 1), the maps we 
construct are always 'faulty'. If they 'throw up answers after all', they also 
'reshape the questions'. It is obvious that a region designated as 'South 
Pacific' will exhibit variations. As Vance says, because of "the nature of 
the data" and "the purpose of the investigation, we are likely to have 
continued controversies about the structure and functions of specific 
regions" (123). But it is equally obvious that the continued controversies
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in this case are largely dependent on the point of view of the investigator. 
In the main, those scanning the South Pacific from Sydney or Auckland - 
even Brisbane - see Sydney or Auckland (though not Brisbane) as the 
centre of the South Pacific, and tend to define it by its recent (colonial) 
history, i.e. in political terms, or in terms of indigeneity. The Australian 
critic in particular, is strongly attracted to the twice-colonised situation of 
the Indo-Fijian. From inside the Pacific, as we have seen, the centres are 
Port Moresby and Suva, and there has been an assumption that the term 
'South Pacific' denotes indigeneity. The construction of the Pacific from 
within has concentrated on its cultural identity, the manifestation of 
cultural continuities and discontinuities, the importance of recreating 
myths in contemporary forms, and the historical forces which have 
impacted on the Pacific, especially colonialism. If the history of Caribbean 
and African literatures demonstrates that, in the post-colonial world, it is 
the view of the colonised that will ultimately prevail, we can only assume 
that the Pacific's perception will dominate, for the literature has gained 
self-definition. This is not to exclude a non-Padfic viewpoint, for to be 
truly rich, a discourse between self and other must be maintained.
The parameters outlined here, then, are those of the South Pacific's 
self-definition - geographical, ethnic, sodo-historical, and cultural, by 
which is meant both traditional culture and the written culture of the 
West. Hence this chapter has surveyed the factors which are significant to 
the intellectual concept which is the South Pacific, and the construction of 
the region as an imaginative entity. The institutions, individuals, 
cultural texts and critical elaborations which have acted as catalysts for 
this construction have also been examined.
The next three chapters examine in some detail the Padfic created in 
English by its own writers, in exploring and establishing their personal,
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local, national and regional identity. Because of the factors considered in 
this chapter, Maori and Aboriginal writers are excluded from this South 
Pacific because of their acute dispossession, and their different responses 
to the colonial experience.102 The writers considered are those who write 
primarily in English, who by cultural inheritance and self-identification 
are recognised as 'belonging to and of the South Pacific. Thus John Kolia 
is not included, despite his strong identification with PNG, because it is an 
'appropriated' culture for him. Though Alistair Campbell is included in 
The Penguin Book of New Zealand Verse (1985) as a Maori/New Zealand 
poet, he is featured prominently in the Cook Islands Edition of Mana 5.1 
1980, and his novel The Frigate Bird explores his return to the Cooks.
Thus he is considered a Cook Islands writer, and is considered in this 
study. Indo-Fijian writers are also included as having won their place in 
the Pacific by virtue of long abode; despite their weighty consciousness of 
being outsiders in cultural and religious senses within the Pacific, they are 
bonded to the soil and the "history of these islands". Where possible, the 
choice of material in the study is governed by that which is relatively 
accessible to Pacific and non-Pacific readers.103
It is not possible to divorce the modern history of the Pacific, notably 
its missionary and colonial history, from the literature which has 
emerged in the last 30 years. But as Wendt's "Inside Us the Dead" 
reminds us, the gods and the physical environment of the Pacific are 
shaping forces too. As will be demonstrated in the next chapter, the 
nature of Pacific literature has changed over the decade of the 1980s, from 
the early protest and anti-colonial literature (directed outwards) in the late 
1960s and 1970s, to self-analytical literature, which is more inward- 
looking. The thematic concerns changed in response, as literature came 
to be seen less as a political weapon to express a presumed collective
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viewpoint than as an expression of an individual committed to his/her 
art. The artist was increasingly aware that in making this mental shift, he, 
less frequently she, was acknowledging his own marginalisation in and to 
his community. The nature of artistic expression, in the shift from oral to 
written literature at least, has changed radically in the Pacific, with all that 
literacy implies for the psychology of the artist. He often stands in direct 
opposition to his community; his role, however, is still normative, 
though he is leading, not reflecting, community norms.
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1 PIM dropped its Hawaiian stringer in 1986, yet it covers French Polynesia 
and New Caledonia, focussing particularly on political independence for 
the indigenous peoples of those islands and the environmental 
degradation of the nuclear testing at Muraroa in Tahiti, which affects the 
Pacific as a whole. The magazine carries no general new items on 
Australia and New Zealand except as they impact on the Islands' 
economies and politics. Immigration and trade are major issues, but both 
Australia and New Zealand are viewed in the Pacific as external to the real 
concerns of Islands peoples - powerful, but having primarily economic 
relevance. Yet it is noteworthy that from an Australian or New Zealand 
perspective, business often considers staffing in the multinational 
companies operating in the Islands as internal appointments, or as part of 
the Queensland or North Island 'territory'.
2 Pacific attitudes to Australia and New Zealand exclude them from the 
region. A report on the 1990 South Pacific Forum meeting of 1990, states: 
"They are becoming the targets of increasing impatience for consistently 
blocking the Island nations from exploring issues of indigenous and 
regional sovereignty" (PIM (Sept. 1990): 13). From the Pacific, Australia and 
New Zealand are 'metropolitan countries', though their populations are 
only 17 million and 3 million respectively at the beginning of the 1990s. 
Both have developed but not extensive industrialised economies, and are 
metropolitan only from a Pacific Islands perspective. Shift the reference 
point to London, and both countries become marginal.
3 But Peter Bellwood's Man's Conquest of the Pacific includes South East 
Asia, and excludes Australia. Harding and Wallace, in Cultures of the 
Pacific, also include Australia.
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4 For a more complete geological and geographical description, see Oliver 
Oceania Voll: 3-26.
5 In summarising here, I have drawn heavily on Oliver's Oceania, and on 
Ian Campbell's A History of the Pacific Islands, Wickler and Spriggs’s 
"Pleistocene human occupation of the Solomon Islands, Melanesia", 
Shutler and Shutler's Oceanic Prehistory, and Bellwood, as well as William 
Howells' The Pacific Islanders. I recommend all of these for a detective 
puzzle which is utterly intriguing.
6 Language distribution is another fascinating area of study: see Oliver's 
basic outline in Oceania 66-77, and the more detailed studies of Pawley and 
Green, Tryon, and Bellwood 117-134.
7 Sandra Rennie (PIM (Jan. 1987): 37) argues that the perception of the 
homogeneity of a Polynesian culture, much less a Pacific culture, is a 
European ethnographic delusion. Yet it is one in which many Europeans 
persisted (see Linnekin and Poyer 1). One is also mindful of the fact that to 
speak of a Pacific culture, even a Polynesian culture, is not to imply a 
synchronic culture, static and fixed in time; Pacific cultures like those in 
other parts of the world were diachronic, evolutionary over time, 
sometimes revolutionary in their changes, often because of the sudden 
raids and war attacks over territory or breaches of relationships. In this 
context, see the comments by the compilers of the Macquarie Illustrated 
World Atlas on the commonness of "inter-island mixing" (226) and 
consequent blurring of racial/cultural groups.
8 Many historians now dispute the meaning of these four groupings, and the 
validity of retaining the distinctions as ethnic and cultural entities - 
Oliver, for instance, sees Micronesia and Melanesia in particular as "names 
for geographic regions" (Oceania Vol. 1 23-24) because of the admixture 
between the groups. However, they are accepted as a convenient
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shorthand by scholars and Pacific Islanders themselves: see Nicholas 
Thomas (40-41).
9 Domestication of crops and water-control systems have been known in the 
PNG Highlands for 9,000 years and domestication of animals for 6,000 years 
(see J.P. White and J.F. O'Connell 171-211).
10. Again, for a more comprehensive description and interpretation, see 
Bellwood, Oliver and Howells.
11 See the discussion on contemporary reciprocity, and the problems and joys 
it causes in Fiji in C. Griffin and M. Monsell-Davis (eds) Fijians in Town, 
and on the place of reciprocity in general, Ron Crocombe The South Pacific 
(71).
12 However, there appear to be some variations: Narokobi, for instance, says 
there were different systems for "peace chiefs" (inherited) and "war chiefs" 
(achieved status) (PIM (Feb. 1991): 52). But in general "one must have pigs 
to rise up in grade" (PIM (Sept. 1990): 20). See also Oliver The Pacific 
Islands 61.
13 H. Gunson "Sacred Women Chiefs and Female 'Headmen' in Polynesian 
History", JPH 23.2 (1987): 139-72. Queen Salóte of Tonga is a 20th century 
example of powerful women leaders.
14 See Oliver The Pacific Islands 60, and for women's current situation as a 
traditional carry-over, see PIM (May 1986): 22-25 and Islands Business 
(August 1984): 25.
15 It is interesting, from a structuralist viewpoint, that Polynesian myth is 
hierarchical, like the society from which the cosmology emanates, whereas 
Melanesian cosmology is 'open' (Worsley ix) and reflects a multitude of 
equally powerful deities or spirits.
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16 Though I am mindful of Worsley's argument that functionalist schemata 
do not adequately account for the dynamic aspects of religion (xxix ff). Nor 
do they account for the dynamic aspects of art production.
17 "Introduction" to Lali xiv-v; see also Marjorie Crocombe "Communicating 
Creativity" 73.
18 "It is the business of his friends to interrupt, criticize, interject suggestions, 
applaud, or howl down, according to their taste. Very often they do howl 
him down, too, for they are themselves poets." (205) This group-aided 
invention contrasts markedly with the solitary nature of written literature, 
though it has its continuity in some contemporary Pacific responses to 
creativity - see Dunlop's comments on Samoan reactions to Wendt's 
writing (49).
19 For example, Aia: Mekeo Songs (trans. A. Natachie 1968); Akaru: 
Traditional Buin Songs (trans. Don Laycock 1969); Enga Eda Nemago: Meri 
Singsing Poetry of the Yandapo Engas (trans. K. Talyaga 1973); and Warbat: 
Magic Love Songs of the Tolais (trans. Apisai Enos 1971).
20 The term spans Polynesian, Micronesian and Melanesian groups.
21 Doug Munro has estimated that almost one million Pacific Islanders were 
the subject of labour agreements to 1914 (Labour in the South Pacific xxxix).
22 Though as Oliver notes (151), no colonial power showed much interest in 
what is now Irian Jaya.
23 For a fuller discussion, see John Garrett: To Live Among the Stars: 
Christian Origins in Oceania 1982.
24 Whatever its more ambitious dreams might have been: Claudia Knapman 
notes that late 19th century, expatriates in Fiji harboured an expectation of 
"a permanent, white settler society - a new, smaller New Zealand or 
Australia" (206). This was not echoed by government plans.
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25 See PIM 'Opinion' (Jan. 1987): 5: "The French Approach: First find your 
savage. Teach him the French language. Help him to work for the glory of 
France. The British Approach: First find your savage. Clothe him 
decently. Tell him about the queen and the great British Empire. Give 
him independence when he becomes a nuisance."
This is not to say the French have ignored their place in the region: the 
1983 publication of Poetes du Pacifique en Colere is a demonstration of this. 
The collection (Pacific Poets in Anger) by SPC AS assembles the anti­
colonial literature of the Pacific Anglophone nations in an attempt to 
"reduce the insularity of the Francophone Pacific", "to incite Francophones 
to express their own writing skills by confronting neighbours' texts", 
because "it is evident that the notion of regionalism is appearing 
throughout the Pacific" (translated from the Preface 3). The Preface goes on 
to remark that the authors are not interested in "the little birds and pretty 
flowers which populate the incomparable South Pacific Elands", but 
confront "numerous terrible modern questions"; they reveal "the reality 
of the Pacific 'paradise'".
It E, however, worth noting that regionalism still fractures along language 
lines: the new Prime Minister of Vanuatu, Maxime Carlot, a Francophone, 
castigates the South Pacific Forum as "that Anglophone cocktail" (Islands 
Business (Jan. 1992): 16). For a full study, see Robert Aldrich: The French 
Presence in the South Pacific 1842-1940 (Honolulu: Uni. of Hawaii Press 
1990); "A time for growing up" A1 Prince (PIM (August 1990): 11-12) for the 
recent history of French colonialism, and Stephen Henningham "New 
Caledonia and French Polynesia" Meanjin 49.4 (1990): 652-62. Grimble's A 
Pattern of Islands paints a picture of "firm" but benevolent protectionEm 
in the BritEh colonies - and note pp. 32-33.
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26 It is worth noting here, though it will be considered again in context, that 
Vanuatu along with PNG produced the most bitter and violent literature 
of the anti-colonial movements, in contrast to the relatively mild anti­
colonialism of other Pacific countries. The extent to which the French 
presence is to blame is a moot point: the British after all shared the power 
in the condominium, and were uneasy partners in the farcical situation of 
a country having two colonial oppressors. Further, the bitterness of much 
PNG literature of the anti-colonial period under Australian administration 
counters the argument that it was a peculiarly French brand of colonialism 
that engendered such anger.
27 And are achieving these - the Marshall Islands has now joined USP, the 
first American territory to do so (PIM (Jan. 1992): 17), and the Federated 
States of Micronesia has joined the (British-based) Forum. However, Bob 
Kiste, of the University of Hawaii's Centre for Pacific Island Studies, argues 
that the traditional divisions into Polynesia, Micronesia and Melanesia 
should be supplanted by political/economic characteristics: hence the three 
major spheres of influence are American, French, and British 
Commonwealth (PIM (Feb. 1992): 54).
28 In Fiji, for instance, 84% of land is classified as 'native land' (held in tribal 
hands) and a further 4% is Crown land (Bolabola 16).
29 See, for example, Tonkinson's "Is It in the Blood? Australian Aboriginal 
Identity" (191-218) and Sinclair's 'Tangi: Funeral Rituals and the 
Construction of Maori Identity" (219-236) in Cultural Identity and Ethnicity 
in the South Pacific (eds. Linnekin and Poyer). Linnekin and Poyer (12) 
argue that, in contrast to the situation in the South Pacific, incorporation 
within nation-states has led to "the institutionalization of a biological 
model of identity in which cultural differences are perceived to be 
unambiguous, exclusive and enduring." (12)
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30 There are a number of indicators of the lack of kinship ties between 
Aborigines and Maoris and South Pacific peoples. An Aboriginal 
delegation attempted to obtain a Pacific boycott of World Expo 88 and the 
Bicentenary Celebrations, and trade sanctions (Courier Mail (12 December 
1987): 14). Their calls were ignored by all Pacific countries. There was a 
good deal of resentment by Pacific visitors to the Pacific Arts Festival in 
Townsville in 1988 at the politicising of the event by Aborigines; Pacific 
Islanders did not want to be involved in what they saw as an Australian 
internal matter, not a matter of racial solidarity. See "Politics hits the 
festival of the isles" Islands Business (Sept. 1988): 41); "Arts ... or Politics?" 
Leonie Heilman PIM (Oct. 1988): 20-23; the "Opinion" of the same issue (8) 
echoes Tausie's argument in Art in the New Pacific that the Festival 
should not be held in a 'metropolitan' country. In turn, Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islanders have refused to accept a proposal that the 
descendants of Pacific Islanders in Australia be treated, in social security 
terms, as identical with indigenous peoples in Australia: "’They are not 
indigenous to the country'" (Courier Mail (9 Sept. 1991): 7). Perhaps Maoris 
have more reason to acknowledge their kinship with the Pacific because of 
the large population of Islanders in New Zealand (over 2% of the 
population). However, while the antipathy between Maoris and Samoans 
(exemplified in Wendt's Sons for the Return Home) and Samoans and 
Tongans (exemplified in the gang fights which are reported to be increasing 
(Islands Business (Dec. 1988): 38)) persists, there seems to be little chance of 
other than symbolic gestures of Pacific kinship in New Zealand, and even 
less in Australia.
31 For an overview of the role of regional organisations, see Crocombe’s The 
South Pacific 145-153.
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32 See, for instance, Aveling's discussion: "Towards an Anthology of Poetry 
from Singapore Malaysia", in C. Tiffin, ed. South Pacific Images 81-92.
33 Pesi Fonua (34) points out that many Tongans lapse into illiteracy on 
leaving school, even in the vernacular, so that the putative literacy rate is 
not valid in any case.
34 ABC Radio Interview, 3LO Melbourne 28/8/1986. In the Solomons, 
Saunana's The Alternative was published in 1980 with a print run of 150, 
and was reprinted in 1982 with a print run of 1000, representing excellent 
sales.
35 To give one example: there are 35,000 Cook Islanders in New Zealand, 
9,000 in Australia, and only 19,000 in the Cooks themselves (PIM (Feb.
1991) : 43).
36 See Collins: "Australia and Pacific Islands Publishing", PICJ 14.2 (1985): 23- 
27.
37 See Heyum: "Publishing in the Islands" PICJ 14.2 (1985): 18-22.
38 There is also a small private university in Tonga, 'Atenisi, which is 
English-language based. For a comprehensive discussion of higher 
education in the Pacific, see Crocombe and Meleisea (eds): Pacific 
Universities; it might be noted that it took until 1992 for UPNG to have a 
local Vice-Chancellor, Joseph Sukwianomb (PIM (April 1992): 15), who is 
committed to enhancing the regional role of UPNG, and for USP to 
appoint a Pacific Islander, Eesekia Solofa of Samoa. Solofa speaks of the 
vital role of the University in fostering regional cooperation (PIM (Jan.
1992) : 17).
39 Lali has been reprinted at least two times, for instance. It is also possible 
that anthologies, representing the work of several writers, are popular not 
only for the pragmatic reason that they provide a wider range of genre and 
style for discussion in educational institutions, and are therefore 'better
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value', but also that they reflect a psychological preference for art as a group 
or communal activity, rather than as an individualistic expression.
40 IPNGS was 'sponsored' in the sense that staff assistance was given (Ulli 
Beier was heavily instrumental in setting up IPNGS), and staff moved 
between the institutions. IPS is directly funded by USP, where it is located; 
it is also supported by UNESCO and the Australian Pacific Cultural Fund 
(IPS Report (1986): 23). IPNGS has become the National Research Institute; 
its funding has apparently been cut dramatically (personal communication, 
Gill Gorle 1992). IPS appears to be maintaining its research and production 
momentum, after the hiatus caused by the Fiji Coups.
41 In the 1990 catalogue of "Books from the Pacific", IPS Suva, there are 10 
pages on 'Land, Water and Rural Development', 'Politics and 
Government, History and Biography', 'Social, Cultural and Economic', and 
two pages on 'Language, Poetry, Short Stories, Drama and Journals'. Esther 
Williams' analysis of the South Pacific Bibliography 1981-83 shows 4.4% of 
the holdings were in the arts in 1981, 2.0% in 1982, and 4.9% in 1983; of 
journal articles, economics accounted for 21.3% of the total in 1979-81, and 
literature/arts 1.5%.
42 See, for instance, Aikman 37, Morrison 109, and Lynch 176-78.
43 When I was lecturing in the English Department at USP in 1984 and 1985, 
there was a heated debate within the Department and the University 
community about 'allowing' students to study only literature; some staff 
believed only linguistic study was relevant to Fiji's needs ("Report of the 
English Department Committee on Aims and Objectives" April 1985, USP, 
in my possession).
44 English is a second and sometimes a third language for almost all Pacific 
Islanders: Siegal estimates that in Fiji 97% of the population speak other 
than English as a home language (47). It is also worth noting in this
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context that 45% of Pacific Island children leave during primary schooling, 
and only 70% of the expected age cohort start school (Callick Islands 
Business (Jan. 1992): 42). A UN publication "The State of the World's 
Children" 1991 (UNICEF and OUP 1991) notes that the average schooling is 
4.9 years in Fiji, 1 year in the Solomons, and .9 years in PNG (PIM (Sept. 
1991): 19), though the figures are a little out of date. My recent visit to the 
Solomons indicates that average years of schooling have probably increased 
to 4; 1986 statistics indicate that 148,954 of the total Solomons' population 
of 285,176 had never attended school. (’O'O 1.5 (1988): 58)
45 Soaba and Kasaipwalova also attended secondary school in Australia.
46 New Zealand Universities Entrance Board 1984; a copy of the 
documentation and marking schedules is in my possession.
47 Powell discusses Beier's contribution to the development of PNG literature 
throughout 'The First Papua New Guinean Playwrights": he was "the 
chief architect of the literature courses" at UPNG (38); she quotes Hannet 
as saying that '"Before Ulli came, I think one could safely say there was no 
Niugini literature as such. . . .'" (42) A number of expatriate 
commentators were less fulsome in their praise - Powell notes 
Livingston's criticism that published PNG literature reflected only the 
'"literary style', 'emotions' and 'chips on the shoulder of Ulli Beier'" (40), 
and Koll comments drily that Beier "had chosen Niugini as a new field for 
politico-cultural action" (68). What is certain is that Beier gave his students 
a large dose of African literature but not "the classical works of English 
literature that fed the imaginations of so many African writers" (Powell 
22); he "seemed to ... release the inhibitions students had in expressing 
long-suppressed anti-colonial emotions, and to help them to recover pride 
in their own forgotten or suppressed traditions, and in the emerging Papua 
New Guinea culture." (43) Soaba's reaction to Beier's teaching was
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(perhaps characteristically) negative: he disliked being directed to write on 
anti-colonial themes (44). See also Chris Tiffin's interview with Soaba. 
Prithvindra Chakravati's contribution, particularly in the area of 
bibliographic work, should not be overlooked. He also continued the 
Papua Pocket series after Beier's departure, and was a major player in the 
foundation of Ondobondo.
48 This was criticised strongly by the external assessor in 1982 for its 
'thinness', but was vigorously defended by Wendt in his response, a copy 
of which is in my hands, because the practical criticism approach is "less 
relevant to newer literatures where the general cultural phenomena which 
produced the texts are as significant and interesting as the texts 
themselves." ("English Discipline: External Assessor's Report for 1982 and 
the Discipline's Response" 1)
49 Wendt "English Discipline" 1; the texts are outlined in EDI 32 Course 
Outline, in my possession.
50 For an overview of the role of SPCAS, see Marjorie Crocombe 
"Communicating Creativity" PICJ 14.2 (1985): 70-125.
51 It should be noted that the vocational policy of USP was no different from 
that of UPNG (or the University of Technology) (Lynch 176-78); moreover, 
few universities in the developed world have arts policies.
52 Though Siegal (54) notes the opposite trend among Fiji Indians, who are 
increasingly abandoning Hindi newspapers for English newspapers.
53 Library budgets are very low: Flores notes that the Solomons spent .18% of 
the national budget on library services in 1978 (63).
54 These comments are made on the basis of personal observation and 
frustration in finding reading material in 1984 and 1985; the situation had 
not altered much in 1992.
55 Personal observation, 1991.
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56 Also personal observation, 1984-1992.
57 This is not to diminish the recent role of the Church in literature: Kristen 
Pres encourages writing in English; the Christian Writers' Association of 
Melanesia, based in PNG, publishes in both English and Pidgin the work of 
"anyone who writes, edits or translates religious matters for print, 
broadcasting or filming" (Short Essays and Poems 5); see also CWAMEL’s 
Essays from the Pacific and In the Beginning. Although CWAMEL has 
published a number of anthologies, the material published is brief and 
anecdotal.
58 The majority of tourists are from English-speaking countries, particularly 
the near neighbours, Australia and New Zealand (see PIM (August 1991): 
46).
59 Thus in the Cooks in 1990, a Maori Language Committee was established to 
counter the movement to English in communication and the arts (PIM 
(Feb. 1991): 43), and to attempt to make Maori rather than English the 
official language. However, the outlook for the language is not optimistic, 
partly because of the population figures given in Note 35. There is little 
opportunity to study indigenous languages formally: for example, in 1985, 
when I was working at USP, one could only study the vernacular 
languages, Hindi and Fijian, in non-accredited part-time courses. Hindi 
was finally introduced as a formal tertiary course in 1989 (personal 
communication, Subramani 1989).
60 Wendt: Interview on ABC Radio 3LO Melbourne 28 Aug 1986; Jo Nacola: 
at the Pacific Writers’ Week 5-12 Oct. 1984 at USP; Subramani: at the
Pacific Writers' Week 5-12 Oct. 1984 at USP.
61 The first day's session at the Pacific Writers' Week was devoted to the 
question of vernacular writing; writers in general thought it a Good Thing, 
but many pointed out the difficulties: Raymond Pillai, the Indo-Fijian
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short story writer, found himself distressed by the inappropriateness of 
Roman-alphabetised Hindi, which was becoming increasingly common in 
Fiji-Hindi; he also pointed out that although Bauan was the ’standard' 
Fijian dialect, there were other Fijian dialects, with obvious difficulties for 
writing in Fijian; the same difficulty was evident in Hindi. Regis Stella, a 
PNG writer, also pointed out the difficulty of writing in the vernacular in 
the context of his country's 750 languages.
62 Although Ruperaki Petaia at the Pacific Writers' Week in 1984 pointed out 
that Samoan required three lines for every one line in English. Ron 
Crocombe ("Book Distribution" 29-31) also notes that though as editor of 
various publications he had invited many writers to use their written 
indigenous language, and they had expressed enthusiasm for so doing, in 
the event they invariably use English because they find writing serious and 
extensive prose more "comfortable" in English; they have an oral 
knowledge of their vernaculars.
63 As, for example, the ABC Robert Dessaix's "Books and Writing", or the 
Sunday Arts Programme on ABC television.
64 "Don't Look Cabby", for example, was part of a series of short English plays 
broadcast in PNG.
65 See Liz Thompson's discussion on the fate of a recent locally-filmed mini­
series Warriors in Transit on contemporary PNG, which has failed to gain 
TV exposure or distribution (PIM (April 1992): 25-26).
66 Wendt, for instance, claims he has to write outside Samoa, because his 
involvement in local politics was making him physically ill: "An Angry 
Man", interview with Ed Rampell (P1M. (Jan. 1990): 55-57). In the same 
interview, Wendt comments on the criticism of his work "for political 
reasons" (56).
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67 Russell Soaba in PNG, for instance, has said, somewhat ambivalently: "'I 
hate English, but then I cannot hate it because it is the only language I am 
compelled to write in.'" (Powell 19)
68 See also the brief discussion on the cohering aspect of English usage in 
Subramani "South Pacific Literature" 26-30; Tausie describes English as 
"only a superficial coating for a distinctly Pacific concern" (73).
69 The discursive and personal style of Crocombe's works is reflective of their 
origin as public lectures developed into radio broadcasts, and then 
expanded for print. This points to the potential for radio as a medium for 
education and entertainment in the scattered Pacific communities.
70 See, for instance, "Opinion" PIM (July 1988): 8 " "Why Unity is Essential".
71 Considered here because it followed (1976) the original version of The 
South Pacific.
72 Clive Moore is sceptical of the "invention" of cohering ideations such as 
the 'Pacific Way' (which Crocombe in The Pacific Way 1 attributes to Ratu 
Mara in 1970) and the 'Melanesian Way', seeing such rubrics as a rhetoric 
for cultural revisionism and artificial regionalism ("Class, Culture and 
Custom in the 1990s", lecture UQ 22 Oct. 1990). The crusty Oliver is equally 
dismissive of "all the nonsense being disseminated about an alleged 
'Pacific Way"’ (Oceania ix). However, see Brennan's 1985 paper on a 
'Pacific Way' of education. As the term gains usage, it gains reality.
73 As noted earlier, the fifth Festival was allocated to Australia for its 
Bicentennial year, and proved fraught with tension - see note 30.
74 For details, see Bibliography of New Writing from Papua New Guinea, 
compiled by P. Chakravarti and K. Kais (1-2).
75 A comprehensive and accurate bibliography of the region has yet to be 
published; all those examined for this study, including the PNG 
bibliographies, contain inaccuracies or are incomplete.
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76 At USP, this included many who had overseas education, but who also 
studied or taught at USP: Konai Thaman, Raymond Pillai, Subramani. 
Unispac published creative writing, 'relevant' book reviews (e.g. The 
Crocodile ,Unispac 6.2 (1973): 13), and general articles. See also Subramani 
South Pacific Literature 18-21.
77 The Fijian personality may act as example here: Asesela Ravuvu explains 
the abhorrence of any action which demeans another, or implies that one 
is better than another, or equal to a chief (103-111).
78 See, for instance, the vehement, even vitriolic reactions to Alan Barber's 
"Education and the Critic" (published in Mana 2.2 1978) in Mana 3.1 1978.
79 Such as that by Gurr and Zirimu in Black Aesthetics.
80 Though a deconstruction of the title might indicate extreme caution on 
Arvidson's part.
81 This article is considered further in Chapter 4.
82 He claims Wendt for New Zealand on the grounds of his schooling there, 
his continued publication in New Zealand, and Wendt's own assertion 
that his work "belongs in the mainstream of New Zealand literature" (38).
83 There were no Aboriginal writers represented, though Meanjin was able to 
assemble an "Aboriginal Issue" later the same year 36.4 1977.
84 This encompassed only South Pacific material and indigenous work from 
Australia and New Zealand.
85 The South Pacific Association of Commonwealth Literature and Language 
Studies; Ken Goodwin was Chairman, Helen Tiffin Secretary and Chris 
Tiffin Treasurer (personal communication, Chris Tiffin). That ACLALS 
decided to restructure on a regional basis was both a further impetus to the 
construction of sub-regions, and a reflection of the spread of regionalism as 
a structural principle.
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86 SPAN deliberately eschewed academic criticism in the belief that there 
were other avenues for criticism; what was needed was information.
More recently, since the editorship moved to New Zealand and then to 
NSW and now Perth, it has become a critical journal with an emphasis on 
post-colonial literatures generally.
87 And in fact is not borne out in an analysis of the literature; only the early 
PNG writers were influenced by the Négritude movement and Afro- 
American poets such as Cleaver.
88 SPACLALS Short Story Competitions resulted in an anthology, South 
Pacific Stories (eds. C. & H. Tiffin), in 1980. Only three stories, all by Indo- 
Fijian writers, originate from writers of the region under consideration 
here; the connecting thread of the anthology is seen to be the fact that all 
the writers are 'migrants' to the South Pacific.
89 However, Krauth does not deny the differences between minority 
indigenous populations (Aborigines and Maoris) and majority indigenous 
populations (the remainder of the Pacific peoples). The present study has 
argued that these differences are more than superficial.
90 Though many commentators have argued that the first 1987 Coup was 
motivated by Fijian fears that their land rights were being threatened in the 
first attempt to dispossess them, and that this was Indian-inspired; thus 
the Coup was interpreted as a response to threatened dispossession - but 
see letter to PIM by Brij Lal ((Sept. 1987): 7) which argues that the Coup was 
rather motivated by the desire to retain power by a privileged class.
91 For example, in Bill Neidjie's Kakadu Man (1985) and Keri Hulme's The 
Bone People (1984).
92 Though it had been available as a Ph.D. thesis since 1980.
93 But note Subramani's subsequent courageous confession of its 
inadequacies: its "misreadings of texts, erroneous conclusions, and a
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theoretical premise with serious limitations" ("Introduction" After 
Narrative 12).
94 Matthews, for instance, states that life on an island represents the 
archetypal pattern of the contemporary world because the island has "no 
centre" (34). This seems a naive statement. Moore ("The Interpretations 
of Culture", lecture, UQ 30 July 1990) insists that indigenous geographical 
concepts were marked from a 'centre', and not from marginal boundaries, 
which explains the amount of inter-tribal fighting over perimeters. In any 
case, whether pelagic or interior (and generally pelagic), each island does 
have a recognised centre, in its main village.
95 It should be noted, in any case, that UPNG has played a regional role, 
though regionalism was not part of its original charter, as it was of USP's. 
Kiribati sends a number of its students to UPNG (and withdrew them after 
the disturbances in February 1991 - see PIM (Oct. 1991): 17). Hilda Lini and 
Grace Molisa, among other Pacific Islanders, especially Melanesians, were 
educated at UPNG.
96 Though its literary heart might be Apia, if Wendt is accepted as the apogee 
of Pacific writers, and as will be explored further in Chapter 4.
97 Thanks to the work of ACLALS 1980 Suva conference and of SPACLALS.
98 Though one is not quite sure that "conscious" was not intended.
99 It will be argued below that nostalgia and the journey back do indeed 
constitute focal points of South Pacific literature, nostalgia as a subtheme of 
the larger issue of culture clash, and the journey home as a motif of the 
literature - see Chapters 3 and 4.
100 Evidence of this is found not only in the establishment of such centres as 
the Centre for South Pacific Studies at the University of NSW, but in the 
introduction of courses in South Pacific History at UQ in 1990, and plans to
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establish a Postgraduate Diploma in Melanesian Studies at James Cook 
University for 1992.
101 As indicated above, many of the major writers - Wendt, Soaba, Hau'ofa - 
were strongly influenced by existentialist writers, Sartre and Camus in 
particular, which strengthens the force of Goodwin's remarks.
102 However, it is hoped that an extended comparison of the development of 
the two 'streams' of writing will be undertaken, since there are no doubt 
fruitful comparisons that could be made, especially in the area of myth­
making (vide Simms' argument about Maori literature), and attitudes to 
the land.
103 However, a full study of the journals of the Pacific, and the small island 
publishers is urgently needed, to open up the more obscure literature to 
scrutiny.
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Chapter 3. History, Culture and the Individual:
Thematic Concerns in South Pacific 
Writing
In the twilight we sit
drinking kava from the howl between us.
Who we are we know and need not say
for the soul we share came from Vaihi.
Across the pail we nod our understanding of the line
that is also our cord brought by Tangaloa from above,
and the professor does not know.
He sees the line but not the cord
for he drinks the kava not tasting the blood.
And the kava has risen, my friend,
drink, and smile the grace of our fathers
at him who says we are oppressed
by you, by me, but its twilight in Vaihi
and his vision is clouded.
(Epeli Hau'ofa "Blood in the Kava Bowl" Lali 223)
Introduction
"Blood in the Kava Bowl" is a fitting epigraph to this chapter: it 
reflects the strands which underpin the point that history (both 
traditional and modern) and culture (as that is seen as both patterns of 
behaviour and value systems) intersect in South Pacific writing to 
provide its substance, its thematic concerns. Progressively, however, the 
writing reveals a movement away from the external manifestations of the 
collisions of history and culture towards explorations of how the 
individual functions as individual in personal, social, political, historical 
and cultural spheres.
In the poem, Hau'ofa's persona sits with a fellow Tongan and a 
visiting professor around a kava bowl, that Pacific symbol of male
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companionship, reciprocity and political and philosophical discussion, as 
well as an icon marking the end of the day's toils. Tongan (and by 
extension, Pacific) identity is confirmed ("who we are we know"), for all 
are deeply conscious of their ancestral "thread", their genealogical descent 
from the Polynesian homeland (Vaihi). The "line" or sinnet cord 
between bowl and shell is the link connecting the people to their 
ancestors, though "the professor does not know". He is outside the 
culture and cannot comprehend the connections between history and 
culture - the historical import of kava drinking, the cultural connection 
inherent in sinnet thread: "he sees the line but not the cord". He is also 
unaware of the "blood", the oppression, in pre-European Tongan history. 
Rather, the oppression he tells of is colonial oppression, the oppression by 
Europeans in the last 300 years. "His vision is clouded", not merely by the 
soporific effects of the kava, but by his own distorted academic vision.1 
For Tongans, the kava ceremony is redolent with history - the myth- 
history which tells of the dictatorial and cannibalistic rule of the Tui 
Tonga, who forced rebels against his father’s oppression to chew the kava 
root for the ceremony before butchering those rebels for distribution to 
the lesser chiefs. Myth and history are woven into the physical fabric of 
the new Pacific - the volcanic ash which nurtures the yams (historically, 
"the sons of Tonga") is blown to Tongan fields from Ono-i-Lau, Lakemba, 
Lololoma, all once part of the Western Tongan 'empire' in the Pre- 
Contact and first-Contact times, and now part of Fiji. It is blown from the 
past, from the west, from Polynesian origins, but it is fertile: the past is a 
fruitful ground for the present, and the usual negative connotations of 
the West (in both European and Pacific eschtologies) are inverted here. 
The myth quietly illuminates the contemporary history of Tonga too:
"The mountain also crushes our people" in the present, the mountain
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being a reference to both the status and stature of the present king, Tupou 
IV.
Hau'ofa's last stanza contrasts with the solemn tone established in 
the rest of the poem - not only does he ask his fellow Tongan to pass him 
a (Western) form of drug ("three mushrooms"), which will help him to 
escape from his oppressed present, but he bitterly refers to the nuclear 
testing programme which Europe imposes on the Pacific, and which may 
end his concerns about Tongan oppression permanently. Hau'ofa 
concludes his poem firmly in the present; the legacy of Europe is "shit" 
(from the cows sent by European kings) and bombs. Cow dung, another 
introduced element in Pacific soil, which had been rich enough with its 
own volcanic ash, nurtures the new drug of the Pacific. Significantly 
however, the European legacy has not disturbed the rhythm of Pacific life: 
the bowl is still shared at sunset; the sharing of thoughts and emotions 
continues despite the presence of the befuddled professor. At one level, 
the last stanza, with its colloquial language, disturbs the quiet
contemplative mood of history and myth which Hau’ofa has so carefully 
constructed in the poem. A more attentive reading suggests that it is not 
simply a lapse into the typical deflatory Tongan/Pacific humour, intended 
as a ’closure’ to the solemnity so that the conversation can move on to 
another topic, but an effective subversion of the artistic expectations set 
up in the earlier part of the poem.2
"Blood in the Kava Bowl" epitomises the stream of Pacific literature 
in which the writers see their roles as representatives of their people, and 
as prophets to their societies. It is the contention of this chapter that South 
Pacific literature clusters around two broad thematic concerns which 
loosely correlate with the extent to which the individual writer him- or 
herself envisions his role as representative or as prophet, in other words,
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sees that role as socially functional. These two predominant themes are 
socio-historical - an examination of the point of intersection of history 
and culture, and the more personal concern of exploring the internal 
vibrations within the individual writer, the intersection of emotional, 
sexual, political, historical and cultural forces. Those writers whose 
explicit concern is with history (and to reiterate, that embraces myth as 
well as linear 'Western' history) and its impact on culture are most likely 
to interpret their artistic role in social terms. Nandan exhorts the writer 
to become a healer ("Beyond Colonialism" 11); Subramani urges Fijian 
writers to promote "national integration" ("Images of Fiji" 44); Hannet 
believes writers should be the '"conscience of the country"’, should assist 
in the search for '"a national identity, a soul, a spirit'" (quoted in 
Goodwin "Bulls and Prophets" 26). They are, in other words, more likely 
to be asking, and perhaps answering, the question "Who are we?" than 
the question "Who am I?" The latter is the concern of the second group 
of writers.
To so categorise the literature is to create artificial divisions. Wendt, 
for instance, combines both impulses in his writing, despite his insistence 
that "'I cannot assume the role of being the conscience of my people. I am 
too small. It is playing God."’ (quoted in Goodwin "Bulls and Prophets" 
31) The/fl'fl Samoa novels dissect the nature of Samoan people, their 
essence, most frequently in terms of the history/culture dialectic, as 
Wendt examines the elements in Samoan culture which allow Western 
values to intrude. But he is also concerned, in his poetry particularly, 
with situating himself as an individual, an inheritor of history and 
culture to be sure, but an individual who must also relate to
environment, wife, children, colleagues. Nevertheless, the categorisation 
is useful in charting the direction of Pacific writing, since there has been a
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general movement from a concern with the externalities of history and 
culture, i.e. how the group was located by the interstices of history and 
culture, to a concern with the intemalities of personality, how the 
individual locates himself within those interstices. As we will see, the 
writer in English realised that his role as social interpreter and prophet 
was marginal in societies which did not read English; yet the further he 
moved towards the personal, the more marginalised he became, as 
Krauth ("Politics and identity in PNG literature" 57) notes: "Generally, 
the writers in PNG have seen themselves as outsiders from their 
communities - alienated by education, by experience and by language."
This movement from external to internal can be cautiously traced as 
an historical sequence, both in the works of some individual writers, and 
in the twenty year sequence of writing in English by South Pacific writers. 
Thus in Wendt's writing, we can discern not merely a growing maturity 
of craft, but a move away from the simple angry poems of the early years 
(such as "No Islands in the Sun, Just Misters" Some Modern Poetry From 
Western Samoa 21) to the complex personal poems of Shaman of Visions, 
from the representative young man of Sons for the Return Home to the 
complex individual who is Pouliuli, who recognises that his culture - the 
fa 'a Samoa - itself distorts emotional relationships; indeed, fa 'a Samoa 
implicitly stifles love, although it espouses alofa as its core principle. 
Similarly, Subramani's early stories, "Marigolds", "Tell Me Where the 
Train Goes" and "Gamalian's Woman", represent a deep concern with 
the 'Indo-Fijian Experience', while the recently revised "Gone Bush" 
revolves around a more intimate, less distanced exploration of personal 
identity as a conflation of history, culture and emotion. Other writers 
began with the personal: Alistair Campbell, for instance, in his early New 
Zealand years was a personal poet; his work shifts to a greater awareness
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of the history/culture nexus, and then shifts again to the implications of 
this nexus within the individual, in The Frigate Bird. Soaba's writing 
stands outside this pattem: as Krauth notes ("Contemporary Literature" 
613-14), Soaba has always been the wanpis, the individual outside his 
society, concerned with the way the individual reconstructs history and 
culture within his personality (see also Powell viii).
Manoa ("Singing in their Genealogical Trees" 64) argued in the early 
years of Pacific writing in English (1975) that, the literature exhibited a 
predictably linear pattern, that it was first an expression of simple protest, 
of anti-colonialism, second, explored the loss entailed in 'progress', with a 
concomitant desire to preserve the past, then shifted to an admission of 
the inevitability of 'history' as that equated with Western influence. The 
tendencies of Pacific writing support Manoa's contention of the 
evolutionary sequence, and the contention of this study that one can 
discern a move from outer to inner realities, from the social and political 
to the personal. Hence we can interpret Eri's The Crocodile as an 
historical depiction of the effects of colonial intrusion into the culture of 
PNG. Eri demonstrates the confusion this engenders at the individual 
level in the character of Hoiri, but Hoiri is shown as acted upon, as 
helpless to understand, much less counteract, the opposing forces of 
history and culture. He is intended as a representative character, the 
archetype of the Papua New Guinean caught between two cultures. By 
contrast, the recent Campbell novel, The Frigate Bird (1989) explores an 
individual psyche struggling to come to terms with personal trauma, and 
a Cook Island cultural inheritance. This increasing focus on the 
individual is also evident in the poetry of Jully Sipolo: in "Mi Mere" 
(Praying Parents 8), she depicts the evolution of Solomon Islands woman 
from an unheard being situated by her role as food-gatherer and bearer
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and rearer of children, to career woman "making a name for myself 
outside the family and village circle. The last stanza reflects the new 
possibilities for Pacific women: aware of the culture she has inherited 
("the conch shell heralding a bonito catch"), but using new media (radio 
and print) to express her individuality. For Sipolo, self-actualisation, 
individuality, are not without pain, but for her, the process of self- 
determination is a driven condition.
The remainder of this chapter explicates the two thematic clusters 
outlined above, the socio-historical and the personal. Within the broad 
theme of the conflict of history and culture, we will see a number of sub­
themes: the sense of confusion engendered by rapid change; the nostalgia 
for a return to the ’pure' values of the past and tradition; the militant 
anti-colonialism of the 1960s and early 1970s; the urgent need to construct 
a national and/or regional identity; the anti-neo-colonialism in the years 
following independence; the colonial legacy of exile and fragmentation.3 
Finally, we will explore the literature of the personal, in which the writers 
attempt to collate personal history with "the history of these islands" and 
with the uneasy fusion of traditional and Western culture which is the 
contemporary Pacific. It is argued that the evolutionary pattern can be 
discerned across the Pacific, notwithstanding particular national and 
ethnic expressions, and therefore that the literature's themes and 
historical progression argue for the existence of a distinctive South Pacific 
literature.
Before explicating the texts considered in support of this argument, it 
is useful to examine an historical chart of the major publications in 
relation to the dates of independence or self-governing status in each of 
the countries included in the region. This chart provides a broad 
overview of the literary chronology, and the relationship between
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publication and independence. Reference to Appendix 4 demonstrates 
that in PNG the bulk of publication occurred just before independence in 
1975 (and coincided, as noted above, with the period of Beier's work at 
UPNG and IPNGS). Apart from journal publication, literary production 
has declined quite markedly since the mid-1980s. By contrast, Fiji-based 
publishing houses have been more consistent over the entire period.
History and culture
In an emergent literature in a newly English-literate society, there is 
no internal canon. The referents of such a literature are external: in the 
case of the Pacific, either the oral literatures from which the literary 
practitioners emerged, or an imported written literature. The influences 
of the oral literatures of the Pacific will be considered briefly below in 
relation to content, and in Chapter 5 in relation to form. At this point, 
however, it is useful to consider the literary antecedents of Pacific 
literature in English, and how they might have channelled its direction 
towards predominantly socio-historic themes.
The roles of two of the major individual catalysts, Beier and Wendt, 
have been briefly canvassed in Chapter 2, but we must also consider in the 
present context of theme the type of writing each might have fostered. 
Soaba says: "Beier had one thing in mind and that was to see Papua New 
Guinea gain an earlier independence, if possible through the influence of 
literature." (Interview with Chris Tiffin 15) The texts Beier used were 
those of the American Négritude movement, particularly that of Eldridge 
Cleaver, and of the African, especially Nigerian, writers he knew so well 
(Krauth "The New Guinea Experience in Literature" 284 and Powell 38- 
39). It is instructive to note that Beier himself as editor of Words of
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Paradise divides the anthology along ethnographic lines: 'Village Life', 
'Love', 'Love charms', etc. The emphasis in the texts he chose is on a 
socio-political interpretation of reality, particularly on the politics of race 
(Cleaver) and colonial history (Achebe, Soyinka). Since UPNG students 
were also encouraged to use their writing "as a weapon" in the political 
situation operant in PNG at the time (Krauth "The PNG Experience in 
Literature" 275 and " 'Unfolding like Petals' " 1), there was inevitably an 
emphasis on the hegemonic relationships inherent in the colonial 
situation. There was no shortage of incidents illustrating these 
relationships: as Eri says "it is easier to write about what the kiaps did in 
your village, because your father can relate the happenings to you. Your 
fiction is based on actual happenings." (quoted in Kalyan Chatterjee 
"Innocence and Self-Knowledge" 2-3) Further, because the PNG 
secondary English curriculum contained no literature, students had little 
against which to measure the literature they were introduced to at tertiary 
level (Kirpal Singh "Problems and Prospects" 2-3). At UPNG, they were 
more likely to study Existentialist writers and Black American writers 
than the English canon (Powell 38). At USP, as at Samoa College, Wendt 
told his students that they "'had to be angry to write'" (Dunlop "Samoan 
Writing" 54); his own training was in history and a Marxist 
interpretation of history. Inevitably, the result was that many students 
wrote in the model of their teachers. Further, the mood within both 
universities in the late 1960s and early 1970s was provocative of 
independence, not only in response to the world-wide political ferment 
(bolstered by the establishment of the UN Committee on Decolonisation 
in 1960), but also because both universities attracted expatriate staff who 
were eager to contribute to development in the 'colonies' (Powell 29, 
quoting Waters; Hau'ofa's satire on expatriate lecturers throughout
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Kisses - and see also Subramani’s sarcastic comment about the 
"ideologies in circulation at USP" ["Pacific Notes" SPAN 14 (1982): 17]).
But there were other factors which contributed to the emphasis on 
socio-historical themes. As we saw in Chapter 2, both universities and 
the Institute of Technology at Lae were committed to the material 
development of their respective constituencies. No B.A. programme was 
available at USP until 1986 - English literature could only be studied as a 
subject within the B.Ed.4 Though UPNG students had access to a B.A., 
they were urged to contribute to their society at a practical level; they 
were students of vocational courses or the social sciences (Powell 27). 
Students may have been unhappy at their government's "manpower 
training directives", but as they were on scholarships, there was little they 
could do (Beier Voices of Independence xii). Predominantly, even those 
writers educated outside their countries were graduates of the social 
sciences, trained in a perspective which could be expected to find 
expression through their writing. Hau'ofa and Thaman, for instance, 
were trained in anthropology; Marjorie Crocombe and Wendt in history. 
(However, both Nandan and Subramani have post-graduate 
qualifications in literature.) Of the younger writers, those who studied at 
USP often did so in education, with language/literature as a minor; most 
were on government scholarships and were expected to teach on return to 
their home countries, or join the civil service. Almost inevitably then, 
the writing reflected socio-historical concerns, in consequence of the 
political mood of the 1970s when the literature emerged, of the teaching 
many of the writers received as to the purposes of literature in a colonial 
situation, and of the cast of mind engendered by tertiary training in the 
social sciences, which both taught and reinforced a socio-political 
interpretation of the contemporary Pacific as a product of racial and
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economic imperialism: "writing was essentially a political act for public 
consumption" (Powell 44-45). And, as the number of times the phrase 
'educated elite' appears in Subramani's South Pacific Literature and 
Powell's "PNG Playwrights" indicates, South Pacific writers in English are 
almost invariably the products of tertiary education.
The literary output of the late 1960s and early 1970s consolidated this 
political tendency. In the regional studies considered in Chapter 1, there 
is a general tendency to locate a region within socio-historical and 
political parameters, and to define it in terms of the common themes 
which reflect those parameters. The observation of commonality is of 
course a construction in itself. The notion of commonality is an accretion 
of specific observations of individual texts, extrapolated to interpret the 
work of an author or group of authors. But these writers read each other, 
absorb ideas and images, and continue to be influenced by the core socio- 
historical, political and cultural experiences of their milieu.
Intertextuality consolidates and modifies the perception of what 
constitutes common themes, as does critical interpretation, as we have 
seen in the sections on cultural and critical studies in Chapter 2. Where 
scientific method seeks to replicate conditions in order to demonstrate the 
accuracy and predictability of the hypothesis, literary method values 
originality - or it has done so in the Western aesthetic tradition since the 
Renaissance.
Yet the development of a literary tradition, a literary movement, 
relies on perceptions of commonality. So it is that at the same time as the 
critic seeks evidence of originality in a work, he/she is also seeking for 
connections, for commonalities between texts. In the early literature of 
the South Pacific, the socio-historical perspective was validated as both 
appropriate and necessary, both inside the region and outside it, as post-
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colonialism came to dominate critical discourse. The themes which 
project this perspective are those outlined above, and are governed by the 
writers’ understanding that what was unique about the Pacific was its 
culture, its modes of thought, behaviour and belief. They were further 
governed by the (generally) formally-acquired knowledge that Western 
history, i.e. the events of Western imperialism (missionary, trading and 
strategic activities, and the belief systems they encapsulated), had collided 
with Pacific culture. Further, 'Pacific history' - traditional myth, 
genealogies, legend - is integral to the culture, as Hau'ofa's "Blood in the 
Kava Bowl" illustrates; intellectually, it could not 'compete' with the 
Western notion of history as a sequence of events. (It is possibly this 
particular dialectic which lies behind the significant number of PNG 
stories which describe 'point of contact' (see Chatterjee "Innocence and 
Self-Knowledge" 3).
Studies of regionalism outside Canada, the USA and Britain, and 
Australia (where critical interest lies in the contribution of minor keys to 
the symphony which is the national literature) have largely been studies 
within a post-colonial context. This has inevitably resulted in the 
regional being dominated by a sodo-historical or political agenda. The 
resultant themes are broadly the clash between traditional and Western 
values, the consequent dislocation and confusion among the peoples of 
the region, and a persistent concern with group identity, as the old 
verities are perceived as untenable, and cultured adaptation rather than 
communalism becomes the imperative. Such themes are not unique to 
the South Pacific; they are, as we have seen in the discussion on the West 
Indies and Africa, the 'given condition' of the post-colonial world. 
Indeed, most of the themes identified below parallel those outlined by 
Goodwin as common to all Commonwealth literatures ("Is a
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Commonwealth Literary History Possible?" 24). They will, however, 
have particular manifestations as a result of local conditions, such as the 
specific pattern of colonisation in the South Pacific, the size of the 
populations involved, even the individuals who governed the colonies,5 
and taught in the universities in the pre-independence period. While 
these themes are not exclusive to the Pacific, they are made distinctive by 
the myths, motifs and metaphors used by the writers. These are 
examined in the next chapter. At this point, it is necessary to examine the 
particular manifestations of socio-historical themes, before turning to the 
personal explorations which have emerged from the Pacific. It must be 
remembered that these themes are not mutually exclusive, that they often 
overlap: nostalgia with anti-colonialism, confusion with fragmentation 
and exile. However, because most literary expression in the Pacific is not 
in extended fictive forms, but rather in the forms of short story or poem, 
only in rare cases are multiple themes capable of development. Thus in 
most cases, the reader can identify a predominant theme.
Cultural confusion
It has been argued above that Pacific literature is located at the 
juncture of history and culture. In Hau’ofa's poem quoted above, 
hi story/myth is envisaged as changing the course of lives in Tonga, but 
the culture itself was not affronted: the rebels against the Tui Tonga could 
have expected the humiliation of being forced to chew the kava before 
they became victims of a cannibalistic feast. However, modem, i.e. post- 
Contact history, allowed no such expectations. The over-arching theme 
in Pacific literature is the clash of values between Pacific societies and 
those aspects of Westernism perceived as inimical to traditional culture - 
mercantilism, urbanisation, consumerism and education.6 This dash 
leads to the metaphors of Pacific literature being expressed in apparently
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dialectical terms such as Darkness/Light, Male/Female, as we shall see in 
the next chapter. Identity is composed through codifying differences, 
through identifying oppositional forces between cultures. Thus it is 
appropriate that the literature expresses cultural differences in terms of a 
dialectical clash. At its simplest level, this clash results simply in 
confusion, as individual writers explore their own reactions to rapid 
change, or the conflicts they perceive in their societies, which struggle to 
absorb, adapt and modify alien values. Almost every aspect of life in the 
Pacific has been subjected to the forces of change: the clash of values thus 
embraces religious values, gender relations, art products, food, clothing, 
education, village organisation and the nature of work.
Bewilderment rather than bitterness is the predominant key of such 
writing, though this not to say that anger and resentment are not present. 
Eri's The Crocodile is the pre-eminent extended prose example, but one 
finds many projections of this confusion in the short prose pieces of the 
Solomons, PNG, Vanuatu and the Cooks. Confusion as the governing 
principle of a text is more commonly found in the work of the ’older’ 
writers such as Eri, less influenced by tertiary education (because it came 
later in their lives) and less overtly political in their motivation, 
or in the work of very young writers, high school students writing under 
the auspices of structured creative writing classes.7 It is also more 
common in the work of occasional writers, 'one-book' authors or poets, 
and is associated with less politically sophisticated writers. Often 
confusion is projected in the form of autobiographical and semi- 
autobiographical narrative, loosely woven incidents of schooling and 
the sacrifices made to attain education, but it also takes the form of 
poignant short poems. The Crocodile, Rex Orotoloa's Two Times 
Resurrection, a novella from the Solomons, and a short story by Julian
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Maka'a, "The Unexpected Gift" also from the Solomons,8 as well as
several short poems, will illustrate this theme.
Eri's novel arose out of an exercise undertaken by Beier (see Beier's 
"The White Man's Burden" 31) with a group of older men who had 
worked for the Australian army during WWII; it was designed to record a 
PNG perspective of the war, since historians had concentrated only on the 
Australian versions of the conflict in PNG. The origins of The Crocodile 
as a collection of memories are evident in its discursive linear structure, 
its concentration on one major character, and its stereotyping of most of 
the supporting characters.9 The stereotypes include not only the white 
characters like Mrs Jones, totally insensitive to and provocative towards 
her hausboi, and Mr Smith, the epitome of the ugly kiap of the Australian 
administration - the commonness of their names indicating Eri's 
intention to present them as typical Australians - but also his own people 
- Aravape (Hoiri's uncle) and Mitori, Hoiri's wife - who are not 
individualised in any way.
From the first pages of the novel, the conflict of values between the 
white administrators and the Papuan village system is evident in every 
aspect of daily life - Eri notes that the school is situated near the toilets, on 
land the village had designated useless; the association of excreta and 
Western learning underlines the elders' attitude to this imposed 
education. The increasing penetration of European values is presented 
casually, without comment. Hoiri himself is seen to be shrewd enough to 
recognise the importance of learning English, not because of its 
employment potential, but because the ability to converse with whites 
would "earn him a respected position in the eyes of the community" (4). 
Bigman status will no longer be gained by traditional means, but by 
acquisition of the language of the colonial master. It is important to
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recognise, however, that Hoiri is already vulnerable to the perplexities of 
culture clash - as a result of European contrarities, he is an outsider in his 
village, being LMS (London Missionary Society) rather than Catholic like 
the majority of the village. Eri is careful to point out that Hoiri has 
individual disadvantages which might contribute to his naive and 
doomed ambition: his mother is dead, and he is fat. To add to his 
confusion, he is transferred from the LMS to the Catholic school.
Without elaboration or moralising, the child Hoiri simply notes the 
differences between the two versions of Christianity, despite the fact that 
they worship the 'same' God. He wonders why they cannot agree to 
present one version of the faith. Change is apparent in the minutiae of 
village life, such as the use of a whistle instead of the conch shell to call 
the people together, with consequent distress to the elders. These small 
changes seem insignificant in themselves, but erode the very essence of 
routine existence and cumulatively change the nature of the village.
Eri’s tone, particularly in the first section of the novel, and 
throughout his depiction of the heartless treatment meted out by the 
administration during the war years, is flat, unemotive, and an apt 
vehicle for the confusion and bewilderment he feels. Sevese, Hoiri's 
father, who takes him on one of the great Papuan trading expeditions to 
Hanuabada (an outlying Port Moresby village and now a suburb) states 
matter-of-factly: "'Port Moresby is a white man's place. They have laws 
which tell you when you must go to bed and when you should wake up"' 
(37-38).10 The observation is telling, but it is made without the anger of 
Hannet's or Kasaipwalova's observations of Australian hegemony.
While Sevese and Aravape, as adults, interpret the white world for 
Hoiri, Eri makes good use of a child's powers of perception of the 
differences between white and Papuan behaviour - he is astounded to see
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his uncle doing the 'women's work' of washing clothes for his European 
masters, including Mrs Jones' underwear (40). This is considered a breach 
of tabu in his village because of its association with menstruation. 
Incomprehension between European and Papuan characters is mutual, 
but insensitive disregard of Papuan culture is a feature of all the 
Australian characters in the novel. Mrs Jones, for example, orders Hoiri 
to bring her a towel after her shower; Aravape tells Hoiri "'she doesn’t 
really expect you to look at her'" (42). Interpreted most charitably, this 
suggests that Mrs Jones simply does not register her 'bois' as normal 
males, rather than that she is being deliberately provocative because she 
knows her power to cry rape if the 'boi' so much as suggests a sexual 
interest in her. Aravape's interpretation of Australian laws is also 
culture-bound: rural visitors to Port Moresby must wear a rami or laplap. 
Aravape comments matter-of-factly: "'a black man's thighs excite the 
white woman’" (42).
Though Aravape simply accepts the peculiarities of white culture, 
ambivalence marks Hoiri's response to many European and Papuan 
patterns of behaviour. His refusal to condemn white ways and endorse 
Papuan ways unequivocally is revealed through his descriptions of the 
village, which is not presented as an idyllic environment, but as dirty and 
crowded, with "crying children and constant quarrels between husband 
and wife" (58). The river is frequently described as dirty, with floating 
excreta; life is hard, and the inequality of females is pronounced. Hoiri's 
endorsement of the hygienic habits of Europeans is evident not only in 
his constant references to the dirt of the village, but also in his pleasure 
when his father brings him nappies from Port Moresby for his son: '"the 
baby will not make a mess all over the place.'" (68)
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Although some critics have interpreted the crocodile or puk-puk as a 
single level symbol of white mores swallowing PNG, embodied in 
Mitoro,11 a closer reading indicates that the crocodile too reflects Eri's 
ambivalence, and is multi-faceted, and more richly symbolic. Just after 
Hoiri's first sexual encounter with Mitoro, which is far from loving, he 
plunges into the river to cleanse himself - of blood, semen, dirt and guilt. 
When he emerges, an old man warns him against the crocodile he has 
seen recently in the river. Hoiri has broken both Papuan and Christian 
laws; the connection between sex, crocodile and Mitoro has been 
established, and her doom sealed. Hoiri's aunt underlines the complex 
significance of the crocodile when she tells Sevese that Hoiri is "a real 
crocodile" (62) because he is sexually active already, and productive, 
fertile, because Mitoro is pregnant. The crocodile thus signifies sexual 
proclivity, sneakiness, and potency. In the section dealing with Mitoro's 
death by the crocodile and Hoiri's revenge on the magician who 'rode' 
the creature, the symbolism seems entirely Papuan in its referrents.
The sobriquet 'crocodile' is, however, also given to the Assistant 
District Officer, Jim Green, because he is tough, and gaoled those who did 
not immediately obey his orders. Eri notes that it was a title "of praise 
rather than abuse" (141). Again, the crocodile reflects ambivalence: a 
respect for power and authority (even when they are embodied in a white 
person, who is usually a source of resentment), mixed with fear of that 
power.
There is no question in Hoiri's mind, despite his Christian 
upbringing, that the attack on Mitoro was motivated by magic, and that he 
can use other magicians to bring Mitoro back and to divert the bad magic 
visited on his family; he believes ’"government and the missions are
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ineffective in dealing with the tragedy that occurred in our family”’ (123), 
so he relies on Papuan methods. At the end of the novel, when Hoiri is 
claiming compensation for his father's death in the war effort, he sees 
Mitoro, who ignores him. He is convinced she has been bewitched into 
forgetting him, and immediately wishes he had not been reared in 
Christianity. Since his Christianity has not prevented him from avenging 
his wife's death to the best of his physical and magical ability, the reader 
can only presume that he believes it is his adoption of a foreign religious 
belief that has caused his misfortunes. Eri does not challenge Hoiri's 
logical processes here; after all, the entire village was Christian, yet Eri 
nowhere suggests that it is Christianity which has caused confusion in the 
village. Rather, Eri seems to suggest that confusion results from 
individuals promoting different Christian sects.
Hoiri points up the distress and dismay that change causes to the 
elders, who simply cannot understand why the Japanese and Australians 
are fighting in a country which belongs to neither. The elders bemoan the 
loss of dignity, the enforced infantilism attendant on this second white 
invasion: "'There's no man among us now: we're all women married by 
the white man.'" (143-4)12 Eri's use of the elders to articulate criticism of 
'the Government' is of course a realistic depiction of traditional PNG 
respect for the wisdom gained by age, but it also reflects Hoiri's reluctance 
to condemn the Europeanness to which he aspires; instead, he reports the 
feelings of the elders. His final reflections are equivocal: "in a flash he 
saw in front of his eyes all the wasted years of carrying the white man's 
cargo" (178), a reference of course not only to the physical goods Hoiri 
carted like a beast of burden during the war, but to all the baggage of 
European culture, including Christianity, worn externally like a rami, not 
internalised. Immediately, however, he consoles himself: the
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compensation money will help his son Sevese to go to a European school; 
Sevese will "maybe grow up to understand the things that baffle me, he 
thought numbly." (178)
In The Crocodile, numbness, bewilderment, incomprehension are 
the results of colonial contact and the consequent clash of values. Hoiri is 
a simple victim, in the sense that he cannot analyse the forces of change 
sweeping PNG, merely observe them; he is acted upon. PNG's first 
novelist was concerned to render a realistic portrait of the way European 
values intruded at the country, village and individual level. Eri's success 
lies in his ability to engage the reader in the complex humanity of his 
main character, to allow him dignity as a confused individual who is 
unable to succeed in PNG terms in his own village, because he has lost 
both his mother and his wife by magic - recall that he aspires to learn 
English in an attempt to improve his status in the village. Yet he also 
fails because he is 'too Papua New Guinean' to meet the terms set by the 
colonial administration. An ironic example of the latter occurs when the 
American soldiers pay for PNG artefacts but the Australian administra­
tion confiscates the money because the authorities do not believe it was 
lawfully gained, and because, in any case, too much money would disrupt 
the village economy. It is no coincidence that Orotaloa's Two Times 
Resurrection is very similar to the first third of Eri's novel, which 
explores Hoiri's village childhood and schooling. Childhood depictions 
are common in the anecdotes which often constitute the 'short stories' of 
the Pacific, as we will see in Chapter 5. Both Eri and Orotaloa use the 
third person narrative and a discursive loose linear form to convey what 
is in Eri's case, biographical material and in Orotaloa's
autobiographical.13 Both novels incorporate blocks of simple
description of daily life which are not intended to advance the plot, but
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simply to give what might be termed ethnographic data.14 In both, the 
voyage by boat or canoe from the village to the town structures the 
progress of the novel15 and is the means by which the protagonist is 
exposed to the apogee of confusion, the town. Orotaloa's novella is set in 
a later period, in the 1970s, not the 1930s and 1940s, the period of The 
Crocodile. Toga's elders bemoan a state in which change and non- 
traditional behaviour are now routine. Yet the clash of values persists at 
all levels of life, from religion and gender relations to the economic 
system. Like Hoiri, Toga is a child observing and absorbing these conflicts 
in the world outside him, and trying, with more ultimate success than 
Hoiri, to synthesise them in his own attitudes, behaviour and ambitions 
through action rather than reflection.
The child character provides an appropriate persona in this 
unemotive literary exploration of change and culture clash, for a child has 
absorbed the essence of home culture, and questions conflicting values 
and behaviours without perceiving their systemic or political significance, 
and thus without imposing an ideological interpretation. The child 
character is common in Pacific writing, because of the potential of the 
child to observe the superficialities of social life, and to note the minutiae 
which provide the texture of a society and culture, but which are routine 
and overlooked in adult observation. In the Pacific, this attention to 
cultural minutiae constitutes a large component of most literature, 
because of the desire to record local life, to conserve identity as it is 
revealed in patterns of behaviour. Though the child character is not 
exclusively associated with the simple observation of cultural confusion, 
he (most frequently) is common in the literature expressing this simple 
theme. It is the angry young man figure which more frequently embodies 
the themes of anti-colonialism and marginality, because both imply a
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more sophisticated understanding of the political process, and some 
knowledge of the ideology of power.
Just as Eri introduces us to PNG life through a small village, so
Orotaloa begins his novella with a description of a small village in a
remote part of the Solomons, in North Malaita. In contrast to Hoiri’s
village, however, this one is Edenic. Even the language used to describe it
is biblical in its phraseology and patterning:
On the little island of Sano, an old man lived with his two sons. The 
two sons and their wives begat many children. They and their 
children enjoyed many good things on the island - fish, shellfish, 
crabs, turtles and birds. The tall trees on the island gave the children 
shade, and there was a great friendship between the children and 
their fertile island. (1)
Idyllic as it is (and a visitor from another island also describes it as 'a 
paradise' (10)), Sano had a horrific past. When the cruel warrior Erilifoa 
ruled, "violence, murder, slavery, and cannibalism were common." (1) 
Like Hoiri, Toga is "different"; his puny condition as a baby convinced his 
parents to allow his grandfather to take responsibility for the "hopeless 
little mite", and thus he grows up with more of the old stories and songs 
than he would otherwise have learned. Orotaloa foreshadows his 
protagonist's future:
Life seemed uniform in its colours: a matter of knowing how to fish, 
planting taro, and listening to the stories of the past. The new life 
was to be very different - a lot deeper. It was to be a life of learning 
how to live in a healthy way, of reading books about the things 
happening in the wider world about him, and worshipping a 
different god. (8)
Toga's sole ambition is to attend school. There is no intimation of 
how he intends to use his education; it is simply a means to an end - 
being able to read (10) - almost an end in itself. (We can contrast this to 
Hoiri’s situation, where education is a means of understanding 
Europeans, and increasing one's status in the village.) Two problems
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thwart Toga’s ambitions: his need for spectacles to correct his myopia, 
and his bush ignorance of hygiene, of the system, and of the necessity to 
adapt to new cultural behaviours in a larger world setting. His quest for 
spectacles to enable him to 'see better' becomes a journey through the 
Solomons. Orotaloa implies, though this is not made explicit, that Toga's 
poor sight is a metaphor for the confusion in Solomons society. He must 
learn to see how Western education impinges on traditional values, and 
how they can be reconciled.
There is no irony in Orotaloa's depiction of how Toga's father 
welcomes the opportunity of education for his son, though education 
takes Toga away from his family. Nor does Orotaloa find irony in the fact 
that, when Toga's grandfather learns that he is dying of cancer "through 
his smoking habit", introduced by Europeans, father and grandfather 
simply reject their olds gods, "the devils", in favour of Christianity. For 
them, this conversion is simply "a sacrifice to a different god" (13).16
The narrative thread of the novel is thin, and two-stranded: Toga’s 
quest for money to obtain his spectacles, and his quest for schooling in the 
new Solomons, where the rules are not as he knows them in the village. 
Though his devotion to schooling is intermittent, it ultimately prevails, 
for his grandfather has given him "the red wisdom betel nut of your 
tribe", "to give you a thirst for wisdom" (11). Tradition therefore informs 
the present, through his grandfather's admonition to gain wisdom, which 
Toga confuses with education.
There is little bitterness in Toga's anecdotal journey; there is simply 
observation:
- Our customs too are changing. These days girls sit close to boys.
This is tabu according to our old way of life, Toga said.
- Yes, but we too are changing now, spoke Toga’s cousin. (26)
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An unnamed woman is brought gratuitously into a market scene to 
comment on the high number of divorce cases because the men drink too 
much and neglect their families, or because the women are harlots (27); a 
priest preaches in another market, arguing that Christian prescriptions 
against greed and adultery were continuous with the admonitions of "the 
old customs" (34), and warning against this 'lius business', by which lius 
(unemployed unattached young men) drift into town to live off their 
wantoks, ignoring the new social reality that the town is a cash-based 
economy. Indigenous government officials are misusing the people's 
money; Toga's cousin warns: '"We say that the Europeans exploited us 
in the past and the present - but what if the Europeans go away? We 
shall exploit ourselves.'" (35).
Ultimately, Toga obtains his spectacles, after taking plantation work. 
He is expelled from two schools, the first because he is lured away by the 
weekend attractions of the capital dty (alcohol and picture theatres, rather 
than the loose women who are often depicted as sirens luring men into 
Port Moresby), the second because he strikes a girl who has broken 
customary gender roles. Toga explains: "'A girl is a slave, inferior to a 
man.'" (71) He passes his early examinations, and the novella ends 
abruptly with Toga announcing to his village friends that he will write "a 
little book", to be called Two Times Resurrection, because '"I was expelled 
twice. But even then I didn’t give up. I managed to get into other schools 
and finally won what I had sought.'" (82) The reader presumes that Toga 
has found his path, and the novella concludes with his repeating the last 
year of primary school so that he can enter secondary school again.17 Two 
Times Resurrection is a success story, as Toga’s (Orotaloa’s?) self- 
congratulating coda suggests, for Toga has battled his own physical 
disability, his poverty, his misunderstanding of the new values, and his
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own tendency to drift, to postpone the decisive action which will set him 
back on his quest Unlike Hoiri, Toga has not been rendered permanently 
helpless by internalising the confusion in his surrounding society. At the 
conclusion of the novel, he has not succeeded in synthesising the values 
of past and present, but he assumes his education will give him the best 
means for personal success. He is in one sense, Hoiri’s son, who might 
use education to understand the things that 'baffle' the elders.
Moral confusion permeates Maka'a's "An Unexpected Gift" (The 
Confession and Other Stories 11-16), in which a bitter young man 
bemoans his low-status job in town, and his inability to afford a car like 
his colleagues. Riding his bicycle, the symbol of his impoverishment, he 
comes across his white boss and the latter's wife, who has been sexually 
assaulted by four Solomon Islanders. The 'I' protagonist is appalled - and 
confused, because he admired his employer deeply for his "help, co­
operation, and kindness" (13). Yet his fellow countrymen, he convinces 
himself, "hadn't done this on their own initiative. They'd probably seen 
it in movies, or read about it in papers. But I did not know what to do." 
(14) His instincts lead him to defend the white couple, but his emotional 
reaction is a mixture of "anger and pity" (14) that he has been put in the 
situation of fighting his own people, and for the loss of morality in 
Solomon Islanders occasioned by the whites his boss represents. When 
the boss gives him the car he has always lusted after, the young man is 
totally confused: "I was not glad. I was sorry and ashamed." (16)18 A gift 
which should have been cause for rejoicing is instead a source of pain and 
guilt.
Dus Mapun's "O Meri Wantok"19 also explicates the moral 
confusion consequent on Westernisation. This dual language 
(Pidgin/English) poem gathers its power slowly through repetition and
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apostrophe, a fine command of rhythm and line length, and a vivid 
imagery of contrast between European and PNG values. It works equally 
well in Pidgin and English, though the Pidgin is here extremely effective 
in its colour and resonance.20 The first stanza apostrophises all PNG 
women, who represent the country itself:
O meri Papua Oh woman of Papua
O meri Buka ... Oh woman of Buka
(Lali 190)
The lure of excitement, of European material goods and the promise of 
being "queen of heaven above", has induced the PNG woman to adopt 
European trappings: lipstick, hairstyle, brassiere, mirrors, cash-sex:
Bipo susu bilong yu i sabe selek 
Nao i sanap tai olsem yet.
Yu lukluk long galas na tok 
'Inap long tuandi dolu a won dorop!'
Before your breasts hung soft and loose 
Now they stand out tight and hard. 
You look into the mirror and you say 
The price is twenty dollars a go!'
(Laii 191)
The humour of the contrasts between American, Australian, British, New 
Zealand and PNG male modes of transport is not allowed to develop: the 
last line firmly returns the reader to the perplexity and sorrow of the 
young man who is contemplating not his rivals for the PNG woman’s 
affections, but rather the object of his desire herself:
O meri wantok mi sore long yu Oh woman of my people I am sad for you.21
If Mapun’s reaction to the change and confusion of values evident 
in PNG women is a bitter sadness, Cook Islands poet, Makiuti Tongia, in 
his poem "Missionary" reveals a confusion which is total: T here does 
not even know if he can continue living in his own country:
The missionary's riches and his 
fair skin captured my people
to the swampy coast for the namu.
Native minds were reborn 
in woollen suits while
a new ta 'unga leached their 
crops in the good name
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of the Book.
Today I think of my Maori identity 
and wonder if I should stay in this
Christian land.22
(Korero 6)
Christianity confronts indigenous identity; the T of the poem wonders if 
Maoriness is compatible with living in a Christian country.23 The breach 
between ethnic and religious identity is further evidence of the confusion 
and ambivalence engendered in Pacific societies by European contact. 
Soaba's play Scattered by the Wind (Kovave 4.1 (1972): 30-42) is a tragic 
Cain and Abel story of a family split by Christian fundamentalism 
confronting traditional belief. In Leonard Maenu'u's "Who am I?" 
confusion is total: though the poet wears trousers and rides on planes, his 
beloved grandfather was a cannibal, so he agonises:
Am I a grandson of my grandfather?
But all his mighty deeds I lack!
Am I a grandson of civilization?
So who am I?
Nobody!
(Twenty Four Poems from the Solomon Islands 22) 
The same theme is evident in Maenu'u's fellow Solomon Islander, Celo 
Kulagoe, whose moving "You Asked Me" encapsulates the tension which 
inheres in those devoted to family, but destined to work in a new world:
You asked me where I was.
I told you I was where 
grandfather was born and buried
Where he was I was : in the village.
You asked me where I am.
I’m telling you I am where
father leaves me hitching a ride.
He pays for the fare and I pay for the ride. 
He pays for the food and drinks and 
I pay for their savouring flavours.
I pay for the painter's
view of the canoe and the village
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to hang on my wall.
I am where I was and am.
(Where Leaves Had Fallen 2)
Cultural and (inevitably) moral confusion then, are a consequence of the 
collision of European and Pacific values, and are represented as an acute 
and paralysing condition, particularly in the early years of Pacific writing 
in English, though as Kulagoe's poem demonstrates, it persists into the 
1980s.
Nostalgia
In regional writing, which as we have seen, characteristically turns 
on the conflict of past and present values, there is a temptation to depict 
the past with reverence, to reify it as stable, secure, harmonious, pure, and 
simple.24 A simplistic interpretation of the past is an easy trap for writers 
of a certain disposition, in particular for young writers whose knowledge 
of the past is filtered through the memories of elders, as is the situation of 
so many of the writers in this study. The temptation is exacerbated for 
writers in a rapidly changing social and cultural milieu, beset not only by 
the difficulty of maintaining identity, but by a popular tendency in both 
developed and Third World countries to believe that the past was ’easier' 
for individuals in any society because social roles were rigid and belief 
systems (apparently) immutable. Many Pacific writers inherited the late 
20th century indigenous and European myth that their societies were 
peaceful, harmonious and stable (notwithstanding the few writers such as 
Hau'ofa whose poetry refutes the myth). They thus became co- 
conspirators in perpetuating the clichés of an Edenic pre-European past in 
nostalgic pieces which revolved around the icon of the past, the village.
Though the theme of nostalgia is not confined to adolescent writers, it is
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particularly evident in the young writers who contributed to Gong, the ni- 
Vanuatu secondary school collection25, and to New Guinea Writing.26
The simple yearning for past verities, the tendency to see the past as 
morally purer than the present is often a strong undertone in Pacific 
literature, even where the dominant theme is anti-colonialism, exile or 
anti-neo-colonialism. It persists alongside and in spite of collections of 
oral legends, folktales and myths which reveal that the rigid rules of the 
past produced tragedy and loss for many individuals, that some facets of 
pre-Contact society such as cannibalism, inter-tribal warfare, and marriage 
tabus, were distressing - and fatal - for the individuals involved. Few 
writers acknowledge these aspects of the past - we have seen that Orotaloa 
mentions cannibalism and fighting briefly in Two Times Resurrection; 
that Hau'ofa exposes the bloody rebellions and cannibalism of Tongan 
society; Wendt, as we will see, has no illusions about the political 
intrigue and jealousies bubbling in pre-Contact Samoan villages.
However, negative images of the pre-Contact Pacific are rare in its 
literature, evidence of the mythic recreation of the past, as we shall see in 
Chapter 4.
In the literature of nostalgia, the subject matter is frequently village 
life or grandparents, both of which, as we will see in Chapter 4, are 
recurrent images of the past. Deserted or dying villages feature 
prominently, as in Paul Rambi's "The Native Clan is Weeping", which 
bemoans the loss of the village grandchildren, but ends with the empty 
promise:
Yes, but the biro is still writing.
When the ink is finished,
I shall make the journey back.
(New Guinea Writing 17 1975)
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An aching sense of loss for the past life in the village also dominates the 
short stories of some better-known Pacific writers, such as Leo Hannet's 
"Rainmaker's Child" (Kovave 2.2 (1971): 13-19), a fragmented 
autobiographical piece, or Arthur Jawodimbari's "Conch Shell Never 
Blows" (Lali 161-64), which mourns changes in behavioural patterns. The 
conch shell had heralded any significant event in the village. In later 
years, it had been used simply to announce the coming of the tauba 
(patrol officer), a travesty of its intended use. Jawodimbari states 
plaintively "I am merely an intermediary between the good old days and 
the new age" (Lali 161); the story concludes with the simultaneous burial 
of his grandfather and the conch shell: '"The thrilling tone that inspires 
and unites us has abandoned us.'" (164) Jawodimbari's poetry collection 
Return to My Land reverberates with the same sense of nostalgia.
Similarly, Kama Kerpi's collection Call of Midnight Bird is redolent 
with nostalgia, from the melancholy "Prayer at the Graveyard", where 
death symbolises the loss of the past, and the last symbolic images are of 
returning birds and "darkness setting in" (6), to "Bring Them Home" (11), 
which laments the abandonment of mourning ceremonies and the care of 
the dead. The death of a father, a recurring image in Kerpi's poetry (see 
also the title poem), is poignantly handled in "Occasional Home Visits", 
as the father exhorts his son:
During your occasional visits,
To recall your good old days
Trim the grass
Around my grave. (13)
In "The Simple Joys of Life", an old woman transmutes the village of her 
childhood into "an old ruined kingdom" (24); "Song of Lament" (Lali 
187-89) bemoans the loss of the icons of the past as a result of white 
intrusion, especially its artefacts:
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Two horrible white termites have eaten 
Your shield. (189)
The racial allusion is one of the few political references in Kerpi's
collection; the mood is more frequently simple nostalgia27:
Alas!
This almost lost memory 
of something I possessed: 
surely a lost Treasure!
("Public Confession" Call of Midnight Bird 27) 
Kerpi comes close to realising the failure of simple nostalgic return to the 
village, however: the villagers look to him as to a "signpost"; but he 
"knock[s] at [their] doorsteps a stranger" (27). The very fact of his 
knocking in a village is an indication of how much of a stranger he has 
become; his voice is "whimpering" as he concludes the poem; he has 
been "assimilated to love strange ways".
Tongia's collection Korero is a paean to the simple childhood of the 
poet in the Cook Islands, as in "I Remember" (7), "Lost Soul" (8), and 
"Broken", with its powerful imagery of a (literally) crumbling culture:
The forgotten are-kariori23 
is buried in weeds.
The disfigured goods
are assembled for auction.
. . . the spine of Maori life 
has been broken. (14)
Only Vanessa Griffin in "The New Road" exploits the ironic 
potential of nostalgia, in her skilful story of Sairusi, a young man 
returning to his village from his Public Works Department job. The 
natural landscape supplies Griffin's imagery: "The river slipped like a 
green snake in and out amongst the hills" (Creative Writing from Fiji 20). 
The valley village is carefully evoked through its smells (of moli or citrus 
trees, and cooking) and its sounds (of children crying, dishes being washed 
in enamel bowls, yaqona being pounded rhythmically). Pulled by the
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village's constant rhythm, the kindness of his relatives, and nostalgia for 
his childhood, Sairusi remains, and in his wanderings one day comes 
across the ruins of an older village, which, far from cementing his sense 
of nostalgia, frightens and unnerves him. The past disturbs his serenity 
in the village, haunts his being so that "he could not fit into the easy flow 
of talk" after his discovery of the "fallen bures ... like dead carcasses" (26). 
He decides to return to work. After a day and a half of walking on a rough 
track he discovers that his employer, the PWD, had in his absence made a 
road: the "white snake of the road" is unnatural, compared to the green 
snake of the river which opened the story, but it is an "easier" path: 
"Sairusi stepped forward eagerly, in the darkness, along the new road" 
(28), concludes Griffen, pointing up the irony of Sairusi's initial attraction 
to the isolation of his home village, his nostalgic memories, his 
disappointment in how the village itself has 'shrunk', and his inordinate 
fear of the lingering, battle-proud spirit of the old village, not a source of 
pride or tradition or comfort, but of disquiet. The wry understatement in 
Griffin's last line underscores her ironic perception that Sairusi is deluded 
if he believes that the new road will make travel easier - he steps into 
'the darkness', as much an unknown as the old village. Nostalgia,
Griffen suggests, is self-delusion.
Anti-Colonialism
In the late 1960s and 1970s, anti-colonialism stimulated the 
production of some of the most energetic and vibrant literature to emerge 
from the Pacific. In every country of the region, the English language was 
utilised in both political and fictive genres to condemn colonial 
administrations, and to urge indigenous action against oppression. The 
literary impulse was political conviction, the desire to overthrow white 
hegemony and imperialist structures. Many of the writers, particularly
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those from PNG who had been tutored by Beier, articulated their literary 
motivation in political terms - we have seen Hannet's statement that the 
role of a writer was to be "the conscience of the country", but see also 
Kasaipwalova's "What is 'Cultural Reconstruction'?" (15).
That the bulk of anti-colonial writing emerged from PNG should not 
be surprising given the conditions operating in that country: the tertiary 
education sector was established before independence, and as we have 
seen, much of the literature emanates from the educated elite; UPNG 
provided a fertile ground for young writers, particularly with the 
tutorship of Beier. The patronising colonial practices of Australian 
administrators continued after WW 2, to rankle a tiny but increasingly 
vocal minority.29 The size of the country, and of its population, as well as 
a recognition of its strategic importance to Australia at a time when 
relations with Indonesia were strained, all contributed to a confident, 
militant expression of anti-colonial sentiments. But these sentiments 
were not confined to PNG: in Vanuatu, anti-colonialism was an outraged 
cri-de-coeur against the administratively absurd situation of a 
British/French condominium. Five well-anthologised pieces can be 
considered as representative of the theme: in PNG, Hannet's play The 
Ungrateful Daughter and Kasaipwalova’s long poem "Reluctant Flame"; 
in the New Hebrides/Vanuatu, Donald Kalpokas’ "The White Bird"; 
Albert Leomala's "Kros/Cross" and "Hom Blong Mi/My Home".
After his first play, the Pidgin Em Rod Bilong Kago (Kovave 1 (1969): 
47-51), Hannet wrote The Ungrateful Daughter (Five New Guinea Plays 
33-46) under the tutelage of Beier in the latter's 1969 creative writing class 
(Powell 102). It was the artistic culmination of Hannet's political
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activism, which included co-founding PNG’s Black Power Movement. 
Powell quotes Hannet: the play is "political", "'but it is also a very 
personal statement. . . . Ebonita there is me soliloquizing to the white 
world about my pent-up feelings about New Guinea's identity and search 
for true independence.'" (103) The Carneys are stereotypical Australian 
expatriates, with an adopted PNG daughter Ebonita, who despite her 
name (which the Carneys, we presume, have given her with no intended 
irony) has been brought up as white. With her adoptive parents' 
encouragement, she has been engaged to an Australian, Sidney Smith. 
The play traces Ebonita’s sudden discovery of her racial heritage and her 
individuality. Ebonita is thus an allegorical as well as an individual 
figure - she is PNG rapidly discovering her need for independence from 
the patronising oppressive rule of Australia, represented by the Carneys.
Hannet cleverly introduces the theme of the play in the first scene 
through an historical reference: Mr. Carney reads out an article on 
Stokeley Carmichael, the American Black Power leader, who had just 
been gaoled in America. He repeats Carmichael's words:
'The greatest mistake of the people . . . has been to try and organise a 
sleeping people around specific goals. You have to wake people up 
first... to their humanity, to their own worth . . . and to their 
heritage!’ (33-34)
The connection to Black Power in America is maintained by frequent 
references throughout the play. Hannet's political didacticism is obvious, 
yet the references are contextually appropriate, as Ebonita attends a secret 
meeting of the 'Midnight Club', a clever pun on the members' nocturnal 
activities and the racial basis of the Club. But there is no humour in the 
meeting depicted here - the scene is an angry explosion of "pent-up 
feelings". Tohatsi expresses his anger in imagery common in the anti­
colonial writing - flame, hurricane and violence: '"Let them prick me
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once more and I'll burst into flame. Then let them tell the hurricane 
when to stop.’" (38) He continues in what is also a common metaphor for 
PNG oppression, the castration of a once-proud male race: '"They have 
brought the calm sea to our land, where once we fought like men. They 
brought their religion to castrate us. They made us like women, soft as 
sin.'" (38-39)30 Ebonita does not protest at this sexist remark,31 although 
she has just expressed her bitter resentment at what she perceives as her 
white fiance's innate contempt for her, and her refusal to be merely a 
sexual object to him. Her protest is racial, not sexual.
In a series of short scenes, Hannet depicts both the personal and 
political implications of colonialism. In the Carneys' home, he shows the 
subservience expected of and given by Tom Tom, the hausboi, and the 
Carneys' treatment of him as a stupid child. They speak to him in 
bastardised Pidgin, and bemoan his 'superstitious' tabu in refusing to 
wash Mrs Carney's underwear. Her request that he do so is an indication 
of her insensitivity to the cultural norms of the country in which she is 
an outsider, but where she effectively imposes her culture. It is a scene 
heavy with farce, but serious in its intention to point up the
incompatibility of the two cultures. Both the minister, representative of 
the Church, and Ebonita’s uncle, representative of the country's elders, 
urge her to be 'sensible' and marry Smith; by extension, PNG is to wed 
Australia, to be a perpetual colony. The clash of cultures is represented at 
a social level in another scene: a group of Papua New Guineans is 
approached by American prospectors who intend mining near the village. 
One old man refutes the government's rights to allow prospecting rights 
over communal land. When the prospector defends the government by 
saying that Barnes (the Australian Administrator, an historical figure 
much criticised and lampooned in pre-Independence PNG) ’"has great
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concern for your people here'" (42), Hannet seizes the opportunity for 
another example of cultural disjunction. The translator tells the 
prospectors: "'He doesn't know who Mr. Barnes is. He said if Mr. Barnes 
was concerned for him, he would have known him. He must be 
someone else's uncle.'" (42) It is a clever and telling illustration of the 
personal level at which PNG society operates, in contrast to the 
bureaucratic and impersonal basis on which the colonial government 
operates.
The play's penultimate scene is a melodramatic eruption of anger on 
both sides in this clash over the marriage: Ebonita's uncle strikes her for 
her intransigence; the characters simply scream incoherently. But 
Ebonita saves her final rebellion for the wedding, where she tears off her 
white veil, exclaiming "'I want to be FREEEEE!"', and strips off her 
European wedding dress in a symbolic return to her (naked) PNG identity, 
while a group of traditionally-dressed dancers perform "a triumphant 
victory dance" (46). Though the emotions of Hannet's characters explode 
rather than being dramatically realised, Ebonita's abrupt disrobing is 
visually arresting and intellectually appropriate as a symbol of the 
discarding of the cultural baggage of her white upbringing.
Hannet's achievement in the play lies in the successful alignment of 
personal fate with political allegory. Ebonita's dual role as individual and 
country has already been noted; Mr. Barnes is an historical figure; the 
significance of other names is to reinforce Hannet's political message. 
'Tom Tom' suggests both a child's name, and the Uncle Tom of Southern 
USA social mythology, the faithful and obsequious servant. 'Sidney 
Smith', Ebonita's wimpish fiance, alludes to both the best-known of 
Australian cities, locating the character as a national type, and the 
historical figure of George Smith, the Permanent Secretary of the
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Department of Territories at the time the play was written. The marriage, 
as Powell points out (108), connotes a permanent Australian bureaucracy 
in PNG, and political and economic subservience for PNG's people, as 
well as the personal oppression of Ebonita. Hannet lifts the play from the 
local sphere through the title, a reference to Cordelia in King Lear, whose 
truth-telling, like Ebonita's and his own, goes unheard: Hannet believed 
that "the so-called radicals of PNG were regarded as ungrateful" by the 
Australian government and its representatives (Powell 106), a typical 
puzzled reaction by colonial authorities who were blind to the effects of 
colonialism on colonised societies and individuals.32
While The Ungrateful Daughter is the most explicit of the anti­
colonial dramatic pieces written in PNG, and the most defiant, it is 
representative of the tenor of much of the period writing from the UPNG 
group examined in Powell's comprehensive thesis - John Waiko, 
Kasaipwalova and Jawodimbari - though Powell also notes that Goroka 
Teachers' College students produced very different plays: they "do not 
protest, and are not aimed at a white target. The dilemmas they dramatise 
are cultural rather than political." (vii) (The best known of the Goroka 
plays is Cry of the Cassowary by John Kaniku (Two Plays from New 
Guinea 8-42), which depicts the cultural and generational gaps in 
contemporary PNG society.) Hannet's caricatures in The Ungrateful 
Daughter could be found throughout the Pacific, though his situation is 
specific to PNG. Although he refers to the Black Power movement, there 
is in his writing little sense of being part of a world-wide Black 
Movement.33 Thus Kasaipwalova's "Reluctant Flame" stands almost 
alone34 in Pacific writing for its trenchant articulation of the politics of 
race and its sense of universal protest, though the voice is insistently local 
in its references:
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My flame take your flame from these brother flames
Let not the oceans drown your linking pipe
You will grow, you will grow, you will grow like a boil on pale 
skins
Maybe your vibrant lava will flow to bum anew the world
When Johannesburg and New York is in flames and the black 
vomit will fertilize this barren soil
But today your eyes are dimdimed* and in your enemy you see your 
friend.
(Lali 179-80)
The poem turns on two core metaphors. The first is the volcano 
itself, starting as a flame of "add" in the narrator's heart ("Deep in my 
core that small blood droplet pulses lonely and faint" 178), transferring 
into the icy centres of "the green mountains", and growing to an 
explosion of language and emotion.35 The second metaphor is sexual 
(and we might recall Hannet's use of Ebonita as a symbol of the oppressed 
colony in The Ungrateful Daughter); it provides a narrative thread as 
well as a personal dimension to the poem. After describing the tiny "cold 
seed" of hatred "making roots in my heart", the narrator is consumed by 
impotence ("I stop feeling"; "It paralyzes my eye-balls"; "It clamps my 
balls" [177]) until
I painfully shout for a white vagina
It crawls over my skin and in shame I moist shirt and trousers
I hate myself and my black lover to forcedly love my hater
The cold seed thrives on my destruction. (177)
White colonial oppression demeans the black individual, not merely the 
group; it strips the individual of his fundamental being, his sexuality.
Colonisation not only makes him se//-loathing, but black-loathing, since 
he is induced to lust after the other, the "white vagina", rather than his 
"black lover". She in turn is attracted to the power of the other, though 
he 'forcedly'/forcibly imposes himself on her. Kasaipwalova chooses the
* 'Dim-dim' is the derogatory Pidgin term for white person.
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object-term ’vagina' to signify the white female; his 'black lover' is a 
person not an object, though he is unable to relate to her sexually. The 
narrative of the poem is this struggle to regain his sexual relationship 
with the lover, who may also be his country:
How can we live the shaping of this love 
When the cold seed creeps silently in the cover of the fog 
To make our love limbs cold and our souls sensual-less? (180)
It is an increasingly desperate struggle ("Please my lover my me do not cry 
your fear and hate" [181]), punctuated by explicitly sexual abuse:
FUCK OFF, WHITE BASTARDRY, FUCK OFF! (181)
The narrator ultimately realises his power lies with the lover:
I cannot in honest clarity show us the way out of our grave 
But take my hand and let our fingers make one flesh 
Though we sink captured, I know a memory. . . (182)
In a surge of brotherhood with his wantoks, he has a vision of a violent 
uprising against white oppression, "the flame next time", and his pain 
explodes with an ejaculation of upper case exhortation - to himself, and 
to his country, which unites the sexual and volcanic metaphors:
RELUCTANT FLAME OPEN YOUR VOLCANO
TAKE YOUR PULSE AND YOUR FUEL
BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN
LET YOUR FLAMES VIBRATE THEIR DRUMS
BURN BURN BURN BURN BURN
BURN AWAY MY WEIGHTY ICE
BURN INTO MY HEART A DANCING FLAME (182)
Despite the universal message, "Reluctant Flame" is firmly grounded in 
locale, in the cold mountains of PNG (though Kasaipwalova is a 
Trobriand Islander not a Highlander himself), in the crowded markets of 
Koki, where violence erupts abruptly, in the quiescent volcanoes of PNG, 
in the glimpses of the workers' "Black shoulders bleeding from the copra 
bags", their music ("black angelic voices singing the strange alleluia")
(181). He sees the broken condition of his people ("Black stooges yessaring
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whitishly to make paper our destiny” [181]) and their potential: "Proud 
feet kicking off the liar's cargo on high roads” (182).
Though they are equally vehement in their protest, the anti-colonial 
poems from the then New Hebrides are much shorter and cannot 
therefore develop the range of reference Kasaipwalova attains. Donald 
Kalpokas, in "The White Bird", images his country as "black mother 
earth": a white invading bird forces the Black Bird (a reference to the 
Australian labour trade known as 'blackbirding', which targetted the New 
Hebrides in particular) into a hole. The threatening note of the last lines 
ironically belies the connotations of the words "lullaby" and "comfort":
But for comfort paratroopers come to 
sing a luUaby of oppression to him.
(Some Modern Poetry from Vanuatu 2) 
Albert Leomala, one of the most vehement critics of the condominium,
was also one of the few critics of the Church's power in his country, 
which like most Pacific countries, has produced few anti-Christian texts.36 
Leomala, however, perceives Christianity as a facet of colonialism: it
destroyed the old culture:
Kros mi no wandern yu 
Yu kilim mi 
Yu saken aot old 
Wi blong mi 
Mi no wandern yu Kros
("Kros/Cross
Cross I hate you 
You are killing me 
You are destroying 
My traditions 
I hate you Cross
Some Modern Poetry from Vanuatu 8-9)
The protest here is aurally more effective in Pidgin than in English 
because of the short word length of Pidgin, and its single word verbal 
forms; this is evident also in Leomala’s "Hom Blong Mi":
waet man u ko horn
mi taet blong lukim fes blong yu 
mi taet blong harem voes blong u 
ko horn
yu ko horn waet skin
whiteman go home
i am tired of seeing your face 
i am tired of listening to your voice 
go home
go home white skin
(Some Modern Poetry from Vanuatu 14-15)
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Independence movements in the Pacific were brief, and were over by 
the mid 1970s. It would be difficult to estimate the effect of these anti­
colonial texts on political events. However, since the English literacy rate 
in the pre-independence Pacific was not high, it is unlikely that local 
populations were moved to political action by reading, or viewing the 
anti-colonial plays. It is more likely, as Krauth notes in relation to PNG, 
that the literature "has had its greatest political impact internationally; its 
internal impact as a means of identity exploration has been minimal." 
("Russell Soaba's Latest Work" 45-46) Colonial governments no doubt 
interpreted the literature as the product of a disaffected but growing elite; 
world opinion was increasingly critical of lingering colonialism in the 
1970s. Nevertheless, the anti-colonial literature, through its very 
vehemence, attracted attention to the Pacific;37 inside the Pacific, it 
provided another unifying factor between the writers of different 
countries.
National Identity
While the achievement of political autonomy removed one literary 
motive - the quest for independence - the creation of national identities 
remained a high priority for Pacific writers. Some, like Leomala and Kali 
Vatoko in Vanuatu, used exhortation and emotion:
Why do you like the town
The town is for the whiteman
The village is for you brother
Shame on you
Come back brother
Come back to the village
Come and see us
Papa and Mama are always waiting
("Leave the Town" Lali 241)
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Others, like Jack Lahui, used simple descriptions of local customs to
remind PNG readers of their essence:
Fifty-two bags of rice for the price 
Fourteen or more bags of sugar 
Not forgetting the seven bags of flour
That was how much we gathered,
With songs, dancing and laughter
According to our Motuan customs -
I could afford no more 
nor could I afford any less.
("Bride Price" Mana Annual of Creative Writing (1974): 14) 
However, most frequently the forging of national - and regional - 
identity was approached obliquely: through exploring what was not 
considered appropriate to a national identity, as in the literature on anti- 
neo-colonialism covered below; through instrumental writing about 
writing, as in Lahui's Poet’s Comer editorials in New Guinea Writing,^ 
through the determined publication of traditional songs, legends and 
myths;39 through the process of gathering material for national 
anthologies or magazines;40 and through the many national and regional 
competitions and workshops held throughout the Pacific.41
Anti-neo-colonialism
As indigenisation programs rapidly replaced white colonial 
administrators and politicians with nationals, Pacific writers found 
another political target: the 'uncivil servants' of Konai Thaman's poem 
who exploited their own people, aped their former colonial masters, and 
travestied Pacific or national values. Most of the writing criticising 
contemporary Pacific leaders and bureaucrats emerged from PNG, Samoa, 
Tonga, and Vanuatu; Fijian literature is dominated by Indo-Fijians, 
whose concerns lie more with their precarious racial position within a 
Pacific culture, as will be demonstrated below; in the Solomons, writers
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have tended towards personal exploration, and quieter, less hortatory 
verse, as the poetry of Celo Kulagoe and Jully Sipolo, and Orotaloa's 
prose, illustrates.
In poem after poem, Pacific writers point to the increasing breach 
between the bourgeoisie and the common Pacific man: Ata Ma’ia'i hears 
"righteous politicians like dogs howling / debating Guest Houses and 
prostitution" ("This Day" Some Modern Poetry from Western Samoa 18); 
Wendt sees "promises sprout like worms / out of the shiny teeth / of our 
leaders" ("What You Do Now, Brother?" Some Modern Poetry from 
Western Samoa 24); Tongia sees himself as a dog "picking what it can / 
from the overflowing rubbish bins" of chiefs, who should "beware of 
hungry dogs" ("Beware of Dog" Lali 16). Though Thaman's poetry has 
turned increasingly to the personell, in "Uncivil Servants", she castigates 
her fellow Tongans who have succumbed to the corruptive potential of 
the bureaucracy:
Many of my friends
Are civil servants
With uncivil thoughts
my blood they drink at cocktail parties.
(You, the Choice of My Parents 8)
"Elite" (You 9) echoes the same perception of the separation of the
educated individual from his/her people, and the impossibility of ever 
becoming "one of the people again". Grace Molisa is equally scathing:
Neo-colonialism 
a parasite 
accommodated 
by hosts.
("Neo-Colonialism" Black Stone 37)
As the common images (’dogs', 'parasites', drinking blood) indicate, 
criticism of neocolonialism is perhaps easier to accommodate in the
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imagistic nature of poetry than in prose narrative. However, such 
criticism is also a minor concern in the short stories and novels of the 
Pacific, as Wendt’s depiction of the corrupt politician Malaga in Pouliuli 
demonstrates.
The colonial legacy - fragmentation
While writers such as Molisa focussed on continuing cultural 
imperialism and white neo-colonialism ("Newspaper Mania" Black Stone 
14-17; "Other People" Black Stone 38-39), in the early 1980s most writers 
turned away from overtly political themes to a broader social concern in 
studies of the fragmented nature of their societies and the persistent 
effects of colonialism. Throughout the Pacific, they saw the same 
consequences of rapid change - a breach between the generations, the 
breach occasioned by education, the individual materialism creeping into 
previously cooperative societies, the loss of morality as group norms 
weakened. Nora-Vagi Brash depicts the last in Which Way, Big Man? 
(Voices of Independence 147-164); the ’lost’ son who has succumbed to 
European ways is reproached by his father, and convesses, ironically, that 
he is "the Director of National Identity" (164).
Western education often epitomises the breach between the 
generations - and as the following poems illustrate, the children often 
gently or bitterly remind their parents that the latter sought this 
education. It has now alienated the child from his family, the young man 
from his culture, his identity and his childhood friends. Perenise Tapu 
laments his new status as "a 'brown pakeha' in town" because
You've sent me to learn
the honoured wisdom of the white
- the very missile
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to make perish
our own treasured culture.
("To My Father" Mana 3.2 (1979): 18) 
Ruperake Petaia's "Kidnapped" represents the ambivalent attitude to 
education in the Pacific. Much of the writing, both autobiographical and 
creative, supports Petaia's observation that parents desperately desire 
education for their children (see also Wendt’s "Birthdays" in The Birth 
and Death of the Miracle Man, Eri's The Crocodile and Orotaloa's Two 
Times Resurrection). Yet the consequences of that education are almost 
invariably lamented, as writers explore what has been lost in the 
process.42 The image of kidnapping in Petaia's poem is not only apposite 
to his criticism of the inappropriateness of Cambridge or New Zealand 
curricula in Pacific states, but is an ironic reference to the novel of that 
most famous of 'Samoan' writers, R.L. Stevenson, the 'model' (English) 
tusitala of Samoan school children of the 1960s. Condemned by his 
parents' love to Western schooling, the boy was kidnapped not by 
rapacious pirates but by
a band
of Western philosophers 
armed with glossy-pictured 
textbooks and
registered reputations. (Blue Rain 10)
His parents paid their "ransom fees" each term and "I grew whiter and / 
whiter". His "release" or graduation was applauded by his fellow victims, 
who were unconscious of the irony of their acquiescence in the coercive 
power of Westernisation.
The boy's later life is shadowed in another of Petaia's poems:
I passed Book-keeping in School Certificate 
and said to myself:
'Boy, you're educated, 
go ye and be a banker'
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Now I'm a faithful puppet 
in a government puppet show.
("Star in the Marble" Lali 272)
Petaia's disillusion with the emptiness of the educated materialist life is 
replicated in Samoan Eti So'aga's "How It Will Be":
When the cool 
Virus of Progress 
Spreads slowly over 
These islands
I
Shall take my counselling 
From movies,
And instructions 
From advertisements 
In daily newspapers
Thus aged
And highly decorated
For a fake loyalty
To the country's culture,
I shall cherish
These islands
In the common graveyard
of a polluted wilderness.
(Some Modern Poetry from Western Samoa 3)
Many of the short prose anecdotes of contemporary Pacific life also 
illustrate this theme of fragmentation, of societies dislocated at every 
level, social, economic, even at the low-cultural level of food habits.
Cook Islander Vaini Rasmussen in "Two Tins of Fish", provides a brief 
vignette of an old man lamenting the pace of town life, and the loss of 
practical skills among its young inhabitants who no longer have the time 
or knowledge to grow their own vegetables. He remembers with pride 
how he used to fish, but the story concludes ironically:
Oh well, the old man sighed, I'll have to get going, got so much to 
do, especially the shopping. What was it again? One bag of rice, one 
tin of meat and two tins of fish.43
(Mana 7.2 (1982): 2)
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Wendt is by critical acclaim the foremost literary explorer of the 
contemporary Pacific as it battles with the demands of both Western and 
traditional culture. Through poetry (Inside Us the Dead 1974 and Shaman 
of Visions 1984), short stories (Flying-Fox in a Freedom Tree 1974 and The 
Birth and Death of the Miracle Man 1986), and novels (Sons for the 
Return Home 1973, Pouliuli 1977 and Leaves of the Banyan Tree 1979), he 
has composed a picture of a society in disarray, its institutions corrupt, 
hypocritical or foolish, its individuals diseased in mind and body, its 
communal living spaces not the pristine beach and forest landscape of 
Western fantasy and Pacific self-delusion, but the polluted lanes of Apia 
and the rank waters of the River of Death, the Vaipe. The reader can trace 
a steady thread from the self-examination of Sons, which establishes his 
persona as outsider and social critic, to the wider examination of the 
Samoan world in Pouliuli and Leaves. Since Sons, Wendt has tended to 
reserve his self-examination for poetry, a more intimate medium for 
lyrical and philosophical expression. However, the short stories in 
Miracle Man and Flying-Fox crystallise the disastrous effects, on a wide 
range of individuals, of the clash of Western and traditional values in the 
aftermath of colonial intrusion, and the ripple effect of individual actions 
on the surrounding society.
In "Captain Full - the Strongest Man Alive Who Got Allthing
Strong Man Got", Apia is depicted in all its contemporary moral decay.
Because Wendt’s landscape moves between Apia and the village, it is
worth quoting at length Fly's description of this core icon of urban Samoa:
Mine neighbourhood I to you must tell about. It be like old woman 
who got no teeth between big Catholic Church and Police Station. 
There be behind it swamp where the mosquito live like mad. There 
lie in front of it main street of town, Apia. There run through it 
stream-water call 'Vaipi' (mean dead-water). In mine 
neighbourhood you buy strong home-brew beer drive men crazy-
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mad. It also got woman and allthing men want to have bad - but 
this not mean mine neighbourhood evil sinful bad. It not. How it 
sinful be? It have got Church on one side, it got Police on other. If 
you sin Church put you right or Police put you right path again. If 
they no do you good you go die in swamp or drown in deep sea.... I 
just simple man who no think deep too much. I like mine 
neighbourhood. I bom there, grew up there, live dead middle of it. 
She mine neighbourhood is mother of me. Mine father now dead. I 
not know who mine mother is.
(Flying-Fox 21)
This death-in-life setting (Fly lives "dead in the middle of it" (my italics); 
it is cut in half by the "dead-water" river) is the home for many of 
Wendt's characters, whether they are born into it like Fly, the protagonist 
of this story, or are thrust into it as they escape the bush villages. The 
passage just quoted suggests Wendt's themes, recurring motifs and 
metaphors, and his mode, exposing a Samoa constrained by Church and 
Law, seeking solace in alcohol, sex or death.
Like many of the Vaipe's inhabitants, Fly becomes street-smart; he is
tutored by a barber who teaches him not only a trade but the tricks needed
to "makefire" with women. Unwittingly Fly introduces tragedy into
Captain Full's life in the person of the good-hearted, earth-mother
prostitute Fanua. Fly is still, at this stage of his life, fearful of the
institutions of Church and Law, and of nature:
I stop and look at swamp lie there like dead smelly mein and I go 
scare and remember sudden that mine father die there cause priest 
tell him he commit sin when he makefire with wife of other man. 
And he sin bad cause he think too much and beat up this woman till 
she go to hospital and die there. Mine father go kill himself there in 
swamp. I look at sea, it lie there like hungry shark. ... I know the 
swamp Church Sea and Police they all wait for Fanua and Captain 
and me. But they no for going to get me! I say to me. (26)
In one delirious moment, Fly, one of Wendt's determined survivors, 
convinces himself he will not be destroyed by guilt like his father: "There 
for me no more evil or good. ... I NOW FREE CAN DO ALLTHING, NO
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GUILT FEEL ANYMORE!” (28) Embarking on his capitalist, solitary
career, he betrays the Captain and Fanua, his friends, by charging other
young people to watch them 'makefire'. When the Captain catches
"firewood" disease from Fanua, he accuses Fly of engineering his disease
to take over the barber shop. Fly is heartless in his response:
It his own fault he sick with firewood disease. I no care about weak 
people. Only strong people have right for to live and I one of the 
strong people. Captain he the one tell me all this. (32)
But the Captain has been generous and "good" in his love; Fly on the 
other hand is callous and unloving; his lack of alofa and his lack of 
concern for the weak are a travesty of Samoan social life. So distorted 
have Samoan values become, however, that Fly is admired: his success is 
such that his neighbours believe he must have "God's blessing":
I got power now even Police leave me alone. I not even afraid of
God anymore. Why I be afraid of God? It him who bless me with all 
my richness. ... I the strongest man alive who is strong believer in 
truth and who got allthing strong men got. God he on mine side 
and this side is right side. (33)
The immoral yet naive innocent who insists, in his delusion, that God is 
on his side is a common figure in Wendt's stories,44 a comment on what 
the author sees as the pathetic consequences of Christian-induced guilt 
and equating material success with God's love. Captain Full's life is open, 
uncalculated; it is destroyed by Western-introduced and Samoan- 
transmitted disease, a death-by-love which parallels the death-in-life 
existence in the Vaipe.
In "The Coming of the Whiteman", Peilua is the tragic heir of 
Samoan aspirations for success through education. The son of Alapati, 
pharmacist at the Hospital Dispensary and therefore highly respected, 
Peilua was sent to New Zealand, but he fails his course, and, we later 
learn, falls in love with a papalagi woman who betrays him. He is
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deported after assaulting her and her new lover. When he arrives back in 
the Vaipe, he is rejected by his disappointed father, but accepted by his 
impecunious uncle because he is "so educated and so like a whiteman" 
(74), and because of his "wondrous suitcase", which contains nothing but 
the Western accoutrements of success - permanent-press trousers, silk 
socks, hair oil and eight pairs of shoes. Uncle Tomasi and the entire 
Vaipe community are bedazzled by these superficialities of whiteness and 
success. Peilua is feted and becomes a permanent loafer, even after his 
marriage to a young woman who for a year is content to do nothing but 
tend his clothes. One day his suitcase is stolen; the emperor literally has 
no clothes, and Peilua’s status disappears. He berates '"the thieving 
bastard of a native [who] had run off with his life'" (78), declaring that 
"'all Samoans were bloody thieves'".
Tomasi refuses to feed him any longer; Peilua's increasingly shabby 
appearance earns him the sobriquet "the naked Whiteman". Just before 
he is brutally beaten by relatives of the wife he has violently rejected, he 
realises "he had betrayed them by betraying himself. He had betrayed 
their hopes and dreams which they had wanted him to live out for 
them." (81) He begs for forgiveness, not for the assault on his wife, but for 
the earlier assault on the papalagi woman which has led to his 
deportation and his failure of Vaipe's expectations. This woman, he 
believes, "had betrayed him as he had betrayed the Vaipe." (82) As a 
favoured 'son' who had the opportunity for overseas study and a 
triumphant 'return home', he could have functioned as a hero for the 
Vaipe; instead, he has been deported, and then he rejects his own people. 
Brain-damaged by the beating he receives, he lives on at 35 "a wizened old 
man" who insists: "I am white. A whiteman." (83) Although Peilua 
denies his Samoan identity, Wendt refuses to condemn him, for his
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crime is social not personal, the result of Samoa's infatuation with
superficial Western values:
The true son of the Vaipe died in New Zealand, killed by a woman 
who didn't love him. A whiteman was deported to the Vaipe. We 
crucified him. (83)
Russell Soaba's second novel, Maiba marks a widening of scope from 
a writer whose previous work almost invariably probed the state of the 
marginalised individual alienated from his society, the wanpis or 
lusman. In Anuki, 'Maiba' is the term which describes communication 
through riddles or parables. It is an apt title for an allusive, cryptic novel; 
it is also the name of the central character, the only daughter of the last 
chief of the village, an unattractive child, careless of personal hygiene, but 
loving and nurturing of her 'cousins' and the children of the village.
Some unnamed sin sits on her family's name; her parentage is unclear.
After an impoverished and unsuccessful period at university, she returns 
to the village, intelligent but passive, a symbol of contemporary PNG.
Maiba's is a post-colonial village: with the death of the last chief, the 
old village system has died; communal responsibilities have given way 
to individualism. Through a fragmented and dislocated sequence of 
events, the parable unfolds - Doboro Thomas, who has slowly assumed 
economic control of Makawana village through his store, assumes the old 
role of orator to harangue the people, knowing that curiosity and respect 
will ensure that the village listens. To ensure their attention, he coerces 
some young men, with bribes of alcohol and guns, to act as henchmen. It 
is only at this point that the reader with a knowledge of recent PNG 
history begins to understand the riddle, and why Soaba chooses the 
parable form for his novel. Doboro's drunken oratory is nonsense, but he 
begins to talk about politics, art and economics, raging against "our
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overseas friend" who told the local people "what art or culture was":
"The money kept pouring in until we no longer had any vague ideas 
about art but actually lost ourselves in someone else’s definition of us" 
(78), a not-so-veiled reference to Beier.
The students in Doboro's audience are shocked by his diatribe; they 
criticise Doboro amongst themselves: "'He even tries to place himself 
above Vincent Eri, Amos Tutuola, even A1 Wendt, by deliberately 
throwing hard English words at an audience that can't understand 
them.'" (81) They query why they should respect Doboro, who has 
"borrow[ed] other black cultures and call[ed] them customs of Makawana 
villagers" (81). He copied an African legend, sent it in to a radio 
programme, and made money by this cultural fraud. (Powell 184 notes 
that Beier told Namaliu about a Nigerian incident, and Namaliu's "The 
Good Woman of Konedobu" was based on this.) Doboro reflects 
politicians in PNG who have not only perverted the meaning of local 
culture, but have taken advantage of their status as writers to achieve 
public office. Once there, like Doboro, they become petty dictators. Thus 
in Maiba's dream, the young girl Christine is raped and then dies after 
being forced to "dance the dance of Doboro Thomas' psyche, his art of 
oratory, his ambitions of achieving fame as an idealist and thinker, as a 
philosopher and intellectual in the world of Makawana's art and poetry, 
its traditions and history." (89) Given the return of Kasipwalova, Hannet 
and Waiko to village politics and art, and Namaliu's entry to national 
politics, the direction of Soaba's barbs seems clear. Maiba speaks for the 
people, and perhaps for Soaba himself, in her reflections on Doboro 
Thomas's demagogic rantings:
These strange dreams which we mistake to be visions are never 
possible in the whole of this country. We crave no idealism of any 
sort, we seek no revolutions, nor wish for a change in the seasons
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however unbearable the loneliness and exile we may feel deep 
within us, here, while in the isolated quiet of our villages which 
you, the great thinkers of the cities, brand as Melanesian universities 
or, more correctly, socialist training institutions for new and better 
nations. (93)
The people do not wish to be coerced or forced at gunpoint into modelling 
five-year plans; they merely want to live their daily lives. Christine's 
rape is a metaphor for the rape of PNG by demagogues.
In one sense, the people triumph at the conclusion of Maiba, with 
the help of Boas, the minister, and Maiba, who demonstrates the 
persistence of traditional values and status when she accuses Doboro of 
coming from "ancestors [who] have been nothing more than subsistence 
farmers who served no one else but my family. Your long line of 
insignificant families was responsible for the death of Samoan 
missionaries." (108) The taint on Doboro's line persists through 
generations; the centrality of Christianity in PNG is reinforced in the 
reference to his ancestor's murder of those who "brought the light".
Yet the novel concludes ambivalently. Mr. Wawaya is dead, killed 
by Koboni (Devil) as much for personal as for political reasons, another 
comment on the political process in PNG. Further, though the villagers 
have challenged Doboro and won, they continue to respect him: "He is 
their leader. Every word that he utters is deeply respected." (112) It is 
unclear whether Soaba sees Makawana village as an image of the new 
Christian PNG, where people simply turn their collective cheek to 
evildoers, whether he has faith that the people, having resiled from the 
'payback mentality’, will always overcome evil in the end (even if there is 
tragedy and death along the way), or whether their acceptance of Doboro is 
Maiba's vision of "a certain kind of death in Makawana" (93). The last is, 
however, the more probable interpretation, for Makawana is a symbol of 
PNG, and its people reflect the inertia and lack of direct involvement in
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the political problems haunting contemporary PNG. It is difficult to 
decipher, from "the tight gritting of his teeth" as the patient, loving, 
forgiving husband and father Mr. Wawaya dies in the last line of the 
novel, if fortitude in the face of pain is Soaba's ultimate moral. Mr. 
Wawaya is not to be "buried in exile" (105) however, but to rest among his 
own people. The dislocation that has entered Makawana and the 
Wawaya family may be symbolically healed by this gesture, but Soaba is 
not hopeful. Maiba presents a dislocated society rent from within, its 
chiefly families corrupt and incestuous like Maiba's father, its new leaders 
corrupt demagogues who use a foreign language to intimidate the people, 
and guns to enforce their ambitions for power, like Doboro. Under such 
rule, Soaba seems to argue, there is no condition other than 
fragmentation. Where Wanpis depicted the lusman at odds with the 
colonial world, in Maiba PNG society is shown to be at odds with itself.
The colonial legacy - exile
Dislocation and exile constitute a strong sub-theme in Pacific writing, 
as another consequence of the clash of history and culture. For a number 
of writers, such as Thaman and Soaba, exile expresses a personal 
individual condition, as we will see in the next section. However, for 
others, such as Wendt and the Indo-Fijian writers, exile is generalised 
from a personal to a wider social condition, indicative of the unthinking 
policies of past masters.
Wendt's Sons for the Return Home explores the exiled state at two 
levels. The first relates to the common Samoan migratory pattem to New 
Zealand to ensure education for one's children or financial prosperity.45 
If the migration is temporary, as is the case in Sons, exile is characterised 
by emigré myth-making about the home country, by continual assertions
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of its values, and by a distrust for the host country from which Samoans 
believed "they would return unharmed, unchanged, rich." (215) The 
protagonist's mother thus prepares her children for their ultimate return, 
the goal which motivates her myth-making:
And so she continued throughout the years, until a new mythology, 
woven out of her romantic memories, her legends, her illusions, 
and her prejudices, was bom in her sons: a new, fabulous Samoa to 
be attained by her sons when they returned home after surviving the 
winter of a pagan country. (76)
The young man has thus been psychologically prepared to envision New 
Zealand as a pagan wilderness, but after he falls in love with a papalagi, 
he "felt a deeper need to know her and through her his country of exile." 
(83) He loathes whites, yet confesses that he also "despised Maoris" 
because they were "no longer true Polynesians" (87). However, by the 
time he returns to Samoa in triumph, a symbol of the success to be gained 
through education, he realises that even the 'true' Polynesia is "a country 
real only in fairy tale or dream" (171); he will have to live among the 
"mythical characters of the legends his parents had nourished him on for 
so long." (172-73) Education and his psyche have distanced him from his 
parents, particularly his mother, whose protection of the purity of the fa 'a 
Samoa has led her to urge that her son's afakasi (half-caste) baby be 
aborted. At the level of social realism, the young man is representative of 
the exiled status common to many Pacific migrants to the Rim countries. 
They are caught between two cultures, one of which is increasingly 
legendary, and thus 'closed'; the other is simultaneously attractive 
because of its material and intellectual openness and repellant because of 
its hostility to the communalism and emotional exuberance of its 
migrants. Since Wendt does not name any of his characters - they 
remain 'the young man', the girl, the girl's mother - we are encouraged 
to see them as representative.46
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At a personal level, however, the protagonist's sense of exile is 
particular to him. His father ultimately claims it is inherited from his 
grandfather, a traditional healer who knew the "old mysteries", who had 
"a love of the darkness" (184), and who did not respect his fellow 
Samoans because they felt secure "only in a group, a mob, a tribe, a 
community" (154). This characteristic distances the grandfather (and the 
young man) from everyday fa 'a Samoa, but links both to their spiritual 
ancestry. The father regrets that he insisted on a palagi education for his 
son: "'in exile, you acquired the gift that he had - the gift, the curse, that 
stops you from belonging to anybody or anything.'" (203) As if to 
intensify his gift/curse (for paradox is central to Wendt's vision), the 
young man, speaking in Samoan so everyone would understand, disowns 
his mother, knowing the consequences: "to reject his mother was a fatal 
step. This was the acceptance of death by a son." (215) He leaves Samoa to 
return to New Zealand, to actualise his exile from "home, village, 
community and country" (215), and therefore paradoxically aligns himself 
with the special healing qualities of his grandfather, which belong to the 
Samoa that existed "before the coming of the light" (Christianity) (190).
At one level then, the young man operates as the type for all 
migrants: he is excluded from full participation in the alien culture at the 
same time as he excludes himself by remaining separate. At another 
level, he is both chosen (by inheritance) and chooses to become an 
outsider. Though the young man of Sons does not foreshadow a literary 
exile, Wendt's later statements on his role as artist in the Pacific47 might 
be interpreted as fulfilling the role of outsider, critic, a healer through art 
as his grandfather was a healer with potions.48
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The modern Pacific diaspora, imaged as Samoan in Sons, but 
reflective of a general modern social pattern in the Pacific, as we have 
seen in note 45, is both a flight from societies perceived as financially and 
emotionally restrictive, and a flight to the lure of Western material 
success. The journey is undertaken with an understanding that it is not 
only, possible but likely to involve return, perhaps multiple returns. For 
many 19th century Indians who accepted indenture agreements of five or 
ten years to work the cane plantations in Fiji, exile became a permanent 
condition: the financial rewards promised in the girmit I agreement were 
generally insufficient to enable a return, and in any case, most Indians 
were not prepared to accept the loss of caste which would have attended 
their return to continental India,49 or had so abandoned their culture and 
religion as to eschew return.50 Yet the notion of another 'homeland' 
remained (Subramani "Introduction" The Indo-Fijian Experience ix), to 
lay the basis of an enervating sense of permanent exile.
The archetypal articulation of this exilic condition is Subramani's 
"Marigolds", in which the teacher Chetram, after a lifetime of circumspect 
behaviour calculated not to draw attention to himself or his race, finally 
erupts, spends a drunken night in Suva, then returns to his home and his 
detested wife to face his declining years in quiet despair:
Everything, history and customs, had prepared him for this impasse.
There is no alternative life: a hundred years of history on these 
islands has resulted in wilderness and distress.
(The Fantasy Eaters 45)
All of Subramani's stories are suffused with a mood of quiet despair, 
powerlessness, displacement, and alienation from the surrounding 
society. The early stories "Tell me Where the Train Goes" and 
"Gamalian's Woman" point up the miserable condition of the barracks
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and the impoverished villages where the girmitya live, and the tensions 
inherent in the squalid crowded conditions where differences of religion, 
caste, mores and sex frequently ignited violence. For Subramani, 
however, the indenture period is "no longer clearly defined: it seemed 
like a labyrinth full of shadows and memories" ("Sautu" The Fantasy 
Eaters 1), the stuff of myth. His stories of a more recent Fiji, like 
"Marigolds" and "Sautu" reveal the apathy and powerlessness which is 
the girmit inheritance. Cheta's passivity is replicated in "Sautu": "Habit 
and custom held them fettered to the place." (2) In Nandan's poems in 
Faces in a Village and in the discontinuous narrative The Wounded Sea, 
the Indian villages in western Fiji are consistently imaged as depressed 
and hopeless in spirit, squalid and decayed in appearance, productive only 
of desolation and death. Apathy saps their existence.51
Indenture has been subsumed into a myth of behaviour so powerful 
that it directs not only group behaviour, but the actions of individuals, as 
Cheta demonstrates. For Subramani, education and love should liberate 
the individual: in the Introduction to The Indo-Fijian Experience, he 
asserts that indenture "was the first stage in the transformation of the 
feudal Indian into an individual" (x). Yet in his stories, as opposed to his 
academic writing, his individuals can rarely transcend the legacy of 
history. Kala, in the story of the same name, begins her married life in 
romantic love, but becomes increasingly distressed by the loss of her "true 
self" entailed in "the role decreed for the Hindu wife" (65); she begins 
wandering the streets of Suva, searching for a "dark god" who somehow 
might offer salvation or understanding. Her husband, who admits that 
he too is "a colonial betrayed by history" (70), convinces her that love is 
the only consolation, the only possibility for existence between the "now" 
and the "nothing". Her "innocence and authenticity, her Indianness” (66)
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conspire to ensure her continuing passivity in the face of her
unhappiness and self-lessness; she agrees that "for the moment love, 
nameless, unutterable, whatever its total significance, seemed the natural 
anchorage, the only refuge from other illusions." (74) When she sees her 
dark god, an unknown stranger, dead in a Suva street, her fate seems 
sealed: "What the derelict god meant to her required no naming. Like 
love." (74) So Kala appears to confirm her endurance, although love is 
merely another illusion. Yet the reader cannot but recall Kala’s interest in 
the young Indian woman who suicided by drowning so that she could 
join "her dark lover in Brindaban" (68).
In both Subramani's stories and Nandan's stories and poetry, the 
point of view is most often that of an academic, distanced from the 
villages and small communities which produced the author/protagonist, 
able to observe their idiosyncrasies "like a voyeur or a passenger on a 
train" ("Gone Bush" The Fantasy Eaters 120). Yet the educated characters 
within these stories are condemned to the same spiritual vacuum as the 
villagers experience, despite their sophistication, education and their 
occasional rejection of "'the accumulated dunghill of a decrepit culture'" 
("Gone Bush" 110).
Nandan's The Wounded Sea incorporates a number of earlier 
stories, such as "The Guru" (published in The Indo-Fijian Experience), 
within the frame of Nandan's responses to the Fiji Coups of 1987, which 
condemned him to a second exile in Australia. For Nandan, Lord Ram's 
exile with Sita, as told in the Ramayana mirrors "our Fijian Indian lives": 
"And I began to understand the myths on which our civilisation was 
founded. Both their potency and impotence." (The Wounded Sea 16) 
They are potent because they persist in the shadows of human lives, even 
in the 'wounded sea’ of the Pacific archipelago, and impotent because they
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reinforce passivity. Nandan shares Raymond Pillai's image of the Indo- 
Fijians as Jews: "Nobody had taught us Fijian Indians that life was like 
Shylock in a Christian country." (26) The small villages are Nandan's 
refrain: seemingly as ancient as the myth of Ram, they are "little ruins"; 
"it takes many lives to create them" (34). As writer, he re-creates those 
lives in literature, the little lives like those of Nani, who, because of the 
six coconut trees on her land, fears that it will be resumed by its 
traditional Fijian owners when she dies (47); like those of Birbal, the 
English teacher who knew no English (40). The persona of this narrative, 
a thinly-veiled portrait of the author, has escaped the village in body, but 
cannot escape it in spirit or emotion. A "journey into Suva had 
catapaulted me on a longer and endless passage to India,52 away from my 
childhood - my only history." (72) The dilemma of the Indo-Fijian is that 
India constitutes his history too, as the potency of Ram's myth indicates, 
but it is now a remote, even alien history (Subramani "Introduction" The 
Indo-Fijian Experience ix) for the exile has been too long: "Our fate in Fiji 
had echoes of the Ramayana: exile, suffering, separations; battles but no 
return." (The Wounded Sea 88) After the Coups, the exilic condition is 
reactivated as Indians abandoned Fiji: "like the blood from a ruptured 
artery, the haemorrhage of exodus would continue, planeload by 
planeload." (134)
In an impassioned coda to the fictionalised version of his life's story,
Nandan describes the events of the first Coup, and his situation as
Minister for Education. His inability to come to terms with this new exile
is evident in the following passages:
The country, popularly known as the Cannibal Isles in colonial 
mythology, has miraculously managed to remain peaceful under 
severe bullying, and violent provocations. That speaks for the 
resilience of the people of Fiji. I hope this remembrance of things 
paste53, flawed and fragmented though it is, will give the reader an
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impression of a loving little country. Every Paradise has its Satan - 
and its exiles. (147)
We knew so little of the history of the Pacific. History was 
unimportant to us. It hadn’t even become a witness to our 
manacled destiny. We were Naipaul's mimic men. (153)
It has taken us almost a hundred years to become integral to the Fiji 
landscape. We have acquired some conception of what it is to be an 
islander. (156)
Once again the girmit grandchildren were shipwrecked; and once 
again they had been totally unprepared for what was treacherously 
hidden in the Paradisal waters of the South Pacific, with no hope of 
any rescue taking place. By an irony of history, today too was a 
Sunday in May.54 We had conveniently forgotten that we lived in a 
cannibal sea. (161)
That Nandan interprets the Coups primarily in racial rather than
political-hegemonic terms is not surprising,55 given his contribution to 
the girmit myth. That he should repeat the image of cannibalism he had 
earlier condemned as a 'colonial mythology' is an indication of how 
pervasive that mythology has become, and gives some credence to 
Mishra's contention in "Little India" that British colonialism "mediatized 
social interaction (and) denied both races authentic experiences of the 
other." (611) Indian racism is not far from the surface in The Wounded 
Sea - when Nandan the politician suggests a hunger strike in the Gandhi 
mode, one of the MPs remarks '"You're preaching vegetarianism among 
cannibals'" (159); Nandan himself says that some Fijians were digging a 
lovo, or earthoven, to cook "us Indian MPs." (165) He has, as Mishra 
notes, completely absorbed the victimised, racially-constructed role of the 
girmit ideology:
His narratives are written essentially against the backdrop of (Ram's) 
'primal' banishment. Thus the complete inclusiveness of the 
village world, its closed world order and, most importantly, its 
myths and idioms, are informed at every point by a complex 
transformational process that left the Fiji Indian with an ideology 
that was dated ... a fragment retreated into its memories of a priori 
narrative that is itself an uncritical glorification of a mythic past with 
its sexism, racism and caste divisions intact.
("Little India" 613)
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Nandan is the foremost literary exponent of the girmit ideology 
(Manoa "Across the Fence" 199). Subramani recognises that the historical 
reverberations of the indenture period echo still in the islands. However, 
in his work, there is no valorisation of the mythic Indian past, whether in 
its Rama y ana phase or its Fijian phase, which for him is the "dunghill of 
a decrepit culture". Mishra argues that the girmit ideology "lay in tatters" 
after the Coups ("Little India" 616), that it was revealed as sterile, merely 
"a racial memory". He looks to a young Indo-Fijian poet, Sudesh Mishra, 
as exemplifying the potential to subvert both the colonial heritage of the 
separation between the races in Fiji, and the "limitations" of the girmit 
ideology, through a polyphonic verse which plays with the Fijian, Hindi 
and English languages. However, Sudesh Mishra's poems which 
accompany "Little India" in "Imaging the Pacific" Mean jin 49.4 (1990): 
634-638 do not demonstrate any freedom from the myth. Rather,
"Sonnets for a Valediction" reveal a persona as trapped by history as 
Nandan's, and a poetic diction which, while comfortable with the use of 
individual Hindi and Fijian words, even Fijian speech rhythm ("At the 
Movies" 634-35) is obviously attuned primarily to English poetic 
traditions. "The Grand Pacific Hotel" exposes the contemporary Indian 
condition: access to this hotel, an icon of British imperialism, once the 
exclusive preserve of the white, has mellowed the Fiji-Indian: he can 
"forgive" the ocean for bringing him to "Those years spent nursing 
ratoons / Under sun's and planter's gong." Passivity and apathy, 
however, continue to direct his existence:
And I wait.
As always I wait, devouring such nouns
As cricket and verandah. The trades blow
Through wicker chairs. I tire of the turban,
The looped cerements of my non-presence.
Someday I will name myself in their script. (635)
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For Sudesh Mishra, as for Subramani and Nandan, there seems no escape 
from history, no escape from the myth created by and through exile in 
Fiji. Tired as Mishra is of 'the turban', he can only promise himself that 
'someday' he will name himself and his people, insist on recognition of 
his presence, as well as his identity, but it will be in 'their script', not his 
own. In the meantime, he remains to himself as to others a "twice-born 
coolie, fourth generation / Ratoon-hater", dreaming of the goddesses of a 
mythic divine past in the first homeland ("Pastoral" 637). The condition 
of exile, as Nandan recognises from his new 'destination' in Australia, is 
permanent.
Though Indo-Fijian writers have mythologised exile as their 
particular colonial and racial legacy, in a more general sense, exile is the 
condition of all the educated writers of the Pacific. All of them have 
experienced some period of overseas study, which exiled them from 
family and community,56 as we saw above. Many of them, in the course 
of work, have been obliged to leave their homeland. In "The Fuluasou 
River, Upolu: for Jenny", the academic Wendt luxuriates in the cool 
waters of a lava-banked river while on leave from USP:
I wish it to be like this forever,
away from our other selves
in that country where loneliness
is the endless river the exile
drowns in. (Lali 293)
The education of the writers has itself exiled them from their
communities. It is a paradoxical condition: to leave the homeland is to 
empower one in the wider Western world, but it can be crippling in a 
more fundamental spiritual and emotional sense. Though the historical 
situation of Indians in the Pacific places them as racial and cultural 
outsiders, Indo-Fijian writers have ironically bound the Indo-Fijian into 
the literary Pacific through the theme of exile as a colonial legacy, a
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consequence of history impinging on the traditional culture of the Pacific, 
a theme which many other Pacific writers can share emotionally and 
personally, as well as intellectually.
The search for personal identity
It was argued above that both historical progression and individual
authorial growth have contributed to a movement away from socio-
historical themes towards more personal explorations. Some of the
Pacific’s writers have always been engaged in inner exploration - Momoe
von Reiche is one example, Sano Malifa another; others move easily
between an inwards and outwards gaze - Wendt, Petaia and Sipolo
provide several examples. As Buell says:
To study an age of literary emergence and differentiation is also to be 
made aware, right away, that authorial origination, authorial 
resistance is convention, and power of authorial initiative are 
potentially just as formidable realities of literary history as the 
conditioning influences of genre, ideology and marketplace. (20)
It is not the intention of this section to analyse the corpus of 
individual poets and prose writers in any detail. It would, for instance, 
require extended exegesis to demonstrate that Thaman’s work reveals a 
progress from her first collection You, the Choice of My Parents, with its 
mixture of social criticism and self-searching, to the latest collection, 
Hingano 1987. In the latter, the new poems are almost entirely personal; 
they frequently utilise more Pacific imagery, more mythic allusion, more 
sensitivity to landscape, than was evident in the early poems; an example 
is "Last Night":
this morning 
i caught a glimpse 
of maui
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fishing for lovers' dreams 
drowned
in a miracle music. (H ingano 44)
Rather, this section will focus on three prose texts in which the locus of 
attention is the individual struggling to achieve self-actualisation, and 
conscious that this can only be attained through an understanding of the 
totality of human experience - sexual, emotional, and intellectual, as well 
as historical and cultural. Those writers concerned with the search for 
self-integration are also those who are highly conscious of their 
marginality as writers.57 Yet they are committed artists - as Wendt says:
"I have become addicted to the magic of the word"; writing helps "steer 
me through the Void"; it also bolsters his "narcissism", his "ego" ("In a 
Stone Castle" 159, but see also "The Writer as Fiction" 42).
Thus Soaba readily accepts that the condition of the creative artist is 
that of a lusman or wanpis (Interview with Chris Tiffin 17). His first 
novel, Wanpis, expands on the theme of alienation which reverberates in 
all his early work - the short story, "Portrait of the Odd Man Out" (Lali 
152-160) or the poems of Naked Thoughts. Wanpis traces the existential 
progress of the first person narrator from lusman, the Pidgin term for one 
cut off from his group, lost, forgotten, to wanpis or loner, one who has 
come to a partial reintegration with his people. At the beginning of the 
novel, the protagonist is part of a group of students who decide to discard 
their birth identity: one of his friends has adopted the name 'Just Call me 
Joe'; "I' himself erases his name from his birth certificate; another 
student renamed himself 'James St Nativeson' in honour of James 
Baldwin, the Black American author of Notes of a Native Son. I’s 
dilemma is that of his fellow students, who have been educated out of 
their identity, but his situation is compounded by his particular status as 
orphan, and worse, as part-European - and therefore an authentic
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lusman. The students feel that they have "no rights whatsoever to the 
language [they] speak" (English); they are "too young and [have] no 
authority" (23) in a culture where age and status are strongly aligned.
They are also victims of an elitist school, and of their love for the 
expatriates like Father Jefferson, the principal. They love Jefferson as an 
individual, but loathe him as a principle because "his love for the school 
and the country made me, and others besides, betray my own people." (45) 
Education and the forced assumption of a foreign culture distance these 
young men from their communities.
Tempted as he is by the promise of leadership of his country, I rejects 
the possibility of contentment: "fear, uncertainty, confusion and self- 
destruction" are his future; being a lusman had become "my habit, my 
badge of courage" (55). Marriage and a safe civil service job do not 
diminish I’s perplexities. Rather they are increased by the death of James 
St Nativeson in a street accident in fulfilment of his own prophecy: 
"People like us die like frogs on the road." (22) However, St Nativeson's 
death precipitates the revelation that "one day in the life of a man there is 
this . . . business of belonging, a moment of decision, a desire to battle it all 
out, until he discovers that he is not totally alone. No, not even just to be 
the fatherless native." (170) Though his wife Sheila meets his needs for 
intimate human connection, he realises he must connect more widely. 
The novel concludes with I joyfully embarking on a weekend of feasting, 
a mourning ceremony for St Nativeson, in company with some like­
minded ol wanpis who endeavour to work for the cultural and literary 
ideals espoused by St Nativeson. I is now able to pronounce his birth 
name - Abel Willborough - and to assume an individual identity because 
he has accepted a communal identity, however constrained. His name
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suggests that the passivity of his early life as a philosophical lusman is 
over, that he is now 'able and willing’ to assume his cultural identity.
In Subramani's "Gone Bush" (The Fantasy Eaters), the first person
narrator is in quest of the integration of self and society. The three
sequences of the novella are superficially disjunctive. The first two,
"Artists of the Sea" and "Karma in my Psyche", are an attempt to locate
the protagonist personally in "a broken world" (77). "Artists of the Sea" is
a lyrical exploration of the main island of Fiji, Vitu Levu, and of an
intense male-male relationship; the journey becomes a metaphor for the
deepening love between the two men as they share similar childhood
experiences, dissimilar marriages, and their responses to the various
facets of Fiji - its dusty sleepy villages, its tourist hotels, the healing sea.
The sentence structure is simple and abrupt, rarely varying from subject-
verb-adjectival phrase, as if to echo the pain of re-creating a love which
was snatched from the narrator by a jealous wife:
You were in the water. The boat drifted slowly toward the reef. Now 
you were close to the breakers. I saw the waves riding high toward 
you. I ran out to the beach. I shouted again. You saw me and started 
to stumble away from the pursuing waves. (82)
The style in the second section "Karma in my Psyche" is looser, the
sentences longer, more expansive, and with highly varied sentence
structure. It traces the young narrator's relationships with his parents and 
grandfather, the anecdote of a favourite expatriate teacher dismissed after 
homosexual innuendo blights his Fijian career, the narrator's two 
marriages, one to a bright young woman whom his coldness freezes into 
superstitious mania and finally suicide, the second the result of guilt and 
pity. Shanta deserts him, taking with her the two children who evoke in 
their father only coldness. Though his life now has "no center", he has
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been relieved of "a beautiful burden" (120). He determines to break free 
"of the karmic wheel" (120).
The last section, "Beginning of the End", reveals the futility of this 
quest. Since conventional love has failed him, and unconventional love 
has been denied him, he turns to politics - ’"when a man's copulative 
relation ends, he becomes a missionary or a politician."' (129) He deludes 
himself that the new political party can change the shape of the world:
"words are the great shapers of reality, and it's our destiny, of the 
privileged few, to shape the consciousness of our people." (133) After an 
exhausting round of speeches, however, he begins to realise the futility of 
political solutions as well:
Sometimes I feel like the god Shiva who, after a thousand years 
under the sea, comes up to find the world has already been made: 
there's nothing more for him to do. So he tears off his genitals and 
heads towards the mountains. (134)
Furthermore, he begins to doubt his mission: "What if the words we 
have uttered should create something dangerous and release it amid our 
people?" (134),
The novella concludes in visions of "blood on the footpaths", 
though the narrator is more concerned about "other aberrations" - a 
"bent old man scrutinizing the night mist", expecting "fear or strife" (134).
The narrator's fate is to "be driven on in a great karmic space" (120): he 
rejoices in the photographic memories of a childhood friend and meets 
the friend's wife, Maya (illusion),58 whom he had loved as a child. Thus 
again are life and love thwarted by history.
Subramani's persona refuses the 'easy' solutions of the girmit 
ideology, rejects the simplified depiction of socio-historical forces operant 
on character which had served the author well in the earlier stories
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"Marigolds” and "Sautu". In "Gone Bush", his concern is to adumbrate 
historical forces in character, to demonstrate the internalisation of history, 
the futility of escaping karma. The narrator cannot achieve self­
integration; the novella implies that he is unlikely to achieve the 
integration of his people. In the 'broken world', failure is the only destiny 
for those who cannot accept convention and a superficial existence. The 
disjunction of the three sequences reflects the impossibility of a satisfying 
coherence between personal history, emotion, and socio-political motive 
and action in the self-conscious individual.
The Cook Islands issue of Mana 5.1 (1990) carried an autobiographical 
piece by Alistair Campbell describing his return to his mother's island of 
Penrhyn for the first time since he had been sent as an orphaned child to 
New Zealand by well-intentioned colonial administrators. The poems 
which follow this journey to discover his roots resonate with the spirits of 
the island, especially that of the "dark lord of Savaiki" (28). Nine years 
later, the novel The Frigate Bird was published. The first person 
narrative leads the reader through the phantasmagoria of a writer's 
collapsed mind, its hallucinatory episodes intensified by the anti­
depressants doctors prescribe. At the beginning of the novel, the writer is 
on the "voyage" (2) to Penrhyn, his "mother's homeland" (I). But he has 
overestimated the healing properties of a mere physical journey to his 
roots; he is unable and unwilling to be spiritually 'open' to the lessons of 
his dead grandfather, and so he returns to New Zealand, to a complete 
mental breakdown and an asylum. T, who is not named until the 
novel's penultimate page, moves through the 'real' world of the 
asylum's physically wounded, and the 'unreal' world of the spirits and 
monsters which haunt his imagination, unable to differentiate between 
the two. He has built a wall between himself and his family, denied his
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colour, his mother and his grandfather. However, he is convinced that 
he is helpless, that his rescue must be external: '"I want peace of mind, 
and that will only come if and when my ancestors forgive me.”' (86)
When he is discharged, he accepts an assignment to the high country of 
New Zealand, where a child and an old man help him to understand the 
immanence of Maori spirits in the land, the continuity of the gods. 
Shrugging off his inertia, he determines to return to the Cooks and 
declare his suppressed love for Tia. This second journey is made for love, 
not out of a deliberate desperate search for an historical identity. As he 
stands on the boat deck, he faces his last test from the devil who has 
tempted him to sell his soul - but he calls on his grandfather for help, 
and is answered "'Tamaiti - welcome home.'" (133) He is named for the 
first time, and it is his Penrhyn name; Tia is waiting for him.
For Campbell's persona, the struggle for self-integration is painful. 
The demons of the wounded psyche are ever-present. Being sent to a 
'better life', a 'better education' in New Zealand has split his psyche, 
alienated him from his past. Only Island love, aroha, the love of Tia and 
the Penrhyn people, can save him. The frigate-bird which is the spirit of 
his grandfather can guide him 'home' only if he first actively seeks love.
In these three works, each author insists that Pacific identity is 
located in the individual; that the intersecting forces of history, culture 
and society make a different impress on each individual; that the psyche 
manipulates and is manipulated by these forces differently. 'Who am I?’ 
is a qualitatively different question from 'Who are we?', not merely a 
quantitatively different one. Though the tone of all three of these pieces 
is melancholic, depressed, that is the function of the minds asking the 
question, not the answers, because the answers are different too. For 
Soaba, the tentative answer is a commitment to the ideals of a dead friend
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and a limited communalism; for Subramani, it is an implicit acceptance 
of karma: "We are where we are in our understanding and control of 
reality. We cannot do anything else." ("Gone Bush" 134); it is also an 
acceptance of the impossibility of meaningful human relationships. For 
Campbell, love for the individual becomes aroha, love of one’s heritage. 
The concern with personal identity marginalises the writer, in societies 
where group identity is still the cultural norm, but these writers accept 
their role as wanpis, as loners.
Conclusion
The texts examined in this chapter are from across the South Pacific 
region. Despite local differences - particular historical episodes, cultural 
beliefs and customs, geographical conditions - the themes which activate 
these texts are broadly similar. Throughout the literature of the South 
Pacific, we can discern a common pattern of confusion, protest, an 
emphasis on the socio-historical perspective, and an increasing tendency 
towards self-analysis in the literature as it has evolved, and in the work of 
the writers who have persisted. We should not be surprised at the 
emphasis on the contrasts in the literature between the old ways and the 
new, or on the difficulties the clash of values poses for Pacific peoples, for 
as we saw in Chapter 1, one of the markers of the regional is the intrusion 
of new 'metropolitan* modes of thinking and acting on local identity.
And it is at the point where strong differences can be perceived that the 
definition of an identity can begin.59 The next chapter will examine the 
specific manifestations of those differences.
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1 Refer to Kisses in the Nederends (8) for Hau'ofa's sarcastic vision of 
academics in general, and visiting anthropology and sociology academics in 
particular.
2 As such, it is 'typical' of Hau'ofa's self-expressed desire to act as a gadfly in 
both artistic and political communities - see Chapter 5 below. On Pacific 
humour, see Powell ix-x.
3 It should be noted that many of these sub-themes align with those evident 
in Maori and Aboriginal writing - Ihimaera in Tangi and The Matriarch, 
for instance, explores the meaning of Maori identity; Gerry Bostock's play 
Here Comes the Nigger illustrates the militant anti-colonial phase of 
Aboriginal writing, while Jack Davis's No Sugar demonstrates the 
European colonial legacy. However, as has been suggested above, the 
responses of Aboriginal and Maori writers have been more ideologically- 
motivated, have been more influenced by the politics of race than the 
politics of power-aligned-with race, as in the Pacific.
4 "English Discipline Review 1985", in my possession. See also Subramani 
South Pacific Literature 21 and his discussion of USP students' protest 
about "'utilitarian'" education and ’"the investment approach'" to 
education.
5 Gordon, for instance, was referred to in Chapter 2; he was particularly 
sympathetic to the Fijian viewpoint during the British colonial period, and 
had a long-term effect on British policies in the central Pacific. One can 
compare Paul Hasluck's policies in PNG.
6 Though there is some dissension about how foreign these aspects are: Sir
Julius Chan, of PNG, says for instance:
(John) Momis considers it a sin to show good business sense. It is not 
a sin. We are a nation of entrepreneurs and traders, and no amount 
of idealistic wishful thinking will ever change that.
(PJM (Dec. 1986): 27)
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7 One of the interesting facets of South Pacific writing is the large number of 
high school anthologies and magazines, sponsored by education 
departments or church groups. They are surprising given the popular 
conception of the difficulties of publishing opportunities in the Pacific, the 
cultural norms of repressing children's expression and individuality, and 
the instrumental nature of much teaching in the Pacific. See the 
anthologies Gong, from Vanuatu; Tautua, the magazine of Samoa College; 
Mau'u: Legends of the Past ... Dreams of the Future (PNG); Arenga 
(Solomon Islands), and Our World, a regional collection of the 1990 Pacific 
poetry competition.
8 It is of some interest that much of this literature on confusion emanates 
from the Melanesian states, and particularly the Solomons, where 
'development' has been slower to penetrate because of geographical 
conditions and hence economic potential, and where, therefore, traditional 
culture remains stronger than in Polynesia.
9 Though see Paul Sharrad's alternative reading on the significance of the 
inconclusive and episodic nature of the work in "Closure and the Colonial 
Condition" (245-247).
10 By 1991 the PNG government itself decided on curfews as an attempt to 
control the law and order problems in the towns - see PIM (August 1991): 
14.
11 See, for instance, Frances Devlin Glass "Between Two Cultures" (137), and 
Nick Wilkinson Rev. The Crocodile (62).
12 The latter comment is indicative of Papuan gender relations and the 
subservient position of women: gender relations in Eri are also power 
relations.
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13 To underline this point in relation to Two Times Resurrection, note that 
the full name of the child character, Toga, is Orotaloa, "power which 
overcomes other powers" (22).
14 Indeed Koll (66) states that the first third of The Crocodile could be set for a 
tertiary class in ethnography.
15 The journey will be considered further as structure and motif in Chapter 4.
16 Though one would not wish to make too much of the incidental nature of 
this conversion, it is also worth noting Tippett's observation, quoted in 
Nation (25), that Christianity was not totally disjunctive in Pacific cultures, 
that it functions in the same way as the old religions instrumentally, and as 
an integrator of society, substituting a single source of legend/myth (the 
Bible) for the multivariate sources of oral mythology.
17 Toga's situation does not mirror exactly the situation of many Pacific 
students; however, his delayed education and repetition of grades is 
familiar enough, resulting in students who are often 19 or 20 in the last 
years of secondary school, and in their early twenties in first year tertiary 
studies. The potential problems are obvious - at an age where traditionally 
they would be the virile 'young blood' of a village, with a wife and family 
and capable of working hard to provide food, at university they are 'poor' 
in a cash-driven economy, have no legal/moral way of establishing stable 
sexual relations, and have no well-defined 'role'. This situation partly 
explains the high dropout rate in Pacific universities.
18 The story has some interesting incidents which are pertinent to comments 
made later in this study in regard to magic and the persistence of belief in 
the old spirits. T is, like Hoiri and Toga, physically 'disabled' within a 
Pacific society which still places a large emphasis on strength and 'normal' 
physique among its men and women. Further, because he is a "weakling" 
and "ugly", he is an obvious target: an old man cursed him with a bad luck
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spell which would last his life (11 ). It is this spell which he recalls when he 
is given the 'unexpected gift' of the car. It is not clear from Maka'a's story 
whether the gift is part of his bad luck (because of the circumstances under 
which he receives it) or whether T thinks his bad luck is over.
19 This was one of the first of Ondobondo's poetry initiatives in PNG, the 
Poster Poem series, a relatively cheap method of popularising poetry in the 
1970s through publishing single poems in an attractive format, often in 
Pidgin and English.
20 We should note Singh's categorical statement that Pidgin can never be a 
national literary language ("PNG Writing" 1) and Elton Brash's discussion 
on its potential and his reservations on its use in literature ("Tok Pisin!" 
320-27). These reservations are not borne out in "O Meri Wantok".
21 The sexism inherent in the poem provoked a vitriolic response by Peni 
Bryning "O Man Wantok" with the scathing line:
Yu putum klos olsen kauboi You wear cowboy clothes
(Kovave 4.1 (1972): 22)
22 namu = mosquito; ta'unga = priest.
23 Though it is worth noting here, as will be explored in more detail in 
Chapter 4, that Christianity is considered as integral to Pacific identity, as 
part of the "indigenous system" (PIM. (August 1992): 6) even among non- 
Christian writers like Wendt and Soaba.
24 It is particularly evident in Southern US writing, with the consequence 
being in Walter Allen's words, that "the interpretation of the South in 
fiction is in great danger of becoming utterly conventional, a constant 
rearrangement of certain traditional and picturesque properties with fixed 
attributes" (327).
25 See particularly "I am a Custom Dance" (59-60) "I, Vanuatu" (90-91).
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26 Any of the issues of New Guinea Writing will provide examples, but see
"Thoughts of a Coconut Tree" (No. 20 1975) or 'The Secret of the
Melancholy Totem" (No. 18 1975). Powell (2) also notes the tendency. An
extraordinary example of the contradictions implicit in the Edenic myth is
Harry Gedisa's "Beautiful Niugini", which, devoid of irony, describes a
New Guinea:
Drenched
With blood
From payback killings.
Yet green, calm
and innocent. (New Guinea Writing 17 (1975))
27 Though Kerpi in his endnote to the collection points out that his 
childhood was filled with fear of unexplained magic and the spirits which 
hovered constantly.
28 Entertainment house.
29 See Sir Maori Kiki's Kiki: Ten Thousand Years in a Lifetime. We cannot 
underestimate the effect of the war in changing PNG attitudes towards 
Australia, because the hypocrisy of the administration was revealed - see 
Eri's descriptions of the callousness towards bombed villages and cargo 
carriers (The Crocodile 171). See also Ken Inglis 'With their Fuzzy Wuzzy 
Hair" 23-28.
30 Compare The Crocodile 143-144.
31 Powell notes the ambivalence towards feminism amongst many of the 
UPNG writers (27-29); race not gender politics dominated.
32 Memmi's The Coloniser and the Colonised only appeared in 1965; 
Mannoni's Prospero and Caliban: The Psychology of Colonization 
appeared in translation in 1964. Presumably, they were not common 
reading amongst the Australian administrators.
33 Powell quotes Hannet himself as saying that there were about 12 people in 
the PNG Black Power group (37). There was no equivalent movement in
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any other Pacific country. Inglis ("Naming a Nation" 17) has noted that the 
term 'black' only gained currency during Beier's period.
34 There are other strident and challenging anti-colonial poems, such as 
Molisa’s "Colonial Leadership" (Black Stone 23), and Lynda Thomas's 
"Volcano" (Black Writing from New Guinea 68), but they do not convey 
the same understanding of belonging to a universal cause as 
Kasaipwalova's poem does.
35 This image is well considered in Krauth's "Contemporary Literature" 617- 
21, and Goodwin’s "No Stagnant Neutrality" 50.
36 One of the most interesting aspects of post-Contact Pacific societies is the 
widespread acceptance and strength of Christianity. A number of writers 
have been critical of the Church's power, and the corruption and hypocrisy 
of individual indigenous ministers - see, for instance, Kasaipwalova's 
short play "Rooster in the Confessional" Black Writing from New Guinea 
(115-124), and Wendt's portrayal of pastors in Pouliuli. But in the main, 
the criticism is directed against individuals, not against the Church as an 
institution. See also Powell 12.
37 Several of the PNG plays were performed in Canberra, in the seat of 
colonial government, even before production in PNG - see Powell 105, 116, 
236-38.
38 Pre-Independence Papua New Guinea had an active Bureau of Literature 
which sponsored the 'quarterly' New Guinea Writing from August 1970.
Its first Editor, Donald Maynard, stressed that the magazine was not for 
reviews or criticism, but was "writing for you, the people of New Guinea". 
It welcomed its first female contributor Ikini Yaboyong, with "As It Is", a 
description of a typical village, in the third issue in 1971, which also noted 
that it would not publish expatriate literature; it was a 'national* 
magazine. When Jack Lahui became Editor, his Poet's Comer became a
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vehicle for exploring "the Social Requirements of Poetry" (No. 6 June 
1972). By Issue 9 in March 1973, the Editor was urging contributors to write 
about "customs, local colour and history" because of the "popularity" of 
such writing. In Issue 12 1973, Lahui warned his readers that as "we move 
rapidly towards nationhood, we must remember our national heritage and 
Christian concepts in our ambition for a strong united PNG." Yet by No.
16, December 1974, he lamented: "Perhaps there has been a little too much 
emphasis on what is Cultural rather than what is Artistic." Too much 
emphasis, he felt, was placed on the performing arts and material crafts.
39 Many of the PNG poets in particular saw their role as being to collect and 
translate traditional songs and legends: see Alan Natachee: Aia: Mikeo 
Songs (Papua Pocket 1968); Don Laycock: Akaru: Traditional Buin Songs 
(Papua Pocket 1969); Apisai Enos: Warbat: Magic Love Songs of the 
To la i os (Papua Pocket 1971); John Saunana: Dragon Tree: Arosi 
incantations and Songs (Papua Pocket 1971). But both expatriate and local 
authors recorded and published traditional material during this period: 
Andrew Strathem's Melpa Amb Kenan: Courting Songs of the Melpa 
People (IPNGS 1974) and Poru Poru, a collection of Solomon Islands 
lullabies (USP Solomon Islands Centre 1981) are two examples. Other 
items were published as part of larger anthologies, such as Beier's Words of 
Paradise. Collections of myth and legend are exemplified in Cook Islands 
Legends (retold by Jon Jonassen (Suva: IPS, SPCAS and Ministry of 
Education, Cook Islands 1981); Tales from the Friendly Islands by Vaka 
Pole'o (Suva: SPC 1984); Pacific Folk Tales Cliff Benson (Suva: Desai 
Bookshops 1983); Kwara’ae Custom Stories by Kwa'iola et al. (Suva: IPS 
1990). These were all intended for school use. Note that the last two of 
these are regional collections. A number of poets also wrote closely to 
traditional models - see Enos's Tabapot.
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40 Though Wendt's Some Modern Poetry series seemed to focus on national 
identities (the Solomons, New Hebrides/Vanuatu, Fiji, Western Samoa), it 
was the consequence of a deliberate regionalism in editorial policy by 
SPCAS and Wendt. Mana in particular, though its general issues were 
regional, encouraged national identity through issues devoted to particular 
countries, such as the Cook Islands Issue 5.1 1980 and the Solomon Islands 
Issue 4.1 1979. New Guinea Writing was dedicated to local writers and the 
creation of a national identity (see note 38 above); The PNG Writer later 
took up the same task. Sinnet (Fiji), Moana (Western Samoa) and Faikava 
(Tonga) were national magazines with a conscious role of stimulating 
writing in English and the vernacular, and a national identity.
41 The response to competitions and workshops in the 1970s was astounding. 
In 1970, Donald Maynard notes that 55 plays were entered in the Literature 
Bureau competition, 350 poems (but many of these were plagiarised, notes 
Maynard) and 220 "short stories" (but most of these were folk tales) (New 
Guinea Writing No. 2 Dec 1970). By the No. 12 Dec 1973 issue, Lahui had 
1188 entries for the national competitions. Ganga Powell notes that the 
National Broadcasting Commission received 10-15 unsolicited radio plays a 
month in the years 1975-80; by 1984 this figure had dropped to 2-3 per 
month ("Looking Through Those Eyeholes" 91). Subramani also points 
out the proliferation of workshops and competitions in the 1970s:
"Anyone who didn't suffer the disability of illiteracy had written a poem." 
("Pacific Notes" 14-15)
42 It should be remembered that the loss of cultural knowledge and identity is 
not simply because of the 'Western content' of curricula in the Pacific, but 
is also consequent on removal from family and village and often the local 
area as well. In 1985, Honiara had the only government high school in the 
Solomons which conducted matriculation classes. The result was that
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students who wished to continue their education had to board away from 
their families. The cost and difficulty of transport meant that often 
students did not see their families for years at a time, and thus they lost all 
opportunity to acculturate in their tribal groups. The situation of long 
isolated periods of education holds throughout the Pacific, and is 
exacerbated when students proceed to the few regional (or overseas) 
universities (see also Powell 17). See the fictional exploration of the results 
in Two Times Resurrection and Jully Sipolo's "Leaving Home" (Praying 
Parents 2-3), and Kaniku's Cry of the Cassowary, which simply depicts the 
family misery and tragedy caused by 'changed' children, a mother inimical 
to change and education, and a father who recognises the importance of 
learning from his children.
43 'Tin fish' is one of the most visible examples of the Western legacy in the 
Pacific to the outsider: see the stock in any village store, and the discarded 
tins on the beaches. The irony is not lost on some Pacific writers either - 
see Rex Okona "The Revolutionaries", a radio play, Bikmaus 4.1 (1983): 66- 
77.
44 See "A Talent", Miracle Man; Pili in "Pint-size Devil" and "Virgin-wise", 
both in Flying-Fox.
45 The New Zealand government has set a Western Samoan immigrant 
quota of 1100 per year. Migration is a common pattern from other Pacific 
islands - when New Zealand abolished the need for visas for Islanders for 
11 weeks in 1986, 11,500 Islanders arrived, including 5% of the entire 
Tongan population (PIM (August 1991): 27). There are 2,300 Niueans left 
on Nuie, and 10,000 in New Zealand (PIM (August 1991): 54).
46 But see Arvidson's explanation in "Polynesian Literature" 40, which 
suggests Wendt’s use of anonymous characters reflects the Polynesian 
practice of technonomy, by which people are known by their relationships
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with others. Structurally, this supports the lack of individuality in a 
communal culture.
47 "In my arrogant misspent youth, I. . . considered (writing) the special 
preserve of a specially gifted 'nobility': a craft that would change the 
planet, perhaps heal it a little." ("The Writer as Fiction" 40).
48 For Ashcroft, however, the young man's journey is the post-colonial 
journey:
For him the journey has been one towards a compellingly personal 
balance, away from the apparent freedoms and renewals of traditional 
cultural identity, and conversely away from the authority of the 
received metropolitan values. His journey is towards a truer vision 
of the relationship between self and place. (25)
Yet this ignores Wendt's categoric denial of the "freedoms and renewals of 
traditional cultural identity" in Sons: contemporary Samoa offered only 
pastiches and fairy tales of traditional culture. Further, the implied fate of 
the young man at the conclusion of Sons is towards "the authority of 
received metropolitan values" - he is apparently returning for post­
graduate studies. It is certainly true, however, that Wendt offers a prime 
comment on the relationship between self and place - in physical exile, he 
has created a literary Samoa which is a vibrant, intense and physical place.
49 Gathered in the embarkation depots, they had already lost caste by eating 
with lower caste Indians, but this loss was intensified by crossing the 
kalipani, the dark sea (Ali 3).
50 See Subramani "Introduction" to The Indo-Fijian Experience (x).
51 The village as an icon of the Indo-Fijian experience is considered further in 
Chapter 4.
52 The phrase, like so many in Nandan, reflects his English literary heritage, 
which is as strong for Nandan as his Indian heritage. In fact, the reader 
might infer that it is stronger, given the respective weight of English and 
Indian literary allusions in his work.
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53 See note 52 above, and the italicised phrases in the following quotations.
54 A reference to the shipwreck of the Syria, an indenture ship, in May 1884.
55 For a different view, see Chapter 2 note 90 above.
56 See Thaman's "Look up at the Sky" Hengano 59, and Sano Malifa's 
"Falling Rain and Mist" (2) and "Room Abroad, 1970" (5) in Looking Down 
at Waves.
57 Although it is obvious to most Pacific writers that their activity is 
marginal, given their small local audiences in English. It was undoubtedly 
the recognition of their marginality which led many writers to abandon 
writing - see the Conclusion below.
58 See "Realising the Pacific", Rev. The Fantasy Eaters by Chris Tiffin (82).
59 Howard (276) argues along similar lines.
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Chapter 4. Myth, Metaphor, Motif and a Sense
of Place
The only things his father had cherished of this aiga land,
Tauilopepe now concluded, were useless hits of history connected 
with it: how his great grandfather, Tauilopepe Mosooi, who was 
head of their aiga when the papalagi missionaries arrived in Sapepe, 
refusing to become a Christian, had died there from spear wounds he 
received in a skirmish with the neighbouring district; how, even 
before Tauilopepe Mosooi, two sons of Tauilopepe Marega, after 
whom he was named, had killed their father and then fought over 
the aiga title and slain one another, thereby allowing the Aiga Malo 
to dominate Sapepe for a generation . . . how, even before that, in 
the dim past, the sons of one of the Tauilopepes . . . had used war 
clubs fashioned from a tree of this land to repel the fiercest invasion 
Sapepe had ever experienced; . . . how, above all else this part of 
their aiga land was the shrine of the Aiga Tauilopepe god, the owl.
(Wendt, Leaves of the Banyan Tree, 13)
Introduction
Thus in the long rolling sentences for which he has a strong 
predilection, and which undoubtedly owe their origin to the expansive 
genealogies and oratorical flourishes of Samoan traditional poetry,1 
Wendt conveys the integration of land, history and myth in the South 
Pacific. It was argued in the last chapter that the dominant theme of 
Pacific writers, particularly in the 1970s and early 1980s, but persisting into 
the 1990s, is the collision between history and culture, the clash of values 
between traditional and modem values, structures and beliefs. It was also 
noted that the clash of cultures, and the sub-themes of nostalgia, anti­
colonialism, dislocation and exile, are not unique to the South Pacific. It 
is the particular inflexion of those themes, and whether one (or several)
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dominates literary expression, which distinguish one regional literature 
from another. More particularly, the distinctiveness of a regional 
literature will be marked by the structural tropes and surface texture of 
that literature. If a unique regional entity called South Pacific Literature is 
to be constructed, it must display a distinctive expression, a literary 
topography, through widely shared myths, common metaphors and 
motifs, recurring patterns in the use of those tropes, a sense of the South 
Pacific as a unique political and imaginative construct, its emblems of 
differentiation. Its expression must be in modes which can be recognised 
as 'Pacific' in their inflexion.
The next chapter will examine patterns of literary expression and 
issues of language. The present chapter considers larger imaginative 
structures which, as we will see, recur in literature from the Pacific: 
traditional mythology, modern Pacific social myth, and indigenous 
metaphors and motifs. It also considers briefly European constructions of 
the 'South Seas' as these may affect the indigenous interpretation. The 
chapter concludes with an examination of the ways in which 'place' is 
physically and spiritually articulated through the literature.
Just as we have observed a commonality of theme in writing from 
across the Pacific, so this chapter will argue that in the depiction of present 
social and personal reality in the Pacific, writers both exhibit and construct 
the essence of the South Pacific. Examination of metaphor clusters and 
patterns of mythical construction will demonstrate the argument 
advanced in Chapter 2 of a broadly common cultural entity termed 'South 
Pacific'; it also gives evidence of the way the constituents of a regional 
literature are negotiated, refined, and become the expectations of a 
particular literature. Though we have seen that Crocombe in The Pacific 
Way (40) was cautious in codifying the "key symbols" of the Pacific Way,
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preferring to leave that codification to the future, and to the artists of the 
Pacific, the literature examined here allows of more specificity. We have 
also seen Simms argue in Silence and Invisibility (108-9) that Maori 
literature is a micro-version of Pacific literature, in its deliberate 
evocation of a Maoritanga, the essence of indigeneity in New Zealand. He 
argued that alofa, the mystical canoe journeys, and attachment to the land 
were core elements of that essence, and that three elements were core 
characteristics of the literature: nostalgia, the journey back, and 
intermarriage. South Pacific literature, as we will see, is both more 
complex in its elements, and less ’deliberate’, less politically conscious in 
its construction of a Pacific past and present. Many of its writers, because 
of their youth and lack of exposure to other regional literatures, model on 
the Pacific's foremost writers, especially Wendt (see Maiba 81). Thus they 
replicate both themes and imagery. Further, as Krauth has noted 
("Comtemporary Literature" 605), their common background as members 
of an educated elite leads to both common experiences and a relatively 
common interpretation of their situations and the Pacific situation in 
general, especially if they have been educated within a regional 
institution and context. Hence we can discern in the literature common 
image clusters and emergent social myths.
Myth
Traditional myth
As indicated above, every Pacific nation now has a collection of its 
traditional myths in English as well as in one of its vernaculars; these 
publications were part of a determined effort by governments, ministries 
of education, institutions dedicated to cultural preservation, as well as
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some individuals, to conserve traditional knowledge. Almost invariably, 
the task of collection per se has overshadowed literary considerations in 
the presentation of the myths. In many countries, most notably PNG, 
semi-government institutions and agencies have actively encouraged the 
use of traditional myth as the content of stories and poems submitted to 
literary competitions.2 Most often, the consequence is the publication of 
unembellished narratives which function as anthropological records 
rather than as finished literary pieces.3 Stripped of the occasions in which 
they are - or were - presented, whether formal ceremonies or the homely 
story-telling sessions Wendt remembers, stripped of the ephemeral voices 
which vivified them, they are - in English, on paper - often of limited 
aesthetic appeal. Even when the legends are incorporated into longer 
narratives, as part of the fabric of the characters’ lives, as in Eri's The 
Crocodile or Orotaloa's Two Times Resurrection, they are often simply 
’inserted', presented baldly as an item of curiosity from the past. Further, 
because traditional myth in the South Pacific is primarily local, and 
because one of the impulses in myth collection is to celebrate and 
preserve the diversity of myth in each country, there are in Pacific 
literature no core traditional myths which can operate as cohering 
principles.
However, several writers, most notably Wendt, have found 
traditional myth4 a potent source for the expression of contemporary 
concerns. Wendt, of course, urged a conscious use of traditional myth 
and legendary heroes in his early exhortations on the importance of 
literature as a means of recreating regional identity; however, this 
ideological commitment to the incorporation of myth in contemporary 
literature does not gainsay the aesthetic relevance of that myth in 
Wendt’s writing. Where traditional myth is utilised for its fictive
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potential, it is rarely myth peculiar to a specific language group; it is likely 
to be sub-regional. Eri's crocodile is one example of a totemic figure used 
to adumbrate a fearfully-respected force in post-Contact PNG, the white 
colonial government. But the crocodile has a confined range in the 
geographical Pacific - PNG, the Solomons, Vanuatu - and its mythic 
counterpart has a similarly confined area of influence. Wendt's use of 
Maui and Hine-nui-te-Po, considered further below, is also confined to 
the sub-regional, since Maui was Polynesian. The Indo-Fijian writers 
have utilised mythical figures in a limited way in their short story 
writing, although Nandan has made more extensive use of Lord Ram’s 
exile as a trope for Indo-Fijian exile (see Chapter 3). That they do utilise 
their traditional myths in a similar way to indigenous Pacific writers 
argues for their inclusion in the corpus of Pacific writing.
In "Laxmi" and "The Bride of Dakuwaqa", both in The Celebration, 
Pillai incorporates both Indian and Fijian myths into his depictions of 
contemporary life. Raju, the protagonist of "Laxmi", bemoans his 
impoverished existence as a young married man living in a tiny flat 
between a prostitute and the Bholas. Communications between the 
neighbours are loud and tense. It is Diwali, the Hindu festival which is 
preceded by frantic cleaning and cooking, and which is marked by 
multitudinous lamps around the home to guide the goddess Laxmi to 
one's household and thus ensure material prosperity for the coming year. 
The Festival of Lights marks the return from exile of Lord Ram, and is 
thus a celebration of freedom and security. But for Raju the future is 
bleak: "Deepawalis waxed and waned; Laxmi always passed him by." (69) 
Raju interprets this failure to thrive politically: "the powerful forces of 
society were ranged against him" (69) in the form of his white boss. He 
explodes with anger:
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Some day we are going to boot you white man out of Fiji. When we 
get Independence. . . . Raju knew Independence was a long way off 
in the future. Maybe in the year 2000.5 (70)
Raju's wife is named Laxmi, and he is deeply in love with her, but his 
political and economic frustration is projected through personal anger 
when she announces that she has given their celebration money to her 
mother. He strikes her; they make up and make love, to the frustration 
of Mrs. Bholas. The story concludes with the statement that the noise 
above them was "the rustle of silk as Goddess Laxmi slipped away into the 
night" (75) for Laxmi is both literally and metaphorically already present 
in the household, her blessing not material, but emotional. For Pillai, 
ancient Indian myth is recreated in the contemporary Pacific.
Som Prakash's "An Act of Love" (Creative Writing from Fiji 99-105) 
uses Diwali in a similar manner: the candles outside the house represent 
"unyielding strength, the invincible hope" (105), although Prakash's tone 
is less optimistic, for the candles are almost burnt out. There are echoes of 
Ram's exile in Prakash's story; its protagonist is bitter and resentful: 
"Coming from a broken home, which at least in part resulted from his 
father's land being taken away by native reserves, he nursed a sense of 
rootlessness and insecurity. . . ." (101)
In Fiji, Dakuwaqa is well known as the shark god; there is a 
common belief that the god manifests himself intermittently in the upper 
reaches of the broad Sigatoka River.6 Pillai’s "Bride of Dakuwaqa" 
explores the relationship between European and Indo-Fijian in the 
persons of Madhawan, a poet, and the insecure older Australian academic 
Holly, who met at a writers' conference. Madhawan is aloof and cynical; 
he has begrudgingly taken Holly to his home village in the Sigatoka 
valley, and spurns her attempts at intimacy, despite his pity for her:
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'I'm no bloody earth-shaking poet, and you know it. I'm just a hack 
who happens to be black, and that's what makes me hot property.
You wouldn't have invited me to your conference if I hadn't been a 
Pacific Islander.'
(The Celebration 90)
He is perversely determined to prove to himself and to her that the Fijian 
gods inhabit the present - Dakuwaqa, he tells her, loved a chief's daughter 
but ate her on Christmas Eve forty years previously because she spumed 
him; he returns up river to mourn his (self-inflicted?) loss. Madhawan is 
aware of the immanence of the gods - when Holly tells him she was born 
on Christmas Eve forty years ago, he says she is the reincarnation of the 
Chief's daughter; he hears the river warning him "'Beware of provoking 
the gods!"' (95). He also understands that a relationship between Holly 
and himself would mirror the earlier miscegenation. Holly recognises his 
reluctance, and politely frees him from their relationship. He muses how 
"civilized" whites were:
They could enter the most intensely personal relationships and then 
retreat without recriminations. So refreshingly different from 
Indian women who went all lachrymose and hysterical. . . . (101-02)
While he wraps himself in this philosophy and the darkness, Holly slips 
quietly and dramatically into the river, and disappears, presumably taken 
as a bride by the god. Madhawan's "angry tears" may be the result of self- 
recrimination for exposing Holly to danger, of her betrayal of his self- 
assured conviction that she was not likely to do anything 'hysterical', or 
they may be directed against the god, but Dakawaqa's presence is 
established as immanent in Fiji.
Wendt, as an heir to the more widespread pantheon of Polynesian 
gods, is more fortunate than the Melanesian writers, whose gods were 
local. Maui, for instance, is represented widely in the traditional 
literature of the Cooks, Samoa, Tonga and New Zealand, as the trickster,
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the fisher who hooked the islands of New Zealand out of the deep ocean, 
the god who brought fire to earth, who lusted after Hine-nui-te-Po, and 
turned himself into a bird in order to re-enter the goddess and thus 
achieve immortality for man. He entered her vagina, and when she 
realised she had been violated, she crushed him by crossing her legs. As 
Wendt records the story,7 Maui dies laughing ; his joyful demise is 
reflected in the place of sexuality in Wendt’s work. Maui's death 
confirms man's certain death; his sexual quest demonstrates that 
mortality is a condition of humanity along with the sexual drive. In 
Wendt's writing, sex and death are thus aligned in a potent recreation of 
Pacific myth. To be human is to be conscious of one's mortality, and 
therefore to seek escape from that knowledge in intercourse, which allows 
one - paradoxically - to relish the flesh and one's humanity. To be male, 
for Wendt, is to be in thrall to the goddess, who is also death. Thus sexual 
desire and sexual skill are the measures of a man, though Wendt 
occasionally treats his priapic male characters with a certain irony.
Paovale, who condemned his father for selling his land to "pay for drinks 
and women", and who "died clutching a toothless, syphilitic whore", 
berates himself for his manlessness:
You may have God, son, but you're still a little man. A small man 
weak even down there where a man should be able to stand up and 
fight valiantly. When was the last time you sharpened your 
weapon.
("Declaration of Independence", Flying-Fox 88-89) 
Like Maui, however, Paovale dies. A shotgun blast from his jealous wife 
ensures his desires for a young employer remain mere fantasy, the stuff of 
dream.
Pili, in "Pint-size Devil on a Thoroughbred" is a recreation of Maui, 
a trickster and a conman who infuriates his family as Maui infuriated his.
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However, the I of the story, a disaffected teacher, trapped in a
conventional job in middle age, cannot but admire him:
Pili had style, polish, manners; he was completely suited to the role 
of robbing, cuckolding and beating us up, of plundering our 
daughters' cherries and generally acting as one spiritual flail. (35)
Like Maui, Pili is small, a dwarf,8 and a trickster. Totally amoral, he
explains his promiscuity and heartlessness:
Virgins are to be 'de-virginised' because that's why virgins were 
virgins . . . married women were not married women because 
women were by nature adulterous. Similarly all people like being 
fleeced of their money, property, souls, honesty, religion, purity and 
innocence [because] all these things were problems to them, and who 
wants problems? (55-56)
Tagata in "Flying-Fox" describes himself as "the flying fox with an eagle in 
its gut" (141); he is also a reincarnation of Maui, not least in his willing 
embrace of death in the lava country, the dark vagina of the death 
goddess. His name is literally 'man'. Thus for Wendt, the divine resides 
in the human (just as Darkness resides in Light, as we will see below, for 
Wendt’s is a paradoxical vision). In his letter to Pepesa, Tagata explains 
his suicide, which he has effected through hanging himself upside down, 
like the flying fox,9 in one of the animal's favourite haunts, the mango 
tree:
Because life is ridiculous it has to end the most ridiculous way, in 
suicide like Christ. Laugh, Pepesa, because I am right there inside the 
death-goddess which no one believes in anymore, and her sacred 
channel is all lava. Laugh, Pepesa, because her lava machine is 
grinding me, the Flying-Fox, to dust. Laugh, Pepesa, because there is 
nothing else to do.
The papalagi and his world has turned us, and people like your rich 
but unhappy father and all the modern Samoans, into cartoons of 
themselves. .. . (141)
Like sex, death frees Tagata from despair. In death he is freed from being 
one of the "funny crying ridiculous shadows" consequent on European 
Contact. Thus Wendt projects the ancient myth into the contemporary
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Pacific, but it is refracted through application to mere mortals. They can
live as 'cartoons', or they can attempt freedom through flouting
convention and law, and ultimately through death. Like Tagata, his
friend Pepesa is also to find freedom in death, and resigns himself to its
imminence and inevitability and absurdity:
From the dark of Lupe’s womb to the other dark of the death- 
goddess, I, Pepesa, has travelled and has seen what there is to be seen 
and felt and done what there is to do, and I found laughter. (144)
Like Maui, Pepesa dies laughing. Contemporary Pacific laughter is, 
however, bitterly ironic in Wendt; it is unlike Maui's pure absurdist joy 
in his chosen death. The contemporary Pacific is the product of European 
invasion, though the changes were fervently embraced by Samoans like 
Pepesa’s father who "destroyed [Samoa] by changing it" ("Flying-Fox" 144).
Maui figures feature prominently in Wendt's fiction and poetry, and 
as an occasional figure in other English literature from the Cooks, Samoa 
and Tonga, as well as in Maori writing.10 The mythological hero is 
meaningful to the Polynesian Pacific, but is an abstracted figure for the 
Melanesian Pacific. Mainly through Wendt's writing, Polynesian myth 
forms a major element in contemporary Pacific literature, but we will not 
find a common core traditional mythology which permeates that 
literature because of the diverse cosmologies of Pacific cultures.
Traditional myth, though often constituting the content of narrative, is 
not commonly deployed as a literary device for recreating the past in 
depictions of present social reality in the Pacific. Wendt, Pillai and 
Nandan are the most notable writers exploring the creative tensions 
between myth and history, and are the predominant recreators of 
traditional myth. In the Pacific, as we have seen, the myth or collective 
fantasy of a lost organic culture has been projected by a number of writers. 
But traditional myth is not often utilised structurally or as a metaphor, in
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contemporary literature; the writers did not take up Chris Tiffin's call 
(South Pacific Images 8) to celebrate their "traditional heroes".
One might conclude that the reasonably good opportunities for 
publishing myths and legends in English and the vernaculars serve to 
fulfil the need to preserve those myths. While their very survival is 
precarious, it is more important to record them, in dedicated collections, 
or as nuggets of tradition within a contemporary narrative, where they 
can function as examples of the continuity of oral tradition or as another 
element of the normative function of oral or written literature.
European literary myth and reactions against it
As Subramani suggests (South Pacific Literature 78-80), indigenous 
writers have not been directly influenced by European literary myths of 
the South Pacific. Their "negative influence" is more refracted than 
direct. Wendt, Hau'ofa, and Subramani, as part of their academic careers, 
have read widely in the standard authors - Melville, Maugham,
Michener, Stevenson - but there is little evidence that PNG writers, for 
instance, read the 'South Seas literature',11 and there are "few direct 
allusions" (Subramani, South Pacific Literature 80).12 Those writers who 
were tertiary educated in literature were unlikely to find any of the South 
Seas writers apart from Melville in their courses in Australian, New 
Zealand or U.S. universities, because the writers were considered 'middle­
brow'.13 However, it cannot be doubted that the European myth of the 
Pacific was subconsciously imbibed, 'known' in the way that mateship 
and the bush are 'known' to the moderately educated in Australia, 
without the qualifying detailed knowledge which study of the European 
authors itself would bring.
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Apart from Subramani's chapter in South Pacific Literature and his 
article "The Mythical Quest", there have been few extensive studies of the 
European vision of the South Pacific. Smith's European Vision and the 
South Pacific is the best known, but is limited in both its time frame, and 
its focus on the graphic arts; Bill Pearson's Rifled Sanctuaries is also 
limited by time - the study concludes in 1900. A brief summary of the 
European perceptions of the South Pacific in literature is instructive, for 
these perceptions constitute the myth against which some Pacific writers, 
notably Wendt, are consciously reacting, and which many others have 
less consciously absorbed.
Smith details initial European responses as rapturous depictions of a 
rediscovered Eden, a response bolstered by Rousseau's notion of the 
Noble Savage (49 ff); it was a world of guiltless sex, hospitable and 
generous cultures, material simplicity, physical abundance, and 
adventure - a vision which later attracted Melville, Gauguin and 
Maugham. However, history tells us that the generosity of the 
Polynesians, the first Pacific peoples invaded by Europeans, soon turned 
to resentment, as the Islanders recognised that European greed and 
disease could destroy their existence. In the Melanesian Pacific, the 
reception of Europeans was rarely generous; the consequence was that its 
people quickly gained a reputation as ferocious cannibals. Their physical 
environment was seen as hostile and conducive to fevers and death; they 
had "a wretched climate" (Oliver The Pacific Islands 233). Hence paradox 
became central to the European vision: there was little distinction made 
between the more temperate climate and (initially) more trusting island 
societies of the Eastern Pacific, and the malaria-prone Western Pacific, 
with its defensive warrior class.14 This paradox was recognised by the 
more sensitive European writers (Melville in Typee and to an extent
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Maugham in "Rain"), but most writers about the Pacific were content to 
reflect the imaginary Pacific they expected (whether blissful or 
threatening) rather than the reality. Thus the Pacific functions on the 
level of symbol and metaphor, not mimesis, in European writing. D.H. 
Lawrence wails: "The Maoris, the Tongans . . . the Fijians . . . holy God 
how long have they been turning over in the same sleep, with varying 
dreams? The heart of the Pacific seems like a vast vacuum . . . the very 
names are a sleep and a forgetting." (141)
Parnwell summarises of the 'typical' South Seas story as "first, the 
region (with uncertain boundaries);15 second, adventure of one kind or 
another; third, freedom from conventionality" (quoted in A. Grove Day 
xvii). For Grove Day himself, the Pacific is a geophysical and emotional 
entity: it is "the world's most romantic ocean" (xiv). As Subramani 
summarises, the constituents of the European myth are the local colour of 
an exotic background (which presumably incorporates palm trees, coral 
reefs, islands, woven huts, sensual dancing, alluring costumes) and a 
primeval natural world16 (presumably characterised by freely available 
sex, simple food in abundance, an apparently simple social hierarchy, a 
delight in the entertainment aspects of religious and spiritual ritual, and 
in the graphic arts and crafts - probably in that order of value).
Subramani also points out that the most frequently depicted Pacific 
character in European literature (which it should be remarked is almost 
exclusively male literature) is the 'native' female "who love(s) without 
selfishness, inhibition or cruelty" ("The Mythical Quest" 10).17 The 
subjugation implicit in this perception of female characters is ignored; 
even the homosexual Maugham reinforces this idealised female 
character, in lauding the Pacific version of female love as "real love, not 
the love that comes from sympathy, common interests, or intellectual
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community, but love pure and simple" (quoted in "The Mythical Quest" 
11). Though Subramani does not link the mythologising of the European 
writers with Smith's analysis, he argues that it was the 19th century myth 
which attracted writers to the Pacific, seeking there evidence of the 
possibility of an integrated life. Not wishing to find "conflicts and 
contradictions" ("The Mythical Quest" 18), European writers did not.
Since mature writers thrive on conflict and contradiction, Subramani 
argues, they invariably left the Pacific - after it had fulfilled its symbolic 
purpose in their writing - to return to 'civilisation' with all its 
complexities (see also Sharrad 249).
Wendt vociferously rejects European depictions of Oceania, 
including "Somerset Maugham's puritan missionaries / drunks / and 
saintly whores and James Michener's rascals and golden people . . . the 
stereotyped childlike pagan who needs to be steered to the light"
("Towards a New Oceania" 58). His own Pacific is an inversion of the 
European myth, as Tagata, the human flying fox is an inversion of the 
conventional human; it is summarised in the poem "The Faa-Samoa is 
Perfect, They Sd":
the faa-samoa is perfect, they sd 
from behind cocktail bars like pulpits
But 'they' ignore:
an old woman begging in a bank, 
it's all bullshit and blubber, I sd.
(Inside Us the Dead 46-47)
Wendt exposes the reality behind the images of beneficent climate and 
romantic beauty through references to the sapping heat, the sweat 
induced by any movement (Pouliuli 51; "Declaration of Independence" 
Flying-Fox 86); the tropical sores endemic in the Pacific (Sons 176-77); the
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infuriating mosquitoes (Pouliuli 68), the barrenness and aridity of the 
lava fields which lie behind many of the beaches and mountains (Flying- 
Fox 132);18 the stinking mangroves and rotting stench of coral reefs ("The 
Bad Smell" Miracle Man 96). He exposes the reality of social existence - 
the laziness and arrogance of the matai who rely on the hard work of 
others to support their status, and their inertia ("A Talent", Miracle Man 
12); the constant noise, gossip, lack of privacy and loss of individual 
identity inherent in the communal system19 (Sons 172,179,191). He notes 
"the gluttony for things of the flesh" (Sons 178), the tendency to self- 
congratulation (evident throughout Pouliuli) and - though here Wendt 
is more ambivalent - the not-so-saintly women.
Wendt is not above depicting ’saintly whores' himself - see Elena 
(in "Elena's Son", Miracle Man) and Fanua ("The Strongest Man Alive" 
Flying-Fox). However, his female characters tend to be the weak and 
abused victims of bullies, the loving wives of basically sympathetic 
characters, who embrace their duties with patience and resignation.20 
Almost without exception, however, they are sexually enthusiastic and 
frequently unfaithful, though they are more likely to be faithful than the 
male characters, whose priapic adventures reinforce the European myth 
of Pacific sexuality.21 Thus while Wendt effectively dispels the Edenic 
vision of the physical kindness of the Pacific climate, his work does little 
to counter the venality and physical indulgence which are part of the 
European myth.22
The majority of Pacific writers take exception to the generalised 
European myth of the Pacific summarised in the term 'Paradise'. The 
frequency with which the term occurs ironically is instructive in itself.
The irony is most often directed against the persistence of the Edenic 
myth in the post-Contact Pacific, a myth deliberately perpetuated by Pacific
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nations themselves via government tourist agencies.23 Alifereti Nasokia 
spits out a diatribe against the Pacific paradise:24
Polaroid snapshots already show 
Nylon panties beneath grass skirts
("Scratch No More" Creative Writing from Fiji 80) 
Sano Malifa, whose poetry is generally self-reflective and ruminative 
rather than socially concerned, cannot refrain from comment on a poor 
handcraft seller:
Surely you
must have seen this face somewhere before, 
perhaps in a museum: the Polynesian goddess, 
a Gauguin’s brown virgin, the Viking queen going drab
this is her in flesh and bone, 
in rags and cheap stones.
"To the Woman Selling Handicrafts Outside Bums 
Philp's Doors (a word to the tourist)"
(Looking Down at Waves 34-35) 
Nandan also reflects on the reverse side of the image of tropical 
abundance and simultaneously condemns the tourist invasion, the 
consequence of the Pacific's self-promotion as Paradise. An old Indian 
woman sweeps constantly at the dung-built yard, sweeps away the excreta 
of the village animals while:
on rotting mangoes flies buzzed
(as tourists on duty-free goods);
on the middens of dung
life flourished with vindictive abundance!
("in the landscape of my mind" Faces in a Village 49) 
For Solomon Islander John Saunana, the term is turned to specific 
political protest: "Purgatory on Pacific Paradise" (Seaweeds and 
Constructions 7 (1983): 18) mocks Island acquiescence with the European 
imperialism of France’s nuclear testing program.
Yet some writers find the Judeo-Christian connotations of 'Paradise' 
useful analogies for the pre-Contact Pacific, most particularly in the
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notion of a ’paradise lost’. The most extended example can be found in 
Dus Mapun’s "The Biblical Land" (Wicked Eye 8), but others use the term 
without irony - see Kauraka's "Return to Havaiki" (Return to Havaiki 
22), Shirley Maie’s "Back to the Garden" (Sinnet 2.1 (1981): 10), Kerpi's 
"Moments of Initiation" (Call of Midnight Bird 7: "We, like 
Adam/Adams banished/ From paradise of childhood") and the PNG 
collection Words of Paradise.25 Most frequently, those writers who deploy 
the term in its Edenic or utopian sense are the less sophisticated, or those 
who are consciously forging a Pacific version of Christianity. In the main, 
however, the European vision of the Pacific as Paradise is rejected by 
Pacific writers.
The indigenous myth
A distinction was made above (see note 4) between traditional myth 
and those cultural myths which resonate within a group and find indirect 
expression through its literature. It is my contention that underlying the 
image clusters and surface texture of contemporary Pacific writing, which 
will be explicated below, is a myth of loss. The concept of loss permeates 
the thematic concerns of the literature, as can be seen in the codification 
of theme in Chapter 3; it is the principle which unites the various 
expressions of culture clash. It is also inherent in the dialectical 
metaphors considered below. It differs from the myth of loss and decay 
which inheres in post-bellum writing in the US South: in the Pacific, the 
myth is of imminent, and immanent, loss, not achieved loss. 
Underpinning the Southern myth of loss and decay is the myth of a 
glorious past, perceived in social and heroic terms - a (fictional) 
harmonious hierarchy, and battles for a 'great cause', Southern freedom 
and gentility us. Northern capitalism and crassness. In the Pacific, the 
image of the past is also central to the contemporary myth, but the past is
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less glorious than innocent, pre-diluvian. The past has become 
inextricably blended with the imagery of Christian Edenic mythology, of 
Paradise lost, and has taken on a religious dimension which resonates in 
the Pacific present. Thus writers image the past as a world of Darkness 
pregnant with the spirits of the ancestors, malevolent gods who had 
constantly to be propitiated, and more benign spirits who could be cajoled 
into assisting humans.26 The past was a world of fixed seasonal routines, 
of ritualised agricultural and marine events,27 of small communities 
where social and moral conventions were clearly understood and 
reinforced through maxim, song, dance and legend,28 a world where the 
village-as-community was the measure of ethical life.29 It was a world too 
where the old dictated the community response to any crisis,30 the young 
were gradually initiated into the ways of the group, and social and gender 
roles were strictly enforced,31 a world where the other, if not a spirit, was a 
clearly recognised enemy who had to be repelled or conquered, who 
might be considered as less than human,32 but who at least operated on 
the same premises of warfare - and with the same instruments.33
But the past is problematic for Pacific writers in two respects. First, as 
argued throughout this study, though much has been lost in the way of 
specific manifestations of culture, such as custom dances, god masks, 
canoe-making, and graphic arts, much remains. The village world was - 
and is - the major social unit for most Pacific peoples,34 either as 
permanent habitation or as the home to which they come and go as 
economic dictates require: see Cry of the Cassowary, The Wounded Sea 
and Call of Midnight Bird, as literary examples. Further, the old spirits 
and ancestors lurk close to the edges of modern consciousness,35 sodal 
and gender roles persist, though with more resistance.36 Oral literature 
may no longer be the only source of entertainment and ethical and social
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education,37 but story-telling remains a valued art.38 What has been lost 
is the colour of the other - the enemy, in the past a tribal antagonist, 
became a white oppressor during the anti-colonial phase, then 
metamorphosed into a concept, Westernisation, which could not be 
fought with traditional weapons of either the physical or spiritual variety, 
as Hoiri finds in The Crocodile. Once identified only with the palagi / 
dimdims, Westernisation has now infiltrated indigenous societies, and 
once again, the enemy is brown, the same colour as the writer, and the 
other is the one who betrays his own people - see Soaba's Maiba, and 
Wendt's Pouliuli and Leaves of the Banyan Tree. For the writers, the 
tragedy of immanent loss is that Westernisation has been abetted by 
Pacific peoples themselves: Faleasa's revelation in Pouliuli is that he, 
who had always considered himself an upholder of the fa 'a Samoa, was 
responsible for allowing the market/cash economy of the town to 
infiltrate Melaeluan life, and "taint its centre with a deadly cynicism"
(128). Worse, he has even perverted traditional customs of generosity and 
leadership, such as gift-giving: "a time-honoured custom had been 
turned into a mockery, a cheap system of buying." (128) In contrast to the 
past forms of leadership, this was "power without conscience, symptom of 
the sickness in the nation's soul, a tragic mimickry, an absence of faith in 
fa'a Samoa." (131) The enemy is not represented in a phalanx of warriors, 
or a lightning raid, not even in the form of the kiap or district officer, but 
as an insidious change in value systems and beliefs which weakens 
custom.
There is a second difficulty in reifying the past for the Pacific writer, 
and that is the real benefit of modernisation to Pacific communities in 
general, and to the individual writer. Contact brought Christianity which, 
despite its initial repressive nature, has become a central element in
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Pacific culture; Westernisation has brought communication and 
transport technologies which have assisted national unity at the same 
time as they breached the walls of the village and allowed individuals to 
challenge the rigidities of age/gender/class roles. In embracing Western 
art forms such as written modes of poetry and prose, and utilising a 
language which is still a mark of elitism, Pacific writers more or less 
reluctantly embrace individualism as a modus operandi, and are thus 
placed in opposition to the communal artist's role. Hence the Pacific 
writer can have no unambiguous attitude to the past: as Simms puts it:
The national culture belongs to the hinterland - a spatial and moral 
category of traditional values, modes of social relationship, and 
forms of rhetorical discourse. Still, the national culture can not then 
belong solely to the villages, the illiterates, the stay-at-homes. . . .
("Towards an Assessment" 91)
At the same time as writers reify the interior or coastal villages, 
representative of the past and the source of moral values, writers must 
acknowledge present social reality - the town and its values. It is this 
dichotomy between values which underlies the significance of the 
journey between village and town which is a central motif in all Pacific 
writing.
The attractions of the past are its perceived stability, its material 
security for the individual (notwithstanding the intermittent danger of 
attack on the village), its shared aesthetic and spiritual events. For the 
young men of the tribe, the pre-Contact past offered an opportunity for 
adventure in warfare, trade missions, and hunting - which is, we could 
note, not markedly different from what attracted Europeans to a Pacific 
existence. For the young women, hard work was ameliorated only by the 
sharing of tasks, some specifically female rites, and courtship rites.39
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Such activities feature prominently in the few literary recreations of 
the past (see the internecine battles referred to in the epigraph to this 
chapter and Toby Kagl's "Kalian" 69). But it is apposite that 'historical' 
writing of the pre-Contact period is almost non-existent in Pacific 
literature. Indeed, the 1930s and 1940s constitute the period which is most 
frequently examined in Contact stories - see The Crocodile and Pouliuli 
for example. It is the period within family memory, grandparents' stories 
told to eager grandchildren. Writers have arrogated the pre-Contact past 
to the vernacular literature, whether oral or written, recognising the 
vernacular as the most appropriate medium for traditional history. The 
setting of most Pacific writing in English is contemporary or near 
contemporary - point of contact remembered or retold in the present.
The past is generally adumbrated through reference to (deplored) 
change from a past which was pure and innocent; it is encoded in 
metaphor, as we will see below. In Wendt, memory is the key to the past; 
his protagonists slip through time to their childhoods and thence to their 
grandparents' memories. Even the structure of his novels and stories, a 
constant movement between past and present, echoes the contrasts and 
continuities of then and now. For Wendt, the past was no halcyon time: 
its social structures were onerous for the individual; the fa 'a Samoa, like 
other Pacific ways of life, was often harsh (see Pouliuli and the old 
society's child-raising practices). Yet Wendt, like many other writers, 
ultimately valorises the past, not because it was necessarily a 'better' life 
for Pacific peoples, but because it was less complicated for most 
individuals. Fixed social roles, and strongly-enforced communal ethics, 
meant that only the rare individual could/would rebel out of personal 
disjuncture with the prevailing culture. (The grandfather in Wendt's
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Sons is an archetype of such a figure, though he is of course of the Contact 
generation.)
In Chapter 1, we saw that in both Keith's study of micro-regional 
literatures, and national and macro-regional literatures, the "contrasting 
of past and present" is central; the situation depicted in regional literature 
is that of a society in upheaval. Further, the past is valorised as pure - or 
at the very least purer - than the present. It is no surprise then, to 
discover the constant reference to the past in contemporary Pacific 
literature. A concomitant understanding that self-definition most 
frequently involves establishing core polarities between self and other, 
and that 'Pacificness' is most clearly discerned through identifying 'non- 
Pacificness', clarifies why Pacific literature reflects apparently antithetical 
metaphors which adumbrate the contemporary myth of loss. For loss 
connotes the state of wholeness and harmony which is the past.
Metaphor
Because the past permeates the present in the Pacific, and because of 
the ambivalent attitudes of Pacific peoples and writers towards the past 
and the present, the sense of loss is paradoxical, and the myth of loss is 
projected in a series of apparently antithetical metaphors, which also 
express the core elements of cultural conflict. Theme and myth thus 
align, and are encoded in, metaphor. These core elements are 
Darkness/Light, Village/Town, Old/Young, Father/Son, Male/Female, 
Self/Other, and Sane/Crazy. The first element in these metaphors 
represents the past, the stabilising and sustaining force of tradition; the 
second represents the present, with its forces of erosion and dispersal. 
What appear to be classic Hegelian metaphors contain both dialectic and
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continuum, for Darkness informs Light, village ways conflict with those 
of the town, yet the village pulls its people back, the old live on in the 
young, as the father lives on in the son. Yet Pacific writers catalogue the 
loss of the 'purer' values of the past, and in doing so, they entrench the 
myth of loss. It is pertinent to note here that in the main, these 
'dialectics’ are not perceived as having any internal contradictions. Only 
in Wendt, Soaba, Hau'ofa, Veramu and Subramani, do we gain any sense 
of the problematics inherent in reifying the 'positive' element of these 
antitheses. In most other Pacific writers, the antitheses are simple, and 
reductive. They therefore confirm the past/present contrast - and 
continuity.
Buell comments of New England literature:
It was inevitable, during a period of rapid national literary 
development, for writers to seize on whatever images they could 
find that seemed culturally expressive and construct instant 
traditions out of them. . . . But given the energy and newness ... it 
was equally predictable that the icons would be handled 
idiosyncratically by some and debunkingly by others, even before the 
paint on them had dried. (21)
The icons considered here have indeed been chosen by writers for their 
cultural expressiveness, and only the last mentioned writers have 
deployed them in idiosyncratic or debunking ways.
Darkness/Light
Although there are allusions to the 'Days of Darkness' and 'the 
Coming of the Light' in literature throughout the Pacific, in clear 
recognition of the value placed on Christianity,40 it is instructive to 
consider some of the more extended treatments of the metaphor. Many 
of these reveal the persistence of belief in the old spirits; further, they 
reveal the presence of the spirits in the modem world, for religious belief
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contains both Christian and atavistic elements; moreover, the ancestors 
are inherent in place; in ’writing place', one writes one's ancestors - as 
Margaret Laurence stated in the Canadian context. Despite a general 
acknowledgement that Christianity equates with the 'Pacific Way',41 there 
is evident in the literature a somewhat guilty continuity of belief in the 
creatures of the Darkness, a reversion to traditional healers or witch 
doctors when modern medicine or the Church fails to solve a problem.42 
Occasionally, this belief is a guilty one ("Rooster in the Confessional"); 
more often, the old gods are simply accepted as fact in the present.
Although there are some simple expressions of joy in 'The Coming 
of the Light',43 Leomala's "Kros/Cross" indicates that many Pacific writers 
do not share their people's apparent acceptance of Christianity as 'Pacific'. 
Jawodimbari's Danuba in "The Old Man's Reward" (Black Writing from 
New Guinea 125-45) renounces Christianity because the Christian god 
allowed the District Commissioner and other whites to mock him; his 
human dignity, he feels, is better served by his old gods.44 I-Kiribati poet 
Maunaa Itaia bitterly condemns the missionaries' destruction of his 
ancestors' spirits in the skull house which is "next to my heart". The 
missionary "stamps, stamps and he stamps with hatred on the heads of 
my fathers", but the skulls, and the spirits they embody, are precious to 
his being:
Every evening I anoint them with my sweetest oil
In my sleep I speak and am happy with them.
("The Last Night of my Ancestors" Lali 104-05)
But the ambivalence of many Pacific writers is obvious - Itaia's next 
poem in Lali is "The Lord is my 'Te Mauri' in Times of Trouble" (106-07), 
a devotional poem to the Christian God. As Powell notes (12), in PNG the 
Church is not seen as a white imposition because so many of its ministers 
were local or drawn from other Pacific Islands; the PNG playwrights
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protested the Church’s paternalism, but could not deny its acceptance by 
their peoples. Few Pacific writers openly acknowledge that their rejection 
of Christianity puts them at odds with their societies: Soaba, Wendt and 
Hau'ofa are among the few.
A number of the PNG stories and poems regret the loss of initiation 
ceremonies which accompanied the ways of Darkness, and express awe of 
the secret powers of the artefacts and the personal as well as social pain of 
exclusion from that world:
Leleki baskets
hang from the roof of the men's house 
pregnant with secrets 
and power.
But I
the 'modern man' 
complete with suit
I am excluded 
Uninitiated
condemned to sleep with women 
unfit to carry shield and spear.
(Herman Talingapua "Hidden Power" Modern Poetry from Papua 
New Guinea Vol. 1 8)
We might also recall Hoiri's recourse to the magician because
"government and the missions are ineffective in deeding with the tragedy 
that occurred in our family" (123), and his regret that he had been raised 
as Christian, since he is thereby rendered powerless against a strong 
magician.
The efficacy of Christianity as a moral guide is questioned by 
Kasaipwalova, Soaba and Wendt, all of whom are highly critical of the 
hypocrisy of the indigenous pastors and deacons of the contemporary 
Church, though Wendt has some redeeming ministers, such as Mautu in 
"Prospecting" and "Daughter of the Mango Season" (both in Miracle 
Man). Kasaipwalova's Moses in the play "Rooster in the Confessional"
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(Black Writing from New Guinea 115-24) manipulates his dual belief 
systems in a clever illustration of the paradox inherent in contemporary 
Pacific belief: Moses blames "the wicked spirit of my ancestors" (118) for 
his bad temper, though he preaches forgiveness and Christian love. 
During his sermon on forgiveness, one of his parishioners, a cousin, 
confesses to stealing and eating Moses' rooster, and Moses immediately 
assaults him in an ironic comment on the superficiality of much 
Christian practice.45 Nandan has a darker interpretation of the practice of 
Christianity in Fiji: after the Coups, he notes the "thin curtain - as thin as 
a page of the holy bible - between cannibalism and Christianity" (The 
Wounded Sea 123), a reference to the prominence of many Methodist 
ministers in the nationalist and anti-Indian movement. Pillai reveals 
how much of the 'Darkness' inhabits the Indian world as well; his 
character in "A Case of Diabolical Possession" is initially sceptical of his 
wife's reliance on witchdoctors and rooster-killing rites;46 he is prepared 
to rely on crucifix and rosary. In the end, the devil is banished; the 
protagonist is convinced his Christian belief is responsible, his wife 
believes it was the old rites; the author is bemused by the similarity of 
belief in the items of prayer - crucifix or rooster? Darkness and Light are 
ironically portrayed as being in balance; however, the spirits triumph, 
since the protagonist now believes in them.
Though Kagl's "Kalian" (Two Highland Novels from Papua New 
Guinea 54-119) reveals a typical simple belief in PNG in the "powers and 
forces of darkness" (62), for Soaba, the Darkness is existentially conceived 
as representing the original PNG and therefore "his original self':
He is rejecting the self that is not his. And the result after the 
absence of this particular self, which is Christianity, is his original 
self which is void, but an emptiness that is filled by fruitless 
nostalgia for the traditional past.
(Wanpis 60)
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For the lusman/artist, the void could enable him to start "patching up his 
own being" (60) - the Darkness holds hope as well as fear. But Soaba 
recognises that his existential belief is not shared by most of his people. 
Similarly, Wendt perceives Christianity as both "a social custom" and "a 
living part" of contemporary Samoa (Sons 180), though he himself is 
more than sceptical, positioning the Church as the locus of the Bad Smell 
in "I will be our Saviour".47
In Pouliuli, Wendt provides his most extensive treatment of the 
metaphor of Darkness. Pouliuli was the god of Darkness; Faleasa, the 70 
year old matai of the most powerful alii in Malaelua village, seeks refuge 
from the responsibilities of leadership, both secular and spiritual, in 
feigned madness. In the sane reflection which characterises his 
'madness’, Faleasa realises "the infinite possibilities of true mythology" 
(87), recognises that myth is immanent, and "offered him truths about his 
present reality" (94), and images himself as a recreated Pili, the lizard god 
who united Samoa, and bequeathed his land to his children, who then 
begin to fight among themselves. Disgusted, Pili disappeared into 
Pouliuli. Like King Lear, Faleasa ultimately escapes into genuine 
madness, and like Pili, enters "living death, the living darkness of 
Pouliuli" (97). Wendt thus weaves traditional and literary myth and 20th 
century existentialist thought into a compelling depiction of the society in 
decline which is modern Samoa. One of Wendt's most intriguing 
characters in Pouliuli is the old man who represents the Days of Darkness, 
who is tortured by memory and knowledge, and who perceives 'The 
Coming of the Light' as coeval with the coming of the written word. 
Literacy is a release from suffering for those old men who had to bear the 
history of their people in order to transmit the oral culture:
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The old man . . . maintained also that literate people were lucky 
because they could store, describe, imprison, exorcise and identify 
their memories in written form - the printed word was their escape 
from the ravenous, rapacious, fearless appetite of memory.
The papalagi missionaries, by bringing the magic of the written word 
to Samoa, had rescued their people from the brutal nightmare 
swamp in which their collective memory was rooted and from 
which it derived its ferocity; had turned their people's attention 
from the irrational madness of their vain and violent blood to the 
humane light of the Word. (104-05)
Yet the old man screams silently when he contemplates an awful 
possibility: "but how much longer will the word be able to contain, 
describe and exorcise the horror being born out of the world's collective 
memory." (105) The orator in the old time bore this burden, became in 
effect the scapegoat for all the pain of humanity; the loss of the orators 
releases memories into the world. Who is to be the scapegoat now, 
Wendt questions. There is no answer in Pouliuli. When Faleasa's 
machinations in manipulating Samoan politics result in the 
imprisonment of his favourite son for murder, and the ascension of his 
corrupt son to the matai position, Faleasa becomes genuinely mad, and 
takes on the role of the old man, screaming silently in pain with his 
memory/knowledge - and the additional knowledge of his part in the 
destruction of the old fa'a Samoa. His old friend Lemigao tells him he 
will soon be "safe in the embrace of Pouliuli, the great Darkness out of 
which we came and to which we must all return." (145) Death is the only 
release, indicative of Wendt's distance from Christianity, which does not 
allow of the cessation of suffering for those who have committed sin on 
this earth. There is no simple valorisation of the past here, however; as 
Subramani notes, "the communal man is discovered to be as trapped and 
oppressed as the colonised man." ("Artists in a Changing South Pacific" 
322)
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There is no escape from the Days of Darkness, Wendt implies; they 
reach into the present just as the Christians of his village still believe in 
the demons or aitu of the past. For Wendt, if not for his fellow Samoans, 
Christianity is "only one pattern of memory" (135) so death is not an 
ascension to the Light, but descent into Darkness again, into the peace of 
the void. Thus Wendt explores the ironic potential of the dialectical 
metaphor: Darkness threatens constantly to erupt into Light; one keeps it 
at bay through alofa, love, and through faith in one's culture.48 But for 
Wendt, the nature of human beings is to betray love and faith, and the 
present are the Days of Darkness; they result from the corruption of 
tradition, the adoption of western values; the Light of the past, the 
knowledge of the past, has been broken. As Peggy Nightingale (16) notes, 
"the opposition of darkness and light is developed in Wendt's fiction to 
become a profound and ironic metaphor for the impact of Christian light 
on pagan darkness." Pepe, in Flying-Fox concludes bitterly "The sun has 
drowned in Sapepe, the edge of the world." (Flying-Fox 127) "The light is 
going out although the Light has arrived." (Nightingale 19) Wendt's Days 
of Darkness represent an inversion of the more common use of the 
image, but the metaphor is an extension of the perception of the past seen 
in the creative writing of much of the Pacific. By adding another layer to 
the paradox, Wendt has intensified the myth of loss.49
Village/Town
Easily the most common of the metaphors of loss,50 the village is 
valorised as the spiritual, emotional and ethical centre of Pacific life, as a 
social model, as Kerpi's collection Call of Midnight Bird exemplifies. The 
village/town dialectic encapsulates the dilemma of the contemporary 
Pacific, for where the village represents, semiologically, community,
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family, tradition, the past, and factually remains the primary social reality 
for a large majority of Pacific peoples (see note 34 above), the town 
represents individualism, the Western way, the future; it is vital to 
'progress'. This dialectic also aligns Pacific writing with the micro- 
regional literatures of England, the New England area of the USA, and 
Canada, where the literature focusses on the depiction of a village 
community. However, as we will see, in Pacific literature the focus is on a 
shadowy idealised village which is depicted as a locus of customary 
behaviour and relationships,51 but is not often physically realised in the 
way the writers realise the towns. This difference in realisation is 
considered further below.
Without exception, the town is negatively perceived as seducing the 
young away from communal responsibility, leaving the villages to decay, 
and abandoning the old who must wait pathetically for children to return 
to bury them, like the old woman whose legs "can fit in the sand crab's 
hole" (Kumalau Tawali "The Old Woman's Message" Modern Poetry 
from Papua New Guinea Vol. 1 18).52 The village then is the realm of 
decay; the loss of the village system is mourned - somewhat prematurely 
it would seem, given the statistics. But this is myth in the process of 
creation. Those who leave the village invariably are depicted as losing 
their direction; they become the lusmen (PNG) or lius (Solomons) of the 
towns; in sociological terms, they are unable to accept the more fluid 
formulation of identity that follows from dislocation (McDougall 5).
Yet, both in the present social reality of the Pacific, and in the 
creative writing, those who leave are always aware that the village 
remains, a place of stability and a retreat. The village is seen as "the last 
resort" for victims of the town, the home to which the prodigal can - and 
does - return, as is the theme of Jawodimbari's collection Return to My
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Land. In one of the rare instances of satire on the proclivity of PNG 
writers to see the village as a retreat, Soaba mocks the "spilt-yolk 
nostalgia" which is "the dream of the great return to the village. Some of 
us mistook the great return to the village as a symbol of salvation" 
(Interview with Chris Tiffin 22). Frequently, the prodigal is a pregnant 
female - see Soaba's "The Next Resort" (The Mana Annual (1974): 69-71) 
and Kavani's "The Bastard" (Bastard 22-23). The idyllic village life is 
ideational: the tone of the stories is nostalgic with loss, as in 
Jawodimbari's "Conch Shell Never Blows", and in Joseph Nidue's 
"Buain: The Bamboo Dance" (Return from the Unknown 5-28), in which 
the author describes how the children learned the village legends; he 
proclaims his gratitude for a childhood in "our rich, unsophisticated 
culture" (6) from which education had alienated so many of the young.53 
Thus the village has become idealised, a locus for past values, depicted, as 
Simms argues, as "a spatial and moral category" rather than a physical 
setting; see also Powell (2) who argues it gained the association of 
innocence as the young educated elite looked back on their childhoods.
Through incidental references in poems and stories,54 the town is 
imaged as dirty, corrupt and corrupting, materialist, heartless, 
sophisticated and cunning, and sometimes as a white creation:
The town is for the Whiteman
The village is for you brother
(Vatoko and Leomala "Nomo Step Long Taon / Leave the Town" 
Lali 240-41)
Faleasa depicts Apia as "the abundant promise of perpetual youth and 
sophistication, of modern wisdom and rich living", but it is a false 
promise, for its traffic is like "a panicking school of mullet being hunted 
by a barracuda" (Pouliuli 129). Negatives lie everywhere behind the
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allure. The town’s attraction is nevertheless overwhelming, even when 
its 'victims’55 are conscious of its destructive capacity:
The town has swallowed me
and beer is sweet to me
like a husband is sweet to his wife.
I am a Motu man - but only for a night.
My home lies undisturbed:
One Day I might return.
I have become Moresby's red dust.56
(Benjamin Evara "Forgetting Home" Kovave 2.2 (1971): 5)
Alcohol is a component of the town's corrupting influence;57 the 
town is also a "harlot" to "innocent teenage male virgins" and "a deceiver 
I a pregnant woman with a deformed child" (Kerpi "Hohola in the 
Night" Cfl// of Midnight Bird 32). Kasaipwalova's long poem 
"Hanuabada", reveals the mixture of feelings the villager experiences: 
once a large traditional village, it had become Westernised by the 1970s, 
and illustrates a villager's dream of what the town will be: "so civilized, 
so new and white". But town is a bitter disappointment to the villager:
Who are these white devils that trample you and use you 
like a prostitute
Then curse you and forget you as another slummy, dirty
native villager. (Hanuabada 5)
The poem concludes with a cry to the inhabitants of the dirty suburb to 
revolt against this condition, to "run the streets like smashing thunder", 
for there should be "no stagnant neutrality" (11). John Saunana's "The 
Map" (Twenty Four Poems of the Solomon Islands 1-2) is less vehement, 
but it too refers to the "seabed depth of thermal activity" bubbling 
underneath the "parasiting town onetalk boom" (2). However, few 
writers urge such revolt; rather, Pacific writing protests the effects of town 
living as destructive of custom and tradition,58 or simply depicts its 
deleterious effects.
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The contrasts between village and town are embodied in the work 
life of each. There is some mockery of the bush kanaka or the villager 
from 'out back' (see, for example, Kauraka's "Darkness Within the Light" 
above). But more vehement scorn is reserved for the hausboi, as in 
Alifereti Nasokia's poem "Kai Colo" (Bush People):
You scrub the john, you boil the tea 
for some expatriate bum 
No longer Fijian, not quite European 
Should you be insolent to me?
(Creative Writing from Fiji 79)
The public servant trapped by pens and paper is also mocked, as in 
Kasaipwalova's "Public Servant" (Hanuabada 14). Where the village 
requires the dominance of community values, the town requires that the 
individual put his priorities first. Orotaloa crystallises the problem of 
wantok claims in the town: in the village, there is little economic 
disadvantage in sharing simple food and goods, but in town, food must be 
bought, rent requires cash, the lius cannot be supported indefinitely (Two 
Times Resurrection 34). Again, the clash of values is inherent in the 
changing economic system. As the subsistence and barter economy of the 
village gives way to a commercial economy in town, family support and 
generosity begin to break down and community cohesion is lost. The 
nature of work in the village and the town takes us back to the 
constituents of regional literature considered in Chapter 1 - recall 
Morgan's argument that regional texts depict the relationship between 
place and people mediated through work. In the village, work is often 
hard, and dirty (see Maiba 6), particularly for women, but because 
everyone of the same gender is similarly engaged, it is not demeaning in a 
social sense. But essentially, whatever form it takes, work connects 
people to place, and elaborate religious rituals grew up in the past around 
that relationship. By contrast, work in town lacks a land-connection. It is
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employment by a (putative) superior with power to hire and fire ("Tali" 
Three Short Novels from Papua New Guinea 87-100), or by an impersonal 
bureaucracy (Wanpis), both situations being inimical to the relational 
nature of work in the village, based as that is on reciprocity.
In Indo-Fijian writing as well, the village represents the past, though 
the image is wholly negative: "There were no landmarks in the village, 
nothing to hold anyone's feelings or imagination, only the faceless hills 
and bush. All that was wonderful was elsewhere or in books." ("Gone 
Bush" 101) Subramani does not glorify the village, but transforms it into 
a symbol of the hopelessness of Fiji Indian life. Nandan encodes the 
village as an image of decay and loss; for him, its negative aspects 
constitute part of the girmit inheritance. Their depiction of the Indo- 
Fijian village aligns Nandan and Subramani with other Pacific writers: 
the village is an icon of the past. In Indo-Fijian writing, however, the 
village represents a depressing, not a radiant, past.
The village in Pacific literature constitutes a metaphor of the myth of 
loss and decay, the loss of communalism for the individualism 
represented by the town. The past is reified in the icon of the village, 
though as Krauth points out, there is some irony in this icon, since the 
images of harmony and fulfilment generally represent "the point of view 
of the westernised individual", the urbanised individual ("Thematic 
Index" 13). The village/town dialectic is also associated with the 
archetypal motif of Pacific literature, the journey, which exemplifies the 
pattern of exile and return. The journey as motif will be examined in 
more detail below, but it is instructive in this context to note that the 
return to the village is also associated with loss - loss of oneness with the 
village and its values, and sometimes a confirmation to those returning 
that the village is in decay, that it is the realm of the old - see, for
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instance, Pokwari Kali's "Homecoming": "I felt loney and small, like a 
wanderer / walking through an ancient, ruined kingdom" (Lali 193). The 
literary depiction of the Pacific village is often not a celebration of its 
survival, even in Kerpi and Kasaipwalova, but an intimation of its defeat. 
As such, it is indicative of another constituent of regional literature, the 
rural-urban dialectic considered in Chapter 1. It is instructive that it is a 
core metaphor of Pacific literature.
For most writers - though Wendt is ambivalent here and Hau’ofa 
satiric (Kisses 48) - the village functions as the Pacific social ideal; 
however, for Indo-Fijian writers it is representative of the tragedy of the 
girmit inheritance. Indeed, we might compare Buell's analysis of the 
place of the village in New England regional literature:
"The village is a self-contained unit, sheltered from the outside 
world and organically inter-dependent... It is ethnically 
homogeneous and institutionally stable . . . The social structure is 
simple. ..." (306)
In both literatures, it has become reified as a metaphor of the past and its 
values, because rural harmony has been invaded by cosmopolitan values, 
and the town has lured the young away. Again, the change this entails is 
imbued with a sense of acute loss. Nevertheless, most town-dwellers 
return to the village, at least temporarily.
OldZYoung
Almost as common as the metaphor of village/town is the 
emblematic use of the old versus the young in writing from throughout 
the South Pacific. Generational conflict constitutes a common situation, 
as in the concluding pages of Two Times Resurrection, or The Cry of the 
Cassowary. Though in the latter, it is the mother who is presented as 
inflexible and ultimately foolish, most frequently the conflict is between
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father and son, as we will see in the next section. Generally the conflict is 
expressed in a suppressed tension resulting in the flight of the child, as in 
'’The Flight of a Villager", rather than outright revolt, which is inimical 
to Pacific cultural values. Rarely though are parents depicted as 'wrong* 
or 'foolish', as in The Cry of the Cassowary or Mrs. Wawaya in Maiba; the 
child is almost inevitably the mistaken one, betrayed into lusman status 
by flight from the values of the village home.
The parent/child relationship features prominently in the stories, 
poems and plays considered in this study, partly in consequence of the age 
of many writers; this point will be considered further in Chapter 5. Yet 
more significant is the centrality of grandparents, both as features of the 
domestic scenes depicted in many narratives, and as icons of the past.
They are invariably deeply loved by their grandchildren, who revel in 
their stories while subconsciously or consciously registering that those 
stories are of a distant past.59
Old men haunt Nandan's collection Faces in a Village: one old man 
exhorts the academic son of the village not to forget his ancestors: 
"centuries flow in my blood / civilizations born before the flood" ("the 
ghost" 12).60 Most of the old are near death. The younger generation 
have become mere visitors rather than integral members of the family.
In Nandan's "my father's son" (Faces in a Village 3), T sinks into "the 
only chair", symbolising his Westernisation, as well as the status he is 
now accorded in the village. His alienation is total, denoted by self 
(through the act of choosing the chair instead of the floor) and family 
(who allow the chair to be used by the [adult] child instead of the oldest or 
highest-status person in the house). Paradoxically, education has taken 
the grandchild away from the teaching of the old, but has inculcated an
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awareness in the child of the importance of that teaching, and the 
personal and social loss education has entailed:
Being away in my youth
Deprived me of your classes
On our ancestor's traditions and values.
I returned to record your wise words 
In my conscientious years, but 
By then you were no longer 
Able to command energy to speak.
(Steven Winduo "Fe'himboli, the Teacher I know", 
Lomo'ha I am 15)
A similar lament underlies "Kidnapped", Nandan’s "my father's son", or 
Pio Manoa's "Recall":
Do I dare
Fill my jar
From the old, old well?
Or run naked
In a tropic rain?
I forget my mother!61
(Creative Writing from Fiji 46)
Yet the young are powerless to resist the change, or do other than word- 
paint the 'faces in the village', faces which would otherwise fade.62
One of the few writers to portray the old negatively is Vilsoni 
Hereniko. In his early plays, "A Child for Iva" (1-72) and "Sera's Choice" 
(73-153), both in Two Plays, the older generation represents inflexible 
racism and mere superstition, which spills over into their practice of a 
corrupt Christianity. A 'sickness' clouds Iva’s mind when she 'chooses' a 
Rotuman boy instead of the Fijian husband both Rotuman and Fijian 
communities dictate. When her child is bom deformed, the Rotuman 
family declare her cursed because she "offended the spirits of the land" 
(60) by this miscegenation. When Atama's aunt convinces Iva to kill the 
child in order to remove the curse, the evil of the older generation is 
confirmed. Atama himself decides to seek Christ. In the second play,
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Sera's 'choice' is to love an Indian boy, despite the disapproval of her 
Fijian family; Anil's family are equally opposed to the relationship, 
which is "tabu" (94). The marriage dissolves in violence, and Sera's 
passionate cry for love and mutual tolerance:
. . . you never try and understand me or the ways of my people. And 
you don't teach me to understand yours. I have abandoned my 
people but you won't let me become part of yours. I could have been 
something of both, Anil, but now I'm . . . neither. (152)
Anil is shocked by his wife's departure, but the play concludes in hope - 
Anil switches from the Hindi radio program to the Fijian one; Sera offers 
a reconciliation if he acknowledges his love. In both plays, the young will 
triumph - in the future - if they abandon the prejudices of their parents 
and the society at large, and allow love between races at a personal level to 
guide their actions. Yet even Hereniko's criticism is implicit rather than 
overt, projected through the positive goals he ascribes to his young 
characters, rather than through the brief vignettes of the old and their 
values. His audience is secondary and tertiary students, but he does not 
preach outright rejection of the old. Instead, he urges an evolution 
towards 'a new Pacific', recognising that such growth will be painful at a 
personal level.
In their deployment of the old as icons of the past, most Pacific 
writers are reverential, their tone elegaic, for the old are dying. It is 
telling, nevertheless, that the old are most frequently depicted in the 
process of dying. In the few instances where they are actually dead, they 
live in the present through spirit visitations to the young, as the 
grandfather 'visits' the protagonist in The Frigate Bird, through their 
genetic legacy, as in Sons for the Return Home, or through their stories, as 
in "Buain". Once again, the past is immanent in the present, despite the 
imminent loss of the old people.
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Father/Son
The conflict between father and son is a powerful metaphor of 
culture clash in Pacific writing; it is generally, but not always, aligned 
with the positive values of the past and the negative values of the 
confused present. The search by a son for his father is a recurring image 
of loss, of the desolation of the present and the need for a stable identity.
It is a central metaphor in Wendt's writing; it is also the focus of 
Nandan's writing and the motive for his constant returns to the village; 
it underpins both of Soaba's novels as well. It is indicative not only of the 
place of the male in what remain male-dominated cultures, but of the 
imaging of the (often European) other who disappears after despoiling 
Pacific societies, leaving disaster in his wake.
To the son Nandan's probing questions about the girmit period, the 
taciturn father answers only "it was narak,63 many died, i survived." ("my 
father's son" 2) The old man contains his pain and his history, and 
distances himself from his academic son, who self-consciously retreats to 
an air-conditioned Suva office:
it's different here: 
i see the island
touched by a rainbow, a yacht 
and a blade mynah bird.64
("my father's son" 4)
The historical breach between father and son is so total as to be revealed 
only in such symbols; the son can only imagine the narak his father 
suffered.65 In Wanpis, Soaba's protagonist gradually reveals that the 
source of his social alienation, his dislocation and his lusman status is 
partly education and partly his orphaned status as the child of a Papua 
New Guinea mother and an unknown European father: "I was a man 
without a beginning nor an end. ... I was born without choice." (30-31)
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He must actively seek "belonging"; to save himself he must reject the 
lusman pose, and "not. . . just be the fatherless native." (170) Maiba too is 
unsure of her paternity: though she ultimately realises that her natural 
father is indeed the chief, she realises her cousin is in fact also her half- 
brother, and that Mr. Wawaya deserves her filial duty for his kindness to 
her, and to her half-brother, whom he never treated as anything other 
than a full son.
It is Wendt who most comprehensively explores the metaphor of 
father/son, and who perceives that this is no simple dialectic, for the 
father figure is by no means reified into a simple positive image. There is 
instead a rich ambivalence in Wendt's portrayal of fathers, as there is in 
his depiction of Darkness, the village, the old, and insanity. In Sons, the 
young man despises his father's perceived weakness, and looks to his 
rebel grandfather for a role model. His father in turn hated and despised 
his father, rejecting the expectation that he become a healer as the 
youngest son was intended to do. Though the young man ultimately 
understands what motivated his father's flight to New Zealand, he rejects 
his parents, and returns to exile in New Zealand. Father/son conflicts 
recur in Wendt's stories and novels, the father being imaged either as a 
tyrant who destroys his wife and alienates his son, or as a weakling who 
deserves rejection. In Pouliuli, Faleasa realises that his life had been 
dictated not by his being "trapped" in his wife "Felefele's orderly mind . . . 
like a smothering womb" (7) as he had first believed, but by his "limitless 
fear" of his father, an "arrogant, autocratic and bigoted" man who ignored 
his son's "individuality" (115) and insisted on strict emotional self- 
control as the mark of leadership.66 Faleasa’s father tells him that he 
despised his own father for his weakness, and despised his mother for her 
infidelity, for being "a slave to the weakness of the flesh" (117). Thus is
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generational conflict and lovelessness perpetuated: Faleasa lacks the love 
"which your father and mother denied you and which all your married 
life you have denied your wife and children." (113) Alofa is the basis of 
the fa 'a Samoa, but Faleasa does not - cannot - love. Self-control is 
necessary, but a leader without love for his aigp is a mere tyrant, a callous 
manipulator whose plans are doomed to dust.
In "The Balloon-fish and the Armadillo" (Miracle Man 56-72), the 
persona is an academic who must face the cleaning out of his dead 
father's papers: "In the entrails of that treasure, I hoped to find the father 
I never knew." (61) Although he finds extensive evidence of his father's 
material success, there is no personal memorabilia here; so he creates a 
bonfire of the records. "Once again a deliberate denial, and I raged, 
working more intensely to thrust more and more of his corpse into the 
flames." (66) He is denied an acknowledgement of his father's love, and 
therefore is denied his identity, because he was brought up by his part- 
European grandparents to despise "the Samoan side" as "uncivilized and 
pagan" (67). Lack of knowledge of a father is destructive of the individuell, 
Wendt states: "there could be no profit, no cure, to balance such a loss." 
(69) T ultimately finds his talisman of love, but realises he can never 
fully recover his identity:
With that acceptance, you watch, fascinated, as your skin transforms 
itself slowly into a fabulous shell made up of bony plates, and in 
whose impregnable sanctuary your soul wants to roll up in a ball and 
die. (72)
Identity diluted, Wendt, suggests, is identity foregone. He can no longer 
be a fish, open and vulnerable; instead, he is an armadillo, protected by 
'bony plates'.
In "Birthdays" (Miracle Man 126-33), a similar persona is mellower, 
more conciliatory. "Birthdays" too is a story of a son who initially
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despised his hard-working, pragmatic father. The father abandoned his 
muscial gift for a plumbing business which would feed and educate his 
children. "His was a sacrificial mutilation." (130) The protagonist cannot 
write the poem his daughter wants for her birthday: poems "don’t grow 
in my hair or inside my rib-cage; they have to be fished out of the void 
like rare tunes." (130)67 He remembers his own twenty-first birthday, 
when his father gave him a typewriter, a gesture of love to a son who 
spumed his father’s desire that he became a lawyer, not a writer. The 
memory leads him "perhaps, to a forgiveness that should join father and 
son", and a greater understanding of his daughter as well (133). He 
advises her to consider "the rich skeleton that is your Samoan/Pakeha 
ancestry. If you can love all that ragged tribe, you'll be strong."(131)68
To know one's father is to know one's identity; to love one's father 
is to be true to one's culture and traditions. A breach between father and 
son, or the absence of a father, signifies a loss which perverts one's 
present. The Father/Son metaphor reflects paradox then, in that once 
again the past is immanent in the present, the father in the son. To reject 
one's father, and one's past, is to reject one's self. The metaphor thus 
deepens the myth of loss in the contemporary Pacific, redolent as it is with 
the search for identity and for belonging.
Male/Female
Given that the majority of youth in late secondary and tertiary 
institutions in the Pacific throughout the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s were 
male (see Powell 26), it is not surprising that the majority of writers in 
English were male, since English remains the language of the educated. 
Nor is it surprising that, as we will see in the next chapter on form, the 
main form of expression should be the autobiographical or semi-
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autobiographical sketch in which the point of view or centre of 
consciousness is that of a young male persona. Very often the sketches 
include a depiction of the young male's sexual explorations, revealing 
another area of conflict between the old and the new as the strict sexual 
mores of the past69 meet the more liberal and often cash-related values of 
the West There are countless bitter references to 'bed girls' attracted by 
the prospect of money - or survival - in the town:
In a row 
they sucked dry 
your painted body, 
a dollar for a ride.70
(Petaia "A Dollar for a Ride" Blue Rain 26) 
August Kituai's "The Flight of a Villager" also depicts the "two dollar 
girls" a young male can expect to find in the towns (68). There are 
numerous condemnations of local women seeking status or material 
benefits in relationships with white males.71 Though often these 
references are in the form of simple moral commentaries on social 
change, the use of female-as-prostitute as a symbol of the corruption of 
modern Pacific states is more significant. Dus Mapun bemoans:
The naked breasts that once hung down freely 
Now have to shrink and sweat in 'breast bags'
O New Guinea you are changing fast to Niugini.
("Change" Kovave 3.1 (1971): 25) 
We have already seen Dus Mapun's apostrophe to his country as a whore 
in "O Meri Wantok", a plea to cling to the black male and the past.
Kavani utilises similar imagery in "Black Woman" (Bastard 20); he is 
more violent in "Bastard", with its vitriolic attack on a girl who left her 
village to find a wealthy husband in town:
we declare you outcast
In the darkness of the early night 
You shall suffer your prostitution 
and vomit your first born
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a bastard.
(Bastard 23)
Seri's "Women" (Some Modern Poetry from Fiji 7) is equally bitter:
Melanoid woman, women of the Southern 
seas
Women of scabrous womb garland 
sin with lust.
In "Tali", Jim Baital relates the story of Kanek, a hausboi for an 
expatriate family in Port Moresby. When the family suddenly returns to 
Australia, Kanek returns disillusioned to his village, to tell his wantoks 
about:
His journeys through this rapidly maturing young woman, New
Guinea, with her seductive flesh and beautiful black body . . . the 
body that had robbed these two brothers of their birthright, their 
togetherness, their closeness, and everything else that was given to 
them by the beloved Mother Nature. (103)
Kanek's son Tali has been spoilt by his upbringing in the corrupt 'female' 
town; he rejects the ways of the village, obtains a job with Bums Philp, 
and finally marries a girl from a tabu clan group who has a part-European 
baby. Although he succeeds in the Army, Tali is unhappy; he loathes the 
"Western characteristics" his stepson exhibits; so the family returns to his 
village. However, his wife is unhappy in this closed society, and leaves 
for Port Moresby with the children. "Left with nothing, [Tali] became a 
madman. Returning to his village had been like getting a passport to 
hell." (140) Through women, Papua New Guinean values have been 
destroyed as Tali has been destroyed - the town/female is modem Papua 
New Guinea; the village/male is traditional, and is now 'a hell' for the 
individual male, because the female has deserted him; 'wholeness' is 
impossible.
In "Waiting for the Bus", Pillai takes his usual more charitable view 
of the same issue, using gentle irony to chide Fiji for selling itself to
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western ways. A talkative young mixed race woman, "painted" in garish 
make-up, "a real wierdo", relates the story of her fight with her white 
boss, who has made sexual advances to her. Some time later, the first 
person narrator sees their wedding photograph in the paper. He is 
philosophical about this marriage to the man the girl had previously 
rejected:
If you want happiness nowadays, you've got to grab it wherever you 
find it and not worry about the cost. Call it selfishness if you like. I 
call it pragmatism. It's a tough world that we live in.
(The Celebration 61)
Pillai does not challenge the wrongs he describes in his Indo-Fijian 
middle class world; rather, he sees the writer's task as humanising the 
the face of Indo-Fijians72 and moralising only obliquely.
In "this fiercely macho ocean" (Wendt "Where the Mind is, or, a 
Conversation with my Mind" Shaman of Visions 34), the figure of 
worn an-as-des troy er is common. Krauth castigates Wendt for subscribing 
to the image, "to the Fatal Woman notion which has pervaded much 
island writing, and which derives from the Hine-nui-te-Po figure in the 
Maui myth" ("Contemporary Literature" 630).73 In general, Pacific 
literature reveals a negative image of women as sexually promiscuous, 
unfaithful in marriage, weak, and materialist.74 Frequently women are 
metaphors for a society which has succumbed to Western values. Where 
they are depicted as faithful, they are imaged as drudges, subjugated by 
bullying husbands and sons, worn down by hard work and childbearing, 
and having little individuality. In Pillai's "The Celebration", Rama's 
mother describes the lot of women when she consoles her daughter-in- 
law for the callous brutality of her son: "Men never change . . . make the 
most of your few happy moments, and pray that the hard times are few.
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That's the only way to endure a lifetime together." (The Celebration 68) 
Resignation and acceptance are the only solutions:
Shanti made no reply. There was practical wisdom in the old 
woman's words, but hardly a grain of comfort. Still, there was no 
point in lingering over the troubles. She brushed back her tears as if 
nothing had happened. Then she bent down and began picking up 
the pieces of meat, one by one.75 (68)
There are more positive though no less clichéd images of the female 
such as Enos's "Unity", which depicts PNG as a mother who must wake 
and draw her many children together:
pull them back by their navel cords 
into the warmth of your bilum76
keep them safe under your tapa cloth 
let them recognize each other at last
on your breasts.
(Modern Poetry from PNG Vol I 20) 
Mildred Sope calls for loyalty to the 'motherland', imaging Vanuatu in 
maternal and emotional terms ("Motherland" Some Modern Poetry from 
Vanuatu 3).
For the reasons canvassed, there are few female writers, but those 
who choose to comment on gender relations do not present a flattering 
view of males: Sipolo's "Wife Bashing" (Praying Parents 12-13), 
"Husbands" (Praying Parents 27) and "A Man’s World" (Ciuilized Girl 10) 
present the Solomons male as drunk, lazy and uncaring.77 The difference 
between male portrayals of women and female portrayals of men is that 
in women's writing, there is no symbolic association of males with the 
Pacific, the individual nation state, or the past: the poetry of Sipolo, 
Thaman and von Reiche is a simple depiction of contemporary social 
reality;78 Thaman denies she is a feminist poet (Interview with 
Subramani 266).
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In the main, however, ’male' in the Pacific equates with the village 
and a reified past, while 'female' equates with the town and the corrupted 
present. Powell notes that the chief use of sexual imagery in PNG drama 
stems from male fears of castration and weakness; in the anti-colonial 
plays, "the colonial presence is seen as castrating" (522), though this 
symbolic referrent is rare outside PNG. Even mothers are not immune 
from the sexual taint: though Pacific literature in general deploys the 
mother figure with nostalgia and sentiment, the most striking mother 
characters are unfaithful (Mrs. Wawaya in Maiba), shrewish (the mother 
in The Cry of the Cassowary and "Daughter of the Mango Season") or 
stupid ("Marigolds"). The male/female antithesis suggests a psyche 
which is split, a further indication of the loss of a harmonious past.
Self/Other
I have explored elsewhere the metaphor of self/other in Pacific 
literature, examining the literary representations of self/other in terms of 
a black/white paradigm.79 To summarise, whites are peripheral 
characters, functioning as agents of change and/or sources of immediate 
conflict, as rapacious (literally and metaphorically) invaders who are 
mercifully transient as individuals, but who as a group are an insistent 
other in the Pacific. Soaba has stated "The white man is always there" as 
an unseen presence (Powell 492). 'Whiteman ways' are more pervasive 
than white characters themselves.
White characters rarely move beyond caricature, and are often 
depicted only by their positional status - the kiap in Tawali's "The Bush 
Kanaka Speaks" (Lali 183-4), or the unnamed boss in Pillai's Laxmi; they 
are "generic", as Abdul Jan Mohamed (83) says native characters are in 
European writing. They are rarely other than stereotypes: Mr. Green
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("How my Grandfather Killed Mr. I. Green"), the Symes ("Tali"), the 
Carneys ("The Ungrateful Daughter"), the impatient missus in "The 
Flight of a Villager". Most representations can be found in the anti­
colonial texts of PNG literature; there are fewer actual white characters in 
literature from elsewhere in the Pacific, and few in post-independence 
PNG writing. Few white characters are realised as individuals: Soaba's 
treatment of Goldsmith in Wanpis remains the most extensive.
Goldsmith is a paternalistic benefactor who strives to instil education, 
leadership and school loyalty into young Papua New Guineans; he is 
tolerant of the emerging radicalism in PNG, ignoring the taunts of a 
group of drunken students who turn on an unnamed Australian with the 
words that he is "too froggy, too white like a dead fish bloating in 
Moresby's streets", who is told: "'don't use our society as an excuse to 
hide from yours!'"80 Goldsmith is no simple chauvinist - he does not 
defend his fellow Australian. Generous and tolerant as he is, Goldsmith 
remains a paternalistic figure resented because of his 'good' intentions.
Though Wendt 'writes out' whites from his stories81 like most 
South Pacific writers, rarely attempting more than incidental characters, 
Barker, a palagi shopkeeper in a small Samoan back-village in the 
colonial period, is presented with some sympathy in "Prospecting" and 
"Daughter of the Mango Season". Though he is greedy for the gold he 
suspects lies upriver, and drives his Samoan helpers unmercifully, and 
though his initial response to the discovery of the skeletons of an entire 
ancient village is mockery, he is ultimately shamed by Pastor Mautu's 
concern that the bones have a Christian burial and be rescued from "the 
Darkness in which they were dwelling" (92). He demonstrates his respect 
by decorating the graves, and is able to "laugh gently" with Mautu about 
their "futile, mad, ridiculous prospecting for gold" (94). Similarly, in
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"Daughter of the Mango Season", Barker teases Mautu about his belief in 
God, but Mautu recognises his friend's search for meaning in his life; 
each relishes their cross-cultural friendship, and Barker recognises that 
the Samoan is the stronger of the two, spiritually and emotionally.
Such friendships are rare in the literature;82 where a black/white 
relationship is complicated by a male/female relationship, the 
complexities are almost always overwhelming, as in Pillai's "A Mother of 
Conscience" (The Celebration 29-34) and "Bride of Dakuwaqa",83 or 
Wendt’s Sons, in each of which the white female is destructive and 
ultimately self-destructive. Nevertheless, the females in these stories are 
realised individuals, treated with sympathy, in contrast with the standard 
depiction of the white 'missus' in PNG anti-colonial literature, a harridan 
who is contemptuous of the 'natives' and their ways, and a sexual 
temptress. (It is interesting to compare this with the historical situation - 
see Caroline Ralston's "White Woman with a Towel", a review of 
Amirah Inglis' Not a White Woman Safe: Sexual Anxiety and Politics in 
Porty Moresby 1920-34.) Notwithstanding the sympathetic female 
characters, the white other is most frequently rendered as male, and as a 
crass, insensitive bullying authority figure who abuses and exploits his 
privileged position like Tawali's kiap. Because historically the white 
ignored the individuality of the Pacific people with whom he dealt, he is 
in turn ignored as an individual in the modern writing.84 Historically, 
whites were intermittent and transient visitors, especially in the villages 
(Worsley 198, Powell 10); their influence was thus systemic, and though 
they could be mocked for their superficial characteristics (vide "The Bush 
Kanaka Speaks", and Smith in The Crocodile), their meaning to Pacific 
peoples was disruption and change: they had no individual meaning or 
personality. It is significant that where other regional literatures often
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tum on an external disruptive character, the white character per se is not 
used as commonly in Pacific literature as one might expect from Watson's 
anecdote about a theatre director who noted: . community plays are
always consensus plays, so the villain should always be from out of 
town."' (64) The lack of individualisation indicates Pacific attitudes 
towards interpreting culture in group terms.
Representation of the self is problematic for Pacific writers. Self­
definition, the construction of a self which was not the creation of visiting 
white writers, was central to Wendt’s impulse to write ("In a Stone 
Castle" 154), and instrumental in the writing of other writers. The quest 
for identity is addressed through the metaphor of Father/Son; equally, 
self must be recreated out of a knowledge of the past. The Pacific writer 
most frequently represents the self as lost, alienated, dislocated - consider 
the protagonists of Wanpis, Two Times Resurrection, "Marigolds", 
"Flying-Fox", The Frigate Bird. The self thus gains another level of 
association, as that which existed whole in the past, and must be 
reclaimed (for the nostalgia writers) or reconstructed to take account of 
new conditions (for the writers who accept that there can be no simple 
return to the past). But structuralist literary theory rejects the old notion 
of self as "a quasi-autonomous object which simply expresses itself' 
(Turner 88), and argues instead for the existence of "subjectivities", "our 
view of the individual self being that of a unity which is constructed 
through the internalisation of external processes" (Turner 88). Further, as 
Sylvia Söderland has pointed out, in the post-colonial situation the 
existentialist question of 'Who am I?' becomes general and collective: 
'Who are we?'. This complicates the search for a Pacific identity, because 
in the Pacific the writer is not representative of his or her people, as we 
have seen. Only if the culture is homogeneous, Söderland says, can a
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sense of identity be strong (78). But in an increasingly hybridised culture 
such as the Pacific, identity becomes problematic.
Self is therefore another victim of the clash of cultures, and the loss 
of self adds to the myth of loss. The paradox within the self/other 
metaphor is evident: if the other represents Western values which are 
invincible, if commercialism and towns are inevitable elements of 
contemporary Pacific social reality, the self is unlikely to achieve 
authenticity, wholeness, until the conflicting values in the surrounding 
society are synthesised in acceptable ways. Although the early years of 
South Pacific writing revealed a pessimism that such synthesis was 
possible, and a concomitant nostalgic or militant argument for a return to 
past verities, more recent writing, such as that of Hereniko, Kulagoe,
Sipolo, Wendt, Subramani, Campbell and Soaba, explores potential 
modes of Pacificness in a changed world. There are indications of an 
acceptance of the post-modern condition of fragmentation and fluidity, of 
the self as a constantly redefining process rather than as a fixed object.
Sane/Crazy
The condition of loss and confusion is not far removed from the 
state of madness, and in Pacific writing we find powerful representations 
of insanity as a response to loss, the conflict of values, and rapid change.
In Soaba's Cain and Abel play "Scattered by the Wind", Ben, unable to 
come to terms with the change in his educated brother, goes mad and kills 
him. Subramani's Dhanpat, widowed and abandoned by his son, rots in a 
disintegrating village, Sautu - ironically its name means ’peace and 
plenty’ ("Sautu" The Fantasy Eaters 179); here, even the gods "looked old 
and ravaged" (7). After setting fire to his house, Dhanpat shatters into 
madness, exposing himself to the village hussy, urinating in public. His
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daughter arranges for him to be taken away, since the villagers are 
convinced that he was "bent on inviting the wrath of the gods on the 
entire village" (9). Rather, Subramani seems to say, colonial history has 
condemned the Indian village to decay and depression. The people are 
apathetic; "habit and custom held them fettered to the place" (2). 
Dhanpat's mental disintegration is an escape from the squalid reality of 
his existence. Mrs Gamalian, in Subramani's "Gamalian's Woman" (The 
Fantasy Eaters 55-61), also escapes her miserable widowhood in wily 
madness, soliciting money for her wild visions of the future, but the 
paper notes she has saved crumble to dust, and she dies in despair.85
Wendt's Pouliuli is the predominant example of the sane/crazy 
metaphor. Faleasa’s nausea and disgust with his family, his church and 
the world at large lead to involuntary vomiting86 and feigned madness, in 
which he sees clearly the social and moral corruption to which he had 
previously been blind. He gradually recognises his own emotional and 
political corruption. His political machinations thwarted, he becomes 
genuinely insane, assuming the pain of Samoa's past, in a world which 
stinks with corruption.87 Campbell's Tamaiti in The Frigate Bird has 
descended into the dark despair of madness at the beginning of the novel; 
he cannot reconcile his Westernised present with his Cook Islands past. 
The spirit of the past in the form of the frigate bird which is his 
grandfather ultimately reaches him - for Campbell, though not for 
Wendt or Subramani, the return to the past through love represents the 
integrated self, and sanity.
The Pacific present, then, precipitates madness, consequent on the 
confusion of values and the loss of tradition and custom. Wisdom 
belongs in the past; it lingers in the present only in the form of a few 
traditional healers who are often regarded with suspicion by their
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societies, who are considered ’mad’, like the old woman in Wendt's 
"Daughter of the Mango Season". The loss of sanity, of wisdom, is yet 
another metaphor of the myth of loss in contemporary Pacific writing.
Through a series of dialectical metaphors, Pacific writers have 
constructed a myth of loss which can be seen to be one of the characteristic 
features of the region's literature, just as those metaphors operate as key 
tropes in the literature. They constitute one element of its distinctive 
literary expression, and can be seen as emblems of Padficness in the 
literature. We might note that though the Fiji-Indian girmit ideology was 
more consciously constructed, by Nandan in particular,88 but also by 
Pillai,89 Vijay Mishra and Subramani, it dovetails with the wider Pacific 
myth of loss. Both myths revolve around the dissolution of a culture by 
colonial interference, though the Indo-Fijian loss is presented in the 
literature as the more extreme, as having produced a legacy of utter 
apathy and powerlessness in contemporary Indo-Fijians, who are "an 
aberration, a contortion of history upon that landscape" ("Sautu" 2-3).
Motif
There are few natural motifs in Pacific literature with the resonance 
or wide usage of, say, the rainforest in contemporary Australian literature, 
or the desert in Australian literature of the 1950s and 1960s.90 In this 
section, some of the motifs which Pacific writers have attempted to 
promote as national or regional icons, but which have not achieved wide 
currency, will be identified. It is argued that two motifs are widespread in 
Pacific literature, and function as appropriate tropes within the themes of
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culture clash and the metaphors of loss examined above: the school and 
the journey.
In the 1970s, there was some attraction to the image of the volcano as 
a motif for explosive anti-colonial emotion, as in "Reluctant Flame" and 
Thomas's "Volcano"; the image is an appropriate one in the geographical 
context of the Pacific, most notably in Samoa, Fiji, Vanuatu, PNG and the 
Solomons. Wendt extends the potential of the volcano in his use of lava 
as a complex metaphor for the Void which is the fate of man: "we are all 
equal in silence, in the nothing, in lava. . . . There is no water, no food, 
just lava. All is lava." ("Flying-Fox" Flying-Fox 132); "one laugh will 
turn everything to lava and joy and forgiveness" ("Flying-Fox" 141). 
Kasaipwalova utilised the destructive and the consequent creative 
potential of the volcano - it both destroys, and fertilises the soil. Wendt's 
lava is simply destructive, a huge wave which Pepe hopes will engulf the 
whole of the "Vaipe, Apia, the market place and all the mistakes and 
monuments we make to ourselves ("Flying-Fox" 144). For the 
individual, lava is the peace of death; for society, it is the flood of 
destruction. Few other writers use the image, however.
Marjorie Crocombe and Solomon Islands poet Francis Bugotu 
attempted to launch the canoe as a motif for the emergence of Pacific 
literature and Pacific identity - see Crocombe's Editorial in the Mana 
Annual 1974 (1) and "The Sea of Change" (Twenty Four Poems of the 
Solomon Islands 27). It did not, however, attract widespread support.91 
Although Wendt and the SPCAS writers refer frequently to mana, which 
in Polynesia and Fiji is redolent with the spiritual power of the old 
orators, poets, leaders and healers, and which was chosen as the name for 
the regional literary magazine, the term is not used by Melanesian 
writers.92 The coconut is easily the most common item in all the Pacific
m
countries considered in this study; it features heavily in the legends, 
proverbs and stories of daily life.93 It provides the title of several local 
texts,94 and is the basis of many of the illustrations which generally 
accompany literary texts either as text covers or in line drawings 
interspersed in the text.95 For outsiders, the coconut palm certainly 
operates as a widely accepted graphic motif of the indolence and warmth 
epitomised by the term 'Pacific' - see any tourist brochure. For Pacific 
peoples, the coconut is so much a given of daily life that it rarely 
functions as a literary motif, though it is a widely used graphic motif in 
Pacific art. Indeed, Tawali's short poem "Niu" (Modern Poetry from 
PNG, Vol. 119) is a rare use of the young coconut as a symbol of the 
emergent PNG.
The lali, the log drum once used to call villages to meetings, and 
now used to summon people to church, or used as part of funeral 
services, gave its name to Wendt's regional collection. Yet despite its 
aptness as a motif for conveying literary messages, it has not achieved 
wide literary currency. Nor has the conch shell, another item used to call 
meetings or send warnings, although both Wendt and Jawodimbari have 
utilised the powerful potential of the conch as a symbol of the past.96 The 
notion of cargo, the belief in the coming of a materialist millenium, gifted 
from the ancestors and thwarted by white oppressors, is widespread in 
PNG. The term has gathered resonance among the PNG writers both as 
an historical motif for the colonial period,97 and as a motif for modem 
PNG delusions of material prosperity,98 as in Kerpi's story "Cargo"
(Voices of Independence 54-62) where desire for white cargo engenders a 
"madness" (61). Its usage in both contexts is widely understood 
throughout the Pacific and outside it.99 Its difficulty as a motif is that it 
has no specific physical dimension, and therefore lacks the power of more
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graphic motifs. In summary, none of the tangible objects of Pacific 
culture, and none of the recognisable geographical features (whether 
beaches or rainforests or volcanoes) function widely as motifs in Pacific 
literature.
However, there are two motifs which occur throughout Pacific 
writing, from the 1970s to the present - the school and the journey. The 
significance of schooling has been considered above in relation to the 
past/present, old/young metaphors. The school itself is an icon redolent 
with promise for most, but a conduit of alienation for others. In "Kumdi 
Bagre" by Michael Mel (Two Highland Novels from Papua New Guinea 
3-53), Bagre's mother insists, despite his father's protests, that he go to 
school; she wants her son not to be "as useless as we are", to become "one 
of the black europeans . . . [with] good clothes, a lot of money" (22). For 
Bagre himself, school means excitement after the routine of the village, 
contact with whites for the first time, and a recognition of how little he 
knew (24). His success at primary school is the entrée to high school and 
his dream of becoming a policeman (51). School confers status on his clan 
group as a whole - they contribute generously to his fees as a "guarantee 
of wealth and revenge on their enemies if Bagre is successful in his aim to 
be a policeman" (51-52). We have seen the same belief in the efficacy of 
school in Two Times Resurrection, and in Hoiri's attitude in The 
Crocodile.
Nevertheless, as Krauth points out ("Thematic Index" 20), the school 
is ambivalently presented in PNG literature, and it is so presented 
throughout Pacific writing: "education is seen as at first promising, then 
usually traumatic and ultimately bringing problems rather than 
triumphs." Frequently, the 'education experience' is attached to a specific
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school, so Soaba depicts 'Martyrs’ in Wanpis, and John Saunana depicts 
"Frigate Bird School, the Eton of the Pacific", in The Alternative (1980). 
The trauma is not long in coming for Maduru, the protagonist of The 
Alternative: he is nearly expelled because of his rebellion against the 
cultural ignorance of a white female teacher, who forced him to wear a 
dress for a play, then hit him when he refused. He began to hate school 
work and the enforced hierarchy of the colonial school system, and lived 
only for the weekends and "leisure, which he thought of as freedom from 
work in the school gardens; or cutting grass and tidying the school 
compounds . . (15) But as with Hoiri, Petaia's child in "Kidnapped",
and Soaba's protagonist in Wanpis, school brings confusion to Saunana's 
protagonist:
[Maduru] was beginning to see that neither his quest for the white 
man's way of living nor that of his society, as lived by his ancestors 
and handed down through generations, could provide the ’Heaven 
on Earth' he sought and had expected to inherit by simply going to 
the white man's school. (27)
Yet there is no return for the ambitious or thoughtful child - when 
Maduru receives his scholarship to high school, he is ecstatic: "He had 
begun his long and perilous journey", "carrying away the suspicion and 
hatred from among the people of his village"; the school was "beckoning 
to him to follow it to the distant horizon, beyond the sea and the world 
and the unknown." (45) Maduru cannot envisage what school will entail, 
what its outcome will be; nor does he contemplate what might occur to 
him when the "unknown" becomes the 'known'. He is changed forever, 
and destined to become a rebel, to choose the 'alternative' path.
The school then functions as a motif of change; it is both a building 
- and is rendered in clear detail by most writers - and a symbol of 
Westernisation, attractive for its potentiell to gain the child (and his 
family) entrance to a European and materialist world, and yet destructive,
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because it alienates the child from his past, his culture and his family:
Pokwari Kali laments the distance between himself and his brother since
his return from school:
If we had grown to face
The morning dews together,
We should show our fathers that after all
Their counsels were not wasted
Since my return (you) have denied my due.
Brother, the fault is not mine.
It is the path of the whiteman
That our fathers chose for me.
("Homecoming” Kovave 1.2 (1970): 5)
The school is a stop along "the long and perilous journey" to the future, 
the unknown.
The journey itself functions as both trope and structure in many of 
the simple narratives of the Pacific (such as Two Times Resurrection, and 
"The Flight of a Villager") and as trope in the more complex and 
structured narratives (such as The Frigate Bird and "Gone Bush").
Chatterjee (3) points out that after point-of-contact stories, the stories of a 
journey to town either as a student or a domestic are the most common 
in PNG literature; they represent the attempt to "retrace the sequence by 
which he (the protagonist) can bring himself to understand the meaning 
and significance of the journey. It is ultimately a search for self, the 
identity confused by colonialism." (7) Yet this interpretation ignores the 
simple lure of the town as a siren for young men, the (often empty) 
promise of entry into a cash economy. For young men throughout the 
Pacific, the journey to town is a movement towards freedom from the 
communal strictures of the village - though Kasaipwalova treats this 
motive/motif ironically in "Bomana Kalabus O Son O" (Voices of 
Independence 63-78) which tells how a young man's search for freedom 
in town leads to a jail sentence in the kalabus, and ultimately another
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journey of escape, from jail. Kerpi treats ’the new road' with his 
customary regret:
Road of new struggles,
Of new seasons.
Strange shadows,
Of strange trees.
With charming melodies 
Of unknown promises.
Initiated warriors
Have thrown their weapons
On the wayside.
All victims of charming melodies.
Who will lead the next initiation ceremony, 
Who will discuss the next Feast?
("Bring Them Home" Call of Midnight Bird 11)
The path between the village and the town is well traversed; 
travelling, by canoe and boat (Two Times Resurrection), by foot ("The 
New Road"), by truck (Leaves of the Banyan Tree) and by plane ("Betel 
Nut is Bad Magic for Aeroplanes"), constitutes a large element of the 
narratives of the Pacific. The migratory pattern continues as in pre- 
Contact times, though the migrations are more often those of individuals 
than of clan groups, and the motif thus becomes another emblem of the 
trend towards individualism. Since the movement is initially away from 
the village, it is also a rejection of communalism. Goodwin ("The Land 
and its People" 41) notes that "literature written by indigenous people .. . 
tends to begin by looking outward from the village to the coastal cities."
In the Pacific, this certainly describes the initial movement - the move 
outwards is both an existential voyage and a pragmatic response to 
contemporary social and geographic reality.
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But in the Pacific the journey becomes circular; it becomes part of 
the modern archetypal Pacific pattern of exile and return, which is in turn 
linked to the myth of loss. In Faces in a Village and The Wounded Sea, 
Nandan catalogues his many returns, by plane and car, from overseas, 
from his office in Suva, for the funerals which symbolise the fate of his 
village. We have seen Orotaloa's journeys to and from his village as he 
seeks spectacles and education in Two Times Resurrection; Hoiri's 
ventures into the 'European world of PNG' which always result in a 
return to the village - although he is in town when he last 'sees' Mitoro; 
Jawodimbari's journey back to the village in Return to My Land;
Arnold's "The Arrival"; Kali's "Homecoming"; "Marigolds"; Maiba; 
Wendt’s "Elena's Son", who sets off in search of his father; and Tamaiti's 
journeys to and from Penrhyn in The Frigate Bird.
Though the journeys into town are often symbolic of aimless 
drifting, the journeys back to the village are more deliberate - the search 
for roots, stability, identity (The Frigate Bird and Return to my Land), the 
need to attend funerals (The Wounded Sea), to rally political support 
(Pouliuli), to find communal support after personal failure in the town 
(Maiba, "Bastard"); some are enforced by a colonial administration (The 
Crocodile). Of Canadian literature, Woodcock has said that "this ability to 
go away and return enriched is of course part of the regional experience." 
(33) But in Pacific literature, the exile rarely returns enriched; rather, he 
returns disillusioned with modernity, often hungry and poor,100 
conscious of his dislocation. His return to the village is motivated by a 
desire for enrichment and reintegration (The Frigate Bird; Kauraka "I 
Will Return" Return to Havaiki 26 and Wendt's "The Fuluasou River, 
Upolu"). For females, the return is often characterised by disgrace - an 
unplanned pregnancy, a failure at school, a retreat to security.
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Because the journey is circular, because it is a movement between 
the village (as that is emblematic of the past) and the town (as that is 
emblematic of the present, with all its negative connotations), the journey 
as a motif is apposite within a literature of loss and confusion. Indeed the 
constant movement to and from the village is indicative of a collective 
psyche which epitomises dislocation, which cannot choose between the 
ideal, as represented by the village, and the real, as represented by the 
town, though as we have seen the village is commonly perceived as a 
positive locus of values, always open to its exiles. Subramani, Wendt and 
Soaba are the only writers who seriously question the village as a stable 
source of strength - and as we saw in Maiba, Soaba deplores the incursion 
of city mores into the village. Subramani depicts it as the locus of apathy 
and despair, while Wendt is ultimately ambivalent. Though pre-Contact 
literature elevates the journey to epic proportions in the conquest and 
settling of the Pacific by its peoples, and in the number of other-world 
journeys (Kirtley 269-279), the modem journey has a more ambivalent 
connotation in its very circularity.101 Further, it has implications for the 
notion that character in the regional novel is realised in the local 
environment, as we will see in the next chapter. Because so many of the 
Pacific's writers utilise autobiographical and semi-autobiographical forms, 
as we will see in Chapter 5, it is indicative also of the inside-outside 
perspective considered basic to the conception of the regional novel.
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A sense of place
One of the primary denotations of regionalism is a strong sense of 
place emanating from the writing, and informing the characters’ work 
and actions, as outlined in Chapter 1. Most critics, as we saw, extrapolated 
'place' to include the pattern of human relationships as that is affected by 
climate, topography, economic structures, and the sodo-historical patterns 
of the region. We have examined the latter in considering the historical 
and cultural background to Pacific writing in Chapter 2, and in detailing 
how this background translates into thematic concerns in the literature in 
Chapter 3. Through analysis of myth and metaphor in the present 
chapter, we have seen the ways in which Pacific writers have codified a 
Pacific identity and self-image. It is timely to examine the place of 
landscape and environment in the literature.
One might posit topography and climate as constituting core 
elements of a Pacific literature: after all, the image of the 'South Seas' 
outside the region is so pervasive, so definitively imbued with 
physicality. Further, the land is central to the identity of Pacific people 
(and as we have seen, exclusion from land ownership has deepened the 
Indo-Fijian sense of exile and rootlessness). One is registered at birth as 
having rights to a particular portion of land. The island status of many 
Pacific peoples would suggest that many of the writers might reflect the 
nature of 'islandness'. The Caribbean writer Jan Carew states that: "on an 
island your cosmos of the imagination starts with the sea" (quoted in 
McDougall 4). Yet landscape per se, and nature as a subject, do not feature 
prominently in the bulk of Pacific literature. There are many incidental 
poems which are simply locodescriptive, but most are vague and 
generalised, and do not evoke the unique physical qualities of the
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Pacific.102 Only Wendt, the Indo-Fijians, and to a lesser extent Eri, 
Kauraka and Petaia 'create' place consciously, so that their vision of the 
Pacific contributes to the reader's construction of the Pacific landscape.
The Pacific they construct is a deliberate rejection of the tourist's 
European images of benign warmth, abundance and plenty, indolence 
and beaches, lush rainforests, and laughing people.
Yet simple rejection of the image of abundance and plenty is 
problematic for the Pacific writer - plenty is part of the reality of the 
Pacific.103 The reality also includes fevered swamps and "dreaded 
diseases" (Enos's "New Guinea" High Water 9); pristine, as well as 
polluted beaches; beautiful but hostile forests with wait-a-while stinging 
vines; and everywhere, the human patterns of settlement: the villages, 
no longer the 'idyllic' huts of local natural materials, but dusty, rusty 
houses of tin; and the towns, a mixture of neat, western-style houses, and 
shanties without western-style amenities.
Pacific writers can be divided into two groups on the basis of their 
exposition of landscape and the environment. For the first group, the 
bulk of writers, it is contemporary social reality - the pattern of human 
settlement and the social relationships which have attended the 
transition from village to town - which dominates. Customs, manners 
and morals, the locus of Pacific identity, are the focus of their writing.
One might postulate that this is consequent on the education of most of 
the writers in socio-political disciplines, on the need to record and 
preserve local mores, on what Manoa calls "the social science experience" 
("Singing in their Genealogical Trees" 68). But it is also a function of 
Pacific attitudes to place:
The countryside, the layout of the village, the Kanaka society, the 
deceased and mythical beings, form a whole, not only indivisible but
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practically undifferentiated. Space ... is not apprehended as being of 
interest in its objective reality.
(Tjibaou 60)
Though there are plentiful descriptions of human activity, of people at 
work within the landscape, people washing, gardening, cooking, hunting, 
fishing, landscape is a 'given', so integral to social relationships as not to 
be worth separate notice, or ’interest', as Tjibaou has it. The landscape 
functions as a shadowy background; the foreground is taken by human 
and spirit characters, customs, stories, the changes taking place in human 
organisation. The natural landscape may inform the life of the people, 
but it does not inform the literature; the locus of attention is village and 
town settlements.
One can read the work of this large group of writers without gaining 
a clear visualisation of a Pacific village, though the reader could describe 
the social organisation of the village, and the ideational clusters attendant 
on the term 'village'. The village is thus an idea, not a picture, among 
this first group of writers. Paradoxically, given the significance of the 
village as a metaphor for traditional Pacific values, and its centrality as an 
icon in the Pacific way, it is the town which is most clearly visualised and 
articulated in the writing.104 Suva, Apia and Port Moresby in particular 
are fully-realised places.105 It is ironic that these European creations ('the 
town is for the white man') are the more fully realised Pacific reality, not 
the landscape or the villages. As we have seen above, the town is a 
metaphor of corruption, commercialism, and the decay of communal 
social relationships. Like European writers projecting their own fears and 
fantasies onto the physical landscape of the Pacific (and its human 
inhabitants), Pacific writers project their fears about change onto the town 
as a physical entity which reflects an alien social structure. The village is 
almost too well known to be described; it becomes relegated to the realm
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of an idea and a set of ideals. The "iconography of place" (Buell 4) in the 
Pacific focusses on the nexus between village and town, the first a 
nebulous ideation, the second vibrant, physically realised, but fatal in its 
impact.
From this first group of writers, the reader gleans only fleeting 
perceptions of the heat, the sensation of sweat, the tedious consistency of 
rain, the equally tedious endless blue of sky and sea which are the physical 
Pacific. It is as if for this group, writing from within the scene, the only 
notable aspect of environment is that which is 'alien' to it, the town. To 
experience the natural Pacific in literature, one must turn to Wendt, Eri, 
the Indo-Fijians, Petaia and Kauraka, for whom landscape becomes 
almost as important as the human activity it nourishes; it assumes 
mythic significance, and becomes subsumed into the wider myth of loss:
I came, growing old, to this 
forest, cradling images of death: 
a new theology, the desert 
and a voice whispering 
in a wilderness of steel:
Destroy, destroy, destroy.
(Wendt "The Fall" Inside Us the Dead 42)
In The Crocodile, Eri paints a detailed physical picture of his village, 
from the toilet pits behind the school to the interiors of its smoky huts. 
The village is an intensely physical world: the smells of mud (7) and 
scorched earth (5) and the sensation of sago in the mouth (6), the sounds 
of families squabbling and children crying (58), the tactile sensation of 
bathing in the river (56), all rendered in imagery utilising local referents: 
Mitoro’s buttocks are "two smooth round pots" (55). When Hoiri and the 
other young men of the village are dragooned into Patrol Officer Smith's 
abortive expedition to the interior, the trees lined the river "like a long 
line of snakes standing on their tails to dry their bellies" (92). The interior
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is pregnant with physical omens and spirits - a black cockatoo flies over, 
and the men interpret this to mean that someone in the village will die. 
This is confirmed when the herahera cries ominously two nights in a row 
(94). (The "smoky mountains" in "Buain: the Bamboo Dance" are also 
"the centre of the spirit world" (6).) For Eri’s villagers, their forest gardens 
become an escape during the war years from the strictures the white 
administration has placed on village existence - schooling, hygiene, 
labour squads: "this was the haven that people fled to, when they could 
no longer stand being reduced to the state of a child that had to be shown 
what to do by a white man." (107) The gardens, though human creations, 
function as their Eden, since the interior, the bush, is full of malignant 
spirits, especially at night. (However, one cannot escape spirits even in 
the village, as Eri notes (58) and as Kerpi demonstrates in "Cargo"; Maiba 
also knows the gardens are no refuge from human predators, for Mr 
W away a is slain there.) Hoiri’s is an estuarine village, threatened by salt 
water crocodiles, but beach and reef do not feature in its topography.
Rather it is the interior, the bush, the mountain country upriver which 
takes on symbolic qualities in The Crocodile: it functions as the heart of 
the country, the repository of the village's legends and its spiritual power, 
a place where white patrol officers come to grief where they do not in the 
(tamed) village; where the carriers recall the old legends of harmony 
between man and nature (90-91).
For Indo-Fijian writers, the dusty, dung-surfaced village, a straggly 
collection of decrepit huts inhabited by the senile, the demented, the old 
and the failed, is impregnated with the half-forgotten legends of India. In 
Nandan's The Wounded Sea and Faces in a Village, Pillai's "The 
Celebration", "To Market, to Market . . (The Celebration 35-43), and 
Subramani's "Sautu" and "Gamalian's Woman", the village is "toothless,
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faceless, nameless" ("my father's son" 3); its inhabitants "continued to till 
the obstinate earth; there was nowhere else to go." (Subramani "Sautu" 2) 
The very anonymity of the village ensures its place as an icon. The land 
itself is hostile to Indo-Fijians; villagers eke out a poor existence on 
vegetable and cane farms, unable ever to own the lands they till by the 
grace of Fijian landlords who may or may not reclaim their land. Rarely 
does the land offer a refuge as it does to Eri's villagers or Wendt's 
characters (as for example, in "Daughter of the Mango Season"). Only in 
Subramani is there a minor suggestion of harmony between natural 
landscape and humans. In "Gone Bush", the protagonist in his 
circumnavigation of Viti Levu temporarily feels at one with land and sea, 
until the image of the trapped peregrine, destined for a smuggled export, 
disturbs his vision, and provides an omen of the doomed relationship 
between the two friends. Elsewhere, the depressed villages, startlingly 
realised, constitute the 'natural' environment of a defeated people 
trapped by history.
Petaia is one of the few Pacific writers who marry an externalised 
vision of nature to an inner spiritual reality, bringing both to life. In 
"This Rainy Day", "trees like old men / hang their bones / lazy with 
wetness"; and "this rainy day / I never have / known so much before." 
(Blue Rain 29) In "Noon", he depicts a mixed vision of nature:
the sun screamed 
upon the fish-freckled shores; 
and the fishlets we 
trapped in rusty
tin-cans at tide turn 
rolled their bellies up 
in hopeless protest 
against our cruel 
ignorance.
(Blue Rain 32)
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Petaia's dreamy, sunstruck images and rhythm are also characteristic of 
Kauraka's poetry, as in "Sixteen Bags":
Sixteen bags
of passion flowers you collected for me
The aroma sweet purple
Colour fresh and alive
(Dreams of a Rainbow 58)
Wendt deliberately rejects the European Edenic vision of the Pacific: in 
Sons, the young man muses "one had to be honest even in paradise"; 
one had to cut "down through the glittering surface of the myth to the 
bone" (175). He describes the sores and malnutrition of the children (176), 
the toilets perched on rocks over the sea, the mosquito-ridden mangrove 
swamps stinking with decaying matter and mud, the debilitating heat, the 
annoyance of sweat and exertion in the hot months. For Wendt, the 
forest remains the primeval Eden, an inheritance from pre-Contact times, 
filled with the spirits of Darkness, rich, lush and fertile. He contrasts this 
with the Vaipe in Apia, a swampy suburb centred on the river of death, 
foetid, rank, and polluted with the physical and social detritus of Samoa. 
Wendt's most extensive articulation of the interior is found in Leaves of 
the Banyan Tree, in which the forest is progressively cleared for the 
expanding ambitions of Tauilopepe, whose plantation encroaches further 
and further on the forest, eating away the heart of Samoa and of the fa 'a 
Samoa.
Tauilopepe is scornful of his ancestors' blind reverence of the land: 
they had "superstitiously believed that the land had an identity, that it 
was to be revered and loved for what it was" (14). Though the elder,
Toasa, still believes in the ai tu which inhabit the untouched bush, he 
becomes an accomplice of Tauilopepe's ambition to dear the land for 
bananas:
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'What are you waiting for, eh? You don't want to deflower her?
You scared of her?' A few of the men laughed. Tauilopepe 
advanced to a short tree and chopped it down with one blow of his 
axe. 'There, see that?" called Toasa. 'It's easy. She won't scream 
and charge you in court with rape!' Many of the others followed 
Tauilopepe's example. 'Good! Come on now, raise your baby-sized 
manhoods and chop, cut, bum!' The line advanced; the axes and 
bushknives started biting into the flesh of the living wall. (61)
The visceral imagery conveys the pain the true Samoan feels for this 
destruction of virgin bushland, which exists not merely in itself, but in its 
meaning to the people: Toasa's complicity stems from his recognition 
that this meaning exists only in the past, because for Tauilopepe, the 
modern Samoan, "the past had no real meaning" (63). But even 
Tauilopepe surrenders to the age and size and timelessness of the banyan 
tree: he allows it to stand, to become the centre of the plantation. It cast 
"an eerie trembling shadow which seemed to frighten the surrounding 
bush and the valley itself." (75) Wendt is ambivalent about the surety of 
the land, its power to survive modem Samoan values: by the conclusion 
of the novel, the banyan is dying, and neither Tauilopepe's son nor his 
usurper Galupo cares. The ancient meaning of spirit of place has 
disappeared in modem Samoa, Wendt seems to argue; it has been 
reduced to a literary image in Leaves of the Banyan Tree. And yet even 
here, Wendt creates place, in Morgan's sense, depicting the nexus between 
place and work, through langorous evocative passages:
He swung his axe, felt it sink into the flesh of the tree he was felling, 
and enjoyed the sense of power, his power. He suddenly wanted a 
woman, a big insatiable woman who needed a lot of power to satisfy 
her.
When the sun squatted on the shoulders of the western ridge 
Tauilopepe ordered the men to stop working. They . .. started 
trailing homeward, already feeling the cool water on their skins, the 
hot food in their bellies, smelling the sea and tasting the salt in the 
night breeze that would surely rise from the sea, hearing their 
children. And their women around them like the sea. And sleep. 
(75)
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Yet as Galupo takes over Tauilopepe's land and fortune, the spirit of 
Samoa lives on in mythical repetition - through greed and jealousy, the 
Sapepe aiga has fallen, as it had fallen once before to the Aiga Malo: the 
cycle starts again.
In summary, the sense of place which is central to regional 
consciousness is focussed primarily on social relationships and on the 
patterns of human settlement (village/town) which epitomise the 
changes taking place in the region. However, for Wendt, Riyong, the 
Indo-Fijians, Petaia, and Kauraka, as well as Eri, physical place is as 
important as social relationships in establishing the topography of the 
South Pacific, though in Indo-Fijian literature, place is not uncleared 
bush, beach, mountain or sea, but a village, presented in acutely physical 
terms of dust and dung, symbolic of the emotional and spiritual apathy of 
the inhabitants. It is the one point of disjunction between Indo-Fijian 
writing and other South Pacific writing, for where indigenous Pacific 
peoples inherit the land, and can choose, like Tauilopepe, to rape it or 
revere it, the Indo-Fijian is ever rootless, renting not owning, condemned 
to huddle in self-defensive and dying villages; even the sea, moana, the 
linking mother ocean, is denied them except as a receptacle of dead men's 
ashes (Nandan The Wounded Sea). In Wendt, Riyong and Eri, the bush 
country symbolises the heart of the land, the last fortress of its ancient 
spirits and the anestors. In Riyong ("Civilization" Voices of 
Independence 41-42) and Wendt, the bush is disappearing into the realms 
of darkness as the land is cleared not for the morally acceptable 
motivation of providing food for an expanding aiga, but for mere money.
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Conclusion
In the absence of a common regional cosmology or mythical pattern, 
writers wanting to reconstruct the myths and legends of their past as a 
component of the development of a national or regional consciousness, 
had to turn to local - or, in the case of Indo-Fijian writers, ethnic - 
legend.106 Polynesian writers were more fortunate in being able to draw 
on a more widely-known pantheon of gods. A very few writers, chiefly 
Wendt and Subramani, had direct knowledge of the European literary 
myth of the Pacific, and reacted against that. Thus it was imperative that a 
cohering mythos be constructed if a regional Pacific literature were to 
emerge. Wendt, the Crocombes and the other writers associated with 
SPCAS were committed to the development of a regional literature and 
were therefore engaged in constructing a regional consciousness. PNG 
writers were initially politically motivated to advance the cause of 
independence and the concomitant development of a national identity. 
Many - Hannet, Kasaipwalova, Kerpi, Riyong - turned to what they 
perceived as the essence of PNG, its interior villages, the same source 
which inspired the writers of the other island states. In doing so, they 
moved closer to the themes and imagery which inhere in other Pacific 
writing. This imagery, as has been argued, finds expression through 
metaphors and motifs common throughout Pacific literature. The writers 
have constructed a Pacific which is pregnant with both Darkness and 
Light, and a Pacificness which has as its emblems maleness, age, the 
village, sanity and the paternal relationship, thereby defining the 
boundaries between 'us' and 'them', and deploring the ways in which 
'they', as represented by females, youth, towns, insanity and 
rebelliousness against a father, have become part of 'us'. Although the 
mood of Pacific writing is often pessimistic, counterpoising the myth of
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loss is the motif of the journey, which is circular, as we have seen, and 
which thus offers a promise of hope in that it links modern Pacific 
peoples with their past. The 'new road' still leads back to the village, and 
offers the possibility of synthesis between traditional and Western 
cultures, between 'us' and 'them'.
Though there has been a good deal of intra-regional literary 
communication - Wendt for instance, gave workshops and attended 
conferences in PNG in the early 1970s; Soaba attended a USP workshop in 
1974; Marjorie Crocombe has also conducted workshops in the Solomons 
and PNG - the emergence of a Pacific literary myth of loss and common 
metaphors has depended on individual writers’ perception and 
expression of the cultural essence of individual Pacific nations. The 
essence was identified as respect for the old, the cohesive quality of the 
village, strictly demarked gender roles based on a deep distrust of women, 
the strength of norms of behaviour, patriarchal structures which centre 
on the father-son relationship, the persistence of old spiritual beliefs in 
conjunction with a widespread belief in Christianity, and a group notion 
of self and otherness. But national essences, because of common cultural 
mores and a common socio-political legacy, were also expressive of the 
regional essence. And thus, whether consciously, as in the case of the 
SPCAS writers, or unconsciously, as in the case of the PNG writers, a 
common mythos emerged in and through the literature.
If writers were not to reflect or perpetuate the European perceptions 
of the Pacific, they could not simply reproduce the superficially exotic 
nature of their countries. Where European writers foregrounded the 
environment (because it was so different from their own), Pacific writers 
were more concerned to write their people into the world community, 
and to reflect a more authentic view of the way Pacific societies
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functioned. (This implied of course that they were writing more for a 
larger world audience than for local audiences, and indeed, when many 
recognised this, they abandoned writing - see the Conclusion.) The 
emphasis on social relationships and the effects of change also reflects 
Tjibaou's observation that environment is so integral to the psyche of 
Pacific peoples that it does not function as a discrete concept, as it does in 
the Western tradition. It is those writers who are most Westernised', by 
virtue of their education in metropolitan countries, bicultural identities, 
and continued wide reading in world literature, who are more likely to 
envision the land or nature as a significant and distinct element in the 
examination of identity. Hence the importance of the land for Wendt, 
Hau'ofa, Kauraka, Marjorie Crocombe, and Subramani. In the bulk of 
writers, sense of place is more generally rendered through a focus on the 
social patterns of behaviour, and on the struggles of the individual-as- 
group-representative to locate him- or herself, to find an acceptable 
individual, local, national and Pacific identity. In depicting these 
struggles, Pacific writers have constructed a recognisable Pacific literary 
myth and common metaphors expressive of that myth.
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1 See Dunlop "Samoan Writing" 40.
2 See, for instance, Jack Lahui's editorial in New Guinea Writing 21-22 1976. 
(New Guinea Writing was sponsored by the Bureau of Literature, 
Department of Information and Extension Services.)
3 Pole'o's collection Tales from the Friendly Isles is one example; Jonassen's 
Cook Islands Legends another, but single examples can be found in any 
journal from the region, for instance Jennifer Kwakwanoa's "Snake Girl", 
Pacific Moana Quarterly. Solomons Issue 9.1 (1985): 20.
4 'Myth' has been usefully defined by Simms ("Towards an Assessment"
119). He distinguishes between myth as (a) "the shared or group fantasy of 
a culture", adumbrated through its literature; (b) as "the narratives which 
are recounted insistently and unceasingly in order not to have to explain 
the contradictions ... of custom, practice and belief, and (c) as "the 
fundamental, often imperceived and unheard, image-complex which binds 
together all other modes of explanation, explication, and exegesis". I take 
traditional myth to incorporate both (b) and (c). Later in this chapter, and 
without the adjective 'traditional', myth connotes Simms' (a) definition.
5 The story is set in 1960; Independence in fact occurred in 1970.
6 Elsewhere in the Pacific, the shark god also appears under different names 
- especially in the Solomons: see Tausie Art in the New Pacific 19.
7 Sons 217, "Virgin-Wise", Flying Fox 148; note that Wendt is the foremost 
exponent of this version of Maui's death however: see "The Writer as 
Fiction" 42.
8 We have already noted that the protagonists of Eri's The Crocodile and 
Orotaloa's Two Times Resurrection were marked out for 'difference* by 
being disabled - by fat or myopia. Physical strength and size remain 
important markers of masculinity in the Pacific; there are many literary
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instances of characters who circumvent their physical disabilities by 
becoming tricksters and petty criminals - see not merely Pili, but Tagata in 
"Flying-Fox". Also, on the trickster theme, see Wendt "The Artist as 
Fiction" (41-42). It is of some interest that Pili is also the name of the 
lizard-god; the lizard is a common Polynesian graphic motif; 'moko' is the 
term for the spiralled Maori facial tattoos. The moko is feared throughout 
the Pacific as a symbol of death, yet it is ambiguously a symbol of life in 
many groups. It occurs also in Campbell's The Frigate Bird as an indication 
of the traditional past entering the present.
9 Compare Apisai Enos' use of the flying fox, with the same symbolic 
intention (Krauth "'Unfolding like Petals'" 8).
10 We have seen Thaman's use of Maui; note also Keri Hulme in, for 
example, "Headnote to a Maui Tale" Te Kaihau/The Windeater St Lucia: 
UQP 1986 239-40) and Ihimaera (The Matriarch 115) as well as Alistair 
Campbell ("Bitter Harvest" The Penguin Book of New Zealand Verse 321). 
Recall that Wendt has declared that his work is part of "mainstream" New 
Zealand literature, in which Maui is a well-recognised figure.
11 See Powell's references to the reading of the PNG writers (38).
12 Petaia's "Blue Rain" is one, following the Maugham story "Rain"; Wendt 
cannot escape the ghosts of Stevenson in Samoa; Pillai and Subramani 
have read Michener's derogatory story on the Billimoria Indian family in 
Tales of the South Pacific.
13 Subramani is perhaps the exception: he attended the University of Hawaii, 
where A. Grove Day lectured in literature of the Pacific - i.e. European 
literature.
14 Though Smith distinguishes between the "soft primitivism" of the Eastern 
Pacific peoples, and the "hard primitivism" of Aborigines. He could have
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included the responses in Vanuatu, the Solomons, and many parts of Fiji 
and PNG as examples of "hard primitivism".
15 It is interesting that the question of boundaries was problematic even in 
the 1930s.
16 See Gauguin’s rapture on arriving in Tahiti in the late 19th century: "Here 
I enter Truth, become one with nature." (quoted in PIM (Jan. 1989): 30)
17 Crocombe (The Pacific Way 5) points out that the locus of characterisation 
has moved from the Polynesian female (in the European literature) to the 
Melanesian male (in indigenous literature), a reflection partly of the fact 
that PNG males in particular contributed so much to the mass of Pacific 
writing, and that much of their output was autobiographical. But it is a 
point worth further exploration.
18 Samoa, Hawaii and Tanna are remarkable for this ’moonscape'.
19 Eri, as noted above, also criticises these aspects of village life, along with its 
dirt and lack of hygiene. Few other writers do - but see Kituai’s "The 
Flight of a Villager", Three Short Novels from Papua New Guinea 37-86.
20 Subramani notes that the fate of Pacific women in European literature is 
"dependent on the fortunes of the white protagonist" (South Pacific 
Literature 84). Their modem fate is no different; only the colour of the 
protagonist has changed - see von Reiche, Molisa and Sipolo.
21 This perception of women as almost invariably unfaithful is particularly 
evident in the work of PNG writers, as we will see below. Even Soaba, one 
of the less ’conventional' of PNG fiction writers, presents Mrs. Wawaya as 
unfaithful by nature. It is interesting that infidelity is rarely in evidence in 
Indo-Fijian writing, except in Nandan: see The Wounded Sea 111 ff, where 
it is cross-racial, between an Indian male and a European female. Indeed, 
there is an asceticism in Indo-Fijian literature, evident even in the 
depiction of the protagonist's two marriages in Subramani's "Gone Bush",
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which distinguishes Indo-Fijian writing from other Pacific literature, and 
which perhaps motivates Pillai's determination to give a more human face 
to Indo-Fijians.
22 A number of female writers protest the image of female compliance and 
sensuality in the writing; however, their protest is directed not against the 
European myth or its legacy, but against current social reality - see 
Thaman, Sipolo and von Reiche.
23 Thus for instance, Gabriel Bain, manager of Vanuatu's National Tourism 
Office, insists: "this is untouched Paradise" (PIM (July 1991): 25), in the face 
of staged performances of the sacred Ambrym sky-diving ceremonies (for 
which high entry fees are charged) and huge hotel complexes in Port Vila.
24 See Petaia's "Blue Rain" (Blue Rain 1) on the same theme; Hau'ofa's 
'University of Southern Paradise' is anything but; Wendt berates the 
Pacific people's own myths about themselves, their belief that "our 
countries are idyllic paradises" ("A Sermon on Rot" 19).
25 It should be noted, however, that 'Paradise' has a specific positive 
connotation in PNG: the bird of paradise is a national symbol, used on the 
flag, and for promotion of the national airline.
26 See, for instance, The Crocodile; Pouliuli; Hereniko Vilsoni's "Sera's 
Choice"; Celo Kulagoe's "My Gods" (Where Leaves Had Fallen 20). Indo- 
Fijian depictions of Hindu rites reveal the same instrumental belief among 
the people in the gods’ efficacy - see "Gamalian's Woman"; "Gone Bush"; 
and Pillai's "A Case of Diabolical Possession" (The Celebration 1-5). In this, 
as in many ways, the Indo-Fijian world closely aligns with the indigenous 
Pacific world, though the differences are more often highlighted in the 
sociological literature.
27 See , for instance, Hannet's "Rainmaker's Child" (Niugini Lives 47-58) and 
Wendt's "Daughter of the Mango Season" (Miracle Man 134-54).
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28 In the creative writing, see Jawodimbari's "Conch Shell Never Blows", and 
The Crocodile, for instance. Many of the modem short stories do not 
merely relaie past instances of how maxims and stories were used to 
reinforce community norms - they are written to re-establish those norms 
in the contemporary world: see Jawodimbari's 'The Bird Calls" (Lali 165- 
70), which reiterates the tabu against sex before fishing; tragedy results 
when modem Papua New Guineans ignore the proscription. Samoan 
Proverbial Expressions is an extended argument for the normative nature 
of maxim in the oral literature.
29 Nation (28) points out that this communal orientation persists in that the 
contemporary Pacific Christian concept of sin is culturally mediated: "sin is 
a failure to meet group obligations" and concealment of sin is a greater sin 
than the original crime. One may see the persistence of communal norms 
in "Rooster in the Confessional", where Moses' anger is as much a 
function of his relative's refusal to confess, as of the theft of the rooster
itself.
30 The Crocodile, "Conch Shell Never Blows", The Frigate Bird, Two Times 
Resurrection.
31 See Grace Molisa's 'Traditional Leaders" (Black Stone 9); Pouliuli; "You, 
the Choice of My Parents".
32 Inglis ("Naming a Nation" 7) quotes Reay's studies on the Kuna, a Papua 
New Guinean tribe, who simply call themselves "real people" - all others 
are "not men" to them (my italics).
33 See Umba's "The Fires of Dawn" in Three Short Novels from Papua New 
Guinea (1-36), and Wauru Degoba's "The Night Warrior" in The Night 
Warrior (3-6), both of which focus on an historical recreation of the 
intermittent brutal violence of the pre-Contact past, and treat it with some
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ambivalence: the fighting was heroic, thrilling, but the loss of human life 
and the cruelty are deplored.
34 Over 75% of the region's population remains rural and village-based 
(Williams 7); in PNG, it is over 85% (PIM (July 1991): 38). These figures do 
not take account of the constant flow to and from the village.
35 See Pouliuli; 'The Bride of Dakuwaqa"; Maiba; The Frigate Bird.
36 "You, the Choice of my Parents" illustrates the internal resistance, though 
the poem's protagonist ultimately acquiesces to her parents' will; Sipolo's 
poems illustrate the persistence of gender roles, as do Momoe von 
Reiche's, despite some female rebellion.
37 See Thaman's 'The Cinema", and Sudesh Mishra's clever "At the Movies" 
(Meanjin 49.4 (1990): 634-35) for the source of much contemporary 
'education'.
38 See Wendt's comments in "I Will be our Saviour from the Bad Smell" 107, 
and Ruth Finnegan "Oral Literature and Writing in the South Pacific" (34) 
on oral literature: it is "hard to see . . . any inevitability about its decline".
39 The ambiguity of attitudes to the past is marked; for women in particular, 
Pre-Contact violence had few redeeming features. Grimble (A Pattern of 
Islands 139-40) records a Gilbertese woman eulogising the benefits of 
Contact:
We work in peace, we talk in peace, for the days of anger are done. ... 
In those days ... death was on the right hand and on the left. If we 
wandered north, we were killed or raped. If we returned alive from 
walking abroad, our husbands themselves killed us, for they said we 
had gone forth seeking to be raped.
The imaginative literature rarely considers female attitudes to pre-Contact 
existence.
40 This is not to deny that the Dark/Light image was not traditional as well: 
Kikau (3) points out that in Fiji, the sun had the universal connotations of 
life, and darkness had connotations of death.
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41 Wendt recognises it as part of the fa'a Samoa, Soaba notes that it is central 
to PNG life, Nandan that it dominates Fijian life, Kulagoe that it is 
'Solomons'. Its centrality in Vanuatu is illustrated by the fact that it is 
written into the Constitution as the national religion. The most common 
attitude is summarised in Setareki Nasilivata's "My Trip to Another 
Island" (Essays from the Pacific 8): "About a hundred years ago, people in 
the Territory (and) the Islands . .. were living in darkness. They spent 
most of their time fighting each other, practising polygamy and 
cannibalism, worshipping false gods, and doing foolish things." The better 
known writers are more ambivalent.
42 See Twaveku 'The Unexpected Loss of a Good Magician" (Pacific Moana 
Quarterly 9.1 (1985): 18-19), Campbell's The Frigate Bird, and John Kadiba's 
"Growing up in Mailu" (Lali 138-51). See also Neish and Simmons (64), 
and Bernard Narokobi's spirited defence of the compatibility of both beliefs 
("Towards a Melanesian Church" Voices of Independence 230-35).
43 See Anne Tanby's poem "Independence" in Mau'u; Johnson Villia's 
"Tortured for his Innocence" Pacific Moana Quarterly 9.1 (1985): 95-97; and 
Two Times Resurrection.
44 Jawodimbari's play is a New Guineafied version of Ferdinand Oyono's 
novel The Old Man and the Medal 1971.
45 But see note 29 above on the concealment of sin.
46 The protagonist of Subramani's "Gone Bush" is similarly distressed by his 
wife Gaytri's recourse to rooster killing.
47 See also Sons 180-84.
48 Compare the same image in The Frigate Bird - the darkness which is 
insanity is only exorcised by love, but for Campbell, love is a total solution. 
Wendt is not so sanguine.
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49 The Cooks poet Kauraka also uses the metaphor paradoxically in his 
apostrophe to a returning Westernised Islander:
You really think I'm dumb?
You're not aware of the darkness within your light.
Foreign knowledge has blinded your heart.
("Darkness within the Light" Return to Havaiki 17)
Here Westernised knowledge is equated with light; traditional knowledge, 
however, is the 'genuine' light.
50 Krauth "A Thematic Index" (10) said in 1980 that it was "the most popular 
theme in Papua New Guinean literature".
51 See also Kerpi's "Occasional Home Visits" (13) and "Hamlet on a Ridge" 
(16-17) Call of Midnight Bird. Ni-Vanuatu also envision the village as the 
realm of decay; see May Leigo's 'The Old" (Harstad and Harstad Vol 2 322); 
Kali Vatoko and Albert Leomala’s "Nomo Step Long Taon / Leave the 
Town"; Loreen Ala's "A New Village and a New Life" (Harstad and 
Harstad Vol 2 323); in the Solomons, the same notion activates "Where 
Are My People?" (Alban Kome Twenty Four Poems of the Solomon 
Islands 10-11).
52 Though ironically those who do return find the village altered during their 
absence. Sometimes returnees recognise that they have changed by their 
experiences outside it - see Griffen's 'The New Road", and Paul Arnold's 
"The Arrival" (Nuigini Stories 41-51) which depicts a young schoolboy's 
return to his village; his parents attempt to reinforce communal values 
through their formal welcome: the boy anticipates their "sermon", an 
admonition against alcohol, and sex with tabu kin, and reflects that these 
are increasingly irrelevant to him.
53 See also Siuras Kavani's 'The Drop Out" (Bastard 11), Petaia's "Kidnapped" 
and Wendt's Sons.
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54 For instance, Maiba returns as one of the "exiles from the city" (7); Nandan 
speaks of Suva as "the sinning city by the wounded shore" (The Wounded 
Sea 109); Port Moresby is "a white man's place" (The Crocodile 37). 'Town' 
is the direct subject of many poems, such as Maimu Aria's "The Town" 
(Short Essays and Poems 39).
55 The term is used quite often - see Soaba's 'The Victims" (Kovave 4.1 
(1972): 16-20) and Kerpi's "Public Confession" (Call of Midnight Bird 27), for 
instance.
56 The reference is to the red hair of the Motu, who were traditionally linked 
to Hanuabada, and were thus permitted to stay within the town boundaries 
when others were banned. Visitors from other areas dyed their hair in 
imitation of the dyed hair of the Motu, in order to stay in Port Moresby. It 
is another indication of the confusion of identities attendant on contact. 
Note also the reference to a possible return to the village "one day".
57 See also Seri's "That Cursed Bottle" Lali 90, and Nora Brash's play, "Which 
Way, Big Man?", in which Mrs Sinob Haia is a 'whitened' social climber, 
who so far denies her traditions as to refuse her father-in-law's betel 
chewing; she also refuses to eat local food. At the party which is organised 
to confirm her newfound social status, she gets drunk on alcohol (which 
Brash points up as worse than betel), and disgraces herself absolutely (162). 
The play concludes with the father begging his son to return to the village.
58 Compare the similarly negative depiction of the town in African literature 
(Wauthier 168 and Gerald Moore 191).
59 See, for instance, "Rainmaker's Child", Two Times Resurrection, or 
Stephen Barereba's "How My Grandfather Killed Mr I. Green" (Niugini 
Stories 17-21).
60 See also "the old man and the scholar", "zoo story", "in the shadow of the 
mountain".
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61 See also Wendt (Sons 190 and Pouliuli 80-84 where Lemigao's son suicides 
to free himself from the scholastic expectations of his parents). Thaman's 
"Elite" is another example.
62 The writer who does resist returns to the village - and stops writing. See 
the Conclusion.
63 Hell.
64 The island is Nukalau, an island in Suva Harbour where the father was 
quarantined on entry to Fiji; it is now uninhabited, and visited by 
weekenders and sailors. The rainbow is the logo of Air Pacific, the national 
airline, and a symbol of tourism along with the yacht, Fiji being the gold at 
the end of the rainbow. The black mynah bird was brought by the Indians, 
and is a symbol of the girmit legacy - an ’import'; it is a despised bird in 
Fiji because it has displaced native birds and has lice (Watling 145-46).
65 One might surmise that Nandan's lack of concrete information 
predisposed him to 'create' the girmit ideology as the governing principle 
in his writing; he has certainly been its foremost exponent. As Ashcroft 
remarks ". . . the archetypal dilemma of the colonial experience, the sense 
of a past which gains most sway over his experience is not actually his, but 
[is] one filtered down in the memory of others." ('The Place of Spirit" 25)
66 Falasea's father provides Wendt with another opportunity for exposing the 
reality of the Samoan past, for as Bardolph (49) points out, the father’s "is 
no ideal society . . . the price to pay for the cohesion of the group and the 
transmission of certain values is the destruction of the weak, the outsiders,
the non-conformists."
67 The fishing image refers us to Maui, and aligns Wendt's mana as poet with 
the mana of the gods.
68 Other Wendt stories which set father and son in complex or bitter 
opposition are "A Descendant of the Mountain", "Pint-size Devil on a
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Thoroughbred", "The Coming of the Whiteman", "Flying-Fox in a 
Freedom Tree", "A Declaration of Independence", and "Elena's Son". The 
immoral fatherless child features in "Pint-size Devil", "Flying-Fox" and 
"The Strongest Man Alive". Bardolph analyses Wendt's writing in terms 
of typologies, which she sees as father, representing "power and action"; 
son, representing "solitary anger"; and the trickster, who has the "courage 
to laugh in the midst of despair" (54).
69 It must be understood that these strict sexual mores were not always in 
terms of a tabu on pre-marital intercourse, but in terms of codified ways of 
approaching sexual relationships, as well as kinship, clan and ethnic tabus 
- for a literary example, see Toga's reprimand to the girl who teased him, 
and his statement that women are inferior (Two Times Resurrection 71). 
Christianity (and colonial law) attempted to change the mores relating to 
pre-marital sex and only succeeded in destroying the structures of codified 
sexual behaviour; it did not prevent pre-marital sex - see Grimble Return 
to the Islands 100.
70 See also Nandan's poem "Chappenchoori" (Faces in a Village 48) and 
Joseph Veramu's story "A Day in the Life of a Vagabond" (Creative 
Writing from Fiji 158-162).
71 See "O Meri Wantok"; "Miss Opportunity" who won't marry "a copper- 
coloured indigene" in Saunana's Cruising Through the Reverie 14; 
Thaman's 'The Fortune Teller" (Mana Annual (1974): 40).
72 Indeed, he has stated that the image of Indo-Fijians needed softening, and 
he felt it his role to undertake this task (Pacific Writers' Week Suva 1984). 
Subramani has commented that Pillai "has succeeded only too well in 
delineating the limited universe of the Indo-Fijian" ("Images of Fiji" 47).
73 On the basis of "A Talent" (Miracle Man 11-30) "Daughter of the Mango 
Season" (Miracle Man 134-154) and 'The Strongest Man Alive", one might
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agree, though "Daughter of the Mango Season" presents a strong positive 
image of a female child along with its image of the nagging, crushing 
mother.
74 Shaista Shameem has produced one of the few feminist critiques of one 
stream of Pacific writing, Indo-Fijian, though she notes that Pacific writing 
in general exhibits: "the mysogynist imagery and symbolism that exists in 
page after page of what is otherwise known as some of the best literature 
coming out of the Pacific today" (31). Her study analyses the work of 
Subramani, Pillai and Banfal, and concludes that Subramani’s women are 
"scarcely visible or important" (38), while Pillai is insensitive to the 
hegemonic dimensions of male/female relationships (38). Arlene Griffin's 
unpublished M.A. thesis, 'The Different Drum", for the University of 
London, is also a feminist critique of South Pacific literature.
75 See also Kituai's 'The Flight of a Villager": "they talked too much, 
complained too much, and worked too hard, but their complaints and 
grievances were seldom brought to the notice of their respective husbands. 
Only among themselves had they the audacity to curse their husbands to 
hell." (43) "The Flight of a Villager" is one of the few Pacific stories to 
depict the harsh physical and social reality of village life (39). Iso, the 
protagonist, has broken a sexual tabu, and flees the village in fear, to the 
life of hausboi in Goroka.
76 String bag.
77 See also Grace Molisa "Marriage" (Black Stone 26), and von Reiche's 
poetry. Tongamoa's Pacific Women, a sociological text, supports the thrust 
of the literary depictions.
78 Ironically, Sipolo's best known poem "Civilized Girl" aligns the female 
protagonist with the male literary depiction of female = town = corruption:
Cheap perfume
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Six inch heels 
Skin tight pants 
Civilized girl.
Who do I do this?
Imitation.
What's wrong with it?
Civilization. (Civilized Girl 21)
79 "A Paler Shade of White" (SPAN 30 (1990): 116-26).
80 Elaine's father in Subramani's "Dear Primitive" (The Fantasy Eaters 47-54), 
though himself a New Zealander, echoes this sentiment about expatriates 
when he tells her that "every white person on the island was either a 
criminal or a fugitive." (50)
81 Since Sons, the New Zealand/Samoan novel, that is: there, the girl is 
sympathetically portrayed; there is an extended and highly unsympathetic 
portrait of the girl's parents, the mother frigid, self-seeking, racist and 
heartless, the father a cold businessman who betrayed his love for a Maori 
girl out of racism and self-interest.
82 In fact, even intra-cultural friendships are rare in Pacific writing - Wendt is 
responsible for most of them: Lemigao and Pouliuli are close; Tagata and 
Pepe in "Flying-Fox" are also close friends. Subramani's persona in "Gone 
Bush" attempts friendship, but it is blighted by a jealous wife. Most of the 
protagonists of Pacific literature are wanpis, loners.
83 Though see his "When in Rome" (The Celebration 77-87) for one 
successful relationship after a very stormy courtship fraught with cultural 
confusion.
84 It is also interesting to speculate on the extent to which the absence of the 
white character might be related to the incorporation of whites in the 
myths of traditional legend - Wolfers (52) records PNG legends which 
depict whites as ancestors of the tribes (see also Worsley ix); whites are also 
ancestor figures in the Cooks (Jonassen 7), and in Kiribati (Grimble A 
Pattern of Islands 34). The Samoan/Tongan form papalangi or palangi
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means 'heaven-bursters' - those who break out of the heavenly spirit 
world; the Maori term pakeha mean 'light coloured sea spirits’. In fiction, 
see Kagl's "Kalian" (73-78) on PNG Highland beliefs about whites as 
ancestor figures, and Solomons Maenu'u's "My Ancestors were Prophets" 
(W/io Am I? 4), on the same image of whites as "ghosts from the land of 
the dead". It could be surmised that the other was subsumed into the 
consciousness of the self; with greater Westernisation, the other became 
more firmly entrenched in the self; the locus of attention therefore turns 
to those aspects of self which are (ideationally) other but (psychologically) 
self. It is of minor interest that whites are not the only 'other' - the 
Chinese and Indians are occasionally deployed as other (see Wendt's 
Leaves of the Banyan Tree 241).
85 See also Tali's madness in "Tali"; and the protagonist in The Frigate Bird.
86 Pacific writing is very physical in its depiction of psychosomatic conditions. 
Compare Oilei's eructation and rectal problems in Hau'ofa's Kisses in the 
Nederends.
87 Compare Wendt's "I Will be the Saviour from the Bad Smell" (Miracle 
Man 96-126), where the protagonist is obsessed with locating the source of 
the stench of corruption in his village.
88 Who stated his intention to "give faceless millions of the colonised" 
"distinctive features", "a local habitation", and "a name" ("Beyond 
Colonialism" 11).
89 See "Labourer’s Lament" (Some Modern Poetry from Fiji 10), a plea against
racism which is unconscious of its own racism:
We do not wear upon our sleeve 
That damning star of shame.
But need we symbols to believe 
We’re Jews in all but name?
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90 For the rainforest, see, for example, Thea Astley's Hunting the Wild 
Pineapple (1981) and Reaching Tin River (1990), Janette Turner Hospital's 
The Last Magician (1992) and Mark O'Connor's The Great Forest (1989).
The desert as the motif of the Australian emptiness / essence is 
exemplified in Hope's "Australia" (1939), Stow's To the islands (1958) and 
White's Voss (1957). It is of minor interest that the rainforest is primarily 
the domain of female writers, the desert of male.
91 One reason could be the negative connotations of the canoe afloat in some 
Pacific countries; in Fiji the phrase refers to the death of a high chief (see 
The Wisdom of Fiji 5) - not an auspicious allusion for a new venture. The 
same association holds in Samoa, where chiefs were buried in a ceremonial 
canoe (see PIM (August 1986): 44).
92 See the discussion on the rhetorical use of mana in Chapter 2.
93 See for instance "Sina and the Eel" and "The First Sugar Cane" (Pacific Folk 
Tales ed. C. Benson), "How Coconut Trees Came to Samoa" (Folk Tales of 
the South Pacific ed. I Harnes), and "The First Coconut" (In the Beginning 
6).
94 The Floating Coconut; "The Floating Coconut" - Rev. G. Vengo Journal of 
the Cultural Association of the Solomon Islands. Honiara: Cultural Assoc, 
of Solomon Islands 1979 6), "Coconut is Useless" and Sinnet - the Fijian 
literary magazine, sinnet being the twine made from coconut fibre. Along 
with a traditional boat, it provides the logo of USP.
95 See the tourist-romantic photograph on the cover of Nandan's The 
Wounded Sea, an image which is strangely disjunctive with the text; the 
cover of Campbell's The Frigate Bird is apposite to the dénouement of the 
novel - it consists of coconut palms and a thatched hut. See also the covers 
of Pacific Islands Communication Journal, The Written Word and Pacific
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Writers, both of which depict coconut palms, canoes, and traditionally 
dressed men.
96 We have seen Jawodimbari's regret for the passing of the conch shell in 
"Conch Shell Never Blows"; Wendt feels its mana and is reluctant to use 
it lightly ("Conch Shell" Lali 291-92); Hoiri also aligns it with the past; "the 
high metallic shrill of the whistle" (The Crocodile 16) represents the 
present. At USP it is aptly appropriated along with the lali to mark the 
processional in the graduation ceremony.
97 See Hoiri's regret for "the wasted years of carrying the white man's cargo" 
(The Crocodile 178) and Earnest Mararunga's 'The Load of Firewood" (Lali 
171-75), where 'cargo' comes with education into white ways.
98 See also Kasaipwalova's use of cargo in "Reluctant Flame".
99 Due no doubt to the extensive anthropological and historical treatment it 
has received - see the bibliography in Worsley's The Trumpet Shall 
Sound.
100 See Niu Togakilo's "Ugly Country":
then I leave to crawl back again 
Without a pretty cent.
Without a pretty shirt 
Without a pretty woman 
And more shameful
Without trousers! (Mana 2.1 (1977): 42)
101 Renagi Lohia links the journey with education: "we have been tempted to 
run away from (our ideological bases) to establish our beginnings from 
other sources"; however, he says, Pacific journeys to the future through 
education link modem Pacific peoples with the journeys of their ancestors 
(60). On the centrality of the pre-Contact journey to modem Pacific 
peoples, see also Grimble Return to the Islands 49.
102 In Mana Annual 1974, see Tili Peseta's "The River" (21), Makereta 
Manueli's "My Stump" (65), Ta Makirere's "Suva Sun" (70), Tasi Malifa’s
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"Winter" (78). But see also the nature writing of some of the better known
writers: Tawali's "The River Flows Back" (Signs in the Sky 20-21) is
dreamily vague, as perhaps befits its theme of return to an idealised village:
One day I will reach the source again 
There at my beginning 
another peace 
will welcome me.
Tawali images himself "drifting at ease / like Adam / before the Fall." 
Kerpi's "Moments of Initiation" (Call of Midnight Bird 7) is similarly 
physically vague.
103 Except on the atoll islands. But elsewhere, as Dus Mapun explains in "The 
Biblical Land" (Wicked Eye 12), it is fertile and a land of plenty:
If Nuigini is anything 
It is rich soil 
Stick a stick into it 
And it sprouts into a tree.
104 See, for instance, "City Lights", and "Niugini Dropout" in PNG; Saunana's 
"The Map" (Twenty Four Poems of the Solomon Islands 1-2) and Kulagoe's 
"The City Rising" (Some Modern Poetry from the Solomon Islands 5); 
Nemani Mati's clever "Reflections on a Night Out in Town" (Creative 
Writing in Fiji 57-59); and Manoa's "Under Nabukalou Bridge" (Lali 96- 
97).
105 For instance, Port Moresby features prominently in The Crocodile, in 
Hanuabada; "Town Sunday", Sorariba's "Port Moresby" (Melanesia 84-86), 
and Soaba's "The Villager's Request"; Suva is the setting of "A Day in the 
Life of a Vagabond", Subramani's "Dear Primitive" (The Fantasy Eaters 47- 
54), Waqavonovono's "Friday Night" (Creative Writing from Fiji 167-169), 
Griffen's "One Saturday Morning" (Lali 50-57); Apia is depicted in Petaia's 
"Blue Rain" (Blue Rain 1) and in Wendt's "The Strongest Man Alive", 
Pouliuli, and "Flying-Fox". Wirth (383) claims that the large region is 
characterised by having "a salient or dominant center", and Suva generally
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assumes that role in the economist's view of the South Pacific. However, 
in the literature, there are three centres - Port Moresby, Suva and Apia, 
with Honiara emerging as Solomons literature increases.
106 It should be noted in this connection that the use of Indian myth in Indo- 
Fijian writing exemplifies the same problematic faced by the wider Pacific 
literary community. Though the writers themselves may be highly literate 
in the (written) Indian myths and poetry, the majority of Indo-Fijians were 
- are - illiterate in classical Hindi and do not read the Indian classics 
(Subramani The Indo-Fijian Experience xi). Thus their knowledge was - 
and is - primarily based on orally-transmitted portions of the Ramayana 
and Panchatantra, portions which were transmitted with an increasingly 
faulty memory, and a high selectivity (see Nandan The Wounded Sea 114- 
17, where Birbal is unable to answer questions on a story he has 
memorised).
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Chapter 5. The Pacific Voice - Genre, Mode and 
Languages
They arrived and we happy very much. Then we all comes to that 
backyard corner. That one place where Ansett and TAA capsize 
boxes for native people who go by plane.
We was standing about thirty of we, waiting to catch our things. We 
was chewing plenty buwa like civilized people. We was not spitting 
or making rubbish. Only feeling very good for the betel nut our 
people had bringed to Moresby.
(Kasaipwalova "Betel Nut is Bad Magic for Aeroplanes" 
The Night Warrior 83)
Introduction
It was argued in Chapter 1 that one of the constituents of regional 
literature is a distinctive voice, expressed through the use of dialect and 
speech rhythm incorporated in the text (as a literary Creole is a marker of 
West Indian writing), through a characteristic pattern of metaphor (as in 
the use of aphorism in some African writing), or through stylistic devices 
which reflect the ’mood’ and ’mind' of a region (as hyperbole is argued to 
be a characteristic of southern US writing). Woodcock (31-33) has argued 
for a broader interpretation of voice to encompass not merely semantic 
and linguistic denotators, but also choice of genre, since some forms and 
modes of expression are consonant with the geographical, historical and 
cultural factors of the region - see also Buell (13-17).
Hence this chapter examines genre choice in Pacific writing, the 
modes of expression within those genres, and the nature of language use,
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in order to analyse the nature of the South Pacific voice - or voices. For it 
is argued that there are three discernible Pacific voices, one a formal, self- 
conscious and 'literary' English, another a utilitarian albeit occasionally 
disjointed English, the third a deliberate literary rendition of Pacific 
speech rhythms. Further, it is contended that the modes of expression are 
congruent with core features of South Pacific cultures: communalism, 
the normative element of aesthetic production, and continuity. Before 
turning to a consideration of specific texts, including the Kasaipwalova 
story which provides the epigraph to this chapter, it is useful to canvas 
two major issues which have been merely obliquely mentioned to this 
point - the effect of literacy on cognition and subsequently on literature in 
newly literate societies, and the continuity between traditional oral 
literature and written English-language writing in the South Pacific.
Oral and written expression
The genesis of a written literature in the Pacific was briefly 
considered in Chapter 2: we saw that European missionaries quickly 
learned local languages, alphabetised them to the English language, 
translated the Bible and other religious tracts into those newly written 
languages, and then taught the written languages, for religious and 
practical purposes. D.M. Topping (41) summarises the effect: "spoken 
words define custom; written words become law." That so many of the 
early texts available to Pacific peoples were revelationary and/or 
instrumental in function underlined the normative basis of the written 
word, elevated writing to the canonical medium of expression, and 
established a new pathway to the achievement of status within Pacific 
societies (previously either inherited, or attained through physical
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prowess). More fundamental changes can also be attributed to the 
introduction of the written word. Topping (43) reiterates the point made 
in Chapter 2 that literacy of itself undercuts the communal nature of 
Pacific societies because "reading and especially writing, are isolating, 
individual acts"; we have seen in Malifa's poem "Questions and 
Answers" the alienation induced by choosing a literary vocation in Pacific 
societies. Indeed, the Conclusion to this study will argue that this 
alienation and the irrelevance of creative literature to the masses, who 
are illiterate or barely literate in English at least, are primary factors in the 
abandonment of writing in the Pacific by many of its promising writers - 
see Bernard Minol 216.
The effects of literacy on cognitive processes have been extensively
explored (Goody 1968,1986,1987; Ong 1958,1982; Finnegan 1982;
Postman 1986). To summarise the observations of such writers, literacy
has altered cognitive behaviour by encouraging syllogistic reasoning,
analytical and conceptual thinking, and the development of linear
sequencing. Walter Ong contrasts the forms of oral and written literature:
oral literature is characterised by forms:
. . . where thought is exquisitely elaborated, not in analytic linearity, 
but in formulary fashion, through 'rhapsodising', that is stitching 
together proverbs, antitheses, epithets, and other 'commonplaces' or 
loci. (11)
(See also Ashcroft et al. 81-82.) Topping contends:
While the organization of narratives of oral societies tends to be
'free-ranging', and replete with what appear to be anecdotal 
digressions, the narratives of literate narrators tend to be carefully 
structured, consisting of an introduction, a main body, and a 
conclusion, and presented in finely-honed language. (46)
While post-modem tendencies currently undercut that canon of 
narrative structure in European writing, Topping's general argument 
remains valid. He also demonstrates that the nature of literacy
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instruction endorsed the suasive and didactic aspects of the written word 
(47). In this context, it is also important to recall the likely effect on style 
of literacy in a learned language: we have briefly considered this in terms 
of vocabulary and the sociological mind-set in which the 1970s and 1980s 
writers were educated. In the next section, we will examine how Pacific 
writers deal with the oppositional nature of the written word in societies 
which remain predominantly oral at the popular level of culture.1
English language forms - appropriative or adaptive
Recent post-colonial critiques have frequently focussed on the
strategy of 'appropriation' of 'english' by writers seeking to protest their
colonised status and exorcise the alienation induced by that status (see
Ashcroft et al. 59-68, and Sharrad 246). Such critiques depend on an
assumption of the conscious deployment of destabilising viewpoints,
manipulation of standard English, and reproduction of traditional oral
narrative techniques: Ashcroft et al. (183) adduce Rushdie's
interpretation of his own narrative method. Alternatively, where a
writer provides no such sophisticated self-reflective analysis of his/her
method, the argument on appropriation depends on a deconstruction of
the 'meaning' of the style employed by the writer - hence Ashcroft et al.
interpret Eri's The Crocodile as "a subtly constructed view of [PNG]
culture”; the novel is "'about'" a void:
. .. ethnographic detail serves not as local colour, but as the central 
feature of a structuring which gives this essay into the void some 
specific reference point. ... For Lee, the exploration of this gap ... is 
the crucial act of appropriation. (63)
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Maryanne Dever wams, however, that insisting "on the inherent
tensions in using English in post-colonial situations is limiting" because 
it "denies the dynamic quality of those literatures" (45).
By contrast, regional critics themselves, including Subramani (South 
Pacific Literature 6-7), Minol (1), and Tausie (76), as well as the early critics 
of Pacific literature such as Beier, Krauth and Dunlop, insist that Pacific 
writing in English demonstrates in its style and mode a continuity with 
traditional oral literature. Their argument is that the cognitive patterns 
of orality, and the narrative forms in which those patterns were encoded, 
have been incorporated into standard Western canonical modes, as part of 
a continuum of aesthetic development and as a synthesis of oral and 
written cultures, rather than as a conscious or subconscious subversion of 
written culture. Certainly, as was argued in Chapter 2, the adaptive 
nature of Pacific societies and their ability to straddle multiple cultures 
and identities supports the notion of a literature which illustrates a 
synthesis of old and new, and a less problematic acquisition of English 
language forms than is presumed by the post-colonial approach - indeed, 
Tausie (73) explicitly argues that the use of English does not constitute a 
dilemma for the Pacific writer. Because of the synthetic quality of the 
writing, it is possible to conceptualise Pacific writing within a post­
modern context: the hybridisation of cultures is a much valorised 
component of post-modernism (see Matthews 24 and Helen Tiffin 
"Recuperative Strategies" 27); further, as will be argued below, the 
structure of much Pacific writing is open, not hermetic, as in the Western 
narrative canon. However, Pacific writing rarely exhibits the intensely 
self-referential and reflexive nature of post-modern texts, and its 
didacticism runs counter to post-modernist subjectivism.
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The prevailing tone of Pacific writing is strongly normative - see 
Kerpi's statement on the "redemptive role" of the poet in the Afterword 
to Call of Midnight Bird, and Hannet’s previously quoted comment that 
the artist is "the conscience of the country" - and this provides a further 
link to the oral tradition. Minol states that the modem PNG writer is 
"still heavily involved with explaining, prophesying, and interpreting the 
world in which he finds himself" (123) (my italics). Buell’s belief that 
regional literature, in its New England inflexion at least, is a didactic 
mode was noted in Chapter 1. Pacific literature exhibits the same 
tendency to teach, a function not only of the traditional nature of oral 
literatures as normative, but also of post-Contact experience: the 
functional nature of reading/writing instituted by the Church, the socio­
political ethos into which most writers were educated, and the 
rationalisation of the writer's role in a society in which he was patently 
"gratuitous" (Subramani "Artists in a Changing Pacific" 324). In this 
context, it is pertinent to note the high percentage of Pacific writers who 
are - or were - teachers. In the examination of genre and mode below, 
the issue of continuity will be further explored.
Genre
As Ashcroft et al. argue (179-80), received genres are inexorably 
altered in their adoption by writers in the new literatures; they argue that 
traditional fictive elements are "more often" consciously and deliberately 
incorporated into Western forms, and proffer as examples Kofi Awoonor 
and Salman Rushdie. Undoubtedly, the more sophisticated and self- 
conscious writers of the Pacific (Wendt, Hau'ofa, Subramani, Nandan, 
Soaba) reflect on the use of oral and traditional mythic elements in their
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writing. However, the bulk of Pacific writing remains simple narrative or 
lyric expression: Minol argues of PNG writers that they are "more 
interested in the message. They do not place much emphasis on the art 
and the aesthetics." Further, while oral story tellers created within a 
tradition, young writers in English do not have enough knowledge of the 
tradition within which they are creating, the literary culture (221-2). 
Notwithstanding their general lack of exposure to the Western literary 
tradition, Pacific writers easily categorise their literary activity into one or 
other of the received fictive genres - see, for instance, Ngwele's Foreword 
to Bamboo Leaves, Hereniko's Introduction to Two Plays and Kulagoe’s 
Introduction to his short story collection Uvipura: Roots in a Season. 
Given this Pacific acceptance of standard genres, the following sub­
sections analyse Pacific writing in terms of drama, poetry, and prose.2
Drama
It was suggested in Chapter 2 that we might expect to find a ready 
adaptation of indigenous dramatic forms to European models, given the 
centrality of dance-drama in Pacific culture and its continuing appeal. 
Indeed in his 1978 article "Contemporary Literature", Krauth stated that 
"the influence of mainly oral traditions . . . has produced a literature 
strong in poetry and drama (605); elsewhere he predicted that drama 
might become the predominant literary genre, and he was not alone in 
this prediction.3 Ten years on, however, the promise has not been 
fulfilled, in English at least. Partly this is in consequence of the very 
strength of traditional dance-drama: Pacific communities strenuously 
preserve their dance drama,4 despite the tourist travesties that have 
proliferated. As Ruth Finnegan points out, dance-drama performs "the 
literary functions of passing on history and genealogy and a sense of 
national and local identity" ("Essays on Pacific Literature" 3) - see also
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"Kalian" (106-108) and "Buain: the Bamboo Dance" (28). It thus 
continues to perform a vital cultural role in the Pacific. Hence there is no 
real motivation to write, or attend, a European-type performance in an 
alien, distancing physical environment like a theatre. Pacific dance- 
drama involves a high level of physical interaction between audience and 
performers - "its meaning cannot be understood from the text alone" 
(Finnegan 5). The physical structure of a European theatre is inimical to 
such 'high-touch' drama, which is made for the village square, the large 
sing-sing grounds of the PNG highlands, for grass, dirt and sky.
PNG has produced the bulk of English-language drama. Most of it 
was written in the anti-colonial, pre-independence period, 1964-74, "the 
brief twilight of colonialism" as Powell has it (iv). Typically, the plays 
were simple one- or two-act dramatic interludes in standard English 
turning on an historical event such as a patrol visit (Hannet's The 
Unexpected Hawk) or a contemporary domestic situation (Tawali's Manki 
Masta). As Powell notes, those produced at UPNG were mostly anti­
colonial protest plays, where those written at Goroka Teachers' College 
under the influence of Greg Katahanas were more often studies of myth 
and legend retold, as with Kaniku's Cry of the Cassowary and Turuk 
Wabei's Kulubob. The PNG plays have only occasionally been revived 
since independence, within tertiary institutions. The PNG plays often 
utilise caricatured figures of farce, like the white couple, the Carneys, and 
hausboi Tom Tom in The Ungrateful Daughter, and a bastardised form of 
Pidgin used by the white characters (which provides much of the satire 
directed at these characters) and by the 'bush kanakas' or hausbois (which 
provides low-level comedy). Some of the plays incorporate some 
traditional dance (The Unexpected Hawk, The Ungrateful Daughter),
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marrying traditional and European forms, but on the whole there is little 
attempt to draw on traditional dramatic forms (see also Powell ix).
Fiji is the only other significant source of drama in English. Jo 
Nacola wrote three short sketches collected in I, Native No More, 
exploring value changes in society and inter-radal tensions in his 
country. Samu, the protagonist of "I, Native No More" deprecates his 
fellow-Fijians; the play is a simple exposition of the loss of identity of the 
semi-educated Fijian, whose English is not quite proficient enough to 
guarantee him access to power, but who can no longer speak easily with 
his people: "I don’t enjoy talking Fijian, because those who can only 
speak in Fijian aren't interested in the sort of topics I'm interested in."
(37) Nacola has written little drama since. Vilsoni Hereniko is more 
prolific. His plays are written specifically for educational purposes, to 
demonstrate to his secondary (and later tertiary) students the relevance of 
English, and to promote inter-racial harmony among them. His are 
domestic plays, focussing on family/neighbour relations which mirror 
the tensions and fears of the surrounding society. "Sera's Choice", "A 
Child for Iva", and "Don't Cry, Mama" are sombre pieces, with no 
humorous relief, unlike Nacola's plays; the dialogue is correct, 
competent and flat. In each, the focus is on a young woman faced with 
the conflicting demands of family and self; in each, self rather than 
kinship triumphs. The message is at odds with the ethos of the 
surrounding community, though Hereniko is careful to point to the 
racism and superstition of the families and society at large. The characters 
are designed to appeal to the teenage/young adult age level of the 
targetted audience; there is no attempt to incorporate traditional dance- 
drama, for these are European plays on 'Pacific issues'.
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Hereniko’s most recent collection, The Monster and Other Plays,
continues his commitment to drama in education. "One Family" reveals
a greater mastery of colloquial language and a more concerted attempt to
render the contemporary Pacific voice:
Luisa: Faga, Jio - no drinking. Everytime you just drink drink
drink. Jio still schooling, you know. If he start drink now 
we gonna regret later.
Faga: O, come on, sis. Everytime you say that. Jio is not a boy
anymore. He's a man now. What say, Jio?5 (1)
The remainder of the short plays in the collection are contemporary 
morality plays, urban domestic stories warning of the evils of alcohol, 
tobacco, laziness, jealousy, and lack of commitment by teachers. Only 
"The Monster" (90-112) shifts to a more adventurous symbolism utilising 
dance-drama and mime, to explore the issue of racial intolerance.
Because many people have a low 'comfort-level' in English, taking 
English-language plays to the villages has not proved popular. Rather, 
European models have been influential in the establishment of national 
theatre companies utilising workshopping methods to write their 
material, and using Pidgin as a language vehicle; they attempt to be 
travelling companies. Beier (in Voices of Independence xii) points to the 
move away from English-language drama to Pidgin plays in the work of 
the National Theatre Company (1974), based in Port Moresby, and Raun 
Raun Theatre, based in Goroka.6 Theatre New Guinea, the first touring 
company, was initiated by John Kaniku in 1970. In 1981, the Lukluk 
Wantok Drama Group was set up in the Solomons; again it produced 
Pidgin materials, as did the Wan Smolbag Theatre, Vanuatu's first full­
time theatre company, established in 1989. The prospects for these 
companies were bright; they deliberately presented material which 
required minimal props and costuming, and thus they could move easily
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from village to village. Moreover, Krauth notes ("Contemporary 
Literature" 612) the "superiority" of Pidgin "as a literary medium for low­
life observation, humour and satire", popular modes of entertainment in 
the Pacific. However, in each country, the travelling theatres have been 
blighted by lack of funding, and by the government-sponsored didacticism 
of the material. Thompson (28) notes the PNG National Theatre 
Company's production of the propagandistic Prices of Urbanisation (1990), 
but reports that the Company is so poorly funded it "can barely afford to 
travel"; Soaba (Interview with Chris Tiffin 17) records that the Company 
is "told" to produce plays about nutrition and family planning. Wan 
Smolberg suffers from the same fate (see PIM (July 1991): 35-36); the 
Theatre concentrates on issues like clean water and hygiene.
In summary, English-language drama is not extensive; it is not a 
popular genre among writers or audiences, and Hereniko remains the 
only persistent dramatist in English.
Poetry
Poetry is one of the simplest forms of literary expression for young or 
'non-professional' writers - though it should be noted that there is no 
writer in the Pacific who is 'professional' in the sense of earning a living 
solely by writing. As we have seen, creative writing was strongly 
encouraged by government, semi-government and educational 
institutions in the 1970s; we have seen the result in a number of 
secondary school anthologies, and student magazines at tertiary level.
The thrust for cultural renewal, which motivated educators before 
independence, and which was a primary focus of newly and proudly 
independent governments, coincided with a world-wide educational 
movement which exhorted teachers to encourage students to write their
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own poetry, rather than learn the great poets by rote (see Chatterjee 2).
The struggle to find one's own voice in a home language is daunting 
enough; to be exhorted to make that voice part of a national or regional 
voice is doubly difficult. It is not therefore surprising that much of the 
literature produced in the 1970s as a result of creative writing workshops 
is quotidian.
The consequences of a deliberate policy of encouraging writing for its 
own sake or as part of a development scheme,7 whether through formal 
classes at USP and UPNG, or Crocombe's informal adult education 
programmes in the Solomons (which resulted in Mi Mere) and the 
Cooks, seem predictable. Most students will produce relatively short 
pieces, a function of the length of the courses (see also Krauth 
"Contemporary Literature" 614); further, many will lose their 
momentum once the course is over. In the courses run by educational 
institutions, the age of students will also dictate the content to a large 
extent - as Krauth ("Contemporary Literature" 605) points out, "young, 
educated students in the South Pacific have similar and predictable 
backgrounds", and their writing will inevitably reflect their background. 
Since much Pacific writing emanates from the mid 1970s when political 
activity was at its height, it is to be expected that the poetry is hortatory, 
directed against white colonial governments and at fellow educated 
nationals. As poets looked around them, they attempted to catalogue the 
changes they saw taking place, and perceived these in terms of loss, 
producing a poetry in which nostalgia and regret are the key notes. For 
1970s and early 1980s poets, anger and elegy are the predominant moods; 
by the late 1980s, the elegiac note had become entrenched as part of the 
mythos of loss we have seen to be endemic in Pacific writing.
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There was, and remains, a strong preference in Pacific poetry for 
short free verse pieces which focus on a single idea or image, and which 
are highly visually oriented in their imagery.8 The exceptions are 
Kasaipwalova's "Reluctant Flame" and "Hanuabada", Saunana’s Cruising 
Through the Reverie, Seri's "Fiji", and Wendt's "Inside Us the Dead". In 
the main, however, Pacific poetry in English contrasts markedly with the 
extended poems and long chanted lines of traditional oral poetry, where 
there is a strong reliance on the aural qualities of the verse.9 It is 
noteworthy too that traditional poetry was a public discourse, a declaimed 
poetry with ceremonial significance, whereas Pacific poetry in English 
implies a private discourse, not only because it is often personal, but 
because it has such a restricted audience in the Pacific. Malifa recognises 
the circumscribed role of the Pacific poet:
No one comes to visit at this hour
or to ask anything from me,
and I have so much I can give away.
Many consider me a madman, idle and delinquent, 
whose dusty shirt must be worn like a cross 
on his back always to defy their ardent belief.
("Voices from the Waves" Looking Down at Waves 22-23) 
Fepa'i Kolia, in "Me, the Writer" poignantly expresses his alienation from 
Samoan custom and values:
Many appreciated, many ran me down.
Me the writer
has a special request for readers.
Please pray for me 
always under pressure 
from those dear neighbours.
(Lost Reality 61)
During the anti-colonial period, poets could rationalise their work to 
themselves and to others as having a social function; in the sense that it 
was hortatory and functional, projected outwards, it shared the traditional
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role of poetry as public discourse. But the more personal poets find their 
role more difficult to defend, as the poems above indicate.
Nevertheless, personal poetry is extensively written in the Pacific, 
though many of the better known personal poets - von Reiche, Thaman, 
and Sipolo for instance - move easily between personal lyric and social 
observation, as Thaman does in the intimate "Anniversary" (Langakali 
12) and the bitter protest poem "Langakali" (Langakali 13-16), and as von 
Reiche does in the cutting poem on social manners "Cocktail" (Mana 2.1 
(1977): 45) and the very personal poem of disgust with a flirting female,
"My Guest" (Seaweeds and Constructions 7 (1984): 59). Petaia's is often a 
quiet contemplative poetry (see "That Evening" Blue Rain 20). However, 
occasionally his glance takes in the problems of contemporary Pacific 
society, and the poetry erupts in bitterness or angry irony, as in "A Dollar 
for a Ride" or "This Land" (Blue Rain 22), and these remain his better 
known poems. Like Wendt, Nan dan moves between poetry and prose.
His poetry, unlike Wendt's, is predominantly narrative: it frequently 
revolves around character, painting the human face of the Indo-Fijian 
village community to construct a detailed portrait of his society.
Nandan's poetry, like his prose, is mediated through a persona who 
observes his community from within, as in "zoo story" and "the old men 
and the scholar", where the titles themselves indicate the intellectual and 
emotional distance between the persona and his subjects. The T or 'i'10 
of the poems is an academic who visits his home village and retreats to 
his institutional sanctuary, to write up the results of his observations.
By contrast, Wendt uses a far wider range of poetic expression, 
ranging in Shaman of Visions from brief imagist poems (such as "Dawn 
to Night" 3, and "Around me the Night is Curling" 19), to lyrical poems 
of love and self-reflection ("In the Midnight Ocean of his Sleep" 7 and
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"Parents and Children" 27), to poems which reflect some of the chanting, 
awe-filled cadences of the old Samoan oratorical verse ("Shaman of 
Visions" 59). Like Nandan, Wendt consciously and constantly draws on 
the Pacific environment for his imagery. However, where Nandan’s 
images are occasional and visually arresting - "they poured 'pure 
Australian ghee' / from a Fiji bitter bottle" ("my father’s son" Faces in a 
Village 4) - Wendt's poetry is dense with image, visual, aural, tactile, and 
olfactory, and sets up symbolic resonances:
Where mountains crouch 
is the dizzy scent of moosoi.
Alive with squealing flying-foxes 
furred soft like his breath, 
a banyan fingers down into 
the black soil to oil his ancestors' bones.
("In the Midnight Ocean of his Sleep" Shaman of Visions 7) 
Here, mountain, blossom, banyan tree, fauna, earth are linked with the 
sleeping child to produce Wendt's iconography of the Pacific.
The Pacific poetic voice in English rarely has recourse to past 
cadences and forms, though Kauraka's poems in Return to Havaiki are a 
conscious attempt to recapture early Cook Island modes (see his 
"Introduction" v); it is a bilingual collection, the English versions of the 
poems dense with Maori terms and allusions, written for a local audience 
and intended to re-engender local pride in the past. Generally, early 1970s 
poetry found its expression in a modem though rarely avant-garde voice, 
its influences being 1950s and 1960s Australian, American, and New 
Zealand verse, particularly the latter. The influence of James Baxter, and 
to a lesser extent, Hone Tuwhare (particularly in his collection No 
Ordinary Sun), has been strong on Wendt, Malifa, and von Reiche. 
Through those poets, the musdy sensuality and easy incorporation of 
vernacular speech rhythms and idioms, characteristic of Baxter's and
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Tuwhare’s poetry entered the work of other Pacific poets, displacing to 
some extent the conventional language and sedate, free verse rhythms 
which had predominated. One can hear a contemporary conversational 
rhythm and idiom in Malifa's later verse:
I had wanted to meet you in a small 
park surrounded by marigold sun-dried 
hills where it's quiet:
or in a dim-lit pub in the afternoon - 
you talking, belching flame - 
and I listening sip slowly from 
the glass that reflects the withered 
face of a man yelling to be heard.
("Belching Flame (To James K. Baxter)" Looking Down at Waves 14)
Von Reiche's is a blunter, more casual voice again, direct and easy in 
its use of colloquial language:
I feel like bloody Cindarella
In my tattered shorts
And torn shirt. My hair smells like
A garlic shop, and my nails
Are chipped to the core.
I look at him and the 
Bastard sits forward eagerly 
Langouring in all the femininity.
The dinner tastes like dog-shit.
("My Guest" Seaweeds and Constructions 7 (1984): 59) 
"Inside Us the Dead" illustrates Wendt's ability to move quickly between 
one register and another according to his subject and the requirements of 
mood. In the first section where he evokes Pacific pre-history, the 
language is langorous but elemental, stripped of unnecessary connectives, 
and mythic in its suggestiveness:
These islands rising at wave's edge - 
blue myth brooding in orchid, 
fern and banyan; fearful gods 
awaiting birth from blood clot 
into stone image and chant -
(Lali 285)
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When he records the coming of the traders, however, the language and 
rhythm take on a vernacular quality:
No prayers
Were said for him I hope:
I want to imagine him 
an atheist adventurer wormed 
with the clap, dispensing snakes 
into every missionary eden.
(Lali 287)
Through the agency of Mana, Lali, and other regional anthologies such as 
the Pacific Islands collection of Seaweeds and Constructions 7.1984, and 
the growing body of critical texts (Subramani's South Pacific Literature 
and Krauth's many articles) and educational material (Subramani's 
'Pacific Literature in English' external studies material,11 and Cliff 
Benson's IPS series on Pacific Writers12), the fluent vernacular style of 
Wendt and von Reiche has found a ready acceptance. Steven Winduo's 
recent (1991) poetry collection Lomo'ha I am, in Spirit's Voice I Call is 
replete with confident, colloquial poems with a broad range of subject 
matter, easily incorporating Tok Pisin, Boiken, and Motuan, as well as the 
myths which attach to those languages. Winduo is heir to the first 
generation of Pacific writers. His allusions are no longer limited to 
traditional oral sources, but include the English written tradition of the 
Pacific - Hau'ofa, Wendt and Soaba. "Revenging Blood" refers to "Blood 
in the Kava Bowl", to the flying fox of Wendt, to Soaba's icon, 'James St 
Nativeson’, "the frog who die[d] on the road" (6); Petaia is referred to in 
"The Neighbours" 21, and Kasaipwalova in "Hanuabada" 24. Soaba is the 
most constant allusion, however - his image of Nativeson dying like a 
frog on the road is repeated in "Of Saints and Empires" (25), "Second 
Death of a Lusman" (26), and "Gahunagaudi Street" (35). "Fragile
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Moments" (14) plays on puns in English:
The sky is a crystal wall
Through which our minds trace to ancestor nests
Where we find eggs of shiny shell
Yokes of tales, sacred rings of ancient rites.
Winduo recognises he is 'yoked' to his past; it is both restraint and 
inspiration. Nevertheless the last poem of the collection, and the tenor of 
the entire collection, confirms the sense of loss, and the nostalgia which 
we have identified as characteristic of Pacific writing:
In poetry, memory and nostalgia
Sleep calls me once again
I see my brother Daniel in the same place
I had been before
I walk up to him
With a beautiful bird of paradise
In my hand and say I have returned13
("Epilogue to Lomo'ha" 39)
Once again, village life and the return to one's source are the focus of the 
collection. Other recent anthologies from various parts of the Pacific 
reveal the continuance of a plaintive note: Solomon Islander Alfred 
Liligeto's We, the Villagers (1985) reifies village life, exposes the persistent 
confusion of values, and ambivalence about education; fellow Solomons 
Sam Alasia's Hostage (1988) and Samoan Kolia's Lost Reality (1988) have 
the same themes. Though idiom and rhythm have become freer, more 
colloquial and more idiosyncratic, the cadence of Pacific poetry remains a 
falling one, echoing the sense of loss which constitutes its mythos.
Prose
Typically, the prose version of the Pacific voice is autobiographical or 
semi-autobiographical in mode; it is short, fragmentary, even anecdotal,14 
and frequently consists of historical events mediated through a young 
adult's perceptions (such as "Kumde Bagre") or recreations of village life
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rich in ethnographic detail - indeed Andrew Strathem's Introduction to 
Two Highland Novels from Papua New Guinea reveals the editor's 
anthropological background in its praise of the authenticity of detail in 
the novels. Frequently, the prose fiction is unconcerned with developing 
a strong narrative thread, or with the construction of a governing theme 
- its strength is in documentation rather than narrative design, as Minol 
has noted.15 In terms of form, modern prose illustrates more of the 
influence of oral literature16 than does modern poetry, in that it consists 
often of kernels of narrative which are spare and unadorned and 
curiously fractured, rambling, and disjunctive. In longer prose narrative, 
sub-stories spin off tangentially, then return to the main narrative. And 
although there is little real evidence that Indo-Fijian writers draw 
strongly on their Indian narrative traditions, Subramani points out that 
Indian legends too display "endless digressions, stories-within-a-story" 
("Childhood as Fiction" 155). It is a point which further aligns the two 
cultures, and permits us to see Indo-Fijian writing as congruent with 
indigenous Pacific literature. Chatterjee (4) notes that PNG stories "have 
the random sequence of real life and not the structured sequence of a 
fictional plot directed at a conclusion." He attributes this structure to the 
confusion engendered by European Contact, and the failure of PNG 
writers to resolve the colonial dilemma.
However, it is the contention of the present study, as argued above,
that modem prose structure and mode replicate the discourse of the oral
tradition, including its encoding of the concept of time as synchronic, not
linear. Tausie reinforces the continuity of the oral noetic (to use Simms's
term), in relation to theme and cognitive process:
Pacific tales ... do not emphasize the preoccupation with moral and 
ethical values that one finds in Eurasian material (which glorifies 
human values such as wisdom, intelligence and the like). When
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something extraordinary happens, explanations or rationalizations 
are rarely made. (6)
Just so, much modem prose narrative eschews explanation: the oral 
tradition encoded cultural norms which did not ask 'why' but 'how', 
which accepted a cosmos inexplicable except in magical terms (cf. Kirtley 
v). Modern prose continues that narrative practice, "the concern with 
contingencies and interactions rather than with set structures, 
dichotomies, and classificatory typologies" (Murray Chapman "Island 
Autobiographies of Movement: New Ways of Knowing?" 13). Waiko 
notes the same tendency: ". . . time sequence is not really important.
What is important is the experience and sensation at a certain point of 
time." (47)
Thornton argues that traditional Pacific oral literature exhibits an 
apositional narrative structure in which the story teller relates the 
beginning and the end of the story, moves to elaborate the details of 
incident, then returns: "It is plain that 'chronology' in the strict sense of 
time flowing from past to present to future is irrelevant to this kind of 
story-setting." (I57)17 Modern prose from throughout the Pacific reflects 
this disdain for linear chronology - see, for instance, Two Times 
Resurrection from the Solomons, Wanpis from PNG, The Wounded Sea 
from Fiji, Pouliuli from Samoa, and The Frigate Bird from the Cooks. 
Further, the style in much of the prose reflects that of traditional 
literature in that, as Thornton remarks of traditional Maori style, "there is 
a minimum of grammatical insubordination"; the narrative relies on 
"speed and simplicity", "stringing-along utterances" (173). The 
continuities between oral and written literature in English are thus 
cogent.
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However, there is on the surface level a startling discontinuity
between modern and traditional literatures: the presence of the I persona
in contemporary Pacific prose, even in ostensibly non-autobiographical
short stories and novels. Simms notes:
An oral society is said to manifest itself in rituals and ceremonies 
because it lacks a concept of distinct persons, individuals, and 
therefore of any discourses which objectify their inner feeling-states 
without transforming them, as in shamanastic narratives or trance 
dreams, codes which ensure that any private, single experience 
becomes a tribal statement, a communally shared truth. ("Towards 
an Assessment" 94)
The T of the modern Pacific story is frequently an unnamed ’I’, and 
significantly lacks individuality; the protagonist is individuated but not 
individualised. He or she therefore functions as representative of the 
group (see also Gates "Writing Race" 11, but Dorsey (15) argues that black 
literature generally uses third person narrative). His/her experiences may 
in this sense be interpreted as "a tribal statement", expressing "a 
communally shared truth". Where the oral poet effaces himself from the 
literal text of his story, his presence is essential to the presentation of the 
text: he mediates the text. By contrast, the modern Pacific artist is 
consciously inside the narrative, either at its centre relating the struggle 
for education, or at its periphery acting as a conduit for social observation 
or character sketches. Thus he too mediates the text; the deployment of 
T insists on a point of view which replicates the position of the oral story 
teller in the narrative. Further, his anonymity and consequent 
representativeness paradoxically reinforces the communal nature of the 
Pacific culture, and provides a further link with the traditional oral 
noetic.
At a pragmatic level, an explanation for the preponderance of 
autobiography and semi-autobiography can be found in the fact that for
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the young adults who have written many of the stories, first person 
narrative is one of the simplest literary forms for the exploration of 
situation and emotion, particularly as such writers are at a life-stage 
which is highly se//-consdous, if not ego-centric as that is understood in 
Western culture. Further, since many of the sketches are based on 
memory, and recall childhood experiences, first person narrative is an 
appropriate mode. Beier (Voices of Independence xiv) argues that 
autobiography reflects a simple need for "self-assertion" in the early years 
of a new literature; we could equally argue that self-assertion is a function 
of the imperatives of age. Nevertheless, the preponderance of 
autobiography is instructive, in that it focusses attention on what is the 
primary locus for cultural conflict in the Pacific, the dialectic between 
individual and community; form replicates content. Emmanuel Nelson 
notes that the tendency to autobiography is a tendency of Black literature 
in general (4).
One of the corollaries of a youthful literature, a literature which is 
primarily the product of young writers as in the 1970s and early 1980s in 
the Pacific, is a limited repertoire of events, experiences and knowledge of 
human character.18 Buell (260) speaks of the limited typography of 
characterisation in New England literature as being a feature of the 
region: we might note a similar limitation in the character typology of 
the 1970s and early 1980s in the Pacific. The characters are most frequently 
young men leaving the village for schooling (The Alternative, Two 
Times Resurrection) or jobs ("The Flight of a Villager", "Bomana Kalabus 
O Sori O!"); old men caught in unbreakable habits, unable or unwilling to 
enter the modem world (Hoiri in The Crocodile, Faleasa in Pouliuli) or 
shadowy white authority figures (Smith in The Crocodile, the doctor in 
Sons for the Return Home).19 It is not until writers themselves mature
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(presuming that they persist in "the writing habit") that we have middle- 
aged characters in the literature: Wendt is the prime exponent of the 
anguish of the male in his middle years (see "The Balloon Fish and the 
Armadillo" and "Birthdays"), though the middle-aged male is common 
in later works by Campbell, Nandan and Subramani.
Generally, characterisation in the early years of Pacific writing is 
shallow, even when the character interest is centred on an authorial 
persona; the young narrators rarely explore their emotions or 
motivations in depth - Soaba is the exception in Wanpis. Peggy Dunlop 
explains that in the traditional fagogo or story, "situation not character is 
important" (60). The same observation can be made of other Pacific 
writing: character is not the locus of attention. Wendt himself indicates 
that the melodramatic dénouement of many of his stories draws on oral 
sources - a story without a violent ending "no matter how exaggerated 
and untrue that climax may be, is definitely not a tale worth listening to." 
("The Resurrection" Flying-Fox 70) Again, we might posit that this is the 
consequence of a culture imbued with the notion that identity is 
communal, undifferentiated, not individual. Dunlop also suggests that 
the lack of interest in character is symptomatic of the moralistic nature of 
Samoan society: even when they depicted rebel characters, the oral stories 
reinforced acceptable communal behaviour. By contrast, to dwell too 
closely on motivation and emotion is to imbue a character with 
sympathy, and since modern stories focus on ’abnormal' behaviour, 
writers are pressured not to extend too much sympathy to their rebels.
The consequence may well be an avoidance of deep characterisation - see 
Kolia's "Me, the Writer" above. Dunlop also ponders whether writers 
have been silenced by the fact that their characters might be 'recognised' 
in small communities, bringing disopprobrium on the writer and his/her
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family.20 Further, to expose the group to criticism is to betray it. And this 
can well affect the presentation of voice in fiction, as Naipaul notes (The 
Middle Passage 69). The shallowness of individualisation in Pacific prose, 
however, undercuts the new value of individualism, which was explored 
in Chapter 4, and reinforces the communal basis of Pacific societies (cf. 
Turner 103-05).21
One further point must be made in relation to character in Pacific 
literature. We have seen that regional character is perceived as a function 
of environment; for Morgan and Keith, character was realised in his 
native environment: Keith claimed that the regional novel effectively 
died as a distinctive element of British fiction when Paul Morel sought 
self-actualisation in the city. One of the central tropes of Pacific literature, 
as demonstrated in the previous chapter, is the journey - away from 
home, to school, a bigger village, and finally to the city. This would 
suggest that the situation of the Pacific character subverts the notion of a 
regional literature. Further, most Pacific writers have relocated 
themselves in its cities and towns, and the flight of some writers 
themselves to metropolitan countries (Wendt to Auckland, Nandan to 
Canberra, Hereniko to Honolulu) suggests that self-actualisation within 
the Pacific is problematic. However, we have also noted that the journey 
is circular - for both characters and writers. Returning characters are 
changed, as the village itself is changed, but each accommodates the other, 
in Pacific style. Jim Otoara’a in "Voice from Warata" (Houra 'a 73-80) on 
his return from six years in Honiara, states "The village looked different. 
Everything looked strange." (73) He saw for the first time the "dirt and 
excrement" (77) and was appalled. But he determined "to embrace the old 
life" (73), and the haia houra'a, the feast for the dead, which has drawn 
him back to the village to mourn, becomes a cause to celebrate life. The
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feast is a celebration of the past and present which confirms his identity: 
he has not moved far from his centre, because he both carries the past 
within him, and returns to it to reinforce his being. Self-actualisation 
occurs because of his identification with his origins; his orbit incorporates 
village and town. (The sociological parallel is well explored by Chapman 
"Pacific Island Movement" 287-289).
Given the persistence of a communally-oriented psyche, it is 
instructive to consider in more detail the popularity of first-person 
narrative, even in the ostensibly non-autobiographic prose of the Pacific, 
as a further extension of the tension between individual and community. 
Buell (297) notes the tendency in New England literature towards a 
blurring of fictive and non-fictive genres in consequence of Puritan 
imperatives - religious beliefs dictated that writing be utilised for 
inspiration and edification, hence the tract-like nature of Hawthorne’s 
stories. We might note the same tendency in Pacific literature, as writers 
struggle to find a voice which asserts that this is an individual's story, and 
yet that it is 'true' and edifying, because 'I/eye' am/is recording it.
Wendt's I varies between a persona similar to his real-life 
personality - part-European, academic, thoughtful, assertive, sceptical and 
agonised by the social disjunctions around him - and an uneducated 
Samoan who may be a clever conman (Fly in "The Strongest Man Alive") 
or a well-intentioned individual confronting a confused and confusing 
world ("Elena's Son"). The educated persona is most often a teacher, 
bridling at the constraints of middle age, middle class, and social 
expectations, secretly admiring those who rebel against convention ("Pint- 
size Devil"); I's voice is educated, ironic and self-conscious. Nandan, 
Subramani and Pillai share this voice: their personas are also academics 
straddling European and traditional worlds. In The Wounded Sea,
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Nandan's persona, at least in the 'present' of the novel, aligns with the 
historical reality of Nandan the academic/politician; the impassioned I of 
the ousted politician contrasts strongly with the more distant fictionalised 
I of the childhood sections. Paradoxically, the use of this middle class 
persona - with the critical faculties of the well-educated, and his 
perspective of the irony and contradictions within the society he observes 
rather than participates in - puts the artist further at odds with his social 
environment, as the I of Soaba's Wanpis demonstrates. It is noteworthy 
that Campbell's I in The Frigate Bird, himself fractured and broken, is 
totally uncritical of the society in which he seeks refuge and sanity: he 
welcomes in Perrhyn what in his initial insanity, he saw as its 
claustrophobia. In general, though, the writer/academic finds a 
continuity with the role of the orator/artist by assuming or ameliorating 
the pain of his society - see Wendt's old man in Pouliuli or Nandan's 
vision of the artist as healer ("Beyond Colonialism" II).
When Wendt's I is an uneducated Samoan, the persona is, as stated 
above, a conman22 or a lost soul; the former has achieved individuality 
through his anarchic rebellions (as Tagata has in "Flying-Fox" or as Fly 
has in "The Strongest Man Alive"). The lost soul ("Exam Failure 
Praying", "Elena's Son", "I Will be our Saviour from the Bad Smell") is 
struggling with the expectations of the community, and failing; he is 
neither individual nor communal man. The fractured English of these 
characters is a metaphor for their suspension between two worlds, as will 
be argued further below.
The argument to this point has surveyed the prose fiction from 1970- 
1988. It is fruitful to examine in some detail two recent publications, to 
verify whether the tendencies of the formative years of Pacific literature 
in English have been maintained: we have, after all, to decide whether a
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canon has been established which forms the basis of a dynamic South 
Pacific literature.
Joseph Veramu's youthful short story "A Day in the Life of a 
Vagabond" was first published in Unispac, then in Creative Writing from 
Fiji. It does not conform to our generalisations about autobiographical 
mode - rather it utilises the third person to explore an urban situation 
which was symptomatic of the social dislocation of Fijian society in the 
1970s. However, it is extremely short (five pages), and its narrative 
structure reflects the generalisations about non-linearity in the Pacific 
story. In 1989, Veramu's short story collection The Black Messiah was 
published: it included "A Day in the Life of a Vagabond", as well as a 
"novella", "The Black Messiah" - of twenty-seven pages. The remainder 
of the stories are also short; they are anecdotes of contemporary urban 
situations, and legends, but most explore Veramu's experiences as an 
increasingly disenchanted teacher. In this respect, they can be read as a 
continuation of the archetypal Pacific story of a young boy seeking 
education far from his home village, for whom the school becomes an 
icon of ambition - but the I persona in these teaching stories is thwarted 
in his ambitions by that very icon. Significantly, the educated child who 
becomes a teacher ’returns' to the 'source' of the new Pacific person, the 
school, not the village.23 The majority of the stories utilise either an I 
persona as in "Goodbye, Miss Brooks" (95-97) or third person narrators 
who are thinly-disguised authorial personas ("The Other Side of the 
Cassava Patch" 121-87).
Many of the situations recall those of the 1970s and early 1980s 
throughout Pacific fiction: there is the familiar recourse to the image of 
the disintegrating village (157); the destructive lure of the town (129), 
antagonism between father and son (56-58), the craziness induced in
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Fijians by colonisation (97), conflict between village and town values 
("Kerekere"24 82-85). They mirror the inconclusive open narrative 
structure we have seen as typical of the Pacific story. But four stories 
introduce a significant new character type - the political iconoclast, the 
self-proclaimed messiah, an intimation of the new post-Coup Fiji.
Veramu also deploys a narrative strategy which signifies his acceptance of 
the introduced print culture of the new Pacific, yet which paradoxically 
confirms the documentary nature of both the traditional and the modern 
'I/eye’-mediated story. His I character is not merely a teacher (with all 
that implies in the Pacific of superior knowledge), but is also a freelance 
journalist, presumably with the journalist's concern for 'truth' and 
objectivity. Indeed, in "Goodbye, Miss Brooks", the protagonist states "I 
had thought of writing a novel. However now that I have the facts, 
fiction is unnecessary." (95) As teacher and journalist the I character can 
insert historical and cultural observations which might otherwise be 
intrusive in fictive modes. Such social commentaries on narrative
incidents constitute much of the interest of "The Black Messiah" and 
"Goodbye, Miss Brooks"; I's "university studies" had taught him that 
Britain
. . . had not really subjugated local culture. The people themselves 
through their chiefs had welcomed the missionaries with open 
arms. The country had thrice been offered for cession to our colonial 
masters; it was only out of exasperation and sympathy that it had 
been colonized. (97)
But the reader is drawn back to Veramu's own fascination with the 
charismatic figure of the political messiah, explored in "The Black 
Messiah", "The Redeemer" (28-33), "For the love of the Messiah" (34-36) 
and "The Saviour" (37-39). Each of these figures is doomed; each heads a 
cult group which eschews Christianity, denounces the authority of "Fijian 
aristocrats" and colonialists, and espouses free or no sex, egalitarianism,
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and revival of the traditional arts. The protagonist of "The Black
Messiah" has entered the commune in search of salvation through
Wilisoni, but his hope is dashed when Wilisoni is deported:
I had come looking for a sedative to delay the process of 
disintegration. A hundred years of colonialism had produced only 
mimicry. We wandered through a labyrinth wearing masks, waiting 
for a Messiah to redeem us. (27)25
Veramu does not endorse the fanaticism of his messiahs, though he is 
attracted by it. His protagonists observe simply that the emergence of such 
figures is inevitable in the confusion of post-colonialism.
The title of Orotaloa’s 1989 short story collection Suremada: Faces 
from a Solomon Island Village suggests a replay of standard Pacific 
themes, and given the quotidian nature of his novel Two Times 
Resurrection, the reader would not be surprised if this collection, too, 
mirrored the conventional concerns of fellow Solomons poet Liligeto 
whose We, the Villagers was published in the same year. Certainly,
Orotaloa’s situations are typical of many Contact and post-Contact stories; 
the narrative structure is again clotted with digressions, legends and local 
maxims; the morals of the stories are heavily drawn; there is a first 
person narrator. The culture and values of Suremada are no different 
from those of the villages we have entered in PNG, Samoan, I-Vanuatu, 
and Tongan stories - especially in their manifestation of anti-female 
attitudes and exhortations against laziness. But the language is no longer 
the "boring and schoolish" idiom of which Minol complains (216).
Instead, it appears to translate ’place-talk' qualities, the mix of almost 
oratorical formality and earthy crudity, as in the following passage, 
illustrating the easy transfer of culture in oral societies. The mother is 
speaking to her son as she cooks and he 'assists':
... in the customs of Suremada, a man's death is still looked upon as
'life' - a continual kind of animation from this life here. That is
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why we worship - or talk to our ancestors after their death. If you 
don't know our customs, touch your balls, and hit them against each 
other. Don't let another deceive you with stories. Your father is the 
right man. But sad to say some fathers nowadays are busy with their 
stupid wives most of the night. They sleep on one bed. And no man 
can sleep with a woman on one bed without doing that sweetest 
thing. (19)
The persistence of orality is vividly illustrated, not only in the mother's 
stories which are the scaffolding of the collection, of which the frame is 
the genealogical history of I's family, but in casual asides about the stories 
that "grew tails and heads and legs and things and walked about the 
village of Suremada like the spirit of Akwaraitolo" (32). Indeed, these 
stories are reminiscent of the earthy quality of traditional legends - see for 
instance Orokolo Genesis (Mereo Pekoro). There is no gratuitous 
nostalgia here: the village is revealed with all of its intrigues, infidelities 
and jealousies; the mother is quick to deprecate anti-communal 
behaviour, especially laziness, sexual indulgence, sponging and breaking 
tabus. But the tolerant acceptance central to communal existence is 
salutary. In ’Raraifilu" (7-18), the uncle has disgraced the family utterly by 
breaching a sexual tabu. Rather than kill him according to custom, they 
allow guilt to work; he kills himself. Then the village genuinely mourns 
his death, despite his evil nature, for his evil is part of the nature of the 
village.
To summarise the place of genre in Pacific literature: from the 
perspective of the 1990s, poetry and prose can be seen to be the 
predominant modes of Pacific literature; the promise of drama has not 
been fulfilled. Though the short story was the most popular prose genre 
in the 1970s, there has been a tendency towards longer prose works which, 
though slight in terms of actual length ("Gone Bush", The Frigate Bird,
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Pouliulï), allow the writer greater potential to explore multivariate 
themes and situations. The 1970s short story was often simply an 
autobiographical sketch (see the ’stories' in Niugini Lives, with its clever 
pun on the second word), reflective of a blurring of fictive and non-fictive 
genres. In the late 1980s, writers demonstrate their ability to exploit the 
potential of first person narration for irony and satire ("Flying-Fox"), 
intense self-analysis ("Gone Bush" and The Frigate Bird) and social 
criticism ("Exam Failure Praying"). The longer prose works still reflect, 
however, a refusal to be confined to conventional linearity: in Wendt's 
Leaves of the Banyan Tree, Subramani's "Gone Bush”, Nandan's The 
Wounded Sea, tangential stories spin off from the main narrative; there 
are frequent sudden time shifts; anecdotes and stories-within-stories 
abound. Subramani argues that in Wendt at least this mode shares some 
of the characteristics of post-modern fabulism (South Pacific Literature 
157), but he also recognises in it the legacy of traditional oral literature 
(142). This section has argued that modem Pacific prose in general 
exhibits that legacy in its structure and mode, which encode the 
continuing importance of communalism and the 'place' of the story teller 
in his text. In examining the characteristic stylistic features of poetry and 
prose in English, this section has also demonstrated that such features are 
common across Pacific writing: further evidence of the coherence of the 
writing as a regional product.
One final point must be made in relation to form: modes of 
expression cannot be divorced from issues of publication. Form reflects 
publishing imperatives, to some degree. Publishers of Pacific material 
have consistently favoured short forms in prose and poetry. In literary 
magazines and anthologies of the 1970s and 1980s, the tendency was to 
include as many writers as possible, to demonstrate the breadth of writing
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activity. By the late 1980s, most of the regional magazines had
disappeared (see Appendix 3), withdrawing a common outlet for 
occasional writers and a vehicle for short form writing. Recent 
publications have tended to represent the collected work of a single 
author. The national publications, such as Wendt's Some Modern Poetry 
series, or the Solomons collection Mi Mere, have been abandoned as a 
format. This can perhaps be interpreted as a parallel movement to the 
greater emphasis on personal rather than group identity in recent Pacific 
writing, but it is also an indication of the achievement of a South Pacific 
literature. Once the region was established as a literary source, and had 
entered "the common parlance", the insistence on breadth of literary 
activity could become less strident, allowing individual writers to assume 
their place, and de-emphasising the occasional writing produced by 
regional workshops and competitions. One might wish to interpret this 
tendency to brief forms semiologically as an expression of the 
circumscribed physical environment of the Pacific, as the product of an 
island psyche. Yet PNG's size and geographical heterogeneity refutes such 
a proposition. We might nonetheless compare Rudy Weibe's argument 
that landscape determines form: he avers that only the archetectural 
structure and scope of the novel is large enough to encompass the size of 
the Canadian prairies, and therefore the novel became the archetypal 
genre for the regional literature of the plains (quoted in Carlsen 91). A 
similar argument might be mounted in relation to island literature, and 
indeed, Subramani argues that "the novel form is not the natural 
expression of this part of the world" ("Oceania" 34). However, the 
pragmatic rationale advanced above in relation to publishing 
opportunities within the Pacific, as well as the part-time status of all 
Pacific writers, are more persuasive factors in accounting for the 
preponderance of short forms.
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The Pacific Voice
The Pacific voice in English has three main accents: the first is well- 
educated, linguistically correct, non-distinctive; a second syntactically 
clumsy, earnest, and flat; the third a deliberately fractured literary 
rendition of a Pacific English.
The first is typical of the prose and poetry of En, Nandan, Pillai and 
Subramani, and the poetry of Thaman and Kerpi. It conveys little of the 
cadences of the various Pacific languages, whether the slow ponderous 
tones and falling intonation patterns of Fijian English (Siegal 55), the 
clipped abrupt rhythm of Hindi or Hindi-influenced English, or the 
rolling cadence of Pidgin-influenced Solomons or PNG English. Even 
when rendering the speech of non-English speakers, most writers utilise 
standard English, as Pillai does in "The Celebration", or as Subramani 
does in "Sautu". Powell notes in relation to PNG playwrights "the rather 
formal quality of the language, the influence of the Bible, and the absence 
of literary allusiveness" (vi), a product of their schooling in Christian 
institutions. In a review of Waves and Some Modern Poetry from Fiji 
(Mana 1.1 (1976): 76), Subramani notes the same tendency to a standard 
English which does not reflect "the language and speech rhythms of 
Fijian". Elsewhere ("Short Fiction" 9), he comments on the non-native 
speaker's fondness for balanced statements, literary phraseology, writing 
observations, repartee, litotes and irony" in the work of Nandan and 
Pillai, qualities evident in his own writing. Pillai describes his own 
characteristic voice as exhibiting "cheekiness . . . puns, literary allusions 
and the propensity towards inflated vocabulary"; his characters, he says, 
always sound like him: "I have a limited range." ("From 'Source' to 
'Sjuzet'" 93) Mishra points to Subramani's "stoic control" over language
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as a feature of his style ("Indo-Fijian Fiction" 59), evident in the following 
passage, which describes the racial tension building in Suva as a march 
gathers:
There was no sign of tension. There was threat only in the broken 
rain clouds which scurried over the sun causing swift smoky 
shadows that slithered over Sukuna Park. Across the harbour, Lami 
was partially concealed in industrial smoke. There was more smoke 
in the distance, coiling upward from the villages deep inside the 
forest-dad hills.
Someone hollered his name: it was like a frightful explosion inside 
his head. He looked back and responded with a short nod of his 
head. Some of the marchers were visible around the bend.
("No Man's Land" The Fantasy Eaters 36) 
Powell is not the only commentator to note the somewhat ponderous 
nature of formal speech in Pacific languages; she points out its effect 
transliterated into English in literature in Kaniku's play with its "long, 
tedious, slow-paced talk: authentically Papuan, perhaps, but dramatically 
wearying." (275)26
The second accent is the somewhat awkward school-learned 
language struggling to find fluent expression, and it can be seen, for 
example, in Orotaloa's Two Times Resurrection, much of Veramu's 
prose, and in many of the occasional poets and writers of the Padfic.
Soaba describes ironically his own disjunctive language:
Forgive my bureaucratic 
kind of language -
it's the result of comics 
western films
plus many years of undereducation.
(Naked Thoughts 17)
Soaba has deliberately cultivated this English as an expression of 
biculturalism and alienation from his own culture. However, the years of 
"undereducation" often result in sentimentalised and inappropriate 
images, such as those in Hengenike Riyong's "The Mountain":
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On your forebody 
Little twigs nourish.
On your unshaven face 
Trees bury their roots.
On your breasts
The tallest peaks sprout.
(Voices of Independence 40)
The third accent is confined to Wendt and Kasaipwalova; it belongs 
to a character whose education in English was poor or abandoned early, 
and is a literary rendition of a fractured English,27 rolling, rambling, often 
unpunctuated except by breath-pauses, displaying typical Pacific-English 
forms: inverted grammar, pronoun displacement, lack of conjunctions, a 
heavy reliance on the present continuous tense or verb omission, as in 
this passage from a Wendt story:
Dear reader I had no school. ... But I a man got big dream, got big 
everything. . . . They tell me I no good for anything. But I a man 
still. ... I got soulbusiness and I this woman got.
("Virgin-wise", Flying-Fox 145) 
Wendt's Samoan characters speak in an English which reflects a shattered 
world, a world inverted by the coming of the Europeans who imposed an 
alien language on Pacific peoples, hence Tagata the man becomes a flying 
fox and hangs upside down. Wendt's Samoans, far from becoming 
buffoons because of their English, gain the reader's sympathy without 
mawkishness, because of the muscular, energetic quality of the style, and 
because their linguistic register is for Wendt a function of the post­
colonial situation. Even when Wendt uses a standard English in his 
narrative, as in Leaves of the Banyan Tree, "A Descendant of the 
Mountain" (Flying-Fox 1-6) and "A Cross of Soot" (Flying-Fox 7-20), he 
incorporates this fractured English in the dialogue of his characters to 
project a Pacific-English voice.28
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There is almost none of the "schizoglossia" Evelyn O'Callaghan (130) 
isolates as a characteristic feature of dialogue in West Indian literature, 
the code-switching which mirrors the fragmented psyche of the West 
Indian character. Indeed, the only instance of schizoglossia is used for 
satiric effect in the short story which provides the epigraph for this 
chapter, "Betel Nut is Bad Magic for Aeroplanes" (83-90). Johnny Woka, 
the first person narrator, tells this story of white colonial oppression in a 
literary version of Pidgin-influenced English. The story flips into comedy 
as Johnny manipulates his register according to his audience. He argues 
first in standard English with an indigenous guard "this brown puppy dog 
of white man" (83) to demonstrate his knowledge of local laws and 
intimidate his fellow Papua New Guinean. When a boorish Australian is 
brought to remonstrate with him, he codeswitches again into a formal 
English, then into broad Australian English. When he and his friends are 
brought to an even higher authority, the police sergeant at the station, he 
continues to stand his ground, arguing in educated English, until the 
sergeant accedes to his demands to return the group to university in a 
police car. The quiet triumphant last line reverts to PNG English: 'We 
was chewing our betel nut on the way." (90) By virtue of his ability to 
manipulate register, Woka can successfully 'argue back'. Gates (3) argues 
that educated Blacks develop a "double-voice" in their literature, because 
they must demonstrate their mastery of "standard and vernacular" 
registers. However, Kasaipwalova and Wendt are the only Pacific writers 
to utilise both registers.
Kasaipwalova is almost the only writer to utilise the intrinsically 
comic qualities of Pidgin within English-language stories,29 to produce 
what might be termed an authentic PNG English.30 He describes his 
method as "using English words and thinking in place talk" (Powell 379);
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his local allusions add to the effect of this place talk, and suggest the 
earthy comic quality which we have seen above in Orotaloa’s stories in 
Suremada, and which, it will be argued below, is a feature of Pacific 
parole, though it is not often in evidence in the literature. In "Bomana 
Kalabus O Sori O!" (Voices of Independence 63-78), Kasipwalova describes 
the hot sun "hitting my back like one angry mother with the 
broomsticks"; his hands are "very brown like the dead grass themselves" 
(63). Both phrases reveal linguistic patterns which are common not only 
in PNG English (see Smith's elaborated examples in The PNG Dialect of 
English) but in Pacific English in general.31 Kasaipwalova is much more 
successful in making comedy from language than Nandan. When the 
latter renders the poor English of his characters Singh, Gautam, Birbal and 
Father (The Wounded Sea 28, 113, 114), he reduces his characters into 
simpletons and buffoons, undercutting any sympathy the reader might 
have for these poorly-educated but pretentious characters. In a sense, he 
replicates the clichéd European depiction of indigenous characters as fools 
on the basis of their poor grasp of English.
Most Pacific texts include a glossary of vernacular words used in the 
text, though where lexical items are imported into an English text they are 
generally apprehended by context; they also tend to be common material 
items or greetings, rather than aphorisms. The much-noted tendency in 
African literature to import traditional aphorism, or Achebe's use of an 
'Iboised' English (see Susan Beckmann 117-20) is not found to any extent 
in the early years of Pacific writing, though we have seen it developing as 
a characteristic of Orotaloa’s latest work. The use of local language items 
in an English text deserves some consideration.
Conventionally, such usage implies both authenticity (in place and 
culture) and a recognition of the 'untranslatability' of certain concepts
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because of the connotations surrounding the item. Rami in the PNG 
context, for instance, as it is used in Eri’s The Crocodile, refers not merely 
to the particular item of clothing, the lap-lap, but has a political and social 
resonance because of the Port Moresby regulation that all males within 
the town precincts were legally required to wear a rami. Only the student 
of PNG history or local people (indigenous or expatriate) would be aware 
of such resonance. Equally, Hau'ofa's kava bowl connotes far more, in 
historical and cultural terms, than it states. But Ashcroft et al. (52-53) 
warn against any simple inference that the use of local lexical items 
empowers the post-colonial culture; rather, they argue, untranslated 
words inscribe difference; that difference is "validated by the new 
situation" (53) in which the words are used. In Pacific writing, the use of 
local language items is widespread among new and older writers; it is 
incorporated easily, if consciously, as the presence of a glossary at the end 
of a text attests, and its functions are to assert difference, to valorise 
concepts central to the culture, to convey authenticity, and to insist on the 
untranslatable - Wendt’s use of alofa in all his prose is an example.32 
One of the constituents of a regional literature, we saw in Chapter 1, is the 
use of a common language, and we have seen that English has become 
that language in the South Pacific bounded by our map. Yet a local 
lexicon cannot be suppressed if the region is to assert its difference from 
other regions using the same language.
It has been extensively argued that because it is activated by a mythos 
of loss, the predominant cadence of Pacific writing is a falling one, the 
tone solemn, elegaic, funereal, even depressive (as in Subramani and 
Nandan). Yet we have alluded to the distinctive element of Pacific 
cultures, a love of earthy, coarse humour, which is most frequently 
encoded in Pidgin plays, or in the interpolations of Pidgin or Pidgin-
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influenced English in texts such as The Ungrateful Daughter. Pacific 
humour centres on practical jokes, sexual innuendo, odiferous eructation, 
and anti-sodal displays of belly and bowel.33 Incidental examples of the 
ready humour which accompanies daily activities and work are evident 
in Nandan The Wounded Sea 81-83, the stories of Hoiri and his friends 
(The Crocodile 18 and 88), Saunana's "Riotous Soccer" (The Night 
Warrior 37-41), Nacola's "Garudial and the Land" (Mana 3.1 (1978): 81). 
Wendt's stories are punctuated with a delight in earthy physicality - both 
by the narrator and his vibrant characters such as Toasa in Leaves of the 
Banyan Tree, who represents traditional wisdom and morality, and who 
also delights in bawdy jokes and farting (66), and disapproves of those 
who do not as "unSamoan". Pepe's and Tagata's espousal of the 
importance of laughter as a defence against human despair has already 
been noted above.34
The scatalogical satire of Hau'ofa in Kisses and Tales of the Tikongo 
echoes this delight in earthy physicality. Though John Ryan prefers 
European comparisons to Sterne and Rabelais (39-40), Hau'ofa's Tongan 
heritage, as well as his extensive residence in PNG and Fiji, provide a 
convincing local tradition. In Kisses, Hau'ofa demonstrates a lusty, crude 
delight in exposing the foibles of USP academics (8) and visiting 'experts', 
especially from the United Nations (31), the gullibility of village people, 
the shamans of medicine (both traditional and modern 29), and the 
delusions of self-important politicians (41) and civil servants (27). The 
ostensible subject of Kisses is Oilei's quest for relief from an anal fissure; 
the humour of the story centres on the comic potential of this mission, as 
well as incidental satire on the institutions and stereotypes of the 
contemporary Pacific, such as the 'University of Southern Paradise' (USP), 
with its motto "The Future is Ours, Comrade" (48), a reference to what
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Hau'ofa sees as the Marxist orientation of its social scientists. Verbal puns 
- particularly in nomenclature - abound: Oilei, the pained protagonist, 
takes his name from a common exclamation of surprise or exasperation 
in Fiji and the Polynesian states; Amini Sese (a ’mini’ kingfisher) who 
studied theories of Creative Accounting and Sociology at USP, which is 
near the seaside suburb of Nasese or 'place of the kingfisher'. He conducts 
his healing sessions from under a turtle shell in a village called Vonu, 
Fijian for 'turtle'. In a sympathetic reference to Oilei's condition, one of 
his friends is Ah So, while his Indian friend Bulbul,35 the name given to a 
blackbird introduced by Indians, is caricatured as careful with money and 
a good manager.
Despite the surface comedy, much of which is local in allusion, 
Hau'ofa's purpose is serious;36 he promotes the multiracial friendship 
between Chinese Ah So, Indian Bulbul and Fijian Oilei as symbolic of his 
hope for a harmonious Fiji; the spare parts surgeon who replaces his 
'black' 'male' anus with a 'white' 'female' one, reflects his intention to 
transcend what Ryan calls "the petty issues of racism and sexism" (38), 
presumably by putting them in perspective. His barbs are directed 
particularly at those individuals who should know better, the educated 
but pompous academics and experts. His satire is the work of a "self- 
righteous public gadfly detested or ignored by the powers that be" ("The 
Writer as Outsider" 44).37 It has been argued that Pacific literature exhibits 
a slow evolution from social to personal exploration; Wendt's poetry 
exemplifies this trend clearly. The corollary has been a change in the 
Pacific conception of the role of the writer, away from the early belief that 
the writer had a vital role to play in shaping the development of Pacific 
peoples. Significantly, however, the writer has not abandoned
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didacticism, as Hau'ofa's satire and Wendt's stories demonstrate. Buell 
describes the same feature in New England writing:
. . . the shift from the artist conceived as public citizen towards an 
artist as private visionary or entrepreneur, who seeks an individual 
and sometimes even a countercultural voice but longs also for the 
imprimatur of the old consensus and proves it by continuing to play 
moral monitor even when assuming postures of irreverence. (20-21)
Like Wendt, Hau'ofa relishes "the cadences of sound . . . produced in 
the islands" ("The Writer as Outsider" 51), and attempts to replicate these 
in his style. Like Wendt too, he recognises and relishes the absurdities of 
contemporary Pacific existence and the general human condition, while 
deploring the tragic essence of that existence. He is not averse to mocking 
the contrived references to past myths, deflating in the crudest way the 
significance of the term 'mana' as a term of power and healing. Wendt's 
relish of bombast, oratorical flourish, and sound for sound's sake, has 
been well-documented as a stylistic feature attributable to his Samoan oral 
heritage.38 But Hau'ofa shares the same love of declamatory prose, and 
draws on his Tongan background to both eulogise this background and 
gently mock its hyperbole:
Pay attention! Pay attention! Listen carefully to me. I'm Amini
Sese. . .. During the day our mighty sea god, the eight-headed Tobe
Moana, led me into the middle of the Pacific Ocean, where the spirit 
of the great turtle, Sangone, took me into his shell to guide him back 
home to Tipota. As some of you know, Sangone was stolen from us 
centuries ago by the Fijians, then by the thieving Samoans from the 
larcenous Fijians, and finally by the dirty Tongans from the filthy 
Samoans. Those bloody Tongans imprisoned the poor, innocent 
Sangone in a cave guarded by their most cannibalistic devils. ... To 
cut the story short, so as not to make too much song and dance, or 
build mountains out of molehills, or sing my own praises, let me 
announce to one and all, that as from tonight, from this very minute 
in time and space, and until further notice, Sangone has appointed 
me his emissary and prophet to spread the good word, to heal the 
sick, make the blind see, the drunk sober, the deaf to hear, the dumb 
to speak, the lame to run, and the moronic to understand. . ..
Cheers and shalom to all!
(Kisses 48-49)
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In this conflation of traditional gods, intra-Pacific jealousies, bureaucratic 
and journalistic cliché, Biblical allusion and the totally irrelevant Hebrew 
'shalom', Hau'ofa demonstrates his mastery of a comic register which 
blends both English and Tongan oratory.
Conclusion
The construction of a Pacific voice has been no easy task for the 
writer. Ease of communication within and outside the Pacific deemed 
standard English an imperative. Most Pacific writers in the late 1980s and 
1990s were the beneficiaries of extended education in metropolitan 
countries - Hau'ofa, Wendt, Subramani, Pillai, Thaman, Nandan, Soaba; 
they learnt English in a period when it was imperative that Pacific peoples 
have fluent English to succeed in any professional arena; for many, a 
standard English is the only acceptable form of expression. For others 
such as Kasaipwalova, von Reiche, Wendt, Hau'ofa and Kauraka, English 
offers a variety of registers which can be exploited to the full in the 
creation of a Pacific voice - or many Pacific voices, only one of which is 
the voice of the 'educated elite'. The voice is often that of a persona who 
takes the curious and difficult posture of the observer within the story, 
who is distanced from the events of the story by virtue of his education, 
but who is obliged to reflect his characters' lives faithfully, to represent 
them to themselves, or more likely to the other educated members of the 
educated middle-class Pacific community, or to those readers outside the 
Pacific who have discovered the Pacific voice in English. But it is 
occasionally, as in Wendt, Hau'ofa, Orotaloa and Kasaipwalova, the voice 
of Pacific English, a distinctive variant of English; in these writers, it is 
often scatalogical and comic.
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1 If technologies such as television and film become more widespread in the 
South Pacific, they will actually reinforce orality along with 'visuality', and 
will perhaps bypass a general print culture (see Postman's argument in 
Amusing Ourselves to Death). Observing Pacific audiences of video and 
film is instructive in this regard - though these media are not, according to 
critical theory, interactive, audiences tend to respond as they do to dance- 
drama, in very vocal and physical ways.
2 See also Buell's extended defence of genre analysis "if it is used in its widest 
most flexible sense" (15 ff).
3 See Maka'a and Oxenham (18-20) on the promise of drama in the Solomon 
Islands; theirs was a hopeful prophesy on the basis of Solomon 
Mamaloni’s "The Census Day" {Mana 4.1 (1979): 20-35). No other English- 
language plays have been written.
4 At local and regional level; for instance, the meke is a standard activity at 
village level in Fiji, though it is often used now for fund-raising purposes. 
USP strongly encourages its regional students to present 'national' dances 
(though dance is a local product) in Pacific Week; the Pacific Arts Festivals 
focus on dance drama, and the Fiji National Theatre is a core group of 
professional dancers dedicated to the preservation of traditional dance.
5 "Schooling" is a common Pacific noun and verb; 'what say' a standard 
Fijian interrogative tag, always used for ironic humour.
6 Raun Raun brought Kasaipwalova's Pidgin Sail the Midnight Sun to 
Brisbane for Warana in 1985. However, its language obviously made its 
reception in Australia problematic: one reviewer, Sue Gough, lamented 
that "it is not immediately accessible to an English-speaking audience" 
{Courier Mail Oct. 2 (1985): 12).
7 For example, Melanesia: Thoughts and Words is a collection of entries to 
the PNG Annual National Literary Competition in 1980.
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8 A random selection might include "Blue Rain", "Uncivil Servants", "Kai 
Colo", "Civilized Girl" and "A Bush Kanaka Speaks".
9 Polynesian oral literature in particular exploits the aural qualities of long 
vowels and diphthongs, and the frequent alliteration of sibilant and labial 
consonants - see Thornton 157 ff.
10 Nandan, in his poetry, has persisted in the early 1960s typographical 
devices of using the lower case for T, and an unpunctuated form which 
paradoxically produces a tension between the minimalist surface and the 
ego-centred text.
11 The subject material encompasses a study of oral and written literature, 
and includes texts from PNG, Maori New Zealand, Samoa, Tonga, Fiji, the 
Solomons, the Cooks, and one poem from Aboriginal Australia.
12 Monographs on Thaman and Wendt are currently available; the purpose 
of the monographs is to provide a comprehensive study guide for 
secondary school students.
13 It is interesting to speculate on the lack of a period in the last line of this 
poem and of other Pacific poems such as Reluctant Flame. It has been 
stated above that Pacific literature is open; the lack of a final punctuation 
mark may reflect this, though it renders the 'return' ironic. However, 
since the standard of copy editing is not meticulous in the Pacific, the point 
may be irrelevant.
14 Griffen's "Marama" is 750 words; her "One Saturday Morning" is 3000 
words. Many of the prose narratives in Mana tend to the length of 
"Marama"; in poetry, Apisai Enos’ Tabapot, a poetry collection, contains 
135 words in all.
15 This documentary quality is, as we have seen, predictable, given that the 
culture in its traditional and Christian-modified forms valued didacticism
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and utilitarianism; see also Kikau (45) on the normative value of story­
telling in Fiji.
16 In this context, it is apposite to consider the question of the validity of 
printed English versions of Pacific oral literature as accurate translations of 
oral modes. However, Thornton argues that "we can be fairly sure that [the 
written form of Maori myths] represents the ancient mode of story telling" 
(149).
17 Thornton further states:
Two characteristics of the narrative style in ancient Maori myths are 
particularly striking. The first are repetitions; the second an apparent 
chronological looseness, if not disorder, also showing repetition of a 
particular kind. Both these features strike the modem reader as strange, if 
he does not actively dislike them, because in his literary culture of today 
they are considered to be faults. (149)
For another version of the importance of repetition as a feature of ’black 
culture', see Snead 67.
18 The age of many writers also explains the high interest in sexual matters 
displayed in much of the writing, as in "Bomana Kalabus O Sori O" and in 
Seri's poetry, though Wendt attributes his continuing interest in the flesh 
simply to "my raunchy mind" ("Dawn to Night"). It also explains the 
preponderance of agonised uncertainty in Wanpis, and in Leonard 
Maenu'u's poems in WTio am I?, for example.
19 This is linked to Krauth's comment (above) about the predictable 
backgrounds of Pacific students.
20 Dunlop points to the difficulty Momoe von Reiche faced through her 
personal poetry about marital infidelity and divorce; she believes it also 
explains a reluctance to deal with sexual material in Samoan writing (49), 
though this does not seem to have deterred Wendt, or von Reiche herself; 
it should be noted, however, that Wendt does not live in Samoa.
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21 Though the consequence is not, as Turner suggests of the Australian 
experience, "a denial of all ideological positions, or refusal to admit the 
political construction of experience" (105), but a commitment to the 
ideology of community, and an acceptance of the political construction of 
historical forces in the Pacific.
22 The trickster figure is a Wendt character. We might recall the prominence 
of the trickster in African literature, but there is a Pacific archetype: Maui. 
The figure is used extensively in Wendt’s prose ("Pint-size Devil"; "The 
Strongest Man Alive"; "Eying-Fox"). The trickster figure functions for 
"boundary-testing and maintenance, luminality and a force for change" 
because of his "ludic unpredictability" (Edwards 84).
23 There is a potential study in the student figure in Pacific literature as a 
trope of the colonised.
24 The term connotes the absolute right of a relative to ask for any item or 
service without an expectation of reciprocity.
25 Veramu's language echoes his education in post-colonial literatures in its 
allusions to Naipaul, Subramani and Nandan, and elsewhere to Wendt 
and Saunana.
26 In another medium, film, Liz Thompson comments on the script of 
Warriors in Transit: "the pace [is] sometimes slow and meandering; but it 
is a pace and form appropriate to the spirit of Melanesia" (PIM (April 1992): 
25).
27 Which Wendt claims is not authentic (Interview with Martin Flanagan 
Age (6 Sept. 1986): 8).
28 See also "The Strongest Man Alive", "Elena's Son", "Exam Failure 
Praying".
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29 One of the best brief examples of this is in "Bomana Kalabus", where 
buggery is given as katim mambu - cutting bamboo - because bamboo 
makes a grating noise when it is cut since it has no "lubricating fluids" (65).
30 Soaba says he has attempted to introduce an element of "wordswitching" 
in his prose (Interview with Chris Tiffin 21) to reflect PNG English, but 
since his self-reflective stories and novels rarely incorporate dialogue, the 
effect is not strongly noticeable.
31 Note in particular Kasaipwalova's rendering of the Pacific tendency to 
literal plurals - "broomsticks" because the broom is made of many fibres; 
"grass themseres" because grass is a plural; and the use of "one" instead of 
the standard form of the indefinite article.
32 It is interesting that only non-English words, caritas or agape, are the closest 
words I can think of to translate alofa - but both lack the connotations of 
relational love of alofa.
33 See Subramani South Pacific Literature 148 and Wendy Cowling 
"Alternative Visions: The Writing of Epeli Hau'ofa and Albert Wendt", 
an unpublished paper from the Fifth SPACLALS Conference February 1990 
at Woollongong University. Dorsey notes the same tendency in African 
literature (9).
34 See also the discussion on the place of laughter and jokes in Wendt’s work 
in Subramani South Pacific Literature 142-48.
35 Like the mynah referred to above, the bulbul was introduced by Indians, 
but it is not a danger to native birds (Watling 158); its connotation is 
therefore not threatening, and it is a beautiful bird; Hau'ofa thereby 
demonstrates his sympathy with the Indian character, who is more 
frequently in other Fijian literature associated with the less attractive 
mynah bird.
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36 Ryan quotes Hau'ofa as saying that the "humour is there lest my anger at 
the tragedy should make me go mad" (32).
37 We might recall that Tales of the Tikongs was a large factor in Hau’ofa's 
being declared persona non grata in Tonga ("The Writer as Outsider" 44); 
in 1985, one could not purchase a copy of Tales in Tonga.
38 See Nightingale "All Any Man With a Club Can Do" (56) and Peter Crisp 
(376).
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Conclusion
Summary
The previous chapters have attempted to establish the following:
• how a regional literature is construed and what its components 
might be vis-à-vis the relationships between geography, geo-politics, 
social history and culture, and the modes of literary expression - 
characteristic themes, motifs, the deployment of traditional myths 
and the creation and articulation of social myths, sense of place and 
the voice of the texts; we should note that the examination of these 
components cannot be reductionist, for the regional is more than the 
sum of its parts;
• what forces for and against regionalism operate in the South Pacific, 
and the place of literary and cultural studies (both internal and 
external) in the construction of the South Pacific as a literary region 
and a modern 'region of imagination';
• that common characteristic themes can be discerned in the literature 
from the South Pacific, viz themes which express a well-documented 
culture clash: confusion, nostalgia, anti-colonialism, the search for 
an authentic identity, anti-neo-colonialism, exile and fragmentation, 
and exploration of the personal, all common enough concerns 
within a post-colonial, industrial context, and all inflected through a 
South Pacific socio-historical and cultural prism;
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• that while there is little evidence of common traditional myth in the 
literature, a commonality of metaphor and motif, and a common 
attitude towards genius loci is apparent;
• that by and large the canonical genres of English literature have been 
maintained in Pacific writing and a number of Pacific voices have 
emerged as typical.
It must be noted that there is a danger inherent in examining a literature 
in the process of recognition - the reader may be tempted to impose a 
priori assumptions of regionalism. I am acutely aware of the possibility of 
impressing 'common' and 'regional' tendencies on the literature. 
However, the broad selection of primary texts from both well-known and 
lesser-known writers, as well as from the smaller nations within the 
region, should have minimised the danger of such imposition. We have 
examined the historical development of the literature only obliquely. It is 
timely to consider the factual details of publication listed in Appendix 4 in 
more detail.
Historical overview
From the distribution of published texts in Appendix 4 by originating 
country and date, it is obvious that PNG has produced the largest output 
of English-language texts, but that this 'flowering' was brief, and largely 
confined to the period 1970-78, the pre-independence and immediate post­
independence period. By contrast, Fiji produced little until the late 1970s, 
and its publication record has been only intermittent since, until the late 
1980s; further, almost all Fijian writing is attributable to Indo-Fijians. In 
Vanuatu, there has been little English-language publication; it is in
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historical terms only tenuously related to independence (though an 
examination of the particular texts indicates that the material is highly 
political). The surprising figures emerge from the Solomons: with a 
comparatively small population base, and an even smaller educated elite, 
a less developed infrastructure than either PNG or Fiji (the 'powers’ 
within the region), it has produced a large number of texts, and has done 
so consistently since the pre-independence years. In the Cooks, there has 
been little produced in imaginative literature until recently, well after 
self-government; Kiribati has produced no single text, though occasional 
poems have appeared in Mana or Lalfi. Largely through the efforts of 
Wendt, Western Samoa has a strong and consistent literary production; it 
emerged some time after independence, though it has declined recently.
In Tonga, literary production also emerged well after independence, and 
has been patchy: Hau'ofa and Thaman are the most productive writers. 
Neither Tokelau, Niue or Tuvalu have any published texts, though some 
poetry has been published in Mana.2 The role of texts with a specific 
regional focus has also been significant - all of them emanate from the 
period 1974-81, the period when intellectuals and critics such as the 
Crocombes, Hereniko, Wendt and Subramani were strongly advocating a 
regional identity. It is also significant that both Lali and Mana, and some 
individual anthologies, reprint short stories and poems previously 
published.3
We saw in Chapter 3 that there has been an evolution in terms of 
the central concerns of Pacific writers, from anti-colonial protest 
(particularly in PNG) and nostalgia, to a concern with personal identity 
and how it can be constructed within socio-historical and cultural 
imperatives. In the mid 1980s, Ganga Powell (93) was able to summarise 
the thematic concerns of PNG writers: "nostalgic lyricism or anti-colonial
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outbursts are still the main concerns. . . The only recent poetry 
collection, Winduo's Lomo'ha I am, eschews such simplistic themes: 
though his poetry is not without regret for the changes that have taken 
place in PNG and in his kin group, the focus is on how the poet can 
resolve conflicts through his own efforts at integration; there is a sinewy, 
active intellect and spirit at work in the poems which is reminiscent less 
of Soaba's painful intense self-explorations (cf. Krauth "Russell Soaba's 
Latest Work" 44) than of Kasaipwalova's energetic engagement.
Elsewhere in the Pacific, "nostalgic lyricism" has persisted to some extent 
in minor writers, though it is no longer a sufficient preoccupation for 
established writers. Further, there is a general recognition, as in the short 
stories of Veramu in Fiji, that a simple anti-colonialism is neither 
currently 'appropriate' as a literary response, nor did it adequately account 
for all personal relations between 'colonial masters' and indigenous 
Pacific peoples.
In the late 1970s and early 1980s, most critics familiar with the Pacific 
literary scene noted the sudden cessation of writing from PNG, and 
concluded that Pacific writing was doomed. In 1975, Krauth 
acknowledged the perspicacity of Mazrui's summation of the PNG 
situation that "'the writers were not stimulated because there were no 
obstacles, no opposition and therefore no victory to be won'" ("Unfolding 
like Petals" 1). Krauth also points to the recognition by PNG writers 
themselves that they were 'irrelevant':
Although in their speeches they have gallantly claimed to be 
spokesmen for their people, writers in their work have seen 
themselves as outsiders from those societies they wanted to 
represent. ("Unfolding like Petals" 2)
Ganga Powell (92) attributed the PNG situation to the functional approach 
to English teaching in the schools and Beier's 'rushing' people into print,
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with the result that "a strong critical tradition did not grow up alongside 
the creative writing". Beier himself noted the diminishing output - the 
"loud" and great years of PNG literature were 1968-73 (Voices of 
Independence xi). Beier blames the decline on politics: the "achievement 
of self-government [in 1973], and, above all, independence meant. . . that 
their immediate aim had been accomplished." (Voices xii) He also saw 
writing as a concomitant of arts study within a tertiary educational 
institution - writing, he believed, ceased in 1978 when the Arts Faculty 
enrolment at UPNG dropped to 32 as a result of government dictates 
(Voices xiii). In the pre-independence period, writers were perceived as 
"natural allies by PNG's politicians" (xv); after independence, indigenous 
governments became sensitive to any criticism, and thus writing was not 
encouraged. Further, indgenous governments actually absorbed many 
writers into their bureaucracies. By 1982, Subramani ("Pacific Notes" 
SPAN 14 (1982): 14-15) mourned that in the 1970s:
Literature had mystique. Writing was a glamorous pastime. There 
were workshops and competitions to encourage it... in the eighties 
writing has lost some of that romantic quality: now it is associated 
with work, practice, dedication.4
The decline of writing output can be adduced to the socio-historical 
context of the late 1970s and early 1980s. Where literature was seen as a 
political weapon (as it was, predominantly, in PNG), the immediate 
stimulus to literary production was removed by the granting of 
independence. Many PNG writers in particular were conscious that their 
use of English and Western art forms distanced them from their people at 
a time when development needs were national, urgent, and practical. 
National needs have wooed many Pacific writers away from literature, as 
we shall see below; there was a concomitant disenchantment with the 
power of literature to engender change when low GDP levels and literacy
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rates made literature-as-recreation or literature-as-education inaccessible 
to many Pacific peoples, and irrelevant to their daily lives; Fonua argues 
that "for most Tongans . . . reading is not a pleasant pastime, but a 
struggle, and so the reading habit has failed to develop." (Sun and Rain 
Preface) The emphases of governments in the 1970s and 1980s have been 
on development issues and the preservation of traditional cultural forms, 
particularly in the graphic arts and crafts, and in dance-drama, both of 
which have an income potential. Dunlop adduces more cultural and 
environmental reasons for the decline in writing she perceived:
. .. the lethargic climate,5 or communal living and its comfortable 
predictability which ceased to challenge and inspire, or the air, heavy 
with unspoken but felt public censure . .. stifling expressions of 
individuality. ("Samoan Writing" 49)
Dunlop points out that von Reiche’s poetry about male infidelity is 
considered "not seemly" in Samoa, and that Samoans believed that 
Wendt should not have described "some things" (49) in his novels.6 
Further, writing of itself is inimical to Samoan culture: "writing is palagi; 
speaking is Samoan" (43).
Appendix 5 lists the careers of the more prominent Pacific writers of 
the early years who have ceased to write. In general, the youthful energy 
of those who fostered literature and edited the early publications such as 
Lahui and Waiko in PNG, and Wendt, Nandan and Griffen in Fiji has 
been diverted into other areas - political activity, administration, or, in 
the case of Wendt, Nandan, Subramani, Griffen, Waiko and Lahui, their 
own literary or academic pursuits. The USP-centred group which acted as 
a strong regional catalyst has dispersed - the Crocombes to semi- 
retirement in the Cooks, Wendt to New Zealand as Professor of New 
Zealand and Pacific Literature at the University of Auckland, Nandan to 
exile at ANU Canberra after the 1987 Coups,7 Hereniko to the University
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of Hawaii. Only Hau'of a, Thaman, Subramani and Pillai of the creative 
writers remain at USP.
In this historical survey, we cannot ignore issues of publication and 
their effect on quantity of material produced. During the 1970s, UPNG 
and IPNGS were responsible for the publication of many texts; PNG 
literary magazines were edited by highly enthusiastic expatriates like 
Krauth and Don Maynard as well as the Beiers, before being taken over by 
local writers such as Waiko and Lahui. Of outside publishers, Jacaranda 
was keen to assist an emergent PNG literature (Collins 23). In the eastern 
Pacific, USP was slower to develop a publishing arm, and the emphasis of 
LPS has been on academic and social issues, because of the active presence 
of Mana and SPCAS in the creative field. New Zealand publishers 
considered the eastern Pacific their territory, publishing Wendt, Hau’ofa, 
and Campbell.8 It is instructive that those who published outside the 
region itself became more widely recognised: Simms in "Towards an 
Assessment" (113) points out that Malifa's poetry, despite its quality, 
suffers by comparison with Wendt's, because Malifa publishes only in 
regional presses.9 But it is noteworthy that most of the recent publications 
have emerged from SPCAS, an avowedly regional publisher. Further, 
where PNG had utilised local or Australian publishers, the most recent 
PNG poetry collection, from Winduo, was published by SPCAS, with the 
encouragement of the Crocombes, confirming SPCAS's position as a truly 
regional imprint.
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The current situation
In the section above, we examined the 1980s belief that the South 
Pacific voice had become muted, and canvassed some possible reasons for 
a decline in literary activity. But Appendix 4 contraverts the pessimism of 
the 1980s, except perhaps in relation to PNG. The South Pacific did not 
slip back into "a sleep and a forgetting"; the European-generated South 
Seas image did not re-emerge, although few of the writers who stated that 
they would "write again sometime" actually have published since.
Instead, alongside the "dedicated" writers - Wendt, Hau’ofa, Subramani, 
Nandan, Soaba - younger writers have emerged to replace the first 
generation who ceased to write. Established writers find that they are 
publishable in the magazines of metropolitan countries, because they 
have a recognised identity as Pacific writers and because of the quality of 
their writing: Wendt, for instance, has published in Landfall and Islands 
(New Zealand), and Soaba in inprint (Australia).
Publishing opportunities for Pacific writers remain reasonable, 
despite the demise of the regional magazines. Ron Crocombe's "Book 
Distribution" (34) supports this contention; grant money, he argued, was 
available from metropolitan countries, though it has obviously declined 
somewhat from the heady days of the late 1970s.10 Since that time, 
indigenous governments have often found literature discomforting 
because of the extensive criticism of public servants, politicians, and 
indigenous capitalists in the writing; further, development needs 
continue to make it easy to overlook the importance of the arts.11 
Nevertheless, as we saw above, SPCAS maintains a vigorous creative 
output.
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Critical interest has, however, declined quite dramatically, both from 
within and outside the region. Internally, this has partly been a function 
of the loss of the magazines, and partly a carry-over of the 1980s 
uncertainty about future literary activity. Subramani has persisted in 
promoting the critical tradition in the Pacific, although his focus in the 
recent After Narrative is broader than Pacific writing per se. Bernard 
Minol's unpublished thesis for the University of Queensland focussed 
only on PNG; it is complemented by a Masters-in-progress by an 
expatriate in PNG, Gill Gorle. Outside the Pacific, the critical interest so 
alive in the early 1980s has faded, although there are occasional references 
to Eri's work as the archetypal Pacific example of the post-colonial 
condition;12 Goodwin maintains his interest (see "A History of 
Ignorance" 1990). The Indo-Fijian situation attracted a good deal of 
attention in the early 1980s, but only Vijay Mishra has published recently 
in this area. SPACLALS has not turned its back on the Pacific, but the 
format of SPAN, its magazine, has altered from the stimulating and 
encouraging format of the early years to reflect that of a more 
conventional critical journal dealing more with theory than with recent 
publications and events.
When this study was begun some years ago, it appeared that South 
Pacific literature was doomed by sodo-historical circumstances such as 
those catalogued by Aveling in relation to Singapore and Malaysia - the 
emergence of a strident nationalism and a consequent emphasis on 
native traditions of expression in local languages as an express reflection 
of colonialism. Indeed Subramani prognosticated in 1982:
In the 70s, regional awareness was a crucial factor in the 
development of this literature; it is dear now that in the 80s 
nationalism will play a more prominent role.
(SPAN 14 (1982): 14).
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The appearance around that time of a number of national surveys of 
literature13 within the Pacific seemed to confirm Subramni's forecast.
Ten years on, there seems no need for his gloom. The cohering factor of 
English as the only possible medium of communication between the 
small populations of the Pacific has ironically ensured that a regionally- 
oriented literature has persisted,14 and the urge to communicate in 
'Western' aesthetic forms has remained strong.
In terms of absolute quantity, the Pacific voice has faded somewhat 
in the late 1980s, but only because of the extraordinary amount published 
in PNG in the 1970s; in the rest of the Pacific, volume has increased, 
possibly because it was fostered by local writers, not Europeans.15 
Generally the voice is stronger, more confident and more mature: it is no 
longer an adolescent voice. Though a number of commentators16 have 
objected to the analogy of the new literatures as 'young literatures' in 
English, because of the implied condescension in the term, the trope is 
historically accurate in the Pacific in the 1970s. Many writers were, if not 
adolescent, young students in their early twenties, writing as part of their 
educational, intellectual and emotional development. Subramani, 
Wendt, Hau'ofa, Thaman and Nandan are now middle-aged, mature in 
their personal philosophies and their craft, and confirmed in their 
commitment to that craft, though none can afford the luxury of full-time 
writing.
Though its mode was initially mimetic in its prose versions, and 
elegaic or hortatory in its poetic versions, Pacific writing now exhibits a 
greater variety of expression: mimetic and fantastic; parable and 
picaresque; personal as well as hortatory. While some recent literature 
falls into the familiar patterns of situation and theme and threatens to 
become mere cliché, there is very real evidence that while still deploying
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the common metaphors which have become core icons of the literature, 
other writers have refined and restructured those metaphors, finding in 
them, as Wendt, Veramu and Orotaloa do, more ambiguity than early 
renditions of them allowed. There is also real evidence that recent 
writers are rising to the challenge to find a Pacific voice which is not 
merely utilitarian, which manipulates received forms to interpolate place 
talk (as Orotaloa does in Suremada), to suggest Pacific rhetorical 
techniques (as Hau'ofa does in Kisses) or to incorporate Pacific speech 
patterns (as Wendt and von Reiche do). The future is promising.
Of the map-making enterprise
This study evolved, as explained in Chapter 1, from my need to 
resolve the problematic posed by the Pacific Writers' Conference of 1984 
in Suva. I began with the conviction that map-making, topography, 
would provide the 'narrative' of the study. Indeed, it has proved to be so, 
because what has emerged is, I believe, a South Pacific 'captured' on the 
page. Yet a 'capture' implies a stasis, and like all literary phenomena, 
South Pacific literature is organic. The twenty-three years spanned by this 
study have seen the emergence of a literature with concerns, metaphors, 
motifs and modes of expression which have become 'typical': 
expectations of texts from the region have been established; a canon has 
been generated, however provisional and subject to modification. We 
have also seen the contrarities and ambiguities which develop inside a 
literature, which in part confirm the assumptions about that literature, 
and in part subvert it. We will return to this point, because it is central to 
the nature of South Pacific literature, and its conceptualisation and 
expression of South Pacific identity.
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However, it quickly became apparent that ’’mapping the coordinates 
of a literary culture" (Buell 15) was more problematic than establishing 
the boundaries of the region. The question was not merely whether the 
concept of regional literature could encompass the millions of square 
kilometres of the South Pacific, much larger than the size of the regions 
considered in the classical studies cited in Chapter 1 - Morgan, Keith, 
Cash, Buell. The questions were also whether the concept could hold the 
literatures of twelve fiercely 'different' nations and a migrant group in 
one of those states, a group which considered itself and was viewed as 
'alien' to 'these islands'; whether it could account for the very different 
cultures within the nations; whether an introduced language - one 
imposed, moreover, by a colonial power - could function as the common 
language expected of a regional literature.
Hence it is useful to return to the questions posed in Chapter 1 to 
explore whether the codification of South Pacific literature here has 
modified the provisional answers given in that chapter concerning the 
nature of regional literature.
The first question queried whether a region was simply an areal unit 
strictly characterised by homogenous vegetation and topography 
(Carstensen 99). Clearly it is not. What is connoted by the term South 
Pacific is a cultural and areal unit with a mythic and chronological 
history, mediated through critical, cultural and literary texts, as well as 
other artefacts. The South Pacific has been constructed by intellectual and 
artistic endeavour until it has assumed a complex identity, a region of the 
imagination recognised from both internal and external perspectives. 
Indeed, Keith (5) quotes Massingham: '"the region is a work of art'".
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Because the second question sought to establish previous critical 
implications in the use of the term regional literature, it is considered as 
part of the commentary on the fifth question. The third query related to 
the processes involved in the construction of a regional literature. We 
have seen that there was a deliberate promotion of regional identity, and 
as a corollary a regional literature, within the Pacific, and, more 
tentatively, outside it. Chapter 2 canvassed the exhortations of 
commentators like Crocombe and Wendt, the literary competitions, the 
political and economic organisations fostered by politicians inside and 
outside the region, the tertiary institutions committed to a local 
perspective, and the efforts of the regional magazines like PIM and Mana. 
These played a large and vital role in generating an identity and a 
literature. However, as Woodcock (11) points out, "regions come into 
being by more organic and less formalized processes" than these. The 
relationships between authors, the discourses between texts as a tradition 
evolves, and the emergence of common themes, images and modes 
cannot be enforced by such "formalized processes" or by "a programmatic 
regionalism" (Buell 21). It is at the inter-personal level that Pacific 
identity is most clearly apprehended; however, the literature both reveals 
and 'fixes' that identity through its depiction of the relationships between 
people and place, and concomitantly history (including myth), culture 
and social reality, for these five are not discrete concepts in Pacific 
cognition, as we have seen. Chapter 1 postulated that regional literatures 
arise from a small number of writers who identify as a group, who are 
often associated with a university, who publish initially in a metropolitan 
country, and whose work gains the attention of outside critics because of 
its novelty, and its ability to illustrate current tendencies in criticism, 
generally post-colonial strategies. So it has proved in the South Pacific.
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Whether a literature can be wholly self-defining was the fourth 
query. As Helen Tiffin observes ("Recuperative Strategies" 27), the 
"worlds inhabited by colonised peoples have been partly imagined or 
generated for them by European discourse". We have seen the limited 
reaction of some Pacific writers to the pre-1970s vision of the South Pacific 
as ’the South Seas’. The demise of the external perspective implied by the 
image South Seas is attributable to the 'writing back' of Pacific authors, 
and to the critical attention of external critics such as Arvidson, the 
Tiffins, and Sharrad, as well as of Pacific critics like Subramani.
The fifth question relates to the constituents of a regional literature.
It was posited that the core components were a sense of place; a common 
language; a common social history; a narrative situation set in a period 
of change and upheaval so that a past/present conflict was central; a 
common culture expressed in the literature; particular patterns of 
expression in theme, mood, genre, character typology and imagery.
Most regional literatures have valorised their rural vilages as the 
locus of moral and social values; our examination of South Pacific 
literature has confirmed that the rural/urban dialectic remains 
characteristic of a regional literature, though paradoxically the town is 
more physically realised (as in African writing). Though both Morgan 
and Keith stressed the spiritual dimensions of the landscape and its 
impress on its human inhabitants, Pacific literature conforms with many 
other colonial literatures in its depiction of place as cultural rather than 
meta/physical environment. The concept of regional literature would 
therefore not seem to require locodescription and natural symbolism. 
Rather, it connotes the "charged relationships between histories, cultures
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and places (Perera 65) and the people who inhabit those histories, live 
those cultures, and work in those places.
English has, as argued, established hegemony as the communicative 
medium of the region, despite not being a local language; there would 
appear to be no imperative regarding native language as the common 
language of a regional literature. Rather, we could interpret the 
interpolation of local languages from throughout the region into English- 
language texts as functioning structurally in the same way that non­
standard dialect functions in the works of Scott - as a differentiating 
parole, expressive of unique place.
It was postulated in Chapter 1 that a common socio-historical 
inheritance is integral to the notion of a regional literature, dictating a 
tendency to certain themes. The presence of Indo-Fijians, "a migrant 
society with a migrant ethic" (Manoa "Across the Fence" 198), tests that 
argument, since their historical experience has obviously differed from 
that of Pacific peoples, who have never faced the deracination that comes 
with landlessness. Yet there are some similarities in the histories of Indo- 
Fijians and their indigenous neighbours throughout the Pacific - both 
were subject to a paternalistic and often harsh British/Australian/New 
Zealand rule; both suffered the physical indignities and emotional and 
spiritual deprivations that attend the condition of indentured labourer in 
strange lands. Nonetheless, the differences are sufficient to mark Indo- 
Fijian writing as a distinctive sub-genre within the larger regional 
literature.
A narrative situation which focusses on change was posited as 
'endemic' in regional literature, and this is true of Pacific literature as 
well. Just as other regional literatures reify the past, equate it with a purer
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morality, so in Pacific literature the past has acquired a suite of metaphors 
which idealise the past. Yet the literature is situated firmly in the present; 
there is no 'historical literature' as we know it from other regional 
literatures. Buell has argued that as a consequence of the reification of the 
past:
. .. regional literature . . . usually winds up divided between the 
impulse nostalgically to identify with the by-gone or simplified life­
style depicted and the cosmopolitan impulse to mock it as clownish 
or repressive. (335)
Certainly, South Pacific literature exhibits a strong nostalgic impulse; 
only the iconoclasts Wendt and Hau'ofa mock some elements of Pacific 
behaviour, and both are ambivalent in their criticism. Yet there are 
strong indications in the work of Hau'ofa, Wendt, Veramu, Winduo and 
Orotaloa that nostalgia is inappropriate for the regional writer in the late 
1980s and 1990s, and their recognition has not meant a lapse into 
condemnation of regional behaviour as "clownish or repressive".
Since regional literature is predicated on a common cultural 
inheritance, Indo-Fijian writing would appear once again to test the core 
constituents outlined in Chapter 1. Superficially, the cultures differ 
markedly; they are invariably perceived to be oppositional. Yet there are 
commonalities here too, more than are often acknowledged. A majority 
of Indo-Fijians remain rural poor, illiterate in Hindi and English. 
Although Pillai's stories speak of the world of the urban Indian, both 
Subramani and Nandan attest to the prevailing social reality of the 
decaying villages, the reverence for past values, ritualised daily existence, 
and a persistent belief in malign spirits as an explanation for the irrational 
- aligning Indo-Fijian culture with indigenous culture. Chapter 1 
postulated that a macro-regional literature could only exemplify broad 
cultural commonalities, since increasing the size of a region would
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decrease the cultural homogeneity expressed. The incorporation of Indo- 
Fijian writing within Pacific literature is possible because of the cultural 
similarities outlined here; it is the variant historical experience of exile 
and the consequent mood of depression, as well as a self-condous 
difference, which most strongly mark Indo-Fijian writing as a form of 
Pacific literature.
It has been argued that a regional literature exhibits patterns of 
thematic concerns, and key tropes. The examination of particular 
regional literatures in Chapter 1 indicated a hermeneutic tendency to 
locate micro-regional literatures by trope, genre, mood, psyche, while 
critiques of macro-regions focussed on theme and socio-historical 
concerns as cohering factors within the literatures. Most critics external to 
the Pacific have inclined to see this macro-region as a new example of the 
post-colonial situation, and consequently have concentrated on theme 
and more recently on semiological interpretations. The only 
comprehensive study (which, however, excludes PNG) is internal; 
Subramani's critique draws on Marxist theories of literary production, 
questions of orality and literacy, and a structuralist conception of the 
function of literature. Only Krauth has codified key tropes, and then only 
in relation to PNG. It would appear that a regional approach to South 
Pacific literature demanded a thematic analysis. Yet Chapters 4 and 5 
have codified patterns of imagery and characteristic modes of expression. 
We could then conclude that utilising regionalism as a critical approach 
even to a macro-region does not confine the reader to thematic analysis, 
and that it has been the specific interests of critics which have led to the 
popularity of thematic analysis of macro-regional critics.
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The sixth question posed in Chapter 1 was whether particular 
regional literatures were merely inflexions of a paradigm. A particular 
mix of features by which a text is recognisably South Pacific has been 
isolated. Without reiterating that mix in detail, it is useful to point out 
that Pacific literature eschews close attention to the physical landscape as 
an informing determinant of human behaviour; it has this in common 
with African and West Indian literatures, where the social and historical 
environment is seen as a primary determinant of character and human 
relationships, because the land is simply part of character. Although 
Subramani, Wendt and Nandan explore the wounded psyche of the post­
colonial world, as do the literatures of the West Indies and the US South, 
elsewhere the literature is more interested in describing situations or in 
structuring experience through the act of writing (cf. Blaber 178). While 
we have seen that at the heart of all regional literatures is the past/present 
conflict and a sense of ineffable loss, in Pacific literature there is more 
ambiguity in that conflict, an almost sub-conscious understanding that 
the past inheres in the present, and richly informs it: though much has 
been lost, much remains. There is no surface textual marker of regional 
identity in Pacific literature to compare with the use of dialect in West 
Indian writing. Instead, we have to search deeper into the text for 
recurring patterns of imagery and mode. But these differences indicate 
that particular regions produce 'brands' of a generic mould.
Finally, we turn to the query of the value of regionalism as a critical 
strategy. Unquivocally it has value in historiographic terms, in that it 
allows us to survey the work of a number of writers over a period of time, 
to 'set' that work within a contextual framework which values and 
explicates the culture from which the literature emerges, and which 
admits of other critical traditions - structuralist, practical criticism, post-
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modernist, semiological, and post-colonial. This has been its attraction to 
me, along with its celebration of the persistence of difference in a global 
culture, and with the intimation that, as a Western classifica tory concept, 
it comes closest to expressing part of the self-identity of Pacific peoples 
themselves. At a pragmatic level, regionalism is useful for writers 
themselves, offering as it does a larger identity than the lonely role of 
Samoan poet (cf. Malifa’s poem above), one with which writers are 
comfortable, and one which, moreover, proffers contextual models.17
Regionalism is also useful as a reading strategy for particular texts as 
well: the expectations set up by knowledge of a body of texts allow the 
reader to 'test' not only the individual text, but also to interrogate 
assumptions, to modify and challenge our reading practices, with the 
caveat that the reader is not imprisoned by those expectations. Since we 
can never, in any case, approach a text 'fresh', a knowledge of the context 
in which a text exists allows the reader to apply appropriate judgement, as 
well as to continue the vital critical work of constructing both the single 
text, and the literary tradition within which that text is situated.
It has been noted that the regional slips easily into the parochial if its 
purview is hermetic, if it is not conscious that it "gains its significance 
only from its relation to a total structure" (Vance 199). Some South 
Pacific literature fails to locate itself against a wider tradition, and falls 
into the parochial, but there are sufficient examples of work which is 
conscious of the necessary relation to external texts to rescue it from 
daims of 'local colour'. The existence of a South Pacific literature and 
critiques of it from a regional perspective must also be valued for what 
they reveal of other literatures. If it is to have other than intrinsic value 
for its local consumers alone or for students of the exotic and marginal,
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that value must lie in what it reveals of other literatures, and in how it 
relates to the totality of literary production and literary tradition.
What this study has clarified for me is the complexity of the process 
by which a literary tradition emerges: that institutions, individuals, 
writers, enthusiasts, the politicians of culture, and academics, play their 
part along with readers, cultural inheritance, and historical legacies. In 
literary histories of regions with a larger population and more literary 
output, there is an inclination to broad-brush this process, so that one 
loses sight of the individuals, the relationships between writer and 
culture. The small size of Pacific literature, its recentness, and personal 
knowledge of many of the authors has allowed me to understand more 
fully how a literature evolves.
The close textual analysis undertaken here has also thrown other 
literary preoccupations into relief. It is possible to see thematic concerns 
as widely shared among many different geo-political entities with 
differing socio-historical experiences; we saw in Chapter 3 that the 
themes identified in Pacific literature replicate those evident in African 
and West Indian literatures, for example, and that Pacific literature shares 
some themes with Southern US and New England literatures. What 
differentiates literatures then is the particular socio-historical and cultural 
experience in which such themes are situated, and more significantly, 
their characteristic surface textures and metaphoric patterns. It is the 
'details' of the literature explored in Chapters 4 and 5 which ultimately 
give South Pacific literature its distinctive chord. This suggests the futility 
of much post-modern criticism with its generalising tendencies, and its 
concern to find an all-encompassing theory of literary criticism. For what 
constitutes the enjoyment of a literary text for the reader is that which 
drew Pacific peoples to their traditional story tellers: its story or situation,
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its texture, and its style and imagery, and what it reveals about human 
sameness and human difference.
I stated above that I was drawn to the metaphor of map-making 
(with all that implies of provisional constructions) as the controlling 
narrative of this study; I also mooted the dialectic between inner and 
outer discourse briefly imaged as a journey to and from the islands, in the 
Introduction to Chapter 1.
But I should have known, from the meaning of the 'story of the 
Kaunitoni story' in the Proem to this study, and from my own experience, 
that dialectic metaphors are inadequate to the Pacific Way, for the Pacific 
does not conform to the binaries of Western intellectual thought. I am 
indebted to Murray Chapman, briefly a colleague in the Solomons, for 
crystallising my uneasiness with the 'dialectics' implied by setting up the 
metaphors village/town, sane/crazy, young/old, etc. in Chapter 4. As I 
explained in that chapter, there was no simple oppositionality in these 
seemingly paradoxical metaphor clusters; rather there was an implied 
understanding that past continued in present, in a way Maenu'u cleverly 
explicates in "My Ancestors Once Lived There" (Who Am I? 7):
But he who carried my life was so careful and skillful
And did not allow himself to be killed,
Which would be the end of him and me.
In my final reading for this study, I found two of Chapman's articles on 
mobility in the Pacific, and the meaning of the Kaunitoni story became 
clear, along with the understanding that the apparent dialectic of the 
metaphor clusters is only superficial, and 'Western',18 for the past is both 
distinct from and inheres in the present, as the father in the son, the 
village in the town, the sane in the crazy, the Darkness in the Light, the 
self in the other.19 The metaphors are inherently paradoxical,
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On the island of Tanna in Vanuatu, they say that a man is a tree and 
must take root and stay fixed in its place. The local group, on the 
other hand, is a canoe that follows 'roads' and explores a wide world. 
(276)
This ambiguity conforms with what I know of the Pacific experientially, 
and what many of the texts convey implicitly or explicitly. Winduo 
encapsulates this understanding of modern Pacific life in his poem 
"Different Histories" (Lomo'ha I am 3):
... watching the sky again
I realise the clouds have moved
So has my childhood Buk'nholi life
Which has drifted
Into a different world.
Making different histories.
My people are no longer to me
The people of my childhood's history,
My papa and mama are no longer to me
The protectors of my life,
My home no longer to me
My place of being
But a mere reference of my whole history.
Personal histories embrace social histories, the legends and myths of the 
group, the family and the individual. Increasingly, the individual in the 
Pacific has a history different from that of the group, but with increasing 
apprehension of individuality comes an apprehension that the social 
history of a group is merely part of an individual's history. So, this study 
of South Pacific literature is much more than a voyage from the Islands.
It is also a voyage to the Islands.
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1 From Kiribati, Lali published Itai's "The Last Night of My Ancestors" 
(ironically based on the poet’s reading of Grimble's account of a horrific 
incident in Return to the Islands 142-3).
2 Niu Togakilo contributed three poems, including the self-denigrating "Me 
a Niuean" (41) and "Ugly Country" (42) to Mana 2.7 (1977), for example.
3 Seaweeds and Constructions, Lali and the Harstads' collection: The Fantasy 
Eaters, The Celebration, and The Black Messiah also contain a large 
amount of previously published material.
4 Cf. Chris Tiffin’s observation in his Review of Wanpis: "characters in the 
novel do not want to write, but to be writers." (67)
5 The effects of climate on cultural production are occasionally canvassed in 
very general terms - see Max Harris on Queensland's mental torpor in the 
Weekend Australian 5-6 Oct 1991 2. We might compare Soaba's statement 
that Ramussen was right in saying that Pacific writers do not "suffer 
enough to create profound literature" (Interview with Chris Tiffin 29), and 
Tongan Prime Minister Prince Fatafelu Tu'Opelehake's dismissal of the 
intellectual interests of his subjects during breadfruit season (PIM (Oct 
1991): 15). On the other hand, consider the long and complex oral poems 
produced in tropical climates in pre-contact times; Subramani’s suffering 
is patent in his writing; and it would be absurd to suggest that the 
profundities of Wendt's and Campbell's writing, and the suffering of their 
protagonists, arose only from their periods of residence in colder New 
Zealand climates.
6 Thaman also ruefully notes that her people (Tongans) are "not pleased" by 
some of her social observations (266); Wendt concurs in relation to 
Samoan attitudes - he confesses that living in Samoa constantly and
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confronting its political intrigues made him physically sick (Interview with 
Ed Campbell PIM Jan 1990 57).
7 This tragedy fulfilled Subramani's assessment of the Indo-Fijian situation: 
"Deeply divided among themselves through religion, family feuds and 
petty jealousies, they realise that they are in real danger of becoming 
countryless." ("Images of Fiji" 43).
8 This is also reflected in academic arenas: the University of Auckland is 
particularly encouraging: its 1985 Conference on Pacific Studies sponsored 
Marjorie Crocombe, Wendt, Hau'ofa and Meleisa, but no one from the 
Western Pacific.
9 Wendt publishes only occasionally in Pacific magazines and anthologies.
10 The Australian Fund for the Preservation and Development of Pacific 
Cultures is one such body. The Australia Council's Arts fund directs $2 
million to 'Asia Pacific' arts development (Weekend Australian (5-6 Oct. 
1991): 4). And though there is a tendency on the part of such bodies to 
direct funding to cultural activities which relate to 'ordinary people', rather 
than to the small audience art of literature, many recent SPCAS 
publications have been published with the assistance of the 
Commonwealth Youth Program, an indication that grant money to literary 
activity continues.
11 Thompson (43) argues that the PNG government "fails to recognise the 
importance of the contemporary arts."
12 See, for instance, Sharrad’s article "Closure and the Colonial Condition"
243-55 and Ashcroft et al. 63.
13 See, for instance, Maka'a and Oxenham's "The Voice in the Shadow: A 
Survey of Writing in the Solomon Islands" (Pacific Moana Quarterly 9.1 
(1985): 5-13; Subramani's own Images of Fiji, Dunlop's "Samoan Writing", 
Krauth's "Unfolding like Petals" and Ganga Powell's "Looking Through
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Those Eyeholes" on PNG poetry, and Arthur Taripo's "Writing in the 
Cook Islands" (PIC] 14.1 (1986): 78-84).
14 This use of English should not be unexpected, given Crocombe's estimate 
that on average there are only 4,000 speakers of each of the Pacific's 
hundreds of languages ("Book Distribution" 29).
15 A parallel might be drawn with the enthusiastic embrace of Christianity in 
the Pacific because in its second phase it was transmitted by Pacific pastors.
16 For example, Helen Tiffin ("Commonwealth Literature and Comparative 
Methodology" 27 and "Recuperative Strategies" 29).
17 Almost invariably, writers are denoted by their publishers in
ethnic/national terms and in regional terms. Campbell's The Frigate Bird 
is described as exhibiting "Polynesian sensibility and European angst", and 
as written by "one of the Pacific's foremost writers" (back cover). The 
Preface to Kauraka's Dreams of a Rainbow, by Haunani-Kay Trask, asserts 
that "Pacific Island writers are coming into their own . . . their own 
distinctive voices as Pacific people, no longer as colonized people reflecting 
a colonial world" (xi). Trask goes on to speak of Kauraka as a Cook 
Islander, but notes that his poetry displays "a Urge sense of place, the vast 
and ancient Pacific" (xi).
18 Chapman puts it more eloquently: ". . . the tidy and dualistic logic of 
either/or has overwhelmed the contingent and integrated reasoning of 
both/and "which is characteristic of the Pacific ("Pacific Island Movement"
289).
19 I cannot, however, perceive a similar synthesis of male and female in 
Pacific literature, either in its traditional or contemporary forms, and I 
cannot account for this by any theory apart from a fundamental disjunction 
between the sexes.
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Appendix 1: Population table
Country Population (estimated latest based 
on 1986/87 Censuses)
PNG 3,800,000
Fiji 720,000
The Solomon Islands 300,000
Vanuatu 150,000
Niue 2,300
The Cook Islands 19,000
Western Samoa 165,000
Tonga 100,000
Tokelau 2,000
Tuvalu 9,000
Nauru 9,000
Kiribati 6,000
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Appendix 2: Publication table - regional and overseas
Year Novels Short Stories Poetry Drama General
Anthologies
1969 —
1970 i/o - 2/R - -
1971 - - 2/R I/O -
1972 - I/O 1/R I/O 3/R - -
1973 i/o I/O 1/R 4/R - I/O
1985 - - 3/R - 1/R
1986 - I/O 1/R - -
1987 2/0 1/R 2/R 1/R -
1988 - - 2/R - -
1989 I/O 1/R 1/R 1/R 2/R -
R = regional publication 
O = External publication
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Appendix 3: Journals - dates of publication
Kovave (PNG) (published Jacaranda Press, Brisbane)
New Guinea Writing
+ Papua New Guinea Writing 
Bikmaus 
Ondobondo 
The PNG Writer 
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Mana 1973 in PJM *1976-
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Student magazines
Nilaidat (UPNG) 
Unispac (USP)
Yuni Hereva *UT Lae)
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Appendix 5: Writers' careers - a select list
Vanuatu
• Donald Kalpokas, one of the early anti-colonial poets; after teaching from 
1968-71, entered educational administration, then politics; became 
Education Minister in Vanua'aku Party under P.M. Lini, who sacked him 
in 1991; has not published since the early 1970s.
• Albert Leomala, one of the early anti-colonial poets, editor of Vanuatu 
Weekly, journalist.
• Grace Molisa, one of the early anti-colonial and pro-feminist poets, also 
highly critical of neo-colonialism; her political text Wea Road was banned 
by the government during the independence era, but she later became 
private secretary to P.M. Lini until he sacked her in 1990 as a result of the 
Vanua’aku putsch; continues to write intermittently.
The situation for literature in English in Vanuatu does not appear to be 
promising, particularly given new Prime Minister Maxime Carlot's 
determination to "elevate" French to the level of English (PIM (Sept. 1991): 10).
Papua New Guinea
• Vincent Eri, 'the first Pacific novelist'; became politician and later a 
diplomat, becoming High Commissioner to Australia, then Governor- 
General as Sir Seri Eri before his dismissal/resignation in October 1991 
over his defence of a corrupt politician.
• John Waiko, editor and short story writer; Head of History Dept at UPNG 
until 1988; Director National Research Institute, a reshaped IPNGS until 
1990, now a politician.
• Michael Somare, occasional short story writer and dramatist; stated "As a 
school teacher I forgot to write. There were too many other things to do" 
(quoted in Goodwin "Bulls and Prophets" 25); politician.
• Jack Lahui, poet; historian; stated "I have become an extinct writer" 
(quoted in Goodwin "Bulls and Prophets" 26); Head of Publications and 
Literature at NRI; remains on editorial panel of Bikmaus, co-ordinates 
annual National Literature Competition.
• Leo Hannet, dramatist and short story writer; returned to village politics.
• Michael Mel, short story writer; before the 1992 elections, leader of the 
National Party in the PNG parliament.
• Kumalau Tawali, anti-colonial poet and dramatist; became Director of 
IPNGS in 1980.
• Arthur Jawodimbari, poet, short story writer and dramatist; sometime 
Director of the National Theatre Company.
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Apisai Enos, poet; entered the bureaucracy.
Kama Kerpi, poet; returned to village politics.
John Kasaipwalova, anti-colonial poet, one of the most achieved short 
story writers (see also Ganga Powell 90); returned to Trobriand Island to set 
up Sopi, a cultural movement (see Voices of Independence 236-45); he said 
"I attempted to write but found no immediate audience at the village 
level’’; "my time [was] better used in other spheres" ("Sopi" 241); after a 
jail sentence over an accounting matter, he began a fishing venture, and is 
now in real estate.
Though the prominent names of the early years are silent, apart from Soaba, 
both Soaba and Winduo, in prose and poetry respectively, give some hope of 
continuity in PNG writing.
N.B. I am indebted to Gill Gorle, Pacific Adventist College, Boroko, for some of 
the recent information on PNG.
Fiji
• Raymond Pillai, short story writer; has published little in the last few years 
since his move to a lectureship at USP.
• Jo Nacola, dramatist; lecturer at USP, then a national politician until 
dismissed by Rabuka; returned to village forestry project as Ratu (chief) of 
Ba; after the June 1992 Fiji elections, became Minister of Women, Culture 
and Multi-Ethnic Affairs in Rabuka's government.
• Pio Manoa, occasional poet; became lecturer at USP, and is now engaged in 
collecting oral literature; said "maybe, sometime, I will get around to 
doing it (writing)" (Pacific Writers' Week address 1984).
• Seri, poet, became a teacher.
• Vanessa Griffen, short story writer; has become lecturer at USP.
The Indo-Fijian writers remain the backbone of Fijian writing, though 
Veramu's collection is promising.
Solomons
• Julian Maka’a, short story writer; became producer at Solomon Islands 
Broadcasting Corporation; occasionally produces scripts; he has "not given 
up writing" (personal interview, Nov. 1991) but has published nothing 
since the early 1980s.
• John Saunana, novelist; politician and Minister of Education; is 
reportedly writing another novel.
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• Jully Sipolo, feminist poet; reporter for the Western Star in Gizo, Western 
Provinces, entering politics.
• Johnson Villia, short story writer; teacher.
• Celo Kulagoe, poet and short story writer; though he has published a 
collection of short stories recently, and publishes poetry in the Solomons 
Star, his near-blindness is making writing almost impossible (Interview 
with Julian Maka'a, Nov. 1991).
• Sam Alasia, short story writer; teacher.
The Solomons' situation looks promising, despite the loss of the early writers.
Western Samoa
• Eti Sa’aga, poet; migrated to American Samoa, apparently publishes 
occasionally in newspapers.
• Ruperake Petaia, poet; decided to write in Samoan.
• Sano Malifa, poet; also decided to write in Samoan.
Little English language writing apart from that of Wendt and von Reiche has 
been published recently.
Tonga
Though Thaman has not published a collection recently, she is a committed 
writer, and with Hau'ofa, Kolia, and Fonua, the situation looks healthy.
Cooks
• Fred Webb, occasional poet; published little in the 1970s and 1980s.
In the Cooks too, with the work of Campbell, Kauraka (Director of 
Anthropological Services) and Tongia, the literary scene is healthy.
Nauru
No major or minor writers.
Tuvalu
Occasional poems.
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Tokelau
Occasional poems.
Kiribati
Occasional poems.
